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INTRODUCTION 

He was tz 1nan, take him for all in aU. 

S h a k e s p e a r P.. "Hamle&" 

Hamlet's ideal of a man was that of the Renaissance and the 
new times. His father, the late King, was to him a harn1onious 
personification of thought embodied in action. Hamlet himself 
was a personification of thought seeking such embodiment. 
The 17th century adopted and gave concrete expression to the 
new ideal. The new man deserves his name when he is no 
longer satisfied with the harn1ony and subtlety of his own 
logical constructions, as was characteristic. of the Middle 
Ages, but seeks the harmony of the real world and its asser
tion in life. Hamlet's remark-like the whole tragedy of the 
Prince of Denmark, like all of Shakespeare's work-is a pro
gramme for the new times. 17th-century rationalism departed 
from the scholastic tradition of self-contained ratiocination 
and turned to nature, to the natural sciences and practical 
experience. •Its claims to independence were based on the con
formation of mental constructions to reality. 

The 18th century was an age of direct revolutionary inter
vention of rational thinking into public life. 

The 19th-century science, having convinced itself of the 
infinite complexity of the universe, became more human. It 
was no longer canonised and scholars were busy pushing back 
its frontiers and verifying it. 

In the 20th century science came closer still to the people. 
The unshakable classical laws which had nurtured the idea 
of apriority were found to be inexact, and new and more 
precise laws took their place. In spite of the complexity and 
incomprehensibility of the new concepts people felt that they 
were bringing science down to earth from the Olympus of 
a priori knowledge, echoing in a way the great feat of Pro
metheus. Great events were in the making on earth and a 
science which stopped short of nothing in the quest for truth 
and har·1nony appealed to people. Being children of an age 
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destined to go down in history as an age of revolutions, they 
took to the new, paradoxical world picture. 

The development of scientific thinking displays what seems 
to be a contradiction: as science departed from anthropo
morphic positions it grew more human. This of course is not 
surprising because anthropomorphism, which is the attribution 
of human characteristics to things not human, leads to the 
idea of divine revelation as the source of true knowledge. The 
new science broke away from this idea. The less science is 
restricted by direct subjeotive observations, the deeper it 
penetrates into the objective laws of nature, the closer it is to 
man, and the more human it becomes. Strange as it may seem, 
but in the early 17th century the geocentric objectification of 
_direct observation-the sun travelling around the earth-repres
ented the standpoint of closed circles, while the most paradox
ical heliocentric ideas of Galilee, which contradicted apparent 
observation, were debated with animation and sympathy in 
the streets of Italian towns. 

In the 20th century a scientist can achieve the highest 
repute ("a man, take him for all in all") if he propounds a 
theory severing as drastically, if not more so, with dogmas 
and dogmatic "self-evidence". Even more than before, the 
antidogmatic paradoxicality of science conditions its appeal to 
man. The spirit and the people of the 20th century combine 
to draw science away from "self-evident" propositions. 
Characteristic of the age is a turn to generalised conceptions. 
The time has passed when the contributions of science to 
practical needs are restricted to specific findings. The fun
damental scientific ideas, the notions of space and time, the 
universe and its evolution, the smallest particles of matter, 
in short, the world picture as a whole have become an im
mediate source of industrial and technological change as 
well as of changes in the mode of thinking and outlook of 
men. 

The farther a scientist progresses from particular questi6ns 
to the general picture of the universe the closer his work 
approaches the urgent problems of mankind as a whole. More, 
the most paradoxical general ·conceptions of the world, 
which break radically with the o1d way of thinking, present 
the straightest road to these problems. The theoretical foun
dations for far-reaching changes in human life are provided 
by conceptions lying far beyond the sphere of direct obser .. 
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vation, conceptions involving velocities approaching that of 
light and spatial domains of millions of light years and 
trillionths of a centimetre, and revealing con1pl~tcly para
doxical (from the viewpoint of classical science) reldtionships. 

Today "self-evidence" must be rejected even tnorc 
emphatically than in the first half of the century. Niels 
Bohr once remarked in connection with Heisenberg's unified 
theory of elementary particles: "This is undoubtedly a mad 
theory. The only thing is whether it is n1ad enough to be 
true.'' This statement offers a good idea of the situation in 

• sctence. 
Mode~rn science, and not only physics, is bound to advance 

"mad" ideas breaking completely 'vith traditional views and 
therefore apparently paradoxical. On the order of the day 
is a repudiation of the classical fundaments of natu t"dl science, 
a repudiation even n1ore sweeping than the one which_, in the 
first quarter of the century, marked the beginnings of the 
contemporary views on space, time and the structure and 
motion of matter. 

The history of science knows of many drastic turns to 
"mad", paradoxical notions. Usually they soon cease to be 
"mad", turn into trivial truths, and come to be regarded as 
natural, "the only possibleu, all but a priori qualities of know
ledge, and in any case ''self-evident". Once the 14oad to the 
summit has been blazed.. it sccn1s so natural and obvious 
that one finds it hard to realise hov1 paradoxical the original 
choice had seemed and what ~~rnad" courage had been required 
to leave the beaten path which had once seemed the only 
possible one. 

After a theory sheds its "paradoxicality'' nnd becomes ''self ... 
evident" the nimbus of "madness" rasses on to the man who 
had enunciated it. A scholar's biography records not thf' 
upshot of his scientific achieven1Pnt but the nr;tcHcnt of 
scientific progress associated \vith it, the rate of incrct1sc in 
human knowledge, the derivative of knowledge with respect 
to time, the upsweep of the curve of knowledge. The differ· 
cncc between science and its history Jies in that history deals 
not so tnuch in knowledge and levels attained as in derivatives 
with respect to time_, in transitions from ignorance to know· 
ledge and fron1 error to truth. Periods when reliable infol'""' 
mation about physica] reality tends to accumulate at an 
unusually high rate beco1ne turning points in the history of 
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science.. In the historic aspect the results of a scientific dis
covery are correlated to the level of knowledge. preceding 
it; the degree of escalation is not reduced by the fact that 
the new-fangled ideas may later become commonplace. 
Introducing an analogy with concepts to be discussed later 
on, we could say that an evaluation of a contribution to 
science, of the difference between two successive levels, is 
independent of the aspect from which it is undertaken, just 
as an addition to a Cartesian coordinate is independent of 
the point of origin of the coordinate system in which it is 
investigated. A contribution to knowledge retains its signi
ficance no matter how far we may have progressed since it 
was made. Thus, the transition from the idea of a flat earth to 
that of a globe is as remarkable today as it was in the days 
of Ancient Greece when the hypothesis was first enunciated .. 
No great change in the scientific world picture, no crucial 
juncture in the history of science ever loses its portent, and 
the gulf between two successive stages in science never nar
rows, the abruptness, paradoxicality and "madness" of the 
leap to a higher level are as awe-inspiring as ever. 

In the biography of a scientist such crucial junctures are 
viewed tQrough the prism of his life and work in relation 
to his scientific temperament and inner world, in relation 
to the world around him. The measure of genius is to be 
found in the rate of scientific progress, the gradient of science, 
its derivative with respect to time. 

A brainful of facts and figures does not yet make a genius. 
A genius contributes to previous knowledge, and it is this 
contribution which provides insight into both his intellectual 
and emotional worlds. 

As Heine said, a dwarf standing on a giant's shoulders 
may see farther ahead, but 11

DO giant heart beats in his 
chest". 

The following trailing in the wake of a genius may pos· 
sess a greater baggage of factual knowledge than their idol: 
but they contribute nothing, or almost nothing, to man's 
earlier knowledge because they lack the driving "spirit of 
Dr. Faust" in their thoughts, emotions and temperaments. 

The measured beat of a giant heart is clearly beard in the 
story of Einstein's life. The true measure of his scientific 
achievement can be grasped only when one realises that never 
before had a more paradoxical and drastic transition to a 
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new world picture been propounded than was the transition 
from Newtonian conceptions to the ideas of Einstein. It was 
a generalisation and completion of the work begun by New
ton, but it caused a revolution in science. 

For two centuries Newton's system had been regarded as 
the ultimate solution of the fundamental problems of science, 
as the final and preordained picture of the world. This estima
tion is reflected in Alexander Pope's verse: 

Nature and Nature's law lay hid in night; 
God said, let Newton bel and all was light. 

Then came Einstein with his theory of relativity, and some 
wit added the lines: 

But not for long. Let Einstein bel the Devil said, 
And lo, 'twas dark: the light had fled. 

The conclusion implicit in these two lines is a reflection 
of the widespread notion that rejection of the fundaments of 
Newtonian mechanics was tantamount to a rejection of a 
scientific understanding of the objective world. Dogn,atic 
thinking identifies a given stage in scientific advance with . 
science as a whole; it regards transition to a new stage as 
nothing short of the total collapse of science; it may pull 
science back to the old position or it may deny science the 
objective credibility of its findings; but it can never compre
hend that the essence of science lies in a continuous evolution 
towards a more and more faithful description of the real 
world. 

Viewed in this perspective, every revolution in science is 
an apotheosis of progress. 

Like Newton's mechanics, relativity theory is more than 
just another milestone in the history of science. It has 
changed the very mode of thinking of men, it is a milestone 
in the history of man's spiritual development. Applications 
of relativity theory have served to change the material con· 
ditions of human society. 

Einstein enunciated his theory in an age which will forever 
he seen as the great era in which man spanned the distance 
from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of freedom, 
when he opened a new chapter in his history. The advent 
of relativity theory meant that science had come of age. It 
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had at long last shed its puerile anthropocentrism, the idea 
of 1nan as the centre of the universe, the absolutised picture 
of the world lying before the terrestrial observer. 

In ancient times anthropoccntrism found expression in the 
absolute notion of up and down, incompatible with the idea 
of a spherical world. According to this world picture anti
podes ,, down under,, would necessarily "fall off the earth". 

The in,agc of a round earth developed in Ancient Greece 
required c.1cccptance of the notion of the relative nature of 
"up'' and "down", the notion that every direction in space 
is as good as the other, that space is, in shortr isotropic. The 
globe, however, remained the centre of the universe, and from 
this standpoint n1otion relative to the earth was absolute 
n1otion. Thus the statcn1ents "this body is in motion relative 
to the earth'' and "the earth is in motion relative to this body" 
describe different processes, the former being absolutely 
true, and the latter absolutely false. 

Copernicus destroyed the geocentric system. But the new 
centre of the universe, the sun, did not occupy its exalted 
position for very long: the universe of Giordano Bruno and 
Galilee had no centre, no fixed reference point. 

The concept of absolute motion of a given body not referred 
to other bodies remained, however. Up to the end of the 
19th century, it was assumed that optical processes in moving 
bodies proceeded in some way differently than in bodies at 
rest; this difference gave meaning to the word ~~motion" 
without reference to another body relative to which the given 
body could be said to be moving. All of space was assumed 
to be pervaded by an absolutely fixed stationary ether; a 
moving body was thought to create an "ether wind'' just as 
n running man feels the wind flowing around his body. 

This view was thrown overboard by Albert Einstein in 
1905 in a paper entitled "On the Electrodynamics of Moving 
Bodies" ("Elektrodynamik bewegter Kerper") published in the 
September issue of the German scientific journal Annalen der 
Physik. In this article Einstein postulated the constancy of the 
velocity of light in all bodies moving with respect to one 
another without acceleration. 

Shortly after that the theory of relativity was clothed in 
the mathematical for1nalism of four-dimensional geometry. 
In conventional three·dimensional space the position of any 
point is determined by three numbers. Addition of a fourth 
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number, time, gives geometrical meaning to the concept of 
an event as a localisation of a material particle at a given 
point at a given instant. Four-dimensional geometry and tl)e 
concept of four-dimensional space-time were used to develop 
the laws governing such events, i.e., the locations of material 
particles at different points and times (in other words, the 
laws of motion of particles and bodies comprising them). 

The special theory of relativity outlined by Einstein in 
1905 lays down that internal processes take place in bodies in 
the same manner irrespective of their uniform motion in a 
straight line. Internal effects of motion are not present in 
the case of inertia, or coasting motion. Later on, in 1916, 
Einstein extended the principle of relativity to acce
lerated motion. The rest of his life was devoted to the elabo
ration of a unified field theory which would include the laws 
of gravitation and electromagnetic field as special cases. 

Why did these highly abstract problems arouse such great 
interest in such wide circles? Why did this interest extend to 
the man who tackled them more than has ever been the case 
with other new theories? Why do men see Einstein as a per
sonification of 20th-century science with all its unprecedented 
opportunities and hazards? 

It is the answers to these questions that define the basic 
features of our century. Man today is concerned with chan
nelling science to sane applications and removing the threat 
of annihilation that it carries. In this quest of his he must 
reckon not only with the content of various scientific theories, 
he must also reckon with the sanity and the conscience of 
science. Einstein personified the latter two qualities. It is this 
aspect of the man that appeals most to the non-scientific com
munity. The idea of the objective "extra-persona1'1 world 
and its cognisability and paradoxicalness, the driving 
force behind the ·never ending pursuit for ·new, more 
precise and more general concepts gradually crystallised 
throughout his life. It is a record of the eternal struggle 
of reason against all fonns of mystic anti-intellectualism. It 
also shows a growing realisation of the public responsibility 
of science. 

The meaning and purport of Einstein's life can be traced 
through his scientific works, public pronouncements and let
ters to friends and colleagues. It is presented in his two auto
biographical articles, one written in 1955, a month before 
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his dE!ath,t and the more comprehensive Autobiographical 
Notes.2 The latter is hardly an autobiography in the conven
tional sense, though this is probably hardly su~rising. 

"Here I sit,'' Einstein begins, "in order to write, at the 
age of 68, something like my own obituary." He goes on to 
describe how the desire gradually grew in him to discover 
the rational laws of the universe. He sets forth his epistemo
logical credo and goes "back to the obituary" and the origins 
of his mathematical interests. The bulk of the article is devot
ed to an analysis of the main physical ideas from the 11th 
to the 19th century-Newtonian mechanics, thennodynamics, 
electrodynamics-and finally the physical ideas that emerged 
in our century. After reviewing Newton's mechanics Einstein 
writes: 

'''Is this supposed to be an obituary?' the astonished read
er will likely ask. I would like to reply: essentially, yes. 
For the essential in the being of a man of my type lies pre
cisely in what he thinks and how he thinks, not in what he 
does or suffers. Consequently, the obituary can limit itself in 
the main to the communicating of thoughts which have 
played a considerable role in my endeavours." 

We shall refer to Einstein's autobiography on many occa
sions in discussing his world outlook and the sources of his 
great discoveries. 

Einstein called his autobiography an "obituary" because it 
sums up his work and his views. It is presented in historical 
perspective. He singles out from the kaleidoscope of life the 
events which make it a part of the intellectual history of 
mankind. Never before has scientific history merged more 
completely with a scientist's life. This is a sure sign of a 
genius. For only the life of a genius merges so completely 
with the life of the human race as a whole. The interests 
of such a man are in unison with the requirements of develop ... 

1 Printed in HeUe Z~it-Dun1c1e Zeit. In Memoriam Albert Einstein, 
edited by Carl Seelig, Europa Verlag, Zurich 1956, S. 9-17. (Afterwards 
referred to as HeUe Zeit.) 

Translator's rwu: Quotations from all non-English sources have been 
translated into English from the Russian, as quoted in the Russian 
orighud. · 

2 Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scienti.t, edi~ by Paul A. Schilpp, 
Tudor, New York, 1951, pp. 3-95. (Afterwards referred to as Philosopher-
Scientist.) · 
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ing science, his quest follows the ways of science, his accom-
plishments advance science to new and higher levels. In 
Einstein the fusion with science was probably greater than in 
any physicist before him. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that ideas of personal great
ness were completely alien to Einstein and he always brushed 
aside with his frank, hearty, childlike laughter any attempts 
to attach the epithet of genius to his name. Contemplation of 
the self is a part of the ''merely personal" from which a genius 
disengages when he achieves .,the mental grasp of the extra
personal world''. 

The contrasting of the "merely personal" and the "extra· 
personal'' with which Einstein begins his Autobiographical 
Notes deter1nines the composition of the "obituary". Emphasis 
is laid on the retrospective nature of Einstein's life story, with 
attention focused on its major, truly historic milestones. Later 
on we shall discuss this important aspect of the autobiography 
in greater detail. Here we shall only note that an account of 
Einstein's life should follow, to some extent at least, the 
fabric of his autobiography. Accordingly, we shall detract 
frequently from chronological order in tracing Einstein's 
philosophical evolution and undertake to form generalisations 
designed to show how his life fused with the development 
of science. If we achieve this we shall have a biography of 
a genius. For a story of Einstein's life must necessarily pro
ceed from generalisations of the advance of history as em
bodied in the life-work of the creator of relativity theory. 
Yet historical generalisations alone are not enough to a bio
graphy of Einstein. The three generations of Einstein's con
temporaries cherish the smallest details of his life, his looks., 
his habits, his manner of speech. People remember him not 
only for his mighty intellect, but also for his humanism, 
kindness and charm. 

Despite the abstract nature of his ideas, despite his con
stant flight from the "merely personal'', which constituted the 
meaning of his life, Einstein is not seen by ordinary people 
as· a featureless prophet, a bearer of "tablets of the Law:: from 
the summits of abstract thought. The reason can be found in 
an analysis of his world outlook and in the purport of his 
scientific exploit. Einstein knew-in fact he proceeded from 
the consideration-that speculative reasoning~ even if its log
ical structure is beyond reproach, cannot by itself unravel 
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the laws of nature. We can say that Einstein did discover 
the new "tablets of the Law", the new world equations, con
firJned by experiment, which invalidated the old ftlblets, but 
it was not a case of bringing the Law from Mount Sinai. On 
the contrary, he elevated principles discovered here on earth 
to the status of world equations. 

The disciples of founders of dogmatic doctrines are prone 
to elevate their masters to divine status. Einstein is not 
threatened with such a fate. The non-dogmatic nature of rela
tivity theory, with its absence of a priori concepts, is in com
plete har1nony with the image of its founder. Einstein was 
still a boy when he began his quest for a rational world 
system. Yet even then he eschewed the idea of some a priori 
skeleton as being respon&ible for the general ratio governing 
the turbulent flow of physical reality. As he saw it, ratio, 
order, harmony are characteristics of the "extra-personal'' 
world, which is independent of the conscience. 

Great ideas embracing the universe spring from the exter
nal well of empirical knowledge; they find confirmation in it, 
they change, evolve towards greater generalisations and body 
forth in concrete fonn. Viewed from this aspect, scientific 
ideas do not appear as revelations, nor their propounders as' 
prophets, neither in their own eyes nor in the eyes of mankind .. 

Einstein concludes his Autobiographical Notes with the 
words: "This exposition has fulfilled its purpose if it shows 
the reader how the efforts of a life hang together and why 
they have led to expectations of a definite form."! 

He presents the principal tendencies in his scientific work, 
and the quoted conclusion can be regarded as a statement 
of the connection between them. Einstein's life-work dis
plays a remarkable logical harmony of the same order as 
the orderly, rational and unified world which he sought in 
the maze of random observations and experiments. This is 
not just a figure of speech. The life of every great scholar is, 
in the final analysis, found to be subordinated to a single 
mental exploit. Einstein, however, stands out among the 
explorers of nature in respect of the har1nony of his scientific 
interests and mode of thinking. One could even speak of the 
music of his work, for the succession of Einstein's ideas in 
time makes such a natural series that his biographer need 
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hardly waste his time seeking the inner logic of the events 
in Einstein's work, so apparent it is. More, his intimate 
life was in complete accord with the logic of his scientific 
exploit. In his autobiography Einstein sought to detract from 
the fortuitous and personal in order to present the "extra
personal'' evolution of his ideas. And this is also true of his 
own being. Reading Einstein's biography is like listening to 
a musical piece in which every note is uniquely dete111tined 
by the dominant theme. 

There are formulas in the autobiography which link Ein
stein's own career as a scientist with the progress of science 
a~ a whole. I had thought of applying these formulas and 
calling this book Flight From Wonder, as Einstein defines the 
overcoming of the ''wondering" which occurs in the face of 
a paradoxical fact and the inclusion of that fact in a rational 
system of the world. 

I had also thought of calling this book Flight From Self
Evidence. It is the customary and habitual that seem "self
evident'', and the duty of science, as Einstein saw it, is to 
develop new concepts which, though clashing with "obvious" 
logical schemes and observations, are in agreement with more 
precise experiments and more precise, strict and orderly 
logical patterns. 

Finally, I had thought of calling my book about Einstein 
Flight From the Merely Personal .. Einstein writes in his auto
biography: "In a man of my type the turning point of the 
development lies in the fact that gradually the main interest 
disengages itself to a far-reaching degree from the momentary 
and merely personal and turns towards the striving for a 
mental grasp of things."! 

These formulas give an insight into the remarkable whole
ness of Einstein's character, the har1nony of the mental and 
the emotional in his character. 

The Einstein absorbed in computations designed to answer 
the question of the finality or infinity of the universe, and 
the Einstein spending his tim~ copying off in his own hand 
the text of his original paper on relativity to sponsor ci··pub
lic fund raising campaign (the recopied manuscript wa.s.2pur
chased for several million dollars and handed over tf· the · 
Library of Congress): th~e are two facets of the same image, 

• t Philosopher-Scientist, p. 7. 
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and one feels that Einstein could not act otherwise. Only a 
man who never thought of himself could disengage so com
pletely from the ~~merely personal" and pursue ep doggedly 
a theory clashing with the evidence of observation, the 
evidence of logic and millennium-old tradition, a veritably 
"mad" theory, in the best sense of the word. In this respect 
Einstein's absolute moral integrity is inseparable from the 
titanic power of his mind. 

In his First Recollections, Lev Tolstoi tells a fable of a 
green wand with the secret of human happiness engraved 
on it together with other secrets that can be discovered if 
the owner of the wand can keep his mind off certain triviali
ties for the duration of one hour. In science, possession of 
such a green wand can be gained only by dint of supreme 
concentration of the mind, unswerving in the face of any 
obstacles whatsoever, a concentration which leaves no room 
for unrelated thoughts in a mind completely disengaged from 
the momentary and merely personal. 

Presented as the story of a concerted, purposeful quest 
for the increasingly more universal and exact world laws, Ein· 
stein's life history can be divided into three periods. 

In the first, with adolescence came the initial striving for 
the ~~extra-personal", the search for the meaning of life which 
led to interest in natural science and the desire to probe the 
laws governing the objective world. Einstein's student days 
marked the maturing of his world outlook and the acquisition 
of the mathematical and physical knowledge whose synthesis 
later led to the development of the special theory of relativity. 

The second period embraces his generalisation of relativity 
theory for accelerated motion. This work was crowned by the 
enunciation of the general theory of relativity and the emer
gence of the new cosmology based on it. The period ended 
with the confirmation of special relativity by direct obser
vation in a solar eclipse and universal acclaim of the theory. 

The third period passed, retrospectively speaking, under 
the sign of the approaching atomic age. In the twenties the 
microcosmic theory of quantum mechanics was developed. 
Einstein was critical of some of its propositions. He himself 
was busy elaborating (or rather attempting to elaborate) a 
unified field theory. ~ -

Einstein and his contemporaries are in general disagree
ment, more or less, as to their evaluation of this period of his 
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life, from the late 1920s to the end. To Einstein the ideas 
'Nhich he pursued over the latter thirty years of his life 
represented the ultimate of the "extra-personal" towards which 
he strove. All those years he devoted himself largely to the 
search for a new theory capable of explaining~ on the basis 
of unified propositions, the totality of phenomena associated 
with gravity, electromagnetic field and other fields of force. 

Most appraisals of Einstein's work, including biographical 
studies, proceed from the apparent fruitlessness of his quest. 
Yet today, in the 1920s, trends are appearing which already 
call for a reassessment of earlier appraisals. They offer new 
insight into the tremendous mental effort which had consumed 
a good half of Einstein's life. An analysis of these trends and 
some forecasts concerning the future of the theory of elemen· 
tary particles are therefore essential before final judgement 
can be pronounced on the -outcome of Einstein's life-work. 
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Cll1pter 1 

ADOLESCENCE 

Hu truthfulness and seme of jwtice, which 
earned him the nickname Biedermeier 
( H oneae 1 ohn), verged 011 the morbid. What 
had then seemed morbid u seen today tU an 
e%pression of inborn, indestructible instinct. 
Those who know Einstein, &he man and the 
scientist, know that eha& childiah morbidity 
was but a forerunner of his unshakable moral 
integrity. 

Mosz.kowski 

The environment into which Albert Einstein was born 
brought him very early in life into contact with two diamet
rically opposed historical traditions. They confronted him 
many times afterwards, all his life, in fact. One was the 
rationalist tradition. It was firmly rooted in Swabia, the 
land of his bi~, its roots reaching out to Alsace and 
France. The other was the tradition of blind faith in the 
infallibility of the- police state, depicted in such bold relief 
by Heinrich Mann in his Untertan. Its heralds were the Pros
sian officers and bureaucrats who were swar1ning into South
em Germany to enforce the law and order of the newly 
founded Empire. Einstein personified the rationalist tradition. 
The purpose of his life was cognition of the great rational 
world har1nony. His world of paradoxes, to be sure, is a far 
cry from the ossified world picture from which the disciples 
of 18th-century classical rationalism proceeded. But the ac
companiments of the rationalist outlook inherited from the 
18th century-belief in the independence of reason, Voltaire's 
irony and tolerance, defence of man's natural aspirations 
against the encroachments of tyranny as proclaimed by Rous
seau-remained to a greater or lesser degree in the customs 
and ideas of Einstein's environment and, associated with 
early impressions, lived on in him. The hostile tradition also 
persisted in the environment, acquiring during Einstein's life-
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time dimensions and for1ns which made it a menace to the 
very existence of civilisation. 

Albert Einstein was born on March 1,4, 1819, at Ulm, an 
old German town on the left bank of the Danube River, at 
the foothills of the Swabian Alps. · Its history dates back to 
the 9th century. Once an eminent and thriving member of 
the Swabian union of towns, it became a big fortress in the 
16th century and took part in the struggle of the Protestant 
princes against the Catholic Church and the Emperor. Ulm 
has gone down in the history of the Napoleonic wars as the 
place where the Austrian a11ny under Mack suffered a terri
ble defeat. 

By the Vienna peace treaty of 1809, which sealed Austria's 
defeat, Ulm became part of the Kingdom of Wiirttemberg. 
In 1842 the old fortifications were restored and reconstructed 
by Prussian engineers, and its twelve forts and turrets strad .. 
dled the Danube. This time they faced against France. 

In the 1870s Ulm continued to preserve the external features 
of a medieval Swabian community: narrow, winding streets 
lined with gabled houses and dominated by a massive 15th .. 
century Gothic cathedral with a five-hundred-foot tower. The 
tower offered a splendid view to anyone caring to climb it: 
undulating country stretching to the hills of the Tirol and 
Switzerland, the Swabian Alps, the fields of Bavaria and 
Wiirttemberg in the distance, and at one's feet, the rugged 
outline of the Wilhelmsburg citadel and the surrounding forts, 
the town hall, market place, a small foundry works, and 
several textile mills. Thirty thousand inhabitants: cloth and 
leather merchants, labourers, artisans, foundrymen, weavers, 
masons, cabinetmakers, makers of the famous Ulm pipes, 
furniture makers, brewers-most of them native Swabs, two .. 
thirds Catholic and one-third Lutheran, with a spri~ing of 
several hundred Jews whose way of life ha~:dly differed from 
that of the rest of the populace. 

The spoken language was the melodius Swabian idiom, 
which persisted for quite a time in Einstein's speech, and 
the whole life in the speech of his second wife, Elsa. To her 
he was always "Albertle", the land was "Lindle", the city 
(Stadt) "Stadtle''.1 Clashing with this soft emotional dialect 

1 Philipp Prank, BifiStebL His Llle and Times, Jonathan Cape, Lon· 
dOD, 1950, p. 4. 
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was the harsh, clipped speech of the Prussian newcomers. 
The resulting dissonance was an expression and a symbol of 
the gulf between the two ideological and cultural traditions 
mentioned at the beginning of the chapter. -The petty
bourgeois circles of Wiirttemberg could boast a degree of 
broadmindedness and religious and national tolerance, as 
opposed to the extreme nationalism, bigotry and haughty 
intolerance commonly associated with the notion of 
"Prussianism". 

In the circle to which the Einstein family belonged, Heine, 
Lessing and Schiller were honoured by Jews and Christians 
alike and their works stood on the shelves side by side with 
the Bible or the Gospel, as the case might be. Schiller, in 
particular, was extremely popular, not least for the frequent 
occurrence of the dear Swabian idiom in his books. 

Hermann Einstein, Albert's father, who was good at 
mathematics, had once dreamed of entering a university after 
completing his course at a Stuttgart gymnasium. Instead, 
however, he was forced to go into business. In 1878 he 
married Pauline Koch, daughter of a rich Stuttgart grain 
merchant, and settled in Ulm where Hermann Einstein's 
parents had been living since 1868 and where there were 
many relatives. In Ulm, Herntann Einstein opened up an 
electrical goods shop. Fifteen miles from Ulm, in Hechingen, 
lived -Her1nann's cousin Rudolf with his daughter Elsa, 
Albert's coeval and future wife. The kinship was even closer 
on the maternal side, for Elsa's mother was Pauline Koch's 
sister. 

In 1880, a year after Albert's birth, the family moved to 
Munich where Hermann and his brother Jakob set up an 
electrical workshop. When Albert was five they moved to 
Sendling, a suburb of Munich, where they built a house and 
a small factory for manufacturing dynamos, arc lamps and 
measuring instruments. All that remained of Pauline's dowry 
was invested in the project. 

In 1881 a girl, Maja. was born into the family. Almost the 
same age, the two children, Maja and Albert, became great 
friends and the garden surrounding their home in Sendling 
was their playground. 

Herntann Einstein imbued his children with a love of 
nature. Excursions in the pictuj,·esque country around Munich 
were a family custom in which numerous relatives took part. 
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Sometimes Rudolf Einstein would come from Hechingen with 
Elsa .. 

Pauline Einstein was a great lover of music. She played 
the piano and sang. Her favourite composer was Beethoven, 
and above all she loved his sonatas. The family loved music 
and classical German literature. 

Hermann Einstein's brother Jakob lived with the family. 
He was a good engineer and it was he who developed in 
Albert a liking for mathematics. The brothers handled the 
affairs of their electrical factory· together, Hertnann looking 
after the commercial and Jakob the engineering aspects of 
the business. They were not successful businessmen, however, 
and the family was never well-off. 

Albert was a quiet, reserved child. He shunned friends 
and took no part in the boisterous games of other children. 
Playing soldiers was especially distasteful to him. The strains 
of military brass bands sounded up and down the country~ 
troops marched through the streets of towns with crowds 
of enthusiastic boys keeping step at their heels while the 
burghers lined the pavements and viewed with pride the 
marching young empire, pleased at the new opportunities 
opening up to their offspring. Poor little Albert, however, 
clung to his father's hand and cried and begged to take him 
home. The din and racket frightened him ·and got on his 
nerves. 

In due course the time for school came. Elementary 
education in Germany was conducted on a denominational 
basis and the schools were controlled by the clergy of 
different religious groups. The Jewish school was far from 
home, and besides, the fee was beyond the Einsteins' circum
stances. Albert was placed in a nearby Catholic school. It 
was there that his schoolmates first noted his "morbid 
sense" of justice, to use the expression of Alexander Mosz
kowski, one of Einstein's first biographers, who interviewed 
him in 1920.1 It was probably there, in the elementary school, 
that Einstein got his first taste of anti-semitism. "There were 
not many Jewish children in the school and it was here that 
the first drops from the wave of anti-semitism which threatened 
to engulf the school from outside spattered little Albert. For 

t A. Moszkowski, Einstein, Binblicke in seine Gedan.lunwelt, 
Entwickelt aus Gesprichen mit Einstein von Alexander Moszkowski, 
Hamburg-Berlin~ 1921, S. 220. 
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the first time a hostile dissonance rushed in to jar the simple 
and hazmonic world of his soul."! 

This may not have been the first dissonance .,pf its kind 
in his life, for there was also the subconsciously felt 
dissonance of Prussian fifes and drums against the background 
of classical music, and the dissonance of gutteral peremptory 
shouts against the background of the soft, emotionally 
coloured speech of the natives of Southern Gennany. Many 
years had to pass, of course, before Einstein could observe 
the common features inherent in the different manifestations 
of the evil, irrational force opposed to the reason and 
harmony for which his soul had always craved. At the time 
the spatter of anti-semitism had hurt the little boy, not because 
he was its victim, but because it ran contrary to the ideals 
of reason and justice which had already taken root in his 
mind. In any case, it should be said that never, then or 
subsequently, had it aroused in Einstein a feeling of national 
isolation; on the contrary, it planted in his soul the germs 
of international solidarity of men of like mind. 

At the age of ten Albert entered the Luitpold gymnasium 
in Munich. The atmosphere there had nothing in common 
with the boy's inclinations and disposition. The "classical 
education'' had degenerated into a cramming of Latin and 
9reek grammar, and history into a tedious chronology of 
events. The teachers were more like army . officers, with the 
pupils as the ''other ranks". Recalling the time, Einstein once 
commented: liThe teachers in the elementary school appeared 
to me like sergeants, and in the gymnasium the teachers were 
like lieutenants." The general dreary background was not, 
however, without its bright spots. There was in the 
gymnasium a teacher by the name of Ruess who really tried 
to reveal to his pupils the spirit of ancient civilisation, its 
influences on classical and contemporary German culture, 
and the continuity of the cultural life of epochs and 
generations. The delight he derived during readings of 
Herman and Dorothea, that masterpiece of romantic 
sentimentalism, remained deeply engraved in Einstein's 
memory. He would seek every opportunity to speak with 
Ruess and gladly submitted to the punishment of staying on 
after school, without lunch., whenever Ruess was there to 

1 A. Moszkowski, op. cit., S. 220. 
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conduct the extra period. Years later, when Einstein was s 
professor at Zurich, he passed through Munich and decided 
to call on Ruess. But the name of the young man in the wom 
suit meant nothing to the old teacher. Ruess imagined that 
his caller wanted to approach him for money and received 
him very coldly. There was nothing left for Einstein but to 
depart in all haste. 

The years went by and Albert passed duly from fonn to 
form. A reticent, quiet boy, he showed no brilliance in his 
studies. As a matter of fact the precision and depth of his 
answers escaped the shallow minds of the teachers, who were 
exasperated by his slow manner of speech. 

Meanwhile brainstorms were brewing in the boy's head. 
He sought in the greater world and the social environment 
the har1nony which would be in tune with his inner world. 
Albert's initial religiousness soon collapsed under the impact 
of natural science. The textbooks at school could not reveal 
the world har1nony to his inquiring mind. This he found in 
some popular scientific books recommended to him by Max 
Talmey, a medical student from Poland who visited the 
Einsteins. It was a tradition to invite every Friday a poor 
emigrant student to dinner. Talmey called Albert's attention 
to a series Popular Books on Natural Science (Naturwis
senschaftliche Volksbucher), compiled by Aaron Bernstein. 
The books discussed zoology, botany. astronomy and 
geography. More important, they dealt with the subject 
matter from the standpoint of the general universal causal 
interdependence of natural phenomena. After that Albert was 
an enthusiastic reader of Buchner's Porce and Matter (Kraft 
und Stoff), a very popular book anmng young Germans at 
the close of the 19th century. Despite its superficiality and 
the author's utter incomprehension of the infinite complexity 
of the world revealed by the great discoveries of the 19th 
century, Buchner's book was instrumental in drawing many 
young men from religion. It made a great impression on 
Einstein. Instruction in the elementary school and the 
gymnasium followed the biblical interpretation of the origin 
of the world and life, whereas Buchner's interpretation of 
modem knowledge was a negation of the religious principle 
and an assertion of the material nature of the world. 

In the elementary school Einstein had received Catholic 
instruction. At the gymnasium he received instruction in the 
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Jewish religion, which was provided for Jewish pupils. 
Einstein was stirred by the historical and artistic values of 
the Old Testament, but this could not counter the impact of 
natural science on his mind. He soon developed a definite 
aversion for religion of any kind and made up his mind to 
abandon the Jewish religious community and not to become 
a member of any religious group. 

Einstein displayed an interest in mathematics at an early 
age. This may have been due to his uncle Jakob who liked 
to say: "Algebra is a jolly science. We go hunting for a little 
animal whose name we don't know, so we call it x. When 
we bag our game we pounce on it and give it its right name.'' 
The subject fascinated the boy, and he soon joined the hunt, 
frequently abandoning conventional methods to seek new 
ways of solving simple problems. 

When Albert was twelve years old algebra and geometry 
were due to commence in the forthcoming school year. He 
was already familiar with algebra but knew nothing as yet 
of geometry. He got himself a textboo-k on the subject and. 
like any schoolboy, began leafing through it. The book 
proved so exciting that he was unable to tear himself away 
from it. 

In the meantime Albert had begun taking violin lessons 
at the age of six. He was unfortunate in the choice of tutors, 
who, like his school teachers, were unable to inspire him. He 
dutifully stuck to his· guns for seven years, but it took 
Mozart's sonatas to awaken him to the beauty of music. He 
was carried away by their grace and emotion and 'vanted to 
give them expression with his violin. He lacked the skill, 
however, so he proceeded to perfect his technique until 
Mozart finally sounded forth. Music became his favourite 
pastime. From the age of fourteen he took part in all domestic 
concerts. Mozart and his music played the same part in 
Einstein's life as Euclidean geometry did in his scientific 
development. 



Chapter 2 

STUDENT DAYS 

Joy in. looking and comprehending i.~ 1urtur-~»' 5 

mo&t beautiful sift. 
1-; i II $ I e i n 

Hermann Einstein was not a successful businessman. The 
electrical factory yielded no profit and eventually he was 
reduced to the verge of bankruptcy and decided to seek his 
fortune elsewhere. Italy seemed best suited because of both 
the business prospects it offered and the colourful life which 
appealed to him so much. Besides, some rich relatives of 
Pauline's (grain merchants in Genoa) promised their support. 
So in 1894 the family, together with uncle Jakob, moved to 
Milan, leaving Albert behind in Munich to finish the 
gymnasium. The Einstein brothers first undertook to set up 
business in Milan, but things fared poorly and they moved 
to Pavia, where they were no better off, so they returned to 
Milan and opened their factory Per la construzione di dinamo 
e motori elettrici a correnti continue e alternate. They were 
kept in business mainly thanks to the support of the Italian 
and German branches of the Koch family. 

Alone in Munich, fifteen-year-old Albert was having a 
hard time at the gymnasium. He was far in advance of his 
classmates in mathematics and physics, but he found it 
increasingly difficult to keep- going. His critical attitude 
towards the pedagogical methods of the gymnasium was 
further enhanced by the books he read. The endless cramming 
of Latin and Greek, the rote and abundance of useless , 

infor1nation in other subjects, the military type atmosphere# 
and the self-confident ignorance of the teachers and 
authorities were unbearable. The serious-minded boy, in· 
different to schoolboy pranks, had acquired no close friends 
at school, and now his family was far away. Albert decided 
to leave the gymnasium and join his parents in Italy. He 
obtained a doctor's certificate stating that because of a 
nervous breakdown he was in need of a six-month holiday. 
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1ne school authorities, however, anticipated his intention. 
They had long been looking askance at Einstein's scepticism 
and free-thinking. He was offered to leave the~gymnasium 
as his presence undermined the other pupils' respect for the 
school. This was or1e year before graduation. 

Einstein's first act on rejoining his family in Milan was 
to renounce his German citizenship and his adherence to the 
Jewish religious community. 

Italy char1ned Einstein. He fell in love with its ancient 
temples, museums and art galleries, its palaces and picturesque 
hovels, its merry, hospitable and easy-going people, who 
worked or idled, made merry or brawled with the same 
effusiveness and expressive gesticulation. The music and sing· 
ing and animated melodious speech was in sharp contrast with 
the cold, rigid spirit of rules, norms of behaviour, precedence 
and nomenclature that had oppressed him in Ger1nany. ·He 
travelled to Genoa and other places, and wherever he went 
he experienced an inner freedom never felt before. 

This could not last forever, however, and the time came 
for Albert to think of his future. His father's affairs were 
going from bad to worse. ~fhe establishment of the electrical 
factories in Milan and Pavia had swallowed up all of the 
family's savings, with no appreciable dividends. At last 
Her111ann Einstein was compelled to tell his son that he 
found it very difficult to support him and he would have to 
take up some profession as soon as possible. By then it was 
clear to Albert that his prime interests lay in mathematics 
and theoretical physics. The difficulty, however, was of 
combining the two interests with a practical profession. His 
father and uncle insisted on an engineering career. Their 
advice was all the more worth heeding as without a 
gymnasium diploma it would be hard to get into a university. 
A technical institution was agreed upon, and the only thing 
was to choose a suitable one with instruction conducted in 
Ger1nan. Studying in Germany was out of the question. 
Outside of Germany the most famous institute was the Swiss 
Federal Polytechnic of Zurich, to which Albert applied for 
admission. At the entrance examinations he made a brilliant 
showing in mathematics, but his knowledge of foreign 
languages, botany and zoology proved lacking. The absence 
of a gymnasium diploma was also taken intC" account and 
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he was not accepted. The director of the Polytechnic, 
however, who had been impressed by Einstein's knowledge 
of mathematics, advised him to finish a Swiss secondary 
school and apply again the following year. He recommended 
the. Cantonal school at the small town of Aarau where the 
staff and the pedagogical methods were very p~ogressive. 

·With the memory of Munich fresh in his mind Einstein 
hated the idea of returning to secondary school, but then, 
there was nothing else to do. The Aarau school, however, 
turned out to be a pleasant surprise. The teachers were as 
friends to the· students, the lessons were interesting, and the 
students were able to work independently in the physical. 
and chemical laboratories; there was a zoology museum 
with microscopes, and a garden for practical botany classes. 
The senior pupils frequently discussed social problems. Many 
young revolutionary emigrants lived in Switzerland, and 
such questions were constantly being debated. 

Einstein lived in the home of one of the school's teachers, 
Professor Winteler. He spent much of his time with 
Winteler's children, who were of his own age, and they often 
took long walks in the hills. He also made some friends 
among his fellow students. 

The year at Aarau revealed to Einstein that in a school not 
shackled by scholastic routine and conducted by progressive
minded people teaching could be an interesting profession 
which, further1nore, combined well with research work. 

Einstein finished the Aarau school in 1896 and was 
accepted to the Zurich Polytechnic without examinations. He 
studied there from October 1896 to August 1900, at a 
depart••l~t which trained teachers in physics and 
mathe~J aatics. 

The teacher-training department was, for all practical 
purposes, a physico-mathematical faculty. Besides the courses 
in mathematics and physics, Einstein listed himself for 
several special courses in philosophy, history, economics and 
literature.! However, he rarely attended the main physics and 

1 Theae are the cJasses to which Einstein enrolled and the teachers 
who ccmd\icted tbmn: differential and integral calculus (Adolf Hurwitz): 
descriptive geometty (Wilhelm Piedler): analytical geometry, theory of 
invariants, theory of determinants (Carl Friedrich Geiser): theory of 
definite integrals,. theory of linear equations (Arthur Hirsch); geometric 
theory of numbers, function theory, elliptical functions, differential 

1 
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mathematics classes. Heinrich Weber, who conducted the 
physics course, was an expert in electrical engineering but 
in theoretical physics he added nothing to wuat Einstein 
did not already know. Einstein appealed directly to the works 
of Maxwell, Kirchoff, Boltzmann and Hertz. It was then that 
his initial interests, which had been divided equally between 
physics and pure mathematics, centred on a few fundamental 
problems of theoretical physics. Among his mathematics 
instructors were such outstanding men as Adolf Hurwitz and 
Hern1ann Minkowski, but their lectures, too, failed to interest 
Einstein. Minkowski, \vho later developed the mathemati
cal apparatus of relativity theory, never saw its future pro
pounder at his lectures. When the theory was enunciated 
Minkowski remarked that it was the last thing he 
could hav@ expected of his student at the Zurich Poly
technic. 

MinkovJski's lectures and the lectures of other professors 
in the various branches of higher mathematics were regularly 
attended by Marcell Grossmann, who took careful notes at 
all of them. Grossmann became a good friend of Einstein's 
and years later he took part in developing the mathematical 
apparatus of general relativity. Grossmann's notes enabled 
Einstein to pass his examinations. This gave him a freedom 
in attending lectures which he enjoyed greatly. The need to 
study for the sole purpose of an examination had always 
oppressed him. 

"This coercion," he writes in his Autobiographical Notes, 
"had such a deterring effect (upon me) that, after I had 
passed the final examination, I found the consideration of any 
scientific problems distasteful to me for an entire year. In 
justice I must add, moreover, that in Switzerland we had to 
suffer far less under such coercion, which smothers every 

equations in partial derivatives, variation calculus, analytical mechanics 
(Hermann Minkowski); general mechanics (Albin Herzog); applications 
of analytical mechanics (Ferdinand Rudio); physics, electrical engineer
ing (Heinrich Friedrich Weber); practical physics (Johann Pet net); 
astrophysics, astronomy (Alfred Wolfer); theory of scientific thinking, 
Kantian philosophy (August Stadler); and in the optional subjects: 
designing (Ernst Fiedler); external ballistics (Geiser); andent history, 
geology (Albert Heim); Swiss history (Wilhelm Echsli); economics 
(Julius Platter): statistics, insurance (Jacob Rebstein); the works and 
views of Goethe (Robert Saitschik). 
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truly scientific impulse, than is the case in many other 
localities. There were altogether only two examinations; 
aside from these one could just about do as one pleased. 
This was especially the case if one had a friend, as did I, who 
attended the lectures regularly and who worked over their 
content conscientiously. This gave one freedom of choice of 
pursuits until a few months before the examination, a freedom 
which I enjoyed to a grea~ extent and have gladly taken 
into the bargain, the bad- · conscience connected with it, 
as by far the lesser evil. It, is, in- fact, nothing short of a . -
miracle that the modem methods of instruction have not 
yet entirely strangled the holy curiosity of inquiry; for this 
delicate little plant, aside from stimulation, stands mainly 
in need of freedom; without this it goes to wreck and 

- 'I 1 rutn. 
Zurich, like other Swiss university towns, was a haven to 

which flocked a cosmopolitan host of students, revolutionary 
emigrants, and young people who had fled from national or 
social oppression in their countries. Not all the students were 
revolutionaries, but most of them were democratically minded. 
It was a social milieu of great political and scientific 
temperament. Even those whose interests were restricted to 
pure science could not help being influenced by it. 

Einstein made many friends among emigrant students. 
Among them was Mileva Maritsch, a Serbian girl from 
Austria-Hungary. She was a serious, taciturn girl, neither 
quick-witted nor very attractive, but she and Einstein found 
a common interest in studying the works of great physicists. 
Einstein always felt the need of a friend and companion to 
whom he could voice his ideas. Mileva was a rather 
unresponsive listener, but she suited him. There was no 
one in Zurich who could equal him in intellect (in fact 
he never did have a friend who could be his equal in 
all respects), nor did he meet a girl capable of attracting 
him by beauty alone, without the benefit of a scholarly back
ground. 

Einstein's closest friends were Marcel Grossmann, Louis 
Kollros and Jakob Ehrat, all of them, like Mileva-. of the 
1896 term at the Polytechnic. Grossmann lived with his 

1 Philosophet-Scientist, p. 11. 
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parents in the village of Thalwil on the Lake of Zurich. Jakob 
Ehrat, with whom Einstein usually sat at lectures, lived with 
his mother, who was very fond of Albert. She. frequently 
recalled the time when Einstein once came to their house 
suffering from a bad cold. He had wrapped around his neck 
a scarf which later turned out to be a runner from the chest 
of drawers in the room he rented. Incidentally, his landlady 
earned a living by ironing laundry, and she liked to listen 
to music while she worked. To oblige her Einstein would 
often miss his lectures and (what mattered more to him) 
meetings with his friends at the cafe Metropole, ~d play 
the violin to the good woman. 

Einstein also visited the family of Gustav Maiel\, a friend 
of his father's back from Ulm. Years later Einstein wrote to 
the Maiers on the occasion of their golden wedding 

• ann1versary: 
"You were my parents' best friends in Ulm at a time when 

the stork was just preparing to deliver nie from his 
inexhaustible storehouse. You helped me liberally "hen I 
came to Zurich in the autumn of 1895 and flunked my 
examinations. The doors of your hospitable house were open 
to me all through my student days, even though I would 
come down from Uetliberg in dirty boots.''i 

Once in a while Albert would visit a distant relative, Albert 
Karr, who represented the firm of the Genoan Kochs in 
Zurich. They used to hold domestic concerts at which 
Einstein accompanied Mrs. Karr who had a .fine voice. 

Einstein spent his vacations with his parents in Pavia or 
Milan. 

He did not have much to live on. Hetinann Einstein's 
business affairs were as bad as ever and Albert's only inc01ne 
was a monthly allowance of 100 francs contributed by his 
rich Genoan relatives. Out of this sum he set aside 20 francs 
towards the fee necessary for the acquisition of Swiss 
citizenship. 

In the autumn of 1900 Einstein passed JUs state 
examinations and received his diploma. His friends also 
graduated, except for Mileva, who continued for another 

1 C. Seelig, Albert Einstein. Leben und Werle cines Gelli•s unserer 
Zeit, Zurich, 1900, s. 10. 
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year, though she could not hope for a diploma: women were 
merely issued a certificate of graduation. 

Despite earlier promises, a reputation of a talented young 
man, and a good showing (his marks by the six-point scale 
were: theoretical physics, 5; practical physics, 5; theory of 
functions, 5.5; astronomy, 5; graduation thesis, 4.5; over all 
mark, 4.91), Einstein was not retained at the Polytechnic. 
His more fortunate friends were given positions, Grossmann 
under Fiedler, Ehrat under Rudie, and Kollros under Hurwitz. 
The road to work in theoretical or experimental physics at 
the Polytechnic was barred to Albert: he had never attended 
Weber's lectures, as he already knew all the professor had 
to say, and in Pernet's laboratory he set aside the instructions 
for the experiments and conducted them as he saw best. 
Moreover he had once had the impudence to address his 
teacher as ~~Herr Weber" instead of "Herr Professor", an 
extremely grave violation of etiquette. 

Einstein was forced to seek a job outside the Polytechnic. 
He earned a little by doing some computations for the Swiss 
Federal Observatory in Zurich. The rest of the time he spent 
plodding the streets of Zurich in search of a steady job. This, 
he hoped, would become easier as soon as he became a Swiss 
citizen. He received his citizenship papers in February 1901, 
after paying up all his savings and submitting to an 
interrogation during which he was asked questions about 
his health, the character of his grandfather, and many others, 
including whether he was inclined to drink. The new-baked 
Swiss citizen was duly relieved of military service when a 
medical examination revealed that he suffered from flatfoot 
and varicose veins. 

The search for work continued. In May Einstein obtained 
a temporary position as teacher in a technical school at 
Winterthur. From Milan (whither he had gone to await the 
results of his job-hunting) he wrote to a professor in 
Zurich: 

"I have been offered a position in a technical school at 
Winterthur, to last from 15 May to 15- July, to teach 
mathematics while the regular professor serves a terJn in the 
army. I have just received news that the question is settled 
and am beside myself with joy. I haven't the least idea who 
the compassionate person was who recommended me: I was 
never in the go\ld books of my former professors, and yet the 
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position was offered me without my having asked for it. 
I also have hopes of getting a pe11nanent job at the 
Swiss Patent Office. . . . I should add that I am a gay finch 
whose spirits can be dampened only by a storilach ache or 
something of that kind. . . . In a few days I will cross the 
Spliigen on foot and thus combine a pleasant duty with 
pleasure." 1 

One can imagine the "gay finch" with no means of 
subsistence and no per1nanent job being "beside himself 
with joy" at the prospect of a two .. month position and a trek 
across the hills of Spliigen to his place of work. Einstein 
belonged to the happy category of people who are not easily 
discouraged by setbacks and are quick to rejoice at the 
slightest glimmer of success. Not that he was so easy-going 
and light-hearted as to have no room for internal dramatic 
collisions. On the contrary, in a mind rid of the daily cares 
and concerns of life there was more room than ever for 
violent "extra .. personal" stornts and conflicts. 

In the autumn of 1901 Einstein was out of work again. 
He found another short-ternt haven in Schaffhausen, a small 
town on the Rhine known for its waterfalls and frequented 
by tourists who came to see them. There lived the family of 
one Conrad Habicht, a fellow student from the Polytechnic. 
On Habicht's recommendation Einstein secured a position as 
tutor at a boarding-school for students. His job was to 
prepare them for their schoOl-leaving examinations. Einstein 
enjoyed his work and tried to make the lessons lively and 
interesting, discarding the scholastic routine which had 
oppressed him so greatly at school. However, his ideas about 
the methods and purpose of education clashed ... with those of 
his employer, Jakob Niiesch. Einstein proved too indepen
dently minded, and Niiesch soon discharged him. 

In Schaffhausen, Einstein and Habicht were together a 
great deal, they talked a lot and played violin duets. A 
friendship sprang up between them which later continued 
and grew stronger in Bern. 

Again Einstein was out of work. Teaching seemed 
completely barred to him. He could not comprehend the 
reason for this: was it because of the general unemployment 
in the country, or because he was a naturalised Swiss, 

C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 80. 
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or because he was a Jew, or simply ,-be was no 
good? . · 

The spring of 1902 found Einstein in l\iilan again .. From 
there he continued to write to universities inquiring about 
available vacancies. Meanwhile Marcel Grossmaao was 
finally able to land the job at the PateQt Ofijce in Bern 
mentioned in the letter quoted above. The director of the 
Patent Office,, Friedrich Haller, was a friend of Marcet•s 
father, and he agreed to take Einstein. 

IIDear Marcel," Einstein wrote in a lettef to Grossmann 
in April 1.902. 'When I found your letter yesterday I was 
deeply moved by your devotion and compassion which do 
not let you forget an old, unlucky friend. I could hardly 
find better friends than you and Ehrat. Needless to say I 
would be delighted to get the job. I would spare no effort to 
live up to your recommendation. I have spent three weeks 
at my parents' home looking · for a position of assistant 
lecturer at some university. I am sure I would have found 
one long ago if not for Weber's intrigues against me. In spite 
of all this I don't let a single opportunity pass unheeded, 
nor have I lost my sense of humour. . . . When God created 
the ass he gave him a thick skin. 

"Spring has come here and it is beautiful. The world looks 
at you with such a happy smile that you can't help brushing 
away the blues. Besides, musical gatherings prevent me &om 
turning sour. As for science, I have some excellent ideas, but 
they will take some time to hatch."! 

The II excellent ideas" concerned questions of molecular 
attraction, and the epithet had nothing personal in it. 
Einstein was not the man to admire his own accomplishments. 
His admiration was for the ha1mony of nature. He writes 
in connection with his work on molecular attraction: 1 'How 
wonderful the realisation of unity in the complex of 
phenomena which had at first glance seemed isolated.''2 

Today we know that this statement embodied the 
programme which was to fill the whole of Einstein's life. 

In Bem Einstein had a long interview with ··Haller, 
the director of the Patent Office, whll decided that the quiet 
young man was suited for the job even though he lacked 

1-2 
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previous experience. The position of technical expert, 
third class, drew Einstein a yearly salary of 3,500 
francs. Einstein moved to Bezn and in July UK>2 took up 
his new job. 

Albett and Mileva' s wedding was delayed by the illness 
of Hern1ann Einstein. Like his wife, he was opposed to the 
marriage and Albert did not like the idea of going against 
his father's will at a time when the latter was on his death
bed. Just before the end, however, Hermann Einstein agreed 
to his son's marriage. The wedding was celebrated on 
January 6, 1903, at a local restaurant, wMre Albert 
entertained his new Bem friends. The wedding trip of the 
newly-weds was no longer than their walk from the 
restaurant home, where Einstein found that he had mislaid 
the key of their flat. 



BERN 

Tla• /urmulaeion of paent staaemenlt ._. • 
ble1sing. le gatJe me alae opporluniey 10 aAinlc 
abora phyaica. Moreover, a practieal PI ofaaion 
is a aalvaeion for a man of my type: fill 
academic etueer eompela a yoiUI6 man ao 
acier&eific production. and only alroq duwat:Nr• 
CGII re.sw ehe eempllllion.s o/ auper/idtiJ 
analyais. 

Einstein 

W as Einstein's position at the Patent Office such a 
blessing for research as it seemed to bjm 1 The passage in 
the epigraph from his autobiographical essay written a 
month before his death favours this judge1nent. A retrospec· 
tive review offered Einstein the opportunity to analyse and 
judge the nature of physical ideas and the logical, 
psychological and cultural foundations on which they 
developed. In the present case it was not just a matter of joy 
and relief at being finally established in life. In summing 
up his life Einstein lays stress on the things that constituted 
the groundwork of his scientific exploit. 

Einstein's life in Bern can be compared with Isaac 
Newton's Woolsthorpe period during the plague of 1665-1667, 
when he had to go away from Cambridge. It was in 
Woolsthorpe that Newton developed his ideas on, differential 
calculus, universal gravitation and the breaking-down of light 
into monochromatic rays. It was in Bern that Einstein 
developed the theory of Brownian movement, the photon 
theory, and the special theory of relativity. What better 
confimtation of his assessment of the salutary conditions for 
scientific research in Bem 'l 

It should be said, however, that the history of scienre 
geueraJly contradicts such , an estimation of the value of a 
practical profession fo~ scientific research. ID fact, moat 
physical discoveries ·in modern timea :have been made by 
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professional researchers who had gone through the usual 
stages of the scientific profession: college, scientific sch~l, 
an independent work on a problem in harmony with · the 
school. ~ 

Possibly then, Einstein's appreciation of conditions in Bezn 
as being so conducive to the development of the theory of 
relativity applies only to himself and does not fit into the 
history of science. This might be the case if Einstein's life 
were not so greatly interwoven with the history of science, 
though it stands out as a special case and analogies are not 
easily applied to it. 

In effect Einstein continued the Bern tradition all his life. 
He took up problen1s for investigation without apparently 
ever considering the possible assessment of their results. 
This, however, was per1nissible for a professional research 
worker, a professor at Prague, Zurich, Berlin and Princeton, 
and subsequently to the enunciation of the theory of 
relativity. At the beginning of the road a practical job not 
connected with science facilitated the complete concentration 
of the mind on the proble1ns at hand. 

The lucid, exhaustive initial formulation of the relativity 
theory, the immediate possibilities for further generalisations 
which it presented, and its impact on all spheres of learning 
aad culture required an unparalleled ability to overcome all 
ht•man frailties, including the ~'ten,ptations of supe:tficlal 
analysis". 

ne relationships of relativity theory were evolved out 
of a revision of the basic concepts of space and ti•ate, a 
revisi011 which was not motivated by auy extraneous 
requiren~ents. Einstein would probably have arrived at 
relativity theory in other circumstances, but freedom from 
acadendc restraints was most conducive to the discovery. The 
image of the freedom of life in Bem_. life free from the 
shackles of acade1nic authority and authoritarianism, is ample 
confiranation of Einstein's appreciation of his work at the 
Patent Office. -

flis work there also undoubtedly helped to stimulate his 
interest in physics. It is not easy· to arrive at new p.J til 
ideas radically affecting both the·conteat and the very mode 
of theoretical physics without the. ~beaefit of and 
analogies from more. or less related sources; · Uafortuaately, 
none of Etnatein's early notes, which could N9ed ··die 
... 



evolution of his thoughts and ideas up to the foJ~tna1atJoa 
of the special theory of relativity, are extallt. All we know 
is.· that iD his own words (in the passage quoted m. the 
epigraph and elsewhere}, he w.as greatly : assisted-. ~ bls 
ratiocinations by the contact with engineering and tec:baology 
offered by the Patent Offi~e: the endless vari~ of new aacl 
often ingenious kinematic principles, tecbaological . recipes, 

.......... tiona of old ideas, transpositions of pattems and 
designs from one sphere to another, the bold application of 
old methods to the solution of new problems. 

The extent of Einstein's interest in engineering tec~nology 
is seen in his work . on scientific apparatus. Conrad Habicht 
had a younger brother, Paul, who lived in Bem at the time, 
where he attended a gymnasium. He was interested in 
electrical engineering, and after finishing school he moved 
to Schaffhausen where he established an electrical measuring 
jnstruments f~ctory. In 1908, Einstein in collaboration With 
Paul Habicht built an instrument for measuring poteDti•la 
of as small as 0.0005 volt. In 1910 they designed the 
"Einstein-Habicht potential multiplier''. Einstein continued 
to design various instruments and devices in his later years. 

U1 the first months of his Bem sojourn Einstein decided 
to give private le•sons. He placed an adve1 tisement ~ the 
local newspaper to the effect that Albert Einstein, Ph. D., of 
the Zurich Polytecbn;c, gave lessons in physics at three 
francs an hour. Among the few penons who responded to 
the ad. was a Maurice Solovine, a Rumanian unjversity 
student interested in physic;s. The two young men 
immediately drawn to each other and a close and lasting 
friendship developed between them. In 1956, Solovlne 
published a book of ren:dniscences and letters &om Etustela 
to him.t . 

At the university Solovine studied philosophy,~ literab1re, 
Greek, mathenJatics, physics and geology, and he atteuded 
lectures at the medical faculty. He was interested·· iD 
theoretiaal physics as a means for dev~loping a compreheasive 
picture of nature. .. 

• ' I 

The first thiag that struck Solovine in the aet•ll-datk 
conidor leading, to Eiasteia's room were the 



large, luminous eyes of the man who ushered him in. Their 
first interview immediately revealed an identity of views 
and interests. Very soon the lessons turned into long 
discussions of topics of mutual interest. A little later they 
were joined by Conrad Habicht, who had come to Bern to 
continue his studies in mathematics. 

The trio gathered after work and study hours and took 
long walks or went to one of their flats, where they 
conversed and read books. They perused the philosophical 
works of Spinoza and Hume, new books by Mach, Avenarius 
and Pearson, Ampere's old Essai sur la Philosophie de 
Science, papers by Helmholtz, Riemann's famous lecture Sur 
les Hypotheses qui seruent de based la geometry, Dedekind's 
and Clifford's mathematical treatises, Poincare's La Science 
et Thypothese, and many other works. They also read to
gether Sophocles's Antigone, Racine's Andromache, Dickens's 
Christnzas Carols, Cervantes' Don Quixote, and other world 
masterpieces. 

Although Einstein and his friends had read many of these 
books before, they enjoyed discussing them. Often a single 
page or passage would spark an argument lasting far into 
the night or even several days. Before Mileva's arrival in 
Bern the friends had their meals together. A usual dinner 
consisted of sausage, cheese, fruit, and tea with honey. 
Einstein's lessons were few, they paid poorly, and he joked 
that he could probably earn more by playing the violin in 
the streets. Nevertheless they were all happy. Recalling 
those years, Solovine quotes Epicurus: ~~what better fate than 
cheerful poverty.'' 

The three young men named their fraternity, which lasted 
three years. the ~~Olympian Academy". Those youthful days 
left a lasting imprint in Einstein's memory. In 1953 he wrote 
to So Iovine: 

"Immortal Olympian Academy. 
''In your short lifetime you took childish joy in clarity 

and reason. Your members founded you to make fun of yoUr 
cumbrous, pompous old sisters. How right we were has 
been made clear to me in the course of many years of direct 
observation. · 

1'Y our three men1bers stand fast as ever. They have faded 
somewhat, but your pure. vivifying light continues to Illumine 
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them in their solitude, for you 48' • .: not aged like overgrowu 
lettuce together with them. 

"To you our fidelity and devotion to the last highly 
enlightened breath l 

"Your now only cotiesponding member, A. E. 
"Princeton, 3.IV.53"1 

One finds in this comparison between the "Olympian 
Academy" and its "cumbrous, pompous old sisters" a rather 
melancholy summing up. After years of association with 
scholastic circles Einstein's thoughts turned to the carefree 
independence of the Bem period, their youthful disregard 
for the pompous respectability of those circles and, most 
important, the atmosphere of ''childish joy in clarity and 
reason". 

The optimistic rationalism of the Bern environment had, 
as we shall see, a direct bearing on the scientific ideals which 
led Einstein to his discoveries. 

The three "Olympians'' were later joined by .Michele 
Angelo Besso, an Italian engineer whose wife, Anna, was a 
daughter of Professor Winteler of the Aarau school. 
Incidentally, ano..ber Bern resident was Paul Winteler, Anna's 
brother anf;i future husband of Einstein's sister Maja. When 
Besso came to work at the Bem Patent Office _in 190.4, it 
was EinsteiD who helped him get the job. They usUally 
walked home from work together. 

Besso possessed an encyclopaedic knowledge of philosophy, 
sociology, technology, mathematics and physics, which made 
him an excellent companion for Einstein, who discussed a 
wide range of ideas with him. As Einstein remarked many 
years later, he could have found "no better sounding board 
for new ideas in the whole of Europe''. Besso had a 
remarkable capacity for grasping new ideas and giving them 
important finishing touches. In his own words, "Einstein, the 
eagle, carried me, the sparrow, to lofty heights. Up there 
the sparrow could flutter a little higher".2 

Besso's comment refers to the first oral exposition of the 
idea of relativity. He immediately realised that this was 
nothing short of a new era in science. At the same tiate he 

1 Solovlru~, p. J.tD. 
2 . 
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drew Einstein's attention to several 22ew points. They 
discussed relativity at great length. The valus of these 
discussions is seen jn the linal paragraph t1l £jnstein's 
celebrated paper, "On the Electrodynamics of Moving 

• 
Bodies": 

1'I should like to note in conclusion that my friend and 
colleague M. Besso was my devoted assistant in the 
elaboration of the questions herein and I am indebted to 
him for a number of valuable suggestions." 

Another friend of Einstein's was Lucien Chavan who, like 
Solovine, was brought to his flat by the advertisement of 
lessons. A native of French Switzerland, he worked at the 
Bern postal and telegraph department whose offices were 
on the ground floor of the same building as the Patent Office 
(Chavan had tried tQ get Einstein a job in the postal 
department). Chavan had an interest in physics, and he 
attended lectures at the university, and also took lessons 
from Einstein. We have today his thorough notes on physics 
and a verbal portrait of Einstein written on the back of an 
old snapshot: "Einstein is 1.76 metres tall, broad-shouldered, 
with a slight stoop. His short skull seems re1narkably broad. 
His complexion is swarthy. He has a narrow moustache 
above a large, sensitive mouth, an acquiline nose. His brown 
eyes have a deep, benign lustre. He has a fine voice, like the 
vibrant tones of a cello. Einstein .. speaks a good· French with 
a slight foreign accent."l 

With · Mileva~s arrival in Bem, Eb$tein settled down to 
the life of a family man. The friends, however, continued' to 
get together and air their views. Mileva was an attentive, 
if tacitum, listener. 

Solovine relates how, having argued and smoked to their 
hearts' content, the friends would listen to Einstein' s- violin 
or go out for a walk during which they continued their 
discussion. One midnight they climbed to the top of ~ount 
Gurten, on the aoutbern outskirts of Bern. The star--speckled 
sky diverted their thoughts to astronomy, and the conversa· 
tion flared up with renewed force. They rem-tined there until 
dawn and watched the swtrise. The sun's' rays came froltt 
behind the horizon, gradually painting the barely visible 
silhouettes of the Alps a delicate pink. A vast mountain 

t C Seelig, op. dt, S. 94--95 . 
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coun.try opened up· to their eyes.·. Morning came. The ~young 
men went to a small restaurant where they had coffee,' and 
around ftine o'clock they descended into the valley~· tired 
and happy. Sometimes they walked 18 miles to the town 'of 
Tun, starting out at 6 a.m. and arriving at noon. With the 
Alps around them, they discussed the history of the earth, 
the formation of mountains and geology. At Tun they bad 
lunch, then they camped for the day on the shore of the 
lake, returning to Bern by the evening train. t 

Describing 'their discussion$, Solovine says that Einstebl 
spoke slowly, in an even tone, at times lapsing into thoughtful 
silence. He wrapped himself completely in his thoughts, 
to the point of utter oblivion of everything: around him. 
Solovine presents some intimate episodes which illustrate 
Einstein's life in Bem. 

Once on Einstein's birthday, Solovine and Habicht brought 
some caviar, which Einstein had never tasted before. They 
began discussing the inertia principle, and by the time they 
sat down to the table Einstein was so engrossed In the 
subject that he swallowed the caviar without even realis .. 
ing what it was. When his friends broke into laughter he 
looked at them incomprehensibly with his~ · large eyes. 
After a moment's silence he said: "It's not worth treating 
such a rustic to delicacies: I wouldn't appreciate 'them 
anyhow."2 

Here is another episode described by Solovine. Many 
famous musicians played in Bem, and the friends usually 
attended the concerts. Once, when a Czech symphoay 
orchestra was in town, Solovine · suggested that they all go 
to the concert. They happened to be deeply engrossed in ·a 
diBcUssion of Hume, however, and Einstein suggested that 
they gather at Solovine' s place instead. The next day Solovine 
was offered a ticket and he decided to go to the concert after 
all. He prepared a supper which included hard-boiled eggs, 
which his friends liked very much, leaving them· ~a note in 
Latin: Amicis carissimis ouo. dura et salutenz ("For good 
friends; hard-boiled eggs and salutations"). Eiastein and 
Habicht did justice to the meal, smoked their pipes until the 
air In the room grew hazy, and departed, leaving a DOte of 

t So1of11M, 'df-xllf. 
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their own: Amica tarissimo fumum spissurn et salutem ("For 
a good friend, much smoke and salutations"). Next morning 
Einstein greeted Solovine with a stem frown and. the words: 
"Miserable person! How dare you trade our acadetnic 
meeting for fiddles 1 Barbarian and blockhead I One more 
escapade of this kind and you will be expelled from the 
academy!" Then they got down to Hume, parting company 
long after midnight.t 

In 1905, first Habicht and then Solovine left Bern. In May 
of the following year Einstein wrote to Solovine: ''I have 
associated with no one since you left. Even our usual talks 
with Besso on the way home have terminated."2 

Einstein writes of the response to his paper on relativity, 
published in 1905. Then the twenty-six-year-old scholar goes 
on: "I am approaching the age when one deplores the 
revolutionary spirit of youth." 

In his letters to Habicht and Solovine written in 1906 
Einstein mentions his papers on Brownian movement, photons 
and relativity. In May he wrote to Habicht, asking him to 
come to Bern: "I hereby call upon you to attend several 
meetings of our most glorious academy, thereby increasing 
its membership by fifty per cent."3 Shortly afterwards, while 
waiting for the fateful issues of the Annalen der Physik, 
Einstein sent Habicht the following letter: 

"Dear Habicht, 
"A reverent silence reigns amongst us, and that I break 

it with such trivial chatter may seem a profanation. But is 
this not always the fate of the exalted in our world? What 
is engaging you, you petrified whale, you insipid pickled 
piece of a soul, you. . . . I know not what else filled seventy 
per cent with anger and thirty per cent with pity I could 
hurl at your head.. You can thank the latter thirty per cent 
for my not sending you a tin of sliced onions and garlic for 
your failure to appear on East~r. Why haven't you sent me 
your papers yeti Don't you know, you miserable man, that 
I am one of the one-and-a-half young men who will read them 
with satisfaction and interest? I promise you in retum four 
works, the first one very soon as I am expecting my author's 

' Solovine, xi·xii. 
2 Ibid., pp. s .. 1. 
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copies. It is on the radiation and energy of light, ~ it is 
very revolutionary, as you will see for yourself. provided 
you send me your work first. The secoDd work discusses the 
methods of determining the real dimensions of atorns by 
investigating the diffusion and interaal friction of liquid 
solutions. The third proves that, according to the molecular 
theory of heat, bodies of dimensions of the order of 1/lOOOth 
mm · suspended in liquid experience apparent random 
movement due to the thermal motion of molecules. Such 
movement of suspended bodies has actually been observed 
by biologists, who call it Brownian molecular movement. The 
fourth work is based on the concepts of the electrodynamics 
of moving bodies and modifies the theory of space and time; 
the purely kineutatic part of this work should interest you.· ..• 
Your Albert Einstein hails you. Friendly regards from my 
wife and yearling squealer.''t 

Several months later Einstein wrote to Habicht advising 
him to try to get a position at the Patent Office. This is 
followed by some extremely interesting remarks concerning 
corollaries of the theory of relativity and other physical 
problems. r 

I'Y ou have grown awfully serious," Einstein writes. 11Thil 
is what solitude does in your terrible manger. What if ·1 
suggest your candidacy to Haller and smuggle you into the 
Patent Office? Would you come in that case1 Consider this, 
for besides eight hours of work there remain eight hours of 
daily idleness, plus a whole Sunday. I would be delighted to 
have you here. In friendly company you would speedily 
regain your old cheerfulness." 

The papers heralding a revolution in physics had already 
been published and acclaimed by such physicists as Planck 
and Wien, but still no thought of his own career entered 
Einstein's head. He was concerned with Habicht. On the 
threshold of fame Einstein remained completely satisfied 
with his position: eight hours at the Patent Office plus eight 
hours of ''idleness" which could be devoted to scientific 
pursuits. 

In his letter , Einstein mentions the problems which might 
interest Habicht, among them that of spectra. ~'But I, think/' 
he writes, .,that there are no simple links between these 

s C. Seelig, op. cit. s. 1&28. 



phenomena and gthers that havp already been s~ied, 
therefore the problem of spectra is as yet not very 
promising.''! Ten years fater it was found thv the pl'Oblesn 
of spectra, that is, the elllission of electromagnetic radiation 
of different length by the atoms of matter, cannot in fact. be 
simply and directly associated with known laws. 

Finally, Einstein writes of the reenarkable conclusion 
arising out of the special theory of relativity that the mass 
of a body must be proportional to its energy. His letter to 
Habicht is not dated but it was probably posted in Septe•Bber 
1905, when Einstein had sent to the Annalen der Physik his 
paper on the proportionality between the energy and mass 
of a body, the point of departure for the corollaries of 
relativity theory which have had the greatest impact of all 
on human Hfe and affairs. 

Two years after Solovine' s and Habicht's departure from 
Bet 11 Einstein finally acquired a companion with whom he 
could discuss theoretical physics. This marked the beginning 
of a new period in his Ufe, for Jakob Johann Laub had come 
to Bem at the request of the eminent scientist Wilhelm Wien 
with the specific purpose of meeting the famous fo,tnder of 
the theory of relativity. (Laub himself had presented a review 
of relativity theory at a seminar conducted by Wien.) The 
discussions between Laub and Einstein resulted in the 
publication of a number of joint papers. Noth;ng had 
changed in the simple, cordial bearing of Einstein, whom 
Laub found in a cold I flat busy kindling a fire in a stove. 
Daily for several weeks Laub met Einstein at the Patent 
Office at the end of the day and accompanied him home, 
discussing points of interest on the way. Laub recalls their 
attending a perfor1nance of Wagner's GotterddtHJ:llSrung at 
the Bem Opera and Einstein's enthusiastic whispering: 
"Wagner is not, God forgive me, in my taste, but in the 
scene of Siegfried's death his recapitulation of the hero's 
undaunted spirit is sublime.'•2 

During the years 1907-1909, Einstein spent many wiDter 
evenings playing the violin in a quintet which included, 
besides bim, a lawyer, a mathe•natician, a · bookbinder and 
a jail warden. They played Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. 

t c. Seelig, op. dt, s. 228. 
2 Ibid., s. 121. 
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And none of the musicians ever suspected who their cosr. 
panion was. · . . )4 ~ 

To conclude this chapter, a~ few words ~a60ut "'Einateitl· 
family life in Bem. In 1904, Mileva gave birth to a boJ 
Hans Albert (Albert Einstein, Jr., later studied in Zuricl 
eventually moving to the United States in 1937 to become 
professor of hydraulics at the University of California: 
Expenses grew with the family, but this did not worr 
Einstein. When his salary was raised to 4,500 francs he eve 
reu1arked, ''What will we do with all this moneyt' Mllev~ 
on the other hand, could hardly make ends meet. But thi 
was not her greatest concern. The main thing was the gra 
difference in their dispositions. She was content to hav 
Solovine and Habicht visit them, but she did not care f~ 
their walks, dining out of home, domestic concerts and bi 
company. Einstein's scientific interests became gradual! 
more and more remote to her. Her frame of mind was i 
no way improved by tuberculosis of the joints and neurat 
thenia from which she suffered. To these were added 
steadily growing pathological jealousy and suspicion. The tim 
came when even Einstein's easy ways and absent-Jidnde 
kindness began to irritate her. Their estrangement gz~ 
though it came out into the open much later on, some tim 
after their departure from Bem. 



lll11111r 4 

THE ••EXTRA-PERSONAL'' 

In tAil world,. i/ one laopea to keep to 1M 
ri&ht road one musa aacri/ice onaelf to llae 
end. MGI&'a de&ainy ia noa laappineu alone •••• 
He mwc dileOtJw aome&l&ira1 .,._, /or dae 
bene/il o/laUIIUIIJity. 

Renan 

The hue tJalue of a Iauman bein1 u 
deternained primarily by alae meuure and llae 
sense in UJiait:A lae 1uu attained li6eradon 
/rom alae ael/. 

Einstein's flight from the da;ty commonplace of the 
.,merely personal., began when he was still a boy. But it 
took time for him to pin down the specific idea capable of 
traascending the "merely personal" interests which would 
be worthy of intellectual pursuit. For a brief period he found 
relief in religion. This was followed by "an orgy of free· 
thinking" and subsequently by devotion to an .,extra
personal". but real and rational idea. The immediate stimulus 
for this was, as we have seen, the reading of popular scientific 
books. The consequence was more than just non-acceptance of 
religious dogma, as being incapable of standing up to 
comparison with the scientific picture of the world: the long
term result was social protest and a complete rupture with 
the convictions of the social environment. As Einstein wrote 
in his Autobiographical Notes, the collapse of Biblical 
legends under the blows of science bred in his mind 
the impression that by fostering religion, the state is inten
tionally deceiving the youth through lies. "It was a crushing 
impression," he writes. ·~suspicion against every kind of 
authority grew out of this experience, a sceptical attitude 
towards the convictions which were alive in any specific 
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social environment-an attitude ·which has never again 
left ·me ..•• "t 

EiusteiD did not lapse into religious or social 
indifferentism, although indifferentism was one of the 
traditions of the environment which he had broken with in his 
early youth. Having rejected religion, Einstein accepted the 
idea which became the mainstay of his life and work. The 
basic, dominant purpose of his life became cognition of the 
objective .,extra-personal"' world. 

'~Out yonder there was this huge world, whlth exists 
independently of us human beings and which stands before 
us like a great, eternal riddle, at least partially accessible to 
our inspection and thinking. The contemplation of this world 
beckoned like a liberation, and I soon noticed that many 
a man whom I had learned to esteem and to adm;re had found 
inner freedom and security in devoted occupation with i~ 
The mental grasp of this extra-personal world within the 
frame of the given possibilities swam as the highest aim, half 
consciously and unconsciously before my mind's eye. Simi ... 
larly motivated men of the present and of the past, as well as 
the insights which they had achieved, were the friends which 
could not be lost. The road to this paradise was not as 
comfortable and alluring as the road to the religious paradise; 
but it has proved itself as trustworthy, and I have never 
regretted having chosen it.''2 

The idea of the objective nature of the world-the comer
stone of Einstein's outlook-which grew out of his boyhood 
quest for the ~~extra-personal" had an additional emotional 
and moral aspect. When Einstein later came up against 
notions of the world as a complex of sense elements, of 
subjective experience, he immediately opposed then1. This 
was due to more than a scientist's spontaneous conviction 
of the reality of the world which, we know from history~ is 
not enough for a rationally conscious choice of philosophical 
position. Einstein was still hardly more than a boy when 
~~this huge world, which exists independently of us h111ND 

~gs"' became to .b;m an object of scrutiny capable· of 
taktng a person beyond the limits imposed by his sensations 
and beliefs. The conception of the world as an ordered 
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of sense-impressions could not but be alien to Einateifl-. 
Similarly, the idea of the possibility of a priori logical 
knowledge of the world was also unacceptable. llr. the final 
aaalysis from this stand, there ernerged the positive physical 
idea of the necessity of finding the quantities which do not 
change in any system of reference applied in the investiga-
tion of the laws of nature. , 

The quoted passage from Einstein's autobiography points 
to the sources of yet another fundamental idea. The . "g1eat, 
eternal riddle" of the world does not coincide with either 
our sense-impressions or our logical constructions. It stauds 
opposed to them as an independent reality. Hence cogni· 
tion of the world is· a process of approximation to the truth. 
The anti-dogn~atic tendency of science is linked with rec
ognition of the independence of the objects of its investiga· 
ti~. . 

Although Einstein specifically defined his epistemological 
views only subsequently to his fundamental physical 
discoveries, they were not conclusions drawn from past 
actions. The relativity theory went beyond anything 
could have been achieved in physics on the basis of a purely 
spontaneous conviction of the unity and cognisability of the 
world. This conviction gained in consistency and conscious
uess from boyhood on. l.east of all can one speak of 
"influences" in the sense of borrowing the initial ideas from 
the philosophical and scientific books which Einstein perused 
in Munich, Zurich and Bern. Even in his youth he was no 
one's pupil and his views did not fit the pattern of any specific 
philosophical schooL 

Spinoza was probably the only philosopher congeuiaJ to 
Einstein. Oil the whole, however, notions and ter.ans taken 
&o••• books entered his arsenal of ideas which contribukKI 
actively to the developJJ~ent. of relativity theory greatly 

1tor.me[1. They wme further perfected in ·the process of 
application to physical ill the elaboration of .aew 
phJsioal theoriel. In tbiJ process passing fancies 

with the contracH<:tioas which 
in the initial stages ·of the elaboration of a 
outlook. s 

Einsteia writes in hi& 1949 AutobiographlctJl Notu that 
the scben•atic picture presented by : Mt~-:CQD.\'CtY 
the annplexity and confUIIion of aplritual e\folutloa. Ia 
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· retrospect an individual aees a uniformly systetuatic deveJ .. 
opment; the actual experience, however, takes place in 
particular kaleidoscopic situations. Einstein was posse$sed 
with the idea of a unified schetne embracing all the laws of 
physical reality. In writing of his youth he quite naturally 
presents it in the light of the mature, advanced ideas which 
crystallised later. Taking into account this inevitable aber
ration, the reconstruction of his ideological development 
presented in the autobiography, which ignores the "atomistic 
structure" of man's conscious activity, cort'ectly conveys the 
purport of Einstein's youthful ideas. 

"In a man of my type the turning-point of the development 
lies in the fact that gradually the major interest disengages 
itself to a far .. reaching degree from the momentary and the 
merely personal and turns towards the striving for a mental 
grasp of things. Looked at from this point of view the above 
schematic remarks contain as much truth as can be uttered 
in such brevity."1 

A retrospective evaluation of early stages of mental 
development from the point of view of later opinions is 
essential in a biography of every scholar. In Einstein's case 
this is especially true, as evidenced by the cited passage~ 
disengagement of the major interest from the momentary and 
merely personal subsequently forces a scholarly mind to 
seek a unified, integrated pattern in the realities of a complel[ 
and contradictory inner life. This is true not only of the 
kaleidoscopic influx of direct sense-impressions but also of 
the influx of philosophical and scientific ideas absorbed from 
the books of Einstein's youth. When, towards the end of 
his life, Einstein expounded on his stand in respect of the 
ideas of Hume, Kant and other philosophers, he was not 
amending the past: his purpose was to single out the ideas 
which had created a lasting impression, the philosophical 
influences which were not only episodes in his personal life 
but which also contributed to his scientific exploit and 
thereby became episodes in the history of science. 

Einstein's attitude towards his own ideological evolutiou 
was the same as towards everything else: his striving was 
for the "extra-personal". In this case the "e~tra-peiSODal" 
comprises the philosophical concepts and ideas which sank 

t Pldlolopll•r-Sdattilt, p. 7. • 



into his mind and became, to some degree or other, the basis 
of new scientific conceptions. The differentiation between the 
"personal" biography and "extra-personal" history of science 
is characteristic of Einstein's memoirs. He revie\fs facts and 
thoughts, setting aside the merely personal and purely 
biographical and leaving the contributions to his creative 
endeavour. This differentiation makes for a better under
standing of Einstein's thoughts and appraisals of the past. 
Thus, the appeal of Mach's philosophical views remains 
purely a biographical episode, while the initially spontaneous 
and later conscious suspicion for and non-acceptance of 
Mach's philosophy developed into an important premise of 
his '(/extra-personal" world outlook from which derived his 
revision of classical physics. 

Let us dwell on the epistemological digressions in Einstein's 
1949 autobiography. Einstein proceeds from the essential 
idea that the real world is independent of knowledge. In 
fact, this is the departing point of the autobiography. It 
presents in bold relief the evolution from youthful strivings 
for the "extra-personal" to the theory of relativity, which 
established explicitly and universally the physical relationships 
describing the world structure. 

Einstein examines the sense-impressions, on the one hand, 
and the concepts, on the other, which can be derived from 
each other by purely speculative reasoning according to the 
strict rules of logic. The initial concepts, however, may be 
arbitrary. Logical thinking guarantees only that the relation
ships between concepts are deduced according to the accepted 
logical rules. In this sense a logically deduced proposition 
• 1s true. 

But logic cannot substantiate the truth of propositions in 
the sense of their agreen1ent with objective reality. The 
guarantee of this lies in the connection between logically 
deduced propositions and the totality of sense-impressions 
provided by our organs of sense. By themselves sense
impressions offer no idea of the nature of things: science 
resorts to the logical deduction of concepts which, however, 
get "meaning", viz., "content'', only through their connection 
with sense-impressions. It is impossible to gain an idea of 
the actual relationships in nature by logical reasoning alone. 
Einstein illustrates this point ~ .. hen he writes of the "wonder· 
ing" that "seems to occur when an experience comes into 
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eontlict with a world of concepts which is already suf.ficiently 
fixed in us". He writes of the wonder he experienced when 
he was a child of four or five years at the sight of a compass. 
The image of the little boy impressed by the movement 
of the magnetic needle exemplifies the uninhibited perception, 
the childish ability to view the world, as if for the first time, 
without the burden of conventional notions and associa
tions, which genuine scientists, like genuine artists, retain 
all their lives a11d which develops into the creative power 
of genius presenting a new explanation or image of the 
world. 

Einstein writes of the deep and lasting impression left 
by the sight of the compass. It was, in fact, an impression 
extending into the "extra-personal" sphere. What is the 
meaning of this "wondering" of the kind prompted by the 
sight of the compass? A certain body of experience tells us 
that motion is caused by impact. From this statement a 
number of propositions and concepts can be deduced by 
logical thinking. The logical validity of the deduction, 
however, does not by itself guarantee their universal truth. 
Nor does it guarantee the truth of the initial premises, which 
are valid only insofar as the concept of impact as the cause 
of motion is in agreement with a certain body of facts. 
The behaviour of L'le compass gives rise to a new series of 
logical constructions as it comes into conflict with the fonner 

.. reason1ng. 
"Whenever such a conflict is experienced hard and 

intensively it reacts back upon our thought world in a 
decisive way. The development of this thought world is in 
a certain sense a continuous flight from 'wonder' ."1 

This conception of scientific development is directed 
against apriority of all kinds. Our interest, however, lies in 
the positive aspects of the conception. Einstein saw in the 
development of science a "flight from 'wonder' ", that is to 
say, a transition to new series of concepts and logical con
structions which do not contradict the "wonder" and proceed 
from it, from new experimental data. This sh\luld not be 
understood to mean a rejection of the criterion of truth with 
respect to logical constructions. Far from it. It is only that, 
by themselves, the logical constructions cannot guarantee 

t Philosophcr-Scilntist, p .. 9. 
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and uniquely determine their ontological content. They 
become ontologically meaningful when conelated to obser
vations and sense-impressions. Such ontologicaJ ··~verification 
takes place continually. Without it, logical c;onsistency does 
not yet guarantee the truth of judgements. 

~~A proposition is correct," Einstein writes, "if, within a 
logical system, it is deduced according to the accepted 
logical rules. A system has truth content according to the 
certainty and completeness of its coordination-possibility to 
the totality of experience."! 

If we take into account the endless complexity of the 
universe, it follows then that no logically consistent theory, 
which is in agreement with certain sense-impressions, is 
immune from a "wondering" and subsequent evolution 
towards new theories. 

1 Ibid., p. 13. 
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RATIONALISM 

CauJtJ aeu ratio. ratio •eu caaua. 

Spino so 

.4 body it& motion or a re•& """' 6e 6rouJial 
into that ,,.,. o/ motion or rett by the adioll 
of tmO&her body, wlakh in tum u broUJiae ialo 
ita atate of motion or reat by a elaird body. and 
so on ad infinitum. 

Spinosa 

As a boy Albert Einstein was, of course, ignorant of the 
philosophy which proclaimed the sovereignty of reason. He 
did, however, come in touch with the cultural trends 
accompanying the liberation of reason from the authority of 
the Church. In his student days and in the "Olympian 
Academy" he got to know the classics of rationalist 
philosophy, their precursors, disciples, followers and fellow
travellers. 

Viewed retrospectively, from the standpoint of the physical 
ideas of the mid-twentieth century and reasonable forecasts 
for the future, Einstein's work presents itself as a sequel to 
a great period in the cultural advance of mankind which began 
with the emergence of rationalism in philosophy and science, 
of which Newtonian mechanics was one of the expressions. 
One cannot read Einstein's writings without thinking of 
Galileo, Descartes, Spinoza, Hobbes and Newton. '11rls Is due 
to a remarkable similarity in ideas, made all the more 
remarkable by the fact that it is in no way intentional. In 
Einstein, the vague conjectures and· searcbings ·,of 17th
century rationalist thinking acqu~e positive, orderly f"tures 
w~ch were Impossible at the tim~. The logical eonnecti® Is 
indisputable. Less apparent are the inroads ·which btaught 
£instel11 to problems -and ideas of the 17th and 18th centuries. 
Itilfl!l'ly he ' did - 'have rthe benefit of detailed fint-bad 
Jui<*ieclge: Spinoza was· probably the only 17th-cetatury 



philosopher whose works he had read. Acquaintance with the 
other great rationalists came through latter-dv interpreta
tions that have rendered all but anonymous the _ideas of 
11th-century thinkers which contributed to the treasure trove 
of philosophy and science. Apart from this Einstein's percep
tion of the heritage of the 17th century had other ... indirect, 
sources. 

The rationalism of Descartes and Spinoza had a profound 
effect on the mode of thinking of people, on culture and art: 
the imprint of rationalism remained, and in some ways grew 
deeper, throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. Like other 
young people at the turn of the century, the students of the 
Zurich Polytechnic and the members of the "Olympian 
Academy", who may or may not have been aware of the 
historical sources of the ideas they drew from contemporary 
lectures, articles and books, were the heirs of rationalism. 
But the critical mind of the greatest physicist of that genera
tion was so acute and profound that he was able to discern 
conflicts of the 17th century, when rationalist schemes 
llad not yet solidified in final form, in the systematised 
and well-ordered treatises of the 19th century. 17th-cen .. 
tury rationalism bequeathed to the future both positive 
answers and living contradictions. (We shall see at the end 
of the book that in the second half of our century, Einstein's 
conceptions of nature have also left such contradictions.) 
These contradictions were recorded in invisible ink, as it 
were, and only a genius capable of an unus)lally profound 
analysis of the positive results of science could make the 
records legible. Einstein's thoughts turned to the initial, 
general ideas lying at the roots of rationalist science. The 
ideal of rationalism-a world picture comprising only matter 
in reciprocal motion and interaction-was later supplemented 
by notions alien to, and independent of, this ideal. Among 
these was the concept of absolute motion referred to vacuum. 
Einstein returned from latter-day conceptions to the initial 
ideas of classical rationalist science. This was only possible 
on the basis of facts which could not have been known in 
the 17th. 18th and first half of the 19th centuries. 

The point of departure of modem science is the idea of 
inertia and the relativity of inertial motion expressecl by 
Galileo. We will discusa its historic role and its dgnt~ce 
in Einstein·s world later on. Here we ~1 note the liplfi· 
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cance of Galileo' s more general ideas for 17th-century 
rationalism. 

Unlike rationalist ideas of earlier epochs, 17th-century 
rationalism was connected with a definite epistemological 
and ontological platforn1. The sovereignty of reason lies not 
in evolving streamlined, consistent constructions, but in its 
ability to present a true picture of nature. In other words, 
the harmony and consistency of mental constructions is an 
indication of their objective nature, their agreement with 
objective reality. This view is based on the ontological pro
position that the world is a well-ordered, integrated entity. 
With Galilee this idea had not yet acquired its subsequent 
dogmatic flavour (a given mental construction is in complete 
and final agreement with the truth, it contains the ultimate 
truth). Galileo spoke of the infinity of knowledge. A modern 
student of his work, Leonardo Olschki, writes: 

"For those who are used to getting at the root of things 
Galileo discovered an unsolvable world problem and a 
science extending infinitely through space and time, the 
boundlessness of which could give rise only to a feeling of 
bitterness and a realisation of the loneliness of man:' 

But this is a projection of much later attitudes into the 
past. Galileo derived a buoyant optimism from the thought 
of the infinity of knowledge. He wrote that "extensively", in 
volume of inforn1ation, our knowledge is negligible in com
parison with what is yet to be learned; "intensively" our 
knowledge of nature is absolutely trustworthy. Ignoring the 
"intensive" trustworthiness of knowledge can lead. and has 
led, to pessimism concerning the possibilities of science, and 
consequently to a rejection of the value of science. This has 
opened up the doors to various forms of reaction against 
reason and science which we shall discuss later on. 

In Einstein, as in Galileo, the infinity of knowledge bred 
an optimistic outlook. The matter is not reduced to concepts 
covering a number of specific well-established truths. Both 
Galileo and Einstein were convinced that science had obtained 
a reliable principle embracing the whole of nature. Galileo 
wrote that mathematics reveals the necessity of phenomena 
and that ~~there is no such thing as ultimate trustworthiness·'. 
As Einstein saw it, the principle of causality embodies no a 
priori content: nor is it restricted to phenomena alone.. To 
him causality ts the objective rtll.io of the world. The cognis-
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ability of this ratio is not the trivial cognfsabillty from 
which dogmatic philosophy proceeds and which.implies exact 
agreetnent between objective reality and the scientific 
conceptiontr absolutised by the given dogmatic school. To 
Einstein the cognisability of a law goveruing physical 
reality is in itself a reality which exists in spite of the 
infinity of the world, the paradoxes and riddles which it 
poses to the researcher and the relative. restricted and faulty 
nature of any given stage in the advance of knowledge. 
Einstein even sees something paradoxical in the cognisability 
of the world: it is infinite, knowledge of it is limited at every 
given moment, and yet it is cognisable. This is the true 
meaning of Einstein's observation, "The most incomprehert
sible thing about the world is that it is comprehensible." The 
comprehensibility of physical reality appears as a "wonder" 
because it finds expression not in logical verbal constructions 
but in the history of science, in the history of technology, 
which reveals the way in which man cognises and com
prehends the world in all its complexity. 

Descartes's rationalism (if we speak of his physics) was 
essentially ontological, that is why it marked the beginning 
of a new era in science, culture, and mode of thinking. Reason 
dealt a crushing blow against authority by removing God 
front nature and explaining the totality of known facts by 
the Jaws of motion and interaction of bodies. As a result, 
according to Descartes, the world picture logically deduced 
on the basis of a small number of initial postulates is a 
unique, exact-and in this sense an ultimate-representation 
of the real world. 

In Descartes's physics the primary reality is nature con
sisting of nothing but moving matter. From the point of view 
of Cartesian physics the efficacy of the intellect and its claims 
to sovereignty are based on its ability to create a picture 
corresponding to physical reality. 

In Spinoza' s philosophy, Cartesian physics triumphed over 
Cartesian metaphysics. It became a monistic philosophy no 
longer restricted by alien constructions. Being is substance 
consisting of infinite attributes, each expreasfug and 
infinite essence. Spinoza calls it J18ture, and •lso Ood: D., 
siue natura. Ill the 17th century such word 
a purely superficial window-dressing for aa athelftlc: outlook. 
Iu the following century eodal and · thlaktag 
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could no longer tolerate such and men 
called a spade a spade. As a matter of fact, already iD the 
17th century people realised that Spinoza's philosophy makes 
short work of both traditional religion and deism. 

The ontological tendency is probably more apparent in 
Spinoza than in other 11th-century rationalists: the intellect 
seeks to grasp the intrinsic harn1ony of cause and effect in 
nature. This ham1ony can be perceived when the intellect 
does not rely on direct sense-impressions (e.g., the apparent 
motion of the sun around the earth: heliocentrism is the 
point of departure of 17th-century rationalism), and builds 
up a new pictu1·e which, in the final analysis, explains the 
totality of experience in the most natural way. The epitaph 
on Galileo' s tombstone reads: Proprios impendit oculos, cum 
iam nil amplius lzaberet nature, quod ipse videret. (He lost his 
sight because there was nothing left for him to see in nature.) 
Galileo did not have to see the moving sttn, his mind was 
free and not restrained by sense-impressions. But he had to 
prove that the picture based on a negation of the motionless 
earth concept was in agreetnent with sense-impressions and 
detennined the inevitability of the observed phenomena. He 
had to show that the new syste111 explained the facts which 
failed to fit into the old one. Sightless though he was, in his 
mind's eye Galileo saw the tides in Venice, which, he thought, 
could not be explained from the geocentric standpoint. 17tli-
century rationalism challenged not the totality of sense
impressions but a given limited sphere of impressions, and 
stood opposed, not to empeiria, but to empiricism. 

It iS' important to note that, according to Spinoza and 
other 11th-century rationalists, ideas should be independent 
of the observer's position, of what Pascal called the •'hate
ful self''. Only then lYill they be true. True ideas, Spinoza 
says, in his Ethics, always agree with those things of which 
they are ideas. 

This thought, which is characteristic of Spinoza and 27th
century rationalism as a whole, is found in Eiastetn in the 
same simple, general and categorical form. Einstein, lowever, 
did not merely seek a true theory in which judge1nents would 
be Independent of the individual observe~s position (81ld 
therefore paradoxical ,ud contradicting direct sense~~ 
impreulont) ~ ·He greatly advaneed the appUcaticm in physiC$ 
of "lDYaliants, which do not change iD going over from ·the 
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sense-impressions of one observer to those of another. The 
steady increase of the number of invariants in tlle science of 
nature is essentially the main line of scientific development, 
an expression of the liberation of science from anthropocen
tric fetishes. Heliocentrism, the infinite and homogeneous 
universe of Bruno and Galileo, the concept of inertia, and 
classical relativity meant that truths valid only for terrestrial 
observers (and therefore in agreement with direct observation) 
were giving place to truths valid for any observer, and 
therefore expressing natl:lre's independence of observation. 
Einstein freed this initial 17th-century conception of the 
restrictions later imposed upon it. 

What conception of nature, according to Spinoza, is 
authentic and free of subjective features? The answer is 
Galilee's and Descartes's conception of homogeneous matter 
devoid of any properties. "Bodies differ among themselves 
according to their motion or rest, their speed or sluggishness, 
not according to their substance." Hence geometry (not 
arithmetic I) is the basis of science. It enables the causal links 
of nature to be revealed.. These links are reduced to the 
interactions of bodies. The quotation from Spinoza' s Ethics 
in the epigraph to this chapter speaks of such interactions. 
In the Ethics, that ideological zenith of 11th-century 
rationalism, all causes that could not be reduced to interac
tions between bodies were excluded from the universal causal 
relationship. For many years this idea played a prominent 
part in Einstein's researches. In Spinoza it was linked with 
the idea of a single world substance, All reality is the reality 
of infinite substance whose attributes (bodies) depend in 
their motions on the substance alone. 

Nature's freedom from transcendental effects of any kind 
finds expression in the conservation of states. We shall see 
that the idea of the conservation of states led Spinoza to a 
very broad and general concept close to that of the inertia 
of Galileo and Descartes. 

The dependence of every body on the behaviour of all 
bodies in the universe makes the latter a mechanical entity. 
In a mechanical entity the same laws govern throughout. 
Therefore the world hannony is a simple pattem. Galileo, 
Kepler, Newton and the 17th-century rationalist philosophers, 
all spoke of the simplicity of the universe. Spinoza and other 
rationalists .. ~-- .. ~at{ this limple world, which consists only 
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of bodies in reciprocal interactions, as the prototype and the 
basis of moral and aesthetic harmony. The 17th century 
sensed the beauty of this simple. objective world made 
orderly by causal relationships which could be grasped by 
the mind. "Here we are in a world of mentally perceivable 
beauty," as Malebranche wrote. 

18th-century rationalism proceeded to dot the i's and 
cross the t' s that had remained undotted and uncrossed. It 
carried the idea of the sovereignty of reason beyond the 
limits of speculative reasoning and injected it into the public 
conscience. The 18th century was an age of Reason-not 
rationalist scientific and philosophical thinking, but Reason 
bodied forth in action. The ideas of Rousseau, Voltaire, and 
the encyclopaedists reached Einstein on the wings of the spirit 
of free-thinking which pervaded Europe and was more 
prominent in Southern Germany than in other parts of the 
country. As for 18th-century scientific thinking, the strict 
logic and beauty of Lagrange's Mechanique analytique, for 
example, made a greater impression on Einstein than the 
masterpieces of socio-philosophical thought. 18th-century 
science entertained the conception of reason which had finally 
found the exact and ultimate solution to the problems posed 
by nature. 

Conversely, the findings and style of 19th-century science 
convinced Einstein of the infinite complexity of physical 
reality. Thus he was confronted with two for1ns of rationalism, 
two forms of the apotheosis of reason, viz., 1) reason has 
achieved exact and ultimate knowledge of nature, and 
2) reason !nfinitely approaches the true picture of nature. 
Einstein inclined to the latter formula, which is why his 
philosophical adherences passed on from the 18th centuty 
to Spinoza, whose rationalism had not yet come to the idea 
of ultimate solutions for the riddles of reality. Einstein's 
rationalism included the idea of the contradictory, complex 
and paradoxical nature of reality; cognition of the world. as 
he saw it, consists in successively tackling more and more 
difficult riddles. He was convinced that their solution would 
reveal the essentially simple harmony of the universe. In 
spite of the complexity of the laws of physical reality, they 
are not chaotic and they constitute an · orderly system 
ascending to the most comprehensive and general 'IDified 
laws governing the world, 
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What name could one give to this objective harmony of 
the world? Einstein knew its rational name. He spoke of the 
uniform causal relationship embracing the ,_miverse. However, 
he was too far removed from the militant anti-clerical 
traditions of 18th-century rationalism for the words "God'' 
and "religion" to seetn offensive to him, and they appear in 
his works and his letters. But his use of these words is not 
an expression of a departure from atheism. 

When Einstein spoke of "God" he usually put a touch of 
familiarity or even irony into the word. While in Prague~ 
Einstein was compelled, against his will, to send his children 
to a school where they received religious instruction. 
"Eventually," he remarked jokingly, "the children believe 
that God is some kind of gaseous vertebrate."! Once In 
Princeton Einstein complained about the diet he had been 
prescribed, remarking, "The Devil has seen to it that we 
are punished for any pleasure we ever get." When his 
companion asked why he did not asctibe this to God, 
Einstein replied: "The only difference between them is in 
sign: one comes with a plus, the other with a mtnus."2 
Leopold Infeld recalls that, when asked whether they would 
work on a Sunday~ Einstein replied., laughing, "God does not 
rest on Sunday either."3 

In the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, N. J., 
where Einstein worked during the last twenty years of his 
life, there is a small hall with a fireplace over which are 
carved Einstein's words: "Raffinie!'t ist der Herr Gott, abet 
boshalt ist er nicht" ("God is sophisticated, but He is not 
mean"). The objective hannony of the 11niverse may find 
expression in paradoxical relationships e'God is sophisticat
ed"); but it exists. Einstein's uGod" is an alias for the 
objective, material laws of physical reality, an alias for the 
objective ratio embracing the universe. "This sense of the 
materiality of the outside world," Infeld writes, ''is so 
powerful in Einstein that it frequently falls into its opposite. 
When Einstein speaks of God he means the intrinsic 
relationships and logical simplidty of the laws of nature. 
I would call it a 'materialistic approach to God'."t 

1 Ph. Prank, op. cit, p. 336. 
2 C. SeeUg, op. cit., S .. 426. 
3 L. Infeld, Ouest, Doubleday, Doran, New York, 1041# p. 271. 
' Ibid., p. 271. L 
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To Einstein religiosity meant the realisation of being, 
which stems from an understanding of the world harmony~ 
He writes in "The Meaning of Life'': 

'ITo know an answer to this question (on the meaning Qf 
life] means to be religious. You ask: Does it make any sense, 
then, to pose this question? I answer: the man who regards 
his own life and that of his fellow creatures as meaningless 
is not merely unhappy but hardly fit to live."1 

The word "religious", as employed by Einstein, does not 
imply any affinity between the feeling of the meaningfulness 
of life and the harmony of physical reality, on the one hand~ 
and religiosity in the literal sense of the word, on the other. 
Einstein proceeded from a purely psychological affinity. A 
scientist consumed by a realisation of the world harmony is 
oblivious of his "self". As concerns the nature of the 
universal ratio~ the scientist's position is diametrically 
opposed to that of the believer. The latter seeks in the world 
an intelligent being who controls it. The scientist rejects 
this idea and sees the world as completely dominated by 
material causality. 

"But the scientist is possessed by the sense of universal 
causation. The future, to him. is every whit as necessary and 
deter1nined as the past. There is nothing divine about 
morality; it is a purely human affair. His religious feeling 
takes the form of a rapturous amazement at the harmony 
of natural law .... This feeling is the guiding principle of 
his life and work, insofar as he succeeds in keeping himself 
from the shackles of selfish desire."2 

In "Religion and Science"3 he contraposes scientifi~ con
ceptions of the world to belief in a 11personal God". Einstein 
speaks of the deep conviction of the rationality of the universe 
and the yearning to understand it Kepler and Newton must 
have felt to enable them to spend years of solitary labour 
in disentangling the principles of celestial mechanics.' It is 
this conviction which urges the scientist on towards the 
objective truth even in the face of the conceptions prevailing 
in his age. 

t A. Einstein, Ideas tmd Opinions, Alvin Redman, London~ 1956, p. 11. 
(Afterwards referred to as • 11tll and Ol'inions.) 

2 Ibid., p. 40. 
8 Ibid.; pp. 36 40. 
4 Ibid., p. 39. 
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The conviction of the rationality of the universe has 
nothing in coJrunon with the idea of a persopal God or 
immortality of the soul. Einstein rejected this ;4 idea most 
emphatically. "I cannot conceive of a God who rewards and 
punishes his creatures," he writes. "Neither can I, nor would 
I, want to conceive of an individual that survives his physical 
death; let feeble souls, from fear or absurd egoism, cherish 
such thoughts." 1 

The nature Einstein venerated had no place for a God, for 
in it the objective ratio of causality reigned supreme. He 
venerated the eternal nature which dissolves the individuaL 
and the knowledge of which gives freedom from fear and 
egoism. "I am satisfied," he goes on, "with the mystery of 
the eternity of life and with the awareness and a glimpse of 
the marvelous structure of the existing world, together with 
the devoted striving to comprehend a portion, be it ever so 
tiny, of the Reason that manifests itself in nature."2 In a 
letter to Einstein, Solovine protested against the likening of 
this feeling to "religion''. To this Einstein replied: 

"I can understand your dislike for the term 'religion' in 
relation to the emotional and psychological attitude so 
apparent in Spinoza. But I have no better expression to 
denote the conviction of the rationality of reality and its 
accessibility to the human mind. Without this conviction 
science degenerates into soulless empiricism. I do not care 
if the clerics capitalise on this. There is no remedy against 
such capitalisation, in any case."3 

This is a characteristic conclusion. Einstein w&s aloof 
from public movements fighting for social justice under the 
banner of militant free-thinking, and he saw no real ways of 
overcoming religion. From this stems his indifference to 
ternlinology-which is so important in demarcating ideological 
positions. Einstein's attention is focused on a different aspect 
of the matter: recognition of the fact that physical reality is 
rational and can be cognised, recognition of the paradoxical 
and tmexpected quality of its laws. Later in a Jetter to 
Solaylne he again writes of the "wonder'/ and "eternal riddle" 
of nature. In his words, he had to clarify this point "so that 

1 Ideas and Opinions, p. 11. 
2 Ibid., p. 11. 
3 Solovine, p. 103. 
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you would not imagine that, enfeebled by age, I have become 
the prey of cures''. 

Einstein lays stress on the idea of a rational and 
cognisable objective world, as opposed to the conception of 
a chaotic UJliverse and the subjective nature of the laws 
governing it. One could expect, Einstein says, that we 
ourselves bring order into the world, like the alphabetic 
listing of words in a dictionary. But this conception is opposed 
by Newton's law of gravitation, which agrees with the 
objective causal order of nature. Knowledge penetrates deeper 
and deeper into this order, and its existence represents the 
~~wonder" which grows with the increase of knowledge. 
This wonder, Einstein continues, undermines positivism and 
the dogmatic conception of a world without wonder.1 

The fallacy of likening this feeling of "wonder" to religion 
even in a purely psychological plane is evident. Equally 
evident is the logical incompatibility of such a likening with 
the true meaning of Einstein's ideas. Science derives inspira
tion, emotion and romance from a knowledge of the laws 
of nature. Such knowledge leaves nothing of the feeling that 
nature is governed by non-causal relationships, whicl1 under
lies every religiosity, even when it is not connected with 
the idea of a personal God. 

With Einstein the vagueness of the ideological division 
between the conviction of the causal harmony of physical 
reality and the religious cc.,nviction of the non-causal 
"wisdom" of the universe, is due only to inconsistency in 
terminology. Actually, though, Einstein's world is unequivo
cally a world of causal relationships. This is borne out not 
only by numerous verbal statentents but, more important, 
by his attitude towards modern physical theories. 

In Einstein's own words, he believed in "Spinoza's God". 
Hence~ in order to establish his position with regard to 
religion we must return to an analysis of the meaning which 
Spinoza put into the concept of "God". 

Already in the 11th century it was apparent to many that 
there was nothing more divine in Spinoza's God than the 
name. The ~~prince of atheists", as he was called, was equally 
denounced by the defenders of orthodox religion-Catholic, 
Protestant and Judaic alike-and the exponents of deism. 

t Ibid., p. 115. 
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According to Jacobi, Spinoza was neither a pantheist nor a 
cosmotheist (Einstein, incidentally, employs the terms 
"cosmic religion"), but an out-and-out atheist. • 

And Voltaire sums up Spinoza's stand in the lines: 

~~Pardon me," he whispered in [God's} ear, 
~~But, between us, I think you don.'t exist." 

"It is remarkable," Heine wrote, "that the most diverse 
parties have attacked Spinoza. They constitute an army whose 
motley ranks present an amusing sight. Marching alongside 
a crowd of black and white cassocks carrying crosses and 
smoking censers is a phalanx of encyclopaedists incensed by 
this penseur temiraire. Next to a rabbi from the Amsterdam 
synagogue sounding the attack on the hom of faith comes 
Arouet de Voltaire piping the flute of ridicule in favour of 
deism, and every now and then one hears the howling of the 
old witch Jacobi, sutler to that religious army." 

Despite ''terminological" concessions to religion in 
speaking of himself as "the most religious of all non
believers" and of "cosmic religious feeling" and "'Spinoza's 
God", Einstein conceded nothing of essence, and his "God" 
was even more for1nal and nominal than Spinoza's. 
Essentially Einstein progressed from Spinoza to Feuerbach, 
who substituted for the identification deus siue natura the 
contraposition aut deus aut natura. 

Feuerbach was the real heir of Spinoza's essentially 
atheistic rationalism and the real continuator of the most 
essential~ specific and promising trends in 17th· and 18th· 
century rationalism. He interpreted the objective reason, the 
"extra-personal" ratio of physical reality, in terms of 
universal causal relationships, thereby ridding science of the 
fiction of a purposeful will. "That which inan cans the 
purposiveness of nature and conceives as such," Feuerbach 
writes, "is in reality nothing but the ~nity of the world, the 
hatmony of cause and effect, the interconnection in general 
in which everything in nature exista and acts." 

This universal harmony gives rise to the idea of a supreme, 
''extra-personal'' being. Feuerbach retains the emotional 
co~ouring of his attitude towards the harm~ny of nature 
which is so characteristic of Spinoza: "One of the most 
common dirges of religious and scholastic moumers con-
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:erning atheism. is I that atheism destroys or ignores · an 
essential human requirement, namely the r t to 
recognise and venerate authority, and that is what makes 

· man egoistic and proud. Atheism, however, while it abolishes 
the theological etninence above man, does not necessarily 
abolish the moral eminence above him. Moral eminence is 
the ideal which every man must· set himself if he hopes · to 
achieve anything; but this ideal is-and should be-a human 
ideal and purpose. The natural eminence above man is 
nature itself." Against this passage Lenin made the following 
note in his conspectus of Feuerbach' s Lectures on tbe Essence 
of Religion: "Atheism abolishes neither das moralische Ober 
(=das Ideal), nor das natilrliche Uber (-die Natur)." 

Einstein's veneration of the natural harmony of the 
universe would not have acquired the irrational name of 
''cosmic religion" had he gone through the school of 
Feuerbach. For a number of reasons his direct acquaintance 
with philosophical doctrines was confined to Spinoza·s 
rationalism. 

Let us see what Einstein could gain from Spinoza's 
doctrines, or rather, from their inner meaning which 
characterises 11th-century rationalism as a whole. How, in 
particular, does the idea of the objective harmony of the 
universe affect the notions of a priori or empirical origins 
of scientific concepts? The problem is connected with fun· 
damental, essentially epistemological questions, on the one 
hand, and· with the pattern of Einstein's ·physical theories 
and his critique of classical physics, on the other. 

The deepest and most specific distinction of 18th·century 
1•ationalism lies in its ontological conclusions.-The sovereig:lty 
of reason is proved by its ability to present an authentic 
world picture.. The world is govez·11ed -by an objective ratio, 
the universal causality of all processes. This ontological 
conclusion already opposes the idea of a priori knowledge 
of the 'world as a whole. But if nature is govem~ by a 
universal causality, then science can deduce concepts on the 
basis of the tinified laws of being without prQCeeding from 
direct observation. It should seek deeper relationships- which 

I are independent of indivi<lual, pozsibly subjective, ob$er• 
vations. The search may. take the for·m of geometrical 

'theorems, which extract a wealth of·- content from -a few 
propositions. This roact' howe\rfr, 4oes not mean recognition 
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of a priori sources in science. It means merely the primacy of 
the general results of observations over specifiQ. ~tenae .. 
impressions, and it leads to the ucruel experiment" which 
enables the researcher to deduce new laws Qf phys~al r~aUty. 

'!'his is the purport of the ideas which Einstein borrowec;l 
from Spinoza. If harmony rules nature1 then the concepts 
which express it cannot constitute an a priori framework 
into which .the results of concrete observations can be fitted. 

If there exists a hierarchy of more and mor~ general law~ 
establishing the universal hannony and embracing all p%o
cesses, then each concrete empirical observation cannot reve$1 
the nature of things. It must be correlated . to a scheme of 
logically interconnected concepts. 

If the world· hanaony is not a uniformity of processes. and 
if it does not preclude the complexity and contradictory nature 
of physical reality. then the logical deduction of concepts 
based on certain facts may come into contradiction with 
other, paradoxical, facts and a new general-pattern, para
doxical in comparison with the old one, may be required to 
explain them. 

Thus ~Einstein's rationalism rules out both the idea of the 
a prio~i orjgin of scientific conc~pts and the idea of science 
as an orderly record of pjrect observations. I· 

We shall first discuss Einstein·s stand with .regard to 
certain philosophical schools deriving from this, then his 
conclusions concerning classical mechanics, therr;n~dynamics 
and electrodynamics, and finally the genesis of his physical 
discoveries. These discoveries could not have been made 
without a deliberate and consistent rejection of the .ideas of 
aJl "orderly record" or a priori. sources of science. , 
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from a repetition of very old philosophical errors, from 
a muddled and eclectic-and only in this sense "~ew" 
and "independent" -formalism. Einstein never claimed to 
be above philosophy. His attitude towards 18th- and 
19th-century philosophy can be summed up in the follow-
• 1ng way. 

For scholars who had witnessed the advance of science in 
the 19th century and accepted the idea of the infinite com
plexity of nature, even Spinoza's system was too closely 
linked with the illusion of ultimate solutions for the rid
dles of the world. By the tum of the century, scholars had 
come to regard as practically self-evident the idea eJPressed 
by Goethe that the solution of any problem contains a new 
problem. The 11th century, though it hoped that ultimate 
solutions would be found for all problems, did not pretend 
to be in a position to find them, and it retained a sufficiently 
clear perspective for further advance. When Newton spoke 
of himseif as of a boy ~~finding a smoother pebble or prettier 
shell than the ordinary" on the shore of "the great ocean 
of truth that lay all undiscovered" before him, he spoke as 
a man of the 11th century; his pupils and followers belonged 
to the 18th century, an age of rationalism tending towards 
an ossified picture of the world. In some philosophical systems 
opposition to this view soon evolved from the legitimate con
tention that no knowledge can be regarded as final to a 
groundless scepticism concerning the value of science as a 
whole. 

At the time when Einstein was making his fi~st inroads 
int~ ph,i~osophical literature there already existed a philosoph
ical school which drew its generalisations not from a world 
picture treated as final or a priori. but from the idea of a con
tinuously changing and evolving conception of the world. 
This school, however, was not known to Einstein. In other 
philosophical schools criticism of dogmatic for1nalism fre
quently takes the shape of equally doganatic agnosticism. This 
type of criticism proceeds frd1n valid- propositi oils, which are 
then elevated to the status' of ·absolutes, and a critique of a 
specific~ historically transient \\'orld picture tums into a dog-
matic negation of obj«tive truth. · 

The picture of the world drawn by Newton in ·his Principia 
provided sufficient scope for criticism. Thanb. to the efforts 
of many philosophers. starting· with Bithop Berkeley" who 
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Hnked his critique of Newton's absolute space with his own 
esse est percipi, this criticism was canonised and extended 
from Newtonian propositions to science as a whole. For the 
most part it did not develop into consistent solipsism and fell 
into some form or another of inconclusive negation of the 
existence of an objective external world and the possibility 
of undentanding it. · 

Some natural scientists responded only to the negative and 
partial aspects of such criticism, challenging only certain 
specific, concrete physical notions and concepts. 

In the 18th century, English agnosticism was dominated by 
Hume. Einstein read Hume's fundamental work, An Enquity 
Concerning Human Understanding, in Bem. (This was the 
volume the "Olympian Academy" had been studying at the 
time of Solovine's defection to the concert.) Einstein highly 
valued Hume's works. What did he glean from them? We 
have his own testimony and can. answer this question quite 
definitely. 

Einstein's problem was whether or not it was possible to 
deduce from observations of physical phenomena the causal 
relationships between them. Hiune's answer is negative; from 
this he concluded that it was impossible to penetrate into the 
causality of observable phenomena and that human under
standing was resbicted to the phenomena themselves. Subse
quently Kant, following in Hume's footsteps. arrived at the 
notion of the a priori nature of causality, as well as of space 
and time. However, Einstein's conception of the real world 
of matter as the cause of sense-impressions and of the cog
Disability of the objective laws of motion were not in the 
least shaken by reading Hume. Einstein proceeds from the 
idea that a series of observable phenomena does not deter· 
mine unequivocally the nature of the causal relationships 
between them. ~ence the picture of causal relationships is 
to some degree deduced independently of direct observations. 
Einstein speaks of the free construction of concepts expressing 
causal relationships. Does this me.an that such concepts are 
a prior~ or conceptual, or that causal c:oncepts are arbitrary 
as a whole? 'n1e answer is No. The causal COnJJ.ection of pro
cesses may 0e expressed by means of different Jdnds, of con· 
structions, and in this sense their choice is arbitrary~ But 
they must be , in -agreement. with observation, and it is -ottr 
duty to select t.he constructiop. which agrees best. , 
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We will deal with all this in greater detail later oft, for 
Einstein presents his views on the origin of cautal concepts 
not so much in connection with his perusal • evaluation 
of philosophical works, as· in the elaboration of nftr· physical 
concepts. Accordingly, his views should be judged, not by 
their formalism, but by their heuristic effect, by the part 
they have played in the revolution in physics. From this 
aspect tlte ·effect of Hume's philosophy on ·Einstein was 
purely negative. · _ 

As to Kant, Einstein's rejection of his epistemology is 
expressed in unequivocal tams. Kant raised Hume~ s agnos
ticism to the level of an elaborate sy~tem and added a number 
of ideas involving such problen1s of classical physics as 
space and time which interested young Einstein. What was 
said before of Einstein's purely aesthetic evaluation of philo
sophical works applies in full to Kant. Einstein did not accept 
Kant's philosophy and he rejected Kantian epistemology. 
especially the a priori conception of space and time. At the 
same time he enjoyed Kant and derived great aesthetic satis
fa~on from his works. He was also drawn to Kant by the 
cultural and historical content of classleal Gennan philosophy. 
One feels in Kant's works the spirit of the Ger1nany of Les
sing, Schiller and Mozart, which COiltrasts so sharply with the 
spirit of Bismarck, his forerunners and disciples. 18th-century 
German culture appealed to Einstein because of its affinity 
to the spirit of rationalism and free-thinking that penetrated 
into Ge1many from beyond the Rhine. 

Einstein, we know; was· brought up on this spirit in his 
native Swabia, where it enjoyed freedont of expression, and 
it was instrumental in the fot1nation of his world outlook. 
Classical philosophy belonged to the' ·age of Reason, and this 
historical flavour· appealed tb men more · than its content. 
A good example is Heine, by no means an adherent -Of Kan
tian 'phUosophy, with his fine historical comp.,.son between 
the law-abiding Getn•an professor and ·Robespiette aud !lis 
humorous; yet serious, ption· of Kant' a· evolution from 
his; Critique ol Puts RsllSOI! to' his Critiq"' ~of ~q,c:UCfd ·~a
lOft. The ·GemtaDs, it· should be~ said, geBerally ratl.od!'ltlted 
on what' ·the Freric!h did, •d the •bliDgi· of moltitloa 

·clearly heard ill ·,Getanan phJlosophy, 'literature- imCJ,~art. 
The ·atmO.pbere of cluaical ~~Oph~~·~lit~~-. ,~ ~~ 
appealed to Einstem. ·Not ao tht , new phdotoply.,·: tot tiere 
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(as in his attitude towards Wagner's music) his criticism of 
content was not mitigated by the almost tntrinsie- appeill of 
Kant"s writings. We shall speak, of Einstein's stand with 
regard: to. K811t's philosophy later on, in· connection with his 
interpretation · of the fundamental concepts of geometry. tn 
the whole histoey of· science it would be har4 to find a more 
decisive-refutation of Kantian apriority, as expressed In his 
conception of ·the a priori nature of space, than that ted 
by the theory of relativity. 

From Hume, Einstein took an idea which the forllier had 
not in fa·ct expressed in so many words, ) that , is, Hnme 
questioned the validity of human understanding as a whole 
whereas Einstein questioned the validity of a specific domain, 
Newtonian· mechanics. These two approaches are pol~s apart 
and in order to challenge the validity of a concrete historic· 
ally limited theory) one must be convinced, of the objective 
truth of science, of its ·approach to absolute'truth; the criterion 
of evaluation in challeng!.ng a specific theory ~s its agreement 
with objective reality. Therefore; Einstein could not follow 
the road of classical philosophy in its advance from Hume 
to Kant. He could ha~e repeated Schiller's words, addressed 
to natural scientists and transcendental philosophers: 

Be ye opponents/ The titne is not ripe to join hands: 
Only on different roads will you come to the trtith't 

' 

Classical philosophy and natural science did in fact seek 
the truth along different roads. Natural science advanced 
from Newton, through the accumulation of empirical data 
and 18th-century mathematical natural science, to the ideas 
of energy conservation, irreversibility, and evolution. Clas· 
sical philosophy ·advanced through Hegel and Feuerbach 
towards an 'essential merger of philosophy and natural science, 
which· developed in the 19th century. It was f!ffec~d in the 
works of Marx and Engels. This road, however, lay outsia. 
of Einstein's field of vision. · · f 

For this reason Einstein could find no positi\'e, prog~mme 
in classical philosophy subsequent to Spinoza for u -

the ''extra-rersoDal" .. He- found it in the classical sdeacO~ lfllllt/P

the 19th cellturF~ ·fte· centre of gravity of his inte~ :ihifted 
to- the1 domaiW of~ theorctical.~physics. Here bappenecl-!. 
thing. analogobs,·to FJoSteia~i. attitUcle·. towards · • i 

In his~routh lie-was ·uaabJe ·tcr find the mathematic:af probll:Sme 
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or inroads which would correspond directly to his physical 
ideas, he did find them later. In philosophy he never went 
beyond Spinoza's rationalism. 

Einstein's attitude towards the positivism of the 1890s and 
1900s can be form~lated very simply in te1·ms of final judge· 
ment and its effect on his physical works. Viewed from the 
purely biographical aspect, this problem is a bit ·more corn
plicated, though never approaching either the complexity or 
the importance of the question of Einstein's attitude towards 
Spinoza. For our purpose, a brief review of the two positivistic 
conceptions of the time will suffice. The one is linked with 
the name of Ernst Mach and, placed in a nutshell, it declares 
that science ~~studies summaries of observations" and there 
exists no objective causality independent of observation; 
scientific concepts and laws are organised, "economical" 
records of observations. The second, known as "conventional· 
ism", is associated with Henri Poincare, and it states that 
scientific concepts are arbitrarily stipulated conventions and 
whether they agree with reality or not is no concern of 

• sc1ence. 
Although initially sympathetic to Mach"s philosophy, Ein

stein later came to reject it, and he made his attitude clear 
in no equivocal te1·n1s on a number of occasions. In all of 
his statements on questions of philosophy and science there is 
probably no more deprecatory epithet than the one given 
in his address to the French Philosophical Society: "Mach 
is a poor philosopher." 

At the same time, Einstein was for many years guided 
by the far from philsophical thesis advanced by Mach in his 
Mechanics in connection with his criticism of the concept 
of absolute space. A few words must be said of the connec
tion between Mach's thesis and his criticism of the Newtonian 
conception, on the one hand, and his philosophy, on the 
other. 

In the most general ter1ns, Mach's 1hesis says that all 
events in nature can be explained by tbe interaction of 
material bodies. This is hardly a new ide~ and it essentially 
coincides with Spinoza' s conception of reality. Mach" how
ever, opposed his thesis to Newtonian mechanics. l!lis is 
what Einstein called "Mach's principle". In·-'Newtonian me
chapics inertia forces (such as those which make:the passen
gers of a bus pitch forward when the driver braket suddenly) 
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are explained not by the interaction of bodies, .but ·.by .the 
change in a body's velocity referred to space. Maclt ~egarded 
this interpretation as untenable. As mentione6 Oefo:t~, this· 
is purely a mechanical thesis offering a certain: picture of t}le 
world. Does it stem in any way from Mach's. philosophical 
views7 . 

Not uniquely. More, the image of interacting bodies 
as a scientific picture of the objective world is incom~ 
patible with positivism of any brand. The connection here is 
the same as between criticism of cltJSsical science and . stepti .. 
cism with regard to every science. In his work on the history 
of mechanics Mach came to the condusion that. Newton's 
absolute space contradicted the gen~ral premise of classical 
science: interactions between bodies as the cause of all natural 
phenomena. He could not, however, formulate a mecltanicaJ 
conception capable of interpreting observable facts without 
reference to absolute motion and absolute space. Apc~.rt from 
his qualities as a scholar (he did not poSsess the magnitude 
required for the task), in comparison - with Newtonian 
concepts Mach was nowhere ne~ th_e sour,ees of a new 
world picture. From criticism of: Newton's conception of 
absolute space, Mach turned 'to criticism of his conception 
of objective space. This is an example of the· transformation 
of a segment of the cun-e of knowledge into a straight line 
which Lenin spoke of. 

Einstein never doubted t.'te objective nature of space. 
Criticism of Newtonian concepts was for him the point of 
departure in the quest for new concepts of space as an objec· 
tive form of the existence of matter. It was this aspect that 
drew him to Mach's views. But he was quick to discern the 
faults in Mach's epistemological conclusions from the criti· 
cism of Newtonian mechanics, as well as the difference be
tween "Mach's principle" in mechanics and the Machian 
philosophical school. 

~~Mach's principle" figured in Einstein's work for many 
years. Only towards the end of his life did he realise .its 
limited nature,. His interest in Mach's philosophy was )a 
fleeting one, and it ended before the enunciation of the-theory 
of relativity (possibly,.due to his work on the theory). It. wal 
succeeded by a sharply negati\"e attitude towards "Machism'l. 

Within the Machian, school . there were no unanimous views 
concerning Einstein's "ideas. Mach himself rejected the .rela-
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tivity theory. Some Machists attempted to prese~t' Einstein's 
views as a~ example of the positivistic approach tol scl~nce; 
When Einstein in a series of articles and leeturea drove home 
the purport of relativity theary, many of Mach's followers 
realised the need for a qualified revision of their teacher's 
ideas. The result was so-called '1ogical positivism". Its adher
ents saw together with Mach in the main question: to them 
"experience'• was a purely subjective notion and objective real
ity did not exist, to say nothing of the possibility of under
standing it. They only shifted the centre of gravity of sub
jective ~~experience" to the sphere of experimental verification 
of logical constructions. Subject to verific8tion, however, was 
not the ag1-eement of a construction with· objective reality 
but its subjective value. The core of "'logical positivism'' was 
the ~vienna Circle", a group of physicists and philosophers 
to which also belonged Philipp Frank, author of an Einstein 
biography refer1ed to in this book. 

Poincare's philosophical ideas were never sympathetic to 
Einstein. Some scholars find that in the 1930s Einstein came 
closer to Poincare's idea of scientific laws and concepts as 
being free, arbitrary conventions, chosen by agree:n1ent among 
scientists. As a matter of fact, throughout his work on the 
unified field theory, Einstein frequently stressed the criteria 
of logical clarity and universality of a physical theory; this 
could be inter~reted as meaning choice of a theory without 
regard to its agreement with objective reality. 

In his early works expounding the special theory of rela
tivity, Einstein gave prominence to the role of direct obser
vation and the importance of dealing with essentially obsetv· 
atile quantities and concepts. But then, when two men say 
the· same thing they do not necessarily-mean the same thing, 
especially if one of them is Einstein. Mach anc;l Einstein 
both sPoke of "experience", l'observ·ation", etc. JJut to Mach 
these words were not associated with objective ·procqse8, 
To Einstein '1experienee"' aqd "observatiqn'" were .~anif~sta
tiona of objecbve reality. Poincare ·and Einstein &oth S$)0kt;t 
of the "&ee creation'' of physical theories. But Witll EinStein 
this·meant ·only that out of a Dt1mber~ of more or less freely 
crea~ theotles ('"free'' iftsdfat ·as' theY· do not follow u~ely 
from the ··experlrl)ental &ltll that· has to be. explainea)' the :=:. DlUSt choose those -w~ · .aqt:e~ :~est wi~ : pli~~lcal 
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.. The idea of '1free creation of physical theOries-' is worth 
analysing. ID1 a lecture at Oxford, ln 19~0; Ein•te~n· st)oke of 
the ''cortect way"' of science u lying ·through hutnan btven
tiveneaa in the free creation of logical constructions. Tbia 
idea of "free creati011", which appears· ln many of~~E:instein1t 
writings, has given rise to quite ·a few miitmderstandlbgs. 
Philipp Frank, who is generally impartial in presenting 1tin
stems statements against Mach's philosophy and positivism 
as a whole, nevertheless attempts somewhat to l'eConcUe 
Einstein's views with the neo-Machian epistemology of the 
''Vienna Circle". He proceeds in his reasoning from Einstein's 
thesis of the "free creation of loglcal constructions" .1 

Some materialist philosophers regarded Einstein's '~free 
imagination" as more than just subjective tertninology; they 
regarded it as a concession to subjectivistic epistemology in 
essence, and this in spite of Einstein's exPlicit opposition to 
the idea of a priori knowledge independent of experience 
and conventionalism. The meanfng whiCh FJnstein put Into 
the idea of ~"free creation"' in sdence is apparent from the 
following passage in his Oxford lecture: 

"It is my conviction that pure matheanatical construction 
enables us to discover the concepts and the laws connecting 
the1n, which give tit; the key to the understanding of the 
phenomena of nature. Experience can, of course, guide us 
in our choice of serviceable mathematical concepts; it cannot 
possibly be the source from which they are deri-ved. 

"In a certain sense, therefore, I hold it to be true that 
pure thought is competent to comprehend the real as the 
ancients dreamed."2 

This declaration of the rights of "free thought" was 
directed against Mach' a empiricism, against "pure descrip
tion" and the confinement of scientific construction to 
phenomenological state1nents of fact. But doesn't Einstein 
go over to the positionS of Kantian apriority, does he~ not in 
fact declare that the mind freely deduces th.e world picture 
from a ptlOt! fonns of understaftdillg inherent in that under-
standing or from arbitraey '~conventions"? .. 

We have an excellent criterion this ctueatioD. 
The dividing' line lies fong fbe of the objective 

t Ph. Fral1k, op. cli, pp. 338 .. 39: 
~ Ibid., p. 281 1 
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nature of physical reality. The answer, therefore, is negative: 
Einstein stands on the positions of o'bjective re~ty and object
ive knowledge. of that reality: he sees knowledge as a 
reflection of reality, and his own physical ideas derive from 
this epistemological position. What, then, is meaftt by "free 
creation of the human mind"? 

The mind develops hypothetical constructions not neces
sarily ordered by experience. Observations-our sense
impressions-guide us in our choice of construction, which 
does not necessarily follow uniquely from experience. It is 
deduced from general principles which are not of an a 
priori nature and are in tum derived from the general idea 
of the world based on the totality of observations, on the 
~cumulated knowledge of the world. 

To Einstein the fact that conclusions deriving from the 
general idea of the world, and not from direct observation 
(-.uch as the prediction of Neptune, which did not follow 
ul;liquely from observations of the motion of Uranus and 
was ''freely", deduced from the causal conception of the 
uniyerse), agtee with subsequent observations, is a refuta
tion of subjectivism in its most consistent form, i.e., solip
sism. In his "Reply to Criticism" (which concludes the 
Philosopher-Scientist volume) Einstein says that the basic 
positivist attitude comes essentially to the same thing as Ber
keley's principe, esse est percipi. The best argt1ment against 
positivism is the continuous confirn1ation of the general con
ception of the world, the confi1mation of its being and its 
unity .. U conclusions based on this conception, but not deriving 
directly from phenomena, are confir111ed by experience, then 
knowledge is not restricted to phenomena, it can penetrate 
beyond phenomena and uncover their objective causes. Thus, 
the "fref. creation of the mind~~ was, in Einstein's eyes, an 
argument against Berkeley ~d his disciples. 

Why does ''pure mathematical construction" enable us "to 
discover the concepts and the laws connecting thesn which 
give us the key to the understanding of the phenomena of 
nature"? Why is "pure ht competent to comprehend the 
real as the ancients 1 

These epi assertions rest on an ontologieal 
postulate: the world is not a chaos 41bf isolated processes, it 
is an entity in which the processes of nature are connected 
by a universal causal relationship which detennlnes- 'their 
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course. We perceive this connection, thereby 'Penetrating 
beyond phenomena; the existence of- the obJective cause 
underlying them is proved by the agreemettt' of "free'~ (i,e., 
deriving from the general conception of the' wor14, 'but· not 
predetermined by a specific observation) ~ construction With 
the results of experiment. 

Such an ontological and epistemological scheme presumes 
that mathematical constructs may or may not agree with 
the results of a physical experiment, and this immediately 
rules out the primitive concept which declares geometrical 
theorems to be simple descriptions of observable bodies, or 
the concept according to which the fundaments of geometry 
are arbitrary conventions or a priori possessions of the human 
mind. · 

Einstein presents an extremely lucid exposition of what 
he means by "free creation of the human mind" in his article, 
"Maxwell's Influence on the Evolution of the Idea of Physical 
Reality". He begins with stating his belief in the objective 
nature of physical reality. 

''The belief in the existence of an external world indepen· 
dent of the perceiving subject is the basis of all natural 
science,'' he:: \\'rites. "Since, however, sense perception only 
give~ information of this external world or of 'physical 
reality' indirectly, we can only grasp the latter by speculative 
means. It follows therefore that our notions of pbysi~ 
reality can never be final. We must always b~ ready to change 
these notions-that is to say, the axiomatic basis of physics 
-in order to do justice to perceived facts in the most logically 
perfect Vl ay." 1 _ 

Einstein does not oppose speculativ~ reasoning to sense 
perception. The sou1·ce of speculative thought lies in 
experience, not in Q priori concepts, as Kant says, or in con· 
ventions, according to Poincare. It does, however, stand 
opposed to individual sense-imp•ssions, insofar as .. ~q' do 
not present a picture identically corresponding to physical reale!l. The. non·a priori and non-conventionalist na~ Qf 
sp ative con.structs is seen in the fact that they,~ never 
be accepted as final even the fundamental axioms of p~cs. 
11\ey depend on tbe totaJity of observations, that ls to say, 
on the never ending series of experiments which steadily 

' 
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l Ideas and Opiltlons, p. 206. 
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advanc:;e physics towards an increasingly true description of 
reality. The axioms of physlcs are never final, and the ~e 
inevitably comes when they must be revised. B11t the 
independence of physical,_ reality of the observer is not 
subject to revision. It is the -overall premise of all physical 
theories. 

Thus.., "free creation" . means freedom from specific, partial 
results of observation and dependence on the general con
ception of the universe, on· the totality of sense .. impressions, 
experiments and practical experience. From this follpws the 
value of scientific concepts which .do not derive uniquely 
from- observations (although suggested by them) and are 
creations of the human mind. They are called hypotheses 
and are advanced "on credit", subject to subsequent verifica
tion, which may refute them or elevate thetn to the status 
of an unambiguous theory. 

The atomistic -·theory of the ancients was to Einstein a 
model of a hypothesis deriving from general principles. In 
connection with a book by So Iovine on Democritus' s system 
Einstein wrote in 1930 that he regarded Democritus not in 
histo·rital perspective but as a contemporary (this, inciden
tally, is a characteristic trait ot Einstein's which we shall 
discuss later on). What appealed to Einstein most of all was 
Democritus' s fir1n belief in the omnipotence. of physical 
causality. · ·' -

I#One cannot help marvelling at this firnt belief in physical 
causality, which cannot be dispelled at the Will of .homo 
sap1ens~ As far as I bow, only Spinoza was as radical and 
as consistent."! · 

A world picture· comprising only atoms and their motions 
·and ~lnteractions was for a long tinte Einstein's ideal of a 
scientific representation of nature. ·His works on Brownian 
movement demonEtrated that behind sPecific madtlscopiC 
processes lay the moving flt4 colliding molecqles.: His radia
ticnf. ~~'?ry tteat~. ~ght( as_~ agg~eqat~ of ~ving· ~des4 
RelatiVIty theorY nd Clasdcal notion• of ilat'ur• of abtolutes 
al~en .to the· picture of' matet·~ particf~~ irt ieclJ?rocaf motion. 
True,· ultif!18tely £!nstei~'s.ldeas led t~ th~ eo~cep~ ~~ pa~~· 
transmutation, whtch dofs ttot fit into~thi, ideal· sdteme.~ 'this 

~ ) rf".. 1 ' 1i I I 
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t So1ovine, p. 55. 
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·finale, how,ver, concerns not so much .Einstein's biography 
as the biography of his ideas. 

Einstein considered that, within certain limits, a scienti1ic 
cheory <:ould develop an the basis of general tendencies: it 
links certain facts witP the initial premises of the world 
picture in the most natural way Mtd gradually sheds arbitrary 
supplementary postulates. The experimental verification of 
such a theory i~ a matter for the future. This, as we shall 
see later on, was the pattern which Einstein's physical ideas 
followed. We shall also c;ee that they could not have evolved 
merely on the basis of a spontaneous recognition of the 
objective reality of the world; they required a conscious 
epistemological and ontological credo. The uextra-persona111 

world, Spinoza's philosophy, and a generalisation df scientific 
development, brought Einstein to a definite philosophical 
platforn1. It was an important prerequisite for his physical 
discoveries. These, in tum, gave clarity to his epistemological 
views. The Brownian movement theory led Einstein to a 
clearer realisation of the epistemological roots of the rejection 
of the reality of atoms in Mach's works. Reflection on the 
relativity of inertial, and later accelerated, motion revealed 
with greater clarity the fact that reality is independent of 
our knowledge. 

During the great debate on problems of the microcosm, 
Einstein continued to come out against positivism sharper 
than ever. Not content with new arguments in sqpport of 
the objective nature of physical reality and man's ability 
to understand it. Einstein developed new angles of approach 
to the past; his assessment of the present state of affairs in 
scien~e and forecasts for the future blended with retrospective 
evaluations. Worthy of note in this connection is his essay, 
"Remarks on Bertrand Russell's Theory of Knowledge"~ 
written in 1944 for the "Russell~~ volume of the Library of 
Luing Philosopbus.1 It is prof to Einstein's non-~•ptance af 
either Mach's phenomenalistic empiricism or the a priori and 
conventioualist notion that pure logical thinking is indepen· 
dent qf, expqlence. It ald.::;'eals that Einstein's oppositi.oa 
to these episteJDological $ es stemmed from his pbUO&Qph
ical platform and was based on his inteJ'I)ret.1tion of tlJe 
history of sdentUic thinking. 



''During philosophy's childhood," Einstein writes, ''it was 
rather generally believed that it is possible to find 
everything which can be known by means of a mere reBec· 
tion." This illu~doft was a lasting one, and Einltein found it 
even in Spinoza. This "more aristocratic" illusion of a priori 
knowledge, he goes on, has as its counterpart the ~~more 
plebeian illusion of naive realistn, according to which things 
'are' as they are perceived by us through our senses''. This 
illusion is the point of departure in the understanding of 
things by individuals as well as by science as a whole. But, 
like the notion of a priori perception of physical reality, 
it also belongs to the childhood of science. Already in anti
quity men discovered that there was a gulf between the 
objective causes of sensations and phenomena. Modern 
sciences had ~eir point of departure in the difference between 
subjective sense-impressions and objective reality. Hume 
derived from it his scepticism concerning empirical methods 
of knowledge: as he saw it, they were unable to get down 
to the objective world hidden behind apparent phenomena. 

Then, Einstein goes on, Kant took the stage. He declared 
that definitely assured knowledge must be grounded in reason 
itself and need not necessarily agree with our sensory 
experience of the independent objective world. This in effect 
concluded the evolution of agnosticism. According to Hume, 
whatever in knowledge is of empirical origin is never certain, 
and it can give no indication as to the causal conne4...~ion of 
events. Kant denied objective existence to such concepts as 
space, time and causality; they are creations of the human 
mind, not of the outside~world,· he· said .. Subsequently the 
philosophy of agnosticism merely repeated Hume and Kant. 

Thus, historically there developed two mutually comple
mentary and interconnected schools of 4gnosticism. One 
sees knoWledge as a systematised record of ~mpirical obset
vations. The other, following Kant, sees it as a result of the 
development of a priori ideas inherent in the human mind. . 
Later;. when scie~ce began to alter concepts· ·which Kant had 
regarded' as a priori, agnosticism declared theln the result 
of a convention and ascribed to them pragmatic, but not 
ontological, value. . · ~ 

Einstein was 4 direct heir of the 1·ationalism of Spinoza 
and the 18th-century materialists; as such ·be held that the 
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human mind is capable of developing a trustworthy knowl· 
edge· of nature; therefore constructs of the mind possess 
objective ontological value. In its "free creation", however, 
the mind derives a trustworthy picture of the real world 
through concepts from which experimentally verifiable con· 
elusions can be deduced. 

This is Einstein's fundamental epistemological thesis; it 
is a development Qf the general premise of Spinoza' s rational
ism and it stands opposed to all schools of positivism. 
Einstein reaffir1ned it on many occasions and, most important, 
it was the guiding principle in the development of h1s physical 
theories. 

From this standpoint Einstein levels his criticism of 
positivism. As far as the positivist is concerned, "all those 
concepts and propositions which cannot be deduced from 
the sensory raw material are, on account of their 'lnetaphys
ical' character, to be removed from thinking". But., "this 
claim-if carried through consistently-absolutely excludes 
thinking of any kind as 'metaphysical'. In order that thinking 
might not degenerate into 'metaphysics', or into empty talk, 
it is only necessary that enough propositions of the conceptual 
system be firmly enough connected with sensory experi-

"1 ences .... 
This thesis, which was tried and tested in Einstein's work 

on relativity, quantum mechanics and the unified field theory, 
enabled him, in spite of a lingering sympathy for Hume's 
philosophy, to see that the tradition of identifyjng the search 
for objective truth with "metaphysics" begins with Hnme. 
In fact, he writes, it was Hume who "created a danger for 
philosophy in that, following his critique, a fatal 'fear of 
metaphysics' arose which has come to be a malady of con· 
temporary empiristic philosophising; this malady is the 
cot1nterpart to that earlier philosophising in the clouds, 
which thought it could neglect and dispense with what was 
given by the senses".2 

Einstein finds this positivistic "fear of metaphysics" in 
some of Bertrand Russell's constructions, notably in his con
ception of the thing as a "bundle of qualities". 

t Itkas and Opinlons. p. 23. 
2 Ibid., p. 24. ' 
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Einstein's epistmnological views evolved throughout the 
world of his life. He never clung to established solutions 
which could be subsequently applied unchangecj to specific 
physical problems. The development and elaboration of his 
epistemological ideas merged with their application~ some
times· running ahead of the physical conceptions, at times 
trailing in their wake. Einstein's epistemological principles 
never achieved the harmony and integrity of his physical 
theories. 

At the same time, it should be noted that the foundation 
of his epistemological credo was layed before the enunciation 
of the relativity theory. It was still vague, and his anti
positivistic stand found expression rather in his conviction 
of the objective and cognisable hatmony of the universe. nus 
deep-rooted conviction had a profound influence on hi& life, 
it deter1nined his interests~ ethical views and aesthetic 
affiliations. 



C~1pter 7 

DOSTOYEVSKY AND MOZART 

Dostoyevsky g~ves me mf're than any thinker, 
more than Gau.., I 

E.i 11 stein 

One day Eiru,ein tmd I mel in the dimn1 room 
of the Aarou JChool, where we alway• had 
such a 10od time playing Mozar&'s soiiGICis. 
When Ei111tein'• violin besan to &ing the ••U. 
of dae room seemed eo recede and for the firsa 
time the real Mozart appeared be/ore me in a 
halo o/ Hellenic beawy ruilh hil pure Una, 
sraeefully playful or miJh&y and esalted. "Tiail 
is divine, we muse repeat it!" Eilueeit& 
esclaimed. 

Hans Byland 

Einstein presented a rare example of a physicist in whom 
aesthetic interec;ts and inclinations were closely linked with 
his scientific ideas. Not that he applied aesthetic principles 
in expounding physical views. This kind of exposition has 
gone down in the history of literature as a poetic canon in 
Lucretius's didactic poem. Galileo's works became a canon 
of Italian prose writing. Here we shall deal with something 
of a different nature. 

Einstein spoke of the paradoxical facts which make one 
depart from a conventional, logical construction in favour of 
a new one. Initially the departure takes place intuitively. 
The paradoxical fact induces a series of vague associations 
in the scientist's mind. It is as if he sees the whole of the 
chain of deductions and conclusions which would strip the 
observed fact of its paradoxical nature by virtue ,qf the 
paradoxical nature and novelty of the whole chaia. Mozart· 
spoke of the supreme moment of creation when the composer 
momentarily hears the whole of a still unwritten qmp~y~ 
As Einstein saw it. intuition is essential to scientific creation, 
it is the element which links scientific creation with. utistic . 



creativity. He also attached importance to moral intuition. 
He wrote, in 1953, to one of his old friends: 

"Dogs and little children immediately recopnise a kind 
person from a bad one; guided by their first impression, they 
confide in the for1ner and keep away from the latter. As a 
rule they are not mistaken, even though they d~ not apply 
scientific methods or systematic physiognomic studies in 
accumulating their small experience.''! 

Trust in moral intuition appealed to Einstein in the image 
of Don Quixote, and he reread Cervantes's great novel many 
times, especially in his latter years. Could the poor head of 
the knight-errant of La Mancha, befuddled with illusions, 
be ~ any way congenial to the genius of rationalist thinking? 

E1nstein's rationalism was an "escape from self-evidence''; 
Don Quixote is unrivaled in world literature in the portrayal 
of a man whose intense, though illusory, emotional life over
shadows all everyday interests. Don Quixote, that symbol of 
intuitive discrimination between good and evil, is the purest 
soul in world literature; small wonder that the purest soul 
in 20th-century science was drawn to him. An insight into 
this attraction can be found in the following passage from 
a l.!tter to Max Born: "It is every man's duty to be a model 
of integrity and have the courage seriously to uphold one's 
ethical convictions in the company of cynics. For many years 
I have striven to act accordingly-with varying success." 

Complete mental immersion in the fundamental problems 
of science and morality is what makes Einstein akin to 
Dostoyevsky, although with Einstein the centre of gravity 
lies in the domain of .science while with Dostoyevsky it was 
in the domain of morality. In Dostoyevsky's The Idiot there 
is a scene in which Prince Myshkin speaks of the emobons 
of a man condemned to death. He expounds his views in a 
conversation with General Yepanchin's doon11an in the most 
trivial circumstances. But through this triviality there emerge 
the contours of cardinal proble1ns. Einstein, too, could in
troduce major questions of outlook in any situation, on any 
occasion. In doing so he could break with habitual notions 
in the most unexpected way. 

In tracing the logical and psychological inroads which 
brought Einstein to the theory of relativity, one is struck by 
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his retnarkable abllity to view the world as if for the first 
time, through newly opened eyes, witho~.belng b~ 
down by conventional associations. In literature probably1.ft0 
one possessed this gift to a greater extent than Lev Talstoi. 
This alone is already an expression of the unity of scientific 
and artistic perception of the world. "In scientific thinking,'' 
Einstein says, "the~e is always the poetic element. The appre
ciation of .good science and the appreciation of good music 
demand, in rart, similar mental processes." 

Then comes the second aspect of scientific and artistic 
creation. Old, habitual associations are severed and reality, 
stripped of conventions, sparkles with fresh, striking, 
paradoxical colours. Dostoyevsky achieves this affect-. by 
subjecting his characters to "cruel experiments". He places 
them in difficult, unbearable situations, thereby seeking to 
bring out' aspects of the mind and character which would 
have remained hidden in ordinary circumStances. 

The scientist, too, subjects nature to such "cruel 
experiments" when he aims at results which otherwise remain 
hidden. How does a moving body behave in the conditions 
of a "cruel experiment" when it travels at velocities com
parable with the speed of light? Most paradoxically. 

The next step is pure thinking, in which the body's 
paradoxical behaviour is deduced from the most genera] 
properties of space and time. What was initially a paradox, 
finds its natural place in the world har1nony. 

Artistic perception of the world passes through similar 
stages. ,.Pure description", like a priori constructs, remains 
outside the pale of creativity. The integrity of an image, the 
harmony of the details which simultaneously characterise It, 
the music of the narrative (which may include dissonances, 
but never arbitrary elements), and the necessity of every 
detail correspond to the natural ~uniqueness of a scientific 
picture, 

In Dostoyevsky the music of the narrative is ~~~9._tbnes 
extremely harsh. It is quite impossible to predict the next 
action or remark, the approaching tum in the events or the 
new torments of somebody's ailing soul. But when all bas 
been said and done, one feels that only thus eould it have 
been. It is this paradoxicalness coupled with a singleness of 
purpose and a compelling truth in character development 
that is responsible for the tremendous impact of Dostoyeftky's 
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books. This compelling truth of paradoxical events is what 
contributes to the intellectual and emotional tension which 
they arouse in the reader. • 

This feature of Dostoyevsky's work (essentially common 
to all art, but brought to a fine point) was in tune with the 
paradoxicalness of physical reality, the compelling credibility 
of bizarie paradoxes which are represented so vividly in 
Einstein's work. 

"Harmony" and "musicality,. are two words which link 
Einstein and Dostoyevsky. They are associated with some of 
Einstein's inner1nost thoughts and emotions, and he used 
then1 many times in essays, articles, lectures, letters and inter
views. We shall mention here an address which Einstein 
delivered in May 1918 at a celebration of Max Planck's 
sixtieth birthday.t It is, in some respects autobiographical, for 
the two men shared in common the very traits of Planck's 
which appealed most to Einstein. 

Einstein begins by defining the inner psychological motives 
that lead men to the temple of science. Many, he says, take 
to science out of a joyful sense of superior intellectual power; 
science is their own special sport to which they look for 
vivid experience and the satisfaction of ambition. Many 
others have come to science for purely utilitarian purposes. 
But there is a third category of men: those who find in 
scienoe or art a refuge from everyday life. They are oppressed 
by its painful crudity and hopeless dreariness; they long to 
escape from personal life into the world of objective percep· 
tion and thought. "This desire," Einstein says, "may be 
compared with the townsman's irresistible longing to escape 
from his noisy, cramped surroundihgs into the silence of high 
mountains, where the eye ranges freely through the stil1, 
pure air and fondly traces out the restful contours apparently 
built for etemity."2 

A few words abo11t the social motives of this 11escape from 
everyday life". 

Einstein knew whither these desires led a scientist, but 
he did not care to analyse from whence they sprang. Their 
sources Jay in the inevitable agonising gulf that separated 
the chaos, contradictions and dreariness of everyday life and 

t Ideas tUtd Opiniotll, pp. 224-27. 
2 Ibid., p. %1:1. 
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tke harmoDlous ideal. Everyday life is dreary because it is 
not filled with de\'otion to the ''extra-personal" ideal: it is 
chaotic because it is not subordjnated to the "extra-personal" 
goal. In his quest for harmony man creates works of science 
and art. But man is not restricted to an idealistic representa .. 
tion of the harmony which life lacks. He seeks and finds the 
ways and means of bringing harmony into everyday Ufe. In 
the course of this quest public thought comes to realise that 
the chaos of everyday life is a result of the chaos in the social 
existence of men. It discovers the objective forces of social 
development which inevitably lead to a transition from chaos 
to hatmony. 

All roads lead to Rome, and in the 20th century they have 
become clearer than ever before. Dostoyevsky, whose soul 
was literally tom by his thirst for harmony, saw no positive 
social programme, and he achieved har1nony not in his world 
outlook but in his creative work. Einstein was well aware of 
the forces guiding man to social hat1nony and the forces 
dragging him into the abyss of an all-destructive chaos. But 
it was not in the social sphere that his thinking came to be 
a model of clarity and precision, and he was more aware of 
the scientific results of the "escape from everyday life" than 
its social sources. 

Hinging on what has been said is Einstein's view on 
scientific utilitarianism. Although he concedes that the "utili
tarian" scientists may have contributed a maior share to the 
bullding of the temple of science, he nevertheless does not 
rank the1n among the true elite of science. All his life Einstein 
saw that the utilitarian requirements imposed on science 
served to draw it away from its ideals, usually in the opposite 
direction. Einstein"s antipathy towards the utilitarian moti
vations of science is in effect an expression of his ideal of the 
harmonious society in which utilitarian interests would 
coincide with the intrinsic ideals of science. 

What are these ideals 1 As Einstein sees it, they are the 
same In science and in creative art. The artist and the 
scientist both seek to create a picture in which·· harmony 
prevails. 

Dostoyevsky's affinity to Einstein lies, we might say, in that 
the harmony of his narratioa, his world in whicll the most 
unexpected twists receive logical justification, is a kind of 
''non-Euclidean"·' worltL ' ' : . I 



In fact, Jvan Karamazov, of the Karamazov Brothers, 
actually speaks of a "non-Euclidean reality" as of a kind of 
universal harmony. "I am as confident as a new~orn babe," 
he says, "that sufferings will heal and mitigate. The petty 
comedy of human contradictions will vanish like a bad dream, 
like a dirty concoction of a little, mean Euclidean mind. Ulti
mately, in the world finale, at the moment of supreme har
mony, there will occur or appear something so precious that 
it will suffice for all hearts, it will cure all wrongs and 
redeem all the evil deeds of men and the blood shed by 
them." 

Dostoyevsky longed for a "non-Euclidean" harmony. It is 
a longing that captivates the readers of his books. He knew 
that the moral harmony was attainable only beyond the 
confines of the "Euclidean world", that his very longing for 
it left him without the straw of traditional faith to which 
he clung; but the mischief is done, the stream of doubt is 
swift and the straws of tradition are of no avail. 

To be sure, there is no direct connection between 
Dostoyevsky's "non-Euclidean world" and the non-Euclidean 
world of the general theory of relativity. Dostoyevsky's 
influence upon Einstein was of a purely psychological nature. 
The search for a har1nonious picture in which unusual facts 
of life shed their paradoxical features is more intense and 
fruitful when the scientist comes fully to realise the infinite 
complexity of the world and, at the same time, the causal 
nature of the contradictory, paradoxical phenomena one 
observes in it. 

When science is ripe for a "madness" of the kind Bohr 
spoke of, it is good for habitual associations and notions to 
be shaken by a powerful psychological stimulus such as can 
be provided by an artist of Dostoyevsky' s stature. An 
analogy in genetics is offered by the Russian biologist 
Timiryazev. Genetists, he writes, have a system of acting on 
organisms in order to break down their hereditary basis and 
cause many deviations from the original type~ out of which 
useful traits can then be chosen and perpetuated. The pro ... 
cedure is described by the French verb aftoler, which means 
"'to drive mad". 

Literature sometimes has a similar effect on scientific 
thinking. It stimulates the development of new assodations 
of ideas. In Einstein's case its impact could be especially ,great 
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if'· the writer displayed a paradoxical "non-Euclidean" har
mony in his works. I think that Einstein must have been 
greatly impressed by this frequently overlooked and rarely 
analysed facet of Dostoyevsky's genius. In the case of most 
readers the greatest impact of Dostoyevsky lays in the 
unusual situations he presents. Not many people are capable 
of grasping the rational nature of laws which govern the 
agonising paroxysms of mind and soul which Dostoyevsky 
describes in his books. Einstein was probably keenly aware 
of Dostoyevsky's musicality. This would explain the seemingly 
strange companionship of Dostoyevsky's tragic ''Beethovian" 
mode of expression and the bright genius of Mozart in 
Einstein's heart. 

Einstein was no virtuoso on the violin, but his playing 
was distinguished by a purity, confidence and sincerity of 
expression. Moszkowski says that Einstein greatly admired 
the violinist Josef Joachim, especially his perfoxstnance of 
Beethoven's Sonata No. 10 and Bach's Chaconne. When 
Einstein played the violin he was more interested in giving 
a faithful rendering of the architectonics of the piece than in 
asserting his own individuality as a performer. His manner 
of playing was in accord with this approach. 

Einstein also liked very much to improvise on the piano. 
He used to say that when away from home he always longed 
to get his fingers on the keys. 

It would seem that what appealed most to Einstein in 
music was the objective logic of its images and moods, which 
dominates the personality of both composer and performer, 
just as the objective logic of physical reality dominates the 
mind of the researcher. He would probably have subscribed 
to Leibniz's profound observation (though it hardly exhausts 
the essence of music), that profession de foi of rationalist 
aesthetics: "Music is the joy of a mind engaged in calcu
lation without being aware of it." 

Einstein's favourite composers were Bach, Haydn, Schubert 
and Mozart. Bach attracted him by the Gothic architectonics 
of his musie. As Moszkowski writes, he associated the soar
ing quality of Bach's music with both the architectural image 
of a Gothic cathedral lifting its spire to the sky alld the 
orderly logic of mathematical constructs. t 

t A. Moszkowskl, op. dt.. S., 201. 



Einstein's attitude towards Beethoven was rather com· 
plicated. He understood where the man's greatness lay, but 
his heart did not respond to the tense dramatism. of Beetho· 
ven's symphonies. More to his liking was the limpid clarity 
of Beethoven's chamber music. He saw the symphonies as an 
expression of the restless, surging personality of their author; 
the personal content in them drowned the objective harmony 
of reality. In Handel Einstein admired the perfection of 
musical form, but as a thinker he failed to find a deep pene-
tration into the essence of nature. He found Schumann original, 
exquisite and melodious, but he did not feel the grandeur of 
generalisation in Schumann's works. Schubert was closer 
til him. 

When Einstein listened to Wagner he seemed to see a 
universe organised by the composer's genius but not the 
extra-personal universe whose harmony is rendered with the 
greatest devotion and sincerity. In part this may have been 
due to the composer's personality, but in any case, Einstein 
failed to find in Wagner's works the detachment from the 
author's self which makes for the objective truth of reality. 
Neither did he find this truth in the works of Richard Strauss; 
he found that Strauss's music disclosed only the superficial 
rhythms of reality. 

Einstein could be carried away by the sounds of Debussy, 
just as in science he might admire a mathematically exquisite, 
but hardly important, problem. It was the structure of a 
piece that attracted him. Einstein had an extremely "architec
tural'' perception of music. This may be why he did not 
understand Brahms. The complexity of counterpoint was 
unable to give the feeling of simplicity, purity and sincerity 
which he prized above all else. As in science, purity and 
simplicity were to him the earnest of a trustworthy reflection 
of physical reality. Mozart was the composer he loved most, 
the master of his mind. 

He was probably drawn to Mozart by the following 
congenial trait. Einstein ·frequently took a qulzdcal stand 
towards ·the facts of life as a shield against too painful 
impressions. He opposed then1 with irony-sometimes merty, 
sometimes caustic. Frank writes that "the use· of such caus· 
tic words was for Einstein an artistic way of comi.bg to 
ter1ns with the world, like the playing of a Mozart· soft«ta, 
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which also represents the evil of the world in a playful 
mauner.''i 

Einstein's humour derived from the very essence of his 
world outlook. He wrote in "The World as I See It": 

"Schopenhauer's saying, 'a man can do what he wants, but 
not want what he wants', has been a very real inspiration 
to me since my youth; it has been a continual consolation 
in the face of life's hardships, my own and others, and an 
unfailing wellspring of tolerance. This realisation merclfully 
mitigates the easily paralysing sense of responsibility and 
prevents us from taking ourselves and other people all too 
seriously; it is conducive to a view of life which, in particular, 
gives humour its due."2 

These sentiments are ·by no means to be taken as a fatalistic 
reconciliation with reality. At the basis of Einstein's world 
outlook there lay a deep-rooted belief in the objective har
mony of the universe, coupled with an equally deep·rooted 
desire for social ha1 n1ony. His scientific temperament was 
bent on creating a physical picture expressive of nature's 
harmony. Anything that fitted into the groundwork of this 
picture was of immense value to him, and be worked with 
tremendous zeal on the special physical and mathematical 
problems whose solution was necessary for the generalisation 
of the fundamental concepts of space, time and motion. 
Whatever seemed incidental and not directly connected with 
the unified world picture was of little or no interest. The 
subsequent generalisations of physical concepts carried 
Einstein on and on; each new problem (special relativity 
in 1905, general relativity in 1908-1916, the unified field 
theory in the second quarter of the century) seemed to him 
immeasurably more important than any thing previously 
achieved. This explains why he could speak jestingly when 
appraising past achievements, but never concerning work 
at hand. 

Where social problems were concerned Einstein could be 
humorous and tolerant with regard to many facts of life, 
but he had an intense, unmitigated loathing for wu, poqrty 
and/ obscurantism. However, in spite of the pubUc repercus
sions and social impact of many of his statements~ Einstein 

t Ph. Prank, op. cit., p. 338. 
2 I tiM$ «fttf· Ophliom,. r- 8. 
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was not a social fighter. One doubts whether he could ever 
have reconciled himself with the daily facts of life had it 
nc~ been fer a realisation of the general causality df existence, 
a firm belie£ in the triumph of human ideals, and a sense of 
confluence with the world har1nony. These were fundamental 
traits of Einstein's inner world which paved the way for his 
escape from the everyday commonplace and enabled him to 
view the life arov.nd him and his own existence with compo
sure and humour. Later on we shall hear of Einstein's need 
for solitude, of which he himself and many of those who knew 
him have frequently spoken. His well-known aloofness was in 
no way a manifestation of egoism. His escape was from daily 
contacts with other people as much as from his own every
day "self" in the na::ne of the "extra-personal". It was not so 
much the distance as the isolation that he sought. 

Humour was Einstein's means of escape into the "extra
personal". Never indifferent to the basic sores of society, 
militarism and exploitation, Einstein was unruffled by 
scholastic snobbishness and narrow-mindedness, incompre
hension and indifference, vilification of himself and his ideas. 
These things could not move him because they concerned 
him personally; they were isolated, partial pinpricks of reality 
which could in no way affect his vision of the universe and 
humanity as a whole, and he shrugged them off with humo
rous composure. 

Einstein's IIMozartian" approach to life was another form 
of his escape into the "extra-personal". But the playful embel
lishments of Mozart's music did not hide from him the 
purity and harmony of the basic themes. 

In Einstein's own work the main road to the "extra-per
sonal'' lay through the elaboration of general (and ever more 
generall) conceptions revealing the world har1nony. In social 
matters a humorous attitude towards evil mitigated bitter 
impressions; it never implied reconciliation with them, and 
frequently his humour developed into far from harmless 
irony. 

Some people regarded as cynical such jokes of Einstein's 
as the one about God being a "gaseous vertebrate". But 
then, Mozart's music had also been labelled as cynical. This 
"playfulness" scandalised the legion of bestia seriosa-the 
Salieris, Italian and non-Italian, the prudes, GerzDan and 
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non-German, the scholastic milieu of universities and acac 
mies, the intellectual philistines. They realised the power 
clarity combined with irony as a weapon against dogmati: 
of all creeds. 

And yet it was not the irony nor the ability to accept bit 
impressions with a sardonic grin that appealed to Einst• 
in Mozart's music. Its appeal lay in its melodiousness, in t 
rational, luminating joining of separate sounds into a uniq 
and at the same time unexpected musical pattern. One g~ 
a similar impression in reading Einstein: unique and at 1 
same time unexpected conclusions develop into a remarkal 
music of scientific thinking tempered with grains of lrol 
like Mozart's playful passages. 



Clt1pter I 

MATHEMATICS AND REALITY 

Alllmowledge of reality awts /rom esperience 
and entia in it. 

Geometry remaiJU a rnad&ematical science 
becawe tlae deduction of theorems /rom Qioms 
remairu a purely lo1ical problem: ae die same 
time ie is a physical science iruo/ar a its 
uioms contain assertions relatin1 to na&11ral 
objects the validity of whit:h can be proved 
only by experience. 

Einstein 

0 ne of the main epistemological premises on the road which 
eventually led Einstein to relativity theory was his con
ception of the relationship between mathematics and reality. 
Though formulated after the enunciation of the theory, this 
conception had en1erged prior to it and was a prerequisite for 
the special, and particularly the general, theory of relativity. 

At the Zurich Polytechnic Einstein spent much time in the 
physical laboratory. He was a keen experimenter, and his 
youthful interest contributed to some extent to the crystal
lisation of relativity theory. Not that any of those experiments 
ever became a departing point for it. But the nature of his 
interest in experiments offers aa insight into an interesting 
aspect of his physical and mathematical thinking. This is 
physical intuition, which precedes logical and mathenUltical 
construction. It is worth elaborating on the rather vague 
concept of intuition, which otherwise may be associated with 
ideas lying in an entirely different domain. 

We can judge of the m~chanism of Einstein's scientific 
thinking from, among oth~r things, a document of consid
erable value for the history and psychology of tlclentific 
creativity in general and the psychology of Eiastein' s 
creativity iD particular. In 1945, Jacques Hadamard, a Fp:ach 
mathmnatician, asked a number of his colleagues_ to define the 
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internal or mental images they make use of in their work.· 
Here is what Einstein had to say: 

lllbe words of the language, as ·they are written or spoken, 
do not see•n to play any role in my mechanism of thought. The 
physical entities which seem to serve as elements in 'thought 
are certain signs and more or less clear images which · can 
be 'voluntarily' reproduced and combined. 

"There is, of course, a certain connection between those 
elen1ents and relevant logical concepts. It is also clear that 
the desire to arrive finally at logically connected concepts, 
is the emotional basis of this rather vague play with the 
above-mentioned elements. But taken fr"m a psychological 
viewpoint, this combinatory play seems to be the essential 
feature in productive thought-before there is any connection 
with logical construction in words or other kinds of signs 
which can be communicated to others."1 

Logical constructions which can be expressed in words or 
mathe1natical symbols represent a secondary stage. At first 
there appear images of physical entities of a visual or. motor 
nature which combine and associate among themselves. 

"The above .. mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual 
and some muscular type. Conventional words or other signs 
have to be stlught for laboriously only in a second stage when 
the mentioned associative play is s..Uficiently established and 
can be reproduced at will. 

II According to \\"hat has been said, the play with th~ men
tioned elements is aimed to be analogous to certain logical 
connections one is searching for."2 

The visual and muscular elements entering the associative 
play were probably of a kinetic and dynamic quality. We 
may surmise that the initial elements which the thinker 
projects in his mind to establish the associative play represent 
vague images of moving or changing bodies or vague mus· 
cu~r sensations of acting forces. In this associative play~ 
images, some of ·them resembling physical entities~ others 
merely symbols corresponding to more complex mechanical 
and non-mechanical entities, come together, combine or 
clash. These may be images of tossing seas symbolising~ and 
partly describing electromagnetic oscillations inaccessible to 

t ldetlS and Opinions, p. 25. 
:1 Ibld., p. 26. 
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direct visual perception, or moving graduated rods represent· 
ing reference systems, etc. 

In the second stage,· in which intuitive thinkmg is replaced 
by logical construction, the thinker as it were hears the 
words expressing concepts or sees them as mathematical 
symbols written down. In Einstein's case the visual and motor 
images of the initial associative stage were followed by an 
auditive representation of words expressing logical construc
tions. To Hadamard's question concerning the kind of "inter
nal words" mathematicians make use of, Einstein replied: 
"Visual and motor. In a stage when words intervene at all, 
they are, in any case, purely auditive, but they interfere only 
in a secondary stage, as already mentioned."! 

The described mechanism of thought was evidently best 
adapted for the construction of logical sequences pemtitting 
experimental verification. 

According to Einstein concepts are not connected directly 
with sense-impressions and they need not possess direct 
physical meaning, which is frequently acquired .in the 
complex, multi-stage process of constructing other concepts. 
Ultimately the logical conclusions become comparable with 
observations, which give physical meaning to the whole chain 
of thought. As mentioned before, in such construction logic 
and intuition go together. At each successi\·e stage the latter 
anticipates, as it were, the physical conclusions of the con
structed theory. Whenever logical analysis finds itself at 
crossroads, physical intuition prompts it towards the shortest 
cut to experimental verification. Like light, which always 
takes the shortest path through a system of mirrors, no mat
ter how complex, so Einstein's thoughts took the shortest 
road that led from one concept to another-right up to the 
experimental verification of the whole chain of reasoning and 
t.he conceptions which allow for such verification. He was 
guided by physical intuition, or rather an "experimental 
intuition'' which shows the nearest way to the experiment 
needed for the theory to acquire physical meaning. Einstein's 
intuition, it must be said, rested on the firm basis of the 
concepts and images of experimental physics with which he 
was so familiar. Light-reflecting mirrors, current-carrying 
circuits, rigid rods joining the moving parts -of instruments, 

' 
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were images which projected themselves into Einstein's mind 
iD a diversity of visual and motor associations, always ready 
for new sense-impressions and recombination. 

Einstein's genius is seen in his ability to associate, combine 
and identify seen1ingly remote concepts. In the thinker's 
brain every concept (or, in the preceding stage, image) is 
surrounded by a cloud of virtual constraints or a field of 
forces which captures new concepts, often rearranges thetn, 
links them with a given concept, breeds new ideas and anni· 
hilates old ones. The mark of genius lies in the great power 
carried by such a cloud, the intensity of such a field, the 
radius of action of such forces. 

Ultimately Einstein's experimental intuition became 
mathematical intuttion. In his -works we find methods of 
remarkable power and beauty which lead to a great number 
of conclusions without the need of supplementary surmises. 
The selection of such mathematical methods, was, as we 
shall see later, based on the elucidation of laws allowing for 
experimental verification. But this emerged later on, after 
physical intuition had led Einstein to a new idea, as com-
pared with classical physics, division of concepts into fonnal 
and physically meaningful ones in principle capable of 
verification by observation. Before that, in Zurich, Einstein 
had no criteria for choosing between mathematical disciplines 
or problems. 

"I saw," he writes, "that mathematics was split up into 
numerous specialities, each of which could easily absorb the 
short lifetime granted to us. Consequently I saw myself in 
the position of Buridan' s ass, which was unable to decide 
upon any specific bundle of hay. This was obviously due to 
the fact that my intuition was not strong enough in the field 
of mathematics in order to differentiate clearly the fundament
ally important, that which is really basic, from the rest of the 
more or less dispensable erudition. Beyond this, however, my 
interest in the knowledge of nature was also unqualifiedly 
stronger; and it was not clear to me as a student, that the 
approach to a more profound knowledge of the basic princi
ples of physics is tied up with the most intricate mathematMI 
ical methods. This dawned upon me only gradually after 
years of independent scientific work. True enough, physics 
also was divided into separate fields, each of which was 
capable of devouring a short lifetime of work without having 
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satisBed the hunger for deeper knowledge. The mass of 
insufficiently connected experimental data was ovirwhelming 
here also. In this field, however, I learned to scent out that 
which was able to lead to fundamentals and to turn aside from 
everything else, froni the multitude of things which clutter 
up the mind and divert it from the essential."1 

To Einstein the essential was that which could serve as 
the raw material or tool for evolving a trustworthy picture 
of the real world. He still lacked such a criterion in mathe
matics, but somewhere deep inside there already stirred the 
vague notion that the well-ordered system of geometrical 
theorems is an expression of the world harmony. The initial 
notion was simplicity itself: geometrical objects are pseu
donyms of real bodies and by nature differ in no way from 
the latter. 

"'If thus it appeared that it was possible to get certain 
knowledge of the objects of experience by means of pure 
thinking, this 'wonder' rested upon an error. Nevertheless, for 
anyone who experiences it for the first time, it is marvellous 
enough that man is capable at all to reach such a degree of 
certainty and purity in pure thinking as the Greeks showed 
us for the first time to be possible in geometry."2 

The error was that some geometrical theorems seemed not 
to be in need of any proof at all, as being based on self
evident premises. From these other, no longer self-evident,. 
propositions could be deduced, thereby obtaining reliable 
information about~ real bodies by pure thinking, without the 
trouble of sensory observation. But the theorems' "self
evidence" had been based on the fact that the concepts 
figuring in them were ascribed the same kinds of relation
ships that are observed in nature between real bodies. 

If the length of a segment is represented by a rigid rod, 
then all geometrical definitions involving length are self
evident-as long as the physical properties of the rod are what 
we take them to be. We say that the length of a segment 
ts not affected by its motion, and regard this statement as 
self~ident because subconsciously we correlate geometrical 
con~epts with their physical prototypes.. But· a geometrical 
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concept may acquire a new physical prototype. This is what 
iD fact happened when Einstein arrived at relativity theory. 

As Einstein says. the advance of science represents a flight 
from both "'wonder" and "'self-evidence". Science sbips 
geometrical coustn\ction of "self-evidence" when experiments 
find fault in the observations which had given tnose con
structions an apparently sound physical meaning. This is the 
flight from "self-evidence". But then science correlates new 
observatio~s to pure logical constructions. The former cease 
to arouse wonder, the latter acquire physical meaning whi~ 
could not have been gained by pure thinking alone. 

!he relationship between geometry and reality is one aspect 
of the relation of the logical to the empirical in science. 
Einstein expressed his epistemological views with regard to 
this relation on many occasions. They are closely linked 
with his work in physics. Some constructions referring to 
science as a whole, seem like generalised expositions of 
relativity theory. Some physical works seem like examples 
of epistemological schemes. A thoughtful approach to 
Einstein's scientific heritage refutes with equal force the idea 
that his r.reative thinking was "spontaneous" and lacked a con
sciously well-defined epistemological foundation, as well as the 
idea that his general conceptions were of an a priori nature. 

In this context it is worth analysing a lecture by Einstein, 
"On the Method of Theoretical Physics", delivered at Oxford 
in 1933.1 

It starts out with a piece of advice: if one wants to find 
out anything from the physicists about the methods they use, 
one should not listen to their words but fix one's attention on 
their deeds. "To him who is a discoverer in this field the 
products of his imagination appear so necessary and natural 
that he regards them, and would like to have them regarded 
by others, not as creations of thought but as given realities." 

Notwithstanding, Einstein sets forth not the results of 
research but the methods used more or less consciously or 
subconsciously by the makers of physical theories. The task 
is to correlate the theoretical fundamentals of science with 
the results of experience. "We are concerned with the eterh.a1 
aDtithesis between the two inseparable components of our· 
knowledge# the empirical and the rationat in our departu1ent." 

' 
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Ancient philosophy remains a classical exam~le of purely 
rational science that has grasped real relationships. It was a 
great triumph of reason which will never be shom of its 
halo. 

~~we reverence ancient Greece as the cradle of westem 
science. Here for the first time the world witnessed the miracle 
of a logical system which proceeded from step to step with 
such precision that every single one of its propositions was 
absolutely indubitable-! refer to Euclid's geometry. This 
admirable triumph of reasoning gave the human intellect the 
necessary confidence in itself for its subsequent achievements. 
If Euclid failed to kindle your youthful enthusiasm, then you 
were not born to be a scientific thinker." 

This tribute to the rational component of knowledge is 
followed by a tribute to the empirical component: "All 
knowledge of reality starts from experience and ends in it." 
This for1nula., which we have taken as an epigraph to the 
present chapter, is in no way restricted to Einstein's remarks 
about "free creations of the human mind". But how does the 
kingdom of empirical knowledge coexist with the kingdom of 
creative thinking1 "H, then, experience is the alpha and the 
omega of all our knowledge, what is the function of pure 
reason in science?" Einstein asks. 

A complete system of theoretical physics, he says, is made 
up of initial concepts, of laws which are supposed to be 
valid for those concepts, and finally, conclusions to be reached 
by logical deduction. It is these conclusions which must cor
respond to experience. 

"This is exactly what happens in Euclid's geometry, except 
that there the fundamental laws are called axioms and there 
is no question of the conclusions having to correspond to any 
sort of experience. If, however, one regards Euclidean 
geometry as the science of the possible mutual relations of 
practically rigid bodies in space., that is to say treats it as 
a physical science, without abstracting from its original 
empirical content, the logical homogeneity of geometry and 
theoretical physics becomes complete." 

From this point of view, which bas been consistently upheld 
in physics and geometry ever since the enunciation of relativ
ity, theory, geometry is free to create complex sys~1ns of 
logically sound conclusions without any reference to expe
ri4tllee. But it is left to experience1 and experience alone, to 



give ~the,.. constructs physical meaning. Tbis Js tbe &rue 
me8!'~ng o, E~~~·s _wm-ds abOut the creative,- cons~ctfve 
function of -.~~bematical concepts and metbods b2 pltysia 
and their a~ility' to ap,proath reality. 

"Experien~e remains, of course, the sole criterion of the 
physi~ utility of a mathematical construction. But the 
creative principle resides in mathematics. In a certain sense, 
therefore, I hold it true that pure thought can grasp reality, 
as the ancients dreamed." 

Einstein expressed the same ideas, though from a somewhat 
different aspect, in his article, liThe Problem of Space, Ether, 
and the Field of Physics" .t 

This article gives an even clearer insight into Einstein's 
views on the relationship between the matheJnatical and 
experimental fundaments of a physical theory. On the one 
hand, he writes, there is logical analysis with its high cer
tainty but complete ea~ptiness of content, and on the other 
hand, there is sensible experience. He illustrates the relation 
of these ·components of science on the following example: 

"Suppose an archeologist belonging to a later culture finds 
a textbook of Euclidean geometry without diagrams. He will 
discover how the words 'point', 'straight line', 'plane' are 'ISed 
in the propositions. He will also recognise how the latter are 
deduced from each other. He will even be able to frame new 
propositions accordjng to the rules he recognised. But the 
framing of these propositions will remain an e1npty play with 
words for him, as long as 'point', 'straight line', ~plane·, etc., 
c:onvey not'h;ng to him." 

What is meant by "point", "straight line", "pl~ etc., 
conveying something? It means, Einstein says, that one can 
indicate the sensible experiences to which those words refer. 
The -archeologist must carry out some experiments in the 
hope of making ob~rvations which will agree with the still 
_.,. ngless wo~ in the book he has found . 

• A 1928, FJn•tein outUned his general conception of. the 
~ ~ ~nnectloa between geomtttry and physics in an appropri•telJ 

-ntitled aztlcJe,:l in which he generalises the genesis of the 
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new geometry and relativity theory Jn the historical as~" 
The phylogenetic development of science went tfJr~gh ·die 
s&me stages as Einstein did as a scientist. Obviously, it was 
only retrospectively, after the enunciation of relativity theory, 
that Einstein .could clearly fonnulate his understanding of 
the bond between logi~ constructions and observable 
phenomena. In retrospect he could also view the evolution 
from the initial identification of geometrical and physical 
concepts to their differentiation and, finally 1 synthesis. nus 
was not a case of simply projecting the road which led him 
to relativity theory into the past. He did not seek retrospec
tively to impose upon the history of science the pattern 
which he had observed in the cognitive process. This pattetJl 
derives straight from the historical picture of mathernatics 
and physics. Acquaintance with mathenaatical and physical 
ideas in their development prepared Einstein's mind for the 
idea of "flight from wonder" and "self-evidence" which found 
expression in relativity theory. _ 

Einstein says that in ancient times geometry was a semi
enlpirical science which treated, say, a point as a real body 
the dimensions of which could be ignored. ''A straight line 
was detetmined either by means of points optically aligned 
iD the direction of vision or with the help of a taut thread. 
We thus have concepts which, as is the case with concept$ 
in general, do not spring directly from experience. In other 
words, they are not conditioned by logical experience, yet 
they are directly correlated with sensible objects. AJJ know
ledge stood, judgements about points, straight lines or 
the equality of segme~ts or angles, were at the same time 
judgements about known sensations associated with natural 
things." 

This characteristic of the ancient conceptioD of geometry 
and reality repeats Eiastein·s geq,eral epistetnological posl· 
tion: concepts are not deduced logically ~m ~perieACe, 
nevertheless they are alw~y' conn~ with ex~rience. Later 
on he reiterated this positiop in a seneral reJi~ of the, road 
leading to geometrjcal concepts f~om their pbysi~ proto
types. 

In its subsequent evolution ancient geometty-physical or 
set•li-physical-gra~ually detacbed· from ~tts e1np~~,~: roots. 

: It was found with time that- a great 11untber of:·1eo,me~~ 
r.tpropositions could be deduced frow a few a:aoms. Thus 

' ' 
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geometry became a proper mathematical science. ~ne· desire 
to extricate the whole of geometry from the ·confused 
of seml-empiridsm," Einstein writes, "led imperceptibly to 
erroneous conclusions comparable with 'the gradual conversiOn 
of revered ancient heroes into gods." Now the concept of 
"self-evident" came to denote something inherent ift· the 
human mind which could not be rejected without giving rise 
to logical contradictions. How then could those logically 
non-contradictory axioms, which are inherent in the human 
intellect and therefore "self-evident", in particular the axioms 
of geometry, be used to gain a knowledge of physical realityf 
It was at this juncture, Einstein writes, that Kant's concep
tion of space as an a priori for111 of knowledge came to Ute 
fore. 

Einstein did more than just reject Kant's ideas of a priori 
knowledge. He pointed out the real problems of science and 
the actual contradictions from which metaphysical delusions
in this case concerning the a priori nature of space-developed 
when certain aspects of knowledge were elevated to the status 
of absolute truths. The illusion of apriority was created by 
the axiomatic nature of geometry. The other source which 
tended to divorce geometrical concepts from their physical 
prototypes lay in physics itself. 

"According to the much subtler view of physics on the 
nature of solid bodies and light, there are no objects in nature 
whose properties would correspond exactly to the basic 
concepts of Euclidean geometry. No solid body can be 
regarded as absolutely rigid, a beam of light is not an exact 
representation of a straight line nor of any one-dimensional 
image. According to modern scientific views, geometry taken 
alone does not strictly agree with any experiment; it must 
be used to explain experiments conjointly with mechaniCs, 
optics, etc. Moreover, geometry must precede physics, , in
sofar as the latter's laws cannot be expressed without geo
metry. Hence geometry must appear as a science which 
logically precedes · all· experience and any ex~ental 
science." , 

In explaining this aberration of scientific thinking, Einstein 
once again refers to· his~ initial thesis, which appears in many 
writings of hit. on the method ·of. science: considered logically, 
concepts are not identical with the totality of sense-impres-. ' 
81~. -



Einstein expresses the same idea most enJphatfcally ud 
going much further than ever before, in a letter to Solovine.t 

"Strictly speaking," he writes, ~~geontetry cannot be reduced 
to 'rigid' bodies, which in fact do. not exist. And- also to be 
taken into account is that rigid bodies cannot be treated as 
infinitely divisible." . 

Einstein states that bodies consisting of atoms cannot be 
exact prototypes of geometrical figures: corners do not end 
in true points, sides are not true planes. etc., and from the 
standpoint of the wave theory .of light, a ray is not a proto
type of a straight line. This alone is sufficient to nurture the 
temptation to regard geometrical concepts as conventional 
or a priori, independent of the results of physical experiment, 
and therefore immutable. To this Einstein adds another con-
sideration arising from the measurement of spatial dimen
sions _and, in particular, the location of bodies. We use 
measuring rods and a procedure in which we match the 
material points whose distance we want to know with 
material points of a known distance. But if these are material 
points, then we cannot completely ignore the action of our 
measuring rod on the measured body. It was this that Einstein 
had in mind when he continued in his letter: "Similarly, the 
assumption that the bodies we use for measuring do not 
interact with the measured bodies is not justified." 

We shall have occasion to recall this remark in connection 
with Einstein's attitude towards quantum mechanics. The 
conclusion he draws is: 

"Concepts can never be regarded as logical derivatives of 
sense-impressions. But didactic and heuristic objectives make 
such a notion inevitable. Moral: it is impossible to get 
anywhere without sinning against reason; in other words, one 
cannot build a house or a bridge without the use of scaffold
ing which, of course, is not part of the structure." 

A rather unexpected conclusion lot a follower of the great 
rationalists of the 17th and 18th centuries. They were fir1ttl-y 
convinced that to sin against reason meant to sin aga-inst 
truth. But then, Einstein was not so much a follower as a sue .. 
cessor of Descartes and Spinoza. He knew them, but he also 
knew Goethe's "Theory, my friend, is grey, but eterJlally green 
is the tree of life". Direct "sense-impressions", as Einstein saw 
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~~ it, develop into the~ abstract concepts of theory by ~.intriGAte 
process which includes the igDoring . of certain aspects (of 
reality .. The supreme expression of "sinless'~ rationali•
Laplace's "omniscient" being knowing the locat~ons and 
velocities of all the pat1icles in the universe-was a thing of 
the future to 17th-century rationalists, ~and of the past to th~ 
rationalists of the 19th and 20th centuries. 

In any case, in the 19th century, with its established 
atoJnistic conception of matter and wave c.onception of light, 
nature was no longer a kind of applied geometry., It followed 
then that geometry was not nature in the abstract, and from 
this it was but one step to geometry as being based on a 
priori notions or conventions. , 

Growing pains are cured by further growth. The illusion 
of geometric apriority and convention disappeared with the 
further elaboration of the axiomatic foundations of geometry 
and the further development of ideas on the physical proto
types of geometry. 

The emergence of comprehensive, elaborate geometric 
systems based on different primary assumptions and postu
lates undermined the idea of a priori geometry and a priori 
space. What, men asked, is the geometry of the real world? 
And does this question mean anything at all? Einstein first 
analyses Helmholtz's answer: the concepts of geometry arc 
based on real objects and, in the final analysis, geometrical 
statements are statements about real bodies. 

Poincare takes a different view: geometric concepts are 
pure conventions. Einstein associates himself with Helmholtz's 
analysis and says that otherwise he could never have come 
to relativity theory. 

As we shall see later on, relativity theory seeks to define 
the geometry which corresponds to objective reality and 
describes it most accurately. Thus geometry loses its indif
ference to the physical nature of its objects and the physical 
truth of its judgements, a feature which is characteristic of 
logic and mathematics. As Bertrand Russell says, pure 
matheJtlatics consists completely of assertions of the type: 
if a prentise concerning a certain object is true, therE! must 
exist another premise about which that object is also true .. 
The essential thing is, Russell goes on, firstly, that the question 
of the truth of the first premise is ignored, and secondly, . the -. 
nature of the object is ignored, Mathematics, Russell says, 



can be defined as a science in which we· never know whether 
we are speaking the truth or not. 

To ignore the ontological aspect of the matter means it is 
no longer complete. There are various ways of deducing the 
second premise from the first, and their choice depends on 
the content of the first premise and the nature of the object 
to which it refers. Mathematics-geometry in the present case 
-acquires ontological. physical meaning. To Einstein this 
meant that mathematical judgements must, in particular, 
allow for experimental verification. 

Einstein's conception, we see, opposes both apriority and 
pure conventionalism in mathematics and the primitive idea 
of the identity of geometrical relationships with ''self-evident'' 
and immutable physical relationships. In the study of nature, 
pure thinking does not yield a priori results; they must be 
correlated with experience. Only then do they acquire 
physical meaning. There is no such thing as a priori self
evidence, but empirical self-evidence is equally illusory. 
Geometrical concepts gain new physical content, and in the 
process they change, too. 

The foregoing analysis characterises the road which Einstein 
travelled in elaborating and developing the theory of relativ
ity. It also reveals the impact of Einstein's early training in 
mathematics and physics. Things fell into place later, after 
relativity theory had been enunciated, but the building 
materials had to be prepared in advance. Their value and 
the place they occupied in the newly-built edifice depended 
on the fortn in which they contributed to its erection, and 
this in turn depended on the store of mathematical knowledge 
which later proved useful to Einstein. 

At this juncture it would be appropriate to review in 
more systen1atic form some of the mathematical concepts 
that have appeared in ~ese pages. 

The totality of theorems of the simplest, elementary 
geometry taught at school, is based on the premise that the 
length of a line segment does not change when the segment 
is moved about and measured in different positions. ~The 
premise is of major importance, and it lies at the source of 
concepts which are essential in, setting forth the fundamentals 
of relativity theory. , . -

The ·l~ngth of a line segment is· the. distance between Its 
ends. The location of any point is defined in terms of ia 
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distanCe to other points; ana distance ia defiaecl lil teot •as I of 
- .. \ "' J 

the positions of pOints. The loeatioir of a point Is a 'relative 
conc~t~ it is specified by reference to other pomts ·or to' ... 
or planes. Even definitions of position which, ~are not 
associated with quantitative ·measurement, ·such as ••above·~, 
''below'', "to the right", 11in front'', req1tire reference to otHer 
points, Jines or planes with respect to which a given point 
may be ''below" or "in front''. Descartes found a way of 
quantitatively describing the position of a point in space. If 
this space is a plane, two mutually perpendicular lines-the 
coordinate axes-should be drawn through a point in the plane 
-the po.int of origin-and perpendiculars to the1n should be 
lowered from the given point. 'Ihe lengths of these petpendic
ulars-the coordinates of the point-describe its location in the 
plane. Space in which the position of a point is described by 
two coordinates is called two-dimensional. It need not neces· 
sarily be flat, it can be curv~d, like the surface of a sphere. 
Our earth is a good example of such a surface and the 
location of a point is given by its distance from one of the 
poles (or the equator) and fro1n a meridian accepted as zero. 
In such a coordinate system (frame of reference) the axes 
are curved. 

To describe the position of a point by means of Cartesian 
coordinates in three-dimensional space we need a system 
consisting of three mutually perpendicular planes. The location 
of the point is given by three coordinates representing the 
lengths of perpendiculars drawn from it to the three planes. 

We can replace a given Cartesian system with any other 
Cartesian system by choosing a new point of origin and 
drawing three mutually perpendicular axes in any direction. 
Such a replacement is called a transloruzation of coordinates. 
It changes the values of the coordinates, but not the length of 
a segment. If we know the coordinates of both ends of a 
line we can calculate its length. If we take any other reference 
system, determine the new coordinates of our line' • end and 
calculate its length, we will obtaiD the same value as in, the 
old systen1. The length of a line segment belon~ to the 
category of quantities wbicli do not change in the transfor
mation of coordinates and which ·are called inuaritmts with 
respect to ~such transformations. j 

· When one deals with· such geometrical concepts the mind 
enrisages ··their physical piototypes. One visualiseS, a line 
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segment as something of a barbell: the, distance between the 
two weights never changes and they comprise a rigid medum
ical system. One visualises coordinate axes in a plane as_ two 
perpendicular lines drawn on the ~le, floor or gr&und. n~ 
notion of a three-dimensional frame of reference takes on the 
concrete image of a floor and two mutually perpendicular 
walls extending infinitely in all directions attached to a 
ship, the earth, the sun, or Sirius, as the case may be. One 
expects that the length of the bar (or the length and shape 
of any more complex mechanical system) is the same whether 
the coordinates of its points are measured in the ship syste1n, 
or earth system, etc.; that is to say, we can take any point 
of origin to describe the geometrical properties of real bodies. 
This equality of all points in the selection of the point of 
origin of a coordinate syste1n is due to what we call the 
homogeneity of space. We can thus declare that when Coper
nicus deprived a coordinate syste1n attached to the earth of 
its privileged position he thereby postulated the homogeneity 
of space. At the same time he in effect declares that in going 
over to another coordinate system (Copernicus attached his 
to the sun) neither the shape, dimensions or the behaviour 
of bodies changes. 

Accordingly we arrive at the notion that every direction 
in space is as good as the other-a property known as space 
isotropy. When the scholars of ancient Greece abandoned the 
idea that the antipodes risked falling "down" off the earth
that is to say the idea of some privileged direction in space
they in effect discovered that the quantities characterising, the 
shape, dimensions and behaviour of bodies are the same in a 
frame of reference with one axis pointing "up" as in a system 
in which the axis is pointing "down". 

But to get back to geometrical invariants, as mentioned 
before, the geometry taught at school is based on the 
assumption that the length of a line does n~t change when 
the line is shifted. It can be calculated according to a known 
fortnula from the coordinates of the two end points of the 
line. The coordinates, we hav-e said, may change depmding 
on the choice of reference system, out the length re:ma;ns 
unchanged: it is invariant · with res~ _ to coordinate 
transformations. We may imagjp~ .. ~' other formula UlD
necting the length of the line :with- the coor~tes of Its 
ends. We may alter other basic assumptions pf 
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without falling into any co~tradictjons. ~ latter ·~~ibinty 
n delivered a powerful blow at the idea of a priori space .. 

Kant regarded the relationships of Euclidean geo.m~try ~ 
a priori, inttinsjc" to the ~d, ~d. in4epe_ndent Qf experi~nce. 
When -·Euclid, in the 3rd centUry B.C., deduced the tOtality 
of the theorems of geometry from a few mutUally independ
ent axjoms, he included amoftg the latter . the SQ~called 
parallel lines postulate which states, in effect, that one, -d 
only one, line not intersecting a given one can be drawn 
through a point lying outside ~e given ·une. This postulate 
is the basis of the proof that the sum of the angles of a 
triangle equals two right angles, that two perpendiculars 
to the same line are parallel, and of several other thearems, 
including the formula for finding the length of a line segment 
if the coordinates of its ends are given. 

In 1826, Nikolai Lobachevsky demonstrated that non
Euclidean geometry which does not accept the parallel-line 
postulate is quite feasible. In Lobachevsky's geometry, 
through a point not lying in a line there can be drawn an 
infinite number of lines not intersecting the given line~ the 
angles of a triangle total less than 18cr, perpendiculars to 
a line diverge, and the length of a line is detennined from 
the coordinates of its ends; this is not so in Euclidean 
geometry. 

Thirty years later, Bernhard Riemann replaced Euclid's 
parallel lines postulate With the assertion that through a 
point not lying in a line it is impossil;lle to draw any non
intersecting line at all. In other words, in Riemann's geom· 
·etry parallel lines do not exist; the angles of a triangle 
total more than 180° ~ perpendiculars to the sa~e line converge, 
and the for1nula for determining the length of a line from its 
coordinates is again different. · 
. These paradoxical assumptions o,f Lobachttvsky's and 
Rieznann's geometries acquire simple .and graphic meaning if 

·we draw geom~trical figures not on a plalle but on curved 
surfaces. Take a sphere· for irtstance. In such a surface the 
part of straight lines in a plane is played by the shortest 

·arcs, joining two points (they are called geodesics). Examples 
of seodesics on the surface of the earth are arcs of meridians, 
the equator or any other great circle. But two meridians 
inevitably intersect, hence it is impossible to have two parallel 
geodesics. Perpendiculars to the equator-the meridians-
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converge at the poles. Drawing a triangle between the equator 
and two meridians, that is, with its apex at one of the poles, 
we find that its angles total more than 1800. The length of 
the shortest segment between two points on a spherical 
surface is detennined by a formula unlike t1le one for 
detertnining the length of a similar segment in a plane. 

We can find curved surfaces in which the replaceD)ent of 
straight lines by geodesics subjects all relationships to 
Lobachevsky' s geometry: any number of non-intersecting 
geodesics can be drawn through a point not lying in a given 
geodesic, the angles of a triangle made by geodesics total 
less than 180°, perpendiculars diverge, etc. 

The transition from Euclidean geometry in a plane to 
non-Euclidean geometry in a plane can be carried out by 
curving the plane. 

But how can one visualise non-Euclidean geometry in space, 
a transition from three-dimensional Euclidean geometry to 
three-dimerzsiorzal non-Euclidean geometry? We find no visual 
image of curved three-dimensional space. But we can regard 
any transition from Euclidean to non-Euclidean geometrical 
relationships as the curving of three-dimensional space. 

When Einstein was attending his lectures in Euclidean and 
non-Euclidean geometry at the Zurich Polytechnic, he had 
no idea of the geometric concepts that would lead him to the 
development of a new physical theory. Only many years later 
did he see that the problem of relativity of motion, which had 
attracted his attention in boyhood, had a direct bearing on 
the transformation of coordinates and the curvature of space. 
For this, a much broader meaning had to be attached to 
the concept of "space". 

Einstein approached three dimensional space and the three
dimensional Euclidean geometry d~scribing its properties 
with the criterion of physical content. Do physical pr,ocesses 
fit into the relationships . of three-dimensional Euclidean 
geometry? Classi.cal physics says Yes. Einstein's theoty of 
relativity says No. It gives physical content to a four
dimensional geometry. 
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POl S OF VIEW 
Ill THE SELECTION OF SCIENTIFIC THEORIES 
AID THE FOUNDATIONS. 
OF CLASSICAL PHYSICS 

Naeure in its aimple 1ruda it l'ea&er and naore 
beau&i/ul dum any creation oj human luuula, 
dum all llae ill1,siou created by alae •pirU. 

Ro6erJ May•·r 

In his 1949 Autobiographical Notes, Einstein speaks of two 
points of view in the selection and evaluation of scientific 
theories. The first is concerned with the "external confir
mation" of the theory: it must not contradict empirical facts. 
This demand is an evident one, but its application i• a delicate 
matter, for it is often possible to secure the adoption of 
theory by means of artificial additional assumptions. The 
second point of view is formulated more vaguely as ·the 
"inner perfection", "naturalness" or "logical simplicity" of 
the theory. For "inner perfection" the theory should not be 
the result of an arbitrary choice among theories that- are of 
more or less equal value. 

These assertions concerning the points of view in selecting 
physical theorie$ are, in Einstein's words, of meagre preci· 
sion, and he declares that he is not immediately, and perhaps 
not at alL capable of substituting these _hints by more precise 
definitions. llln any case," he goes on, uit turns out that 
among the 'augurs' there usually is agreement in j,udging the 
'inner perfection' of the theories and even more so concerning 
the 'degree' of 'external confillllation'. '' 1 

It should be stressed, in the first place. that the two )Fints 
of -view, in effect,. express the same idea. They serve ~ 
criteria for deteiJDining the ontological value of the thec;txy 
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and its agreement with reality. nus does not 'b\ean' that 
there cannot be some purely forJnal, .faes~epc CJ.lt¢.oq of 
beauty, simplicity or generality. Einstein,~ 'however, dOes· .. ~not 
ascribe independent value to such ,cbar41cte;Bti'* They 1nerely 
offer additional indication as to the .theory's validity. , 

Here is an example from another field to support the idea. 
There is no doubt that if, from the architectural point.cf ·\'iew, 
a hydroelectric station is graceful, natural and attractive, 
the aesthetic impression of beauty possesses value of its 
own. However, it is at the same time also an indication of the 
har1nony between the structure and its natural environment. 

Einstein, with his remarkable sense of har1nony, "natur
alness" and, as he called it, "musicality" of scientific thinking, 
attached great importance to aesthetic impression as being 
dependent on the "inner perfection" of the theory. For him 
the point of view of ~~inner perfection" develops into a 
criterion for the selection of an unambiguous theory in 
agreement with the empirical facts. The theory with the 
greatest ~~inner perfection'' is the one that rests, to the 
smallest degree, on arbitrary assumptions. Such: a theory is 
better suited than any other to describe the structure and 
development of the world picture on the bas1s of uniform, 
universal laws of physical reality. It comes closest to the 
objective ratio of the universe. 

Formally the point of view of inner perfection comes very 
close to the criterion of mathematical elegance as defined by 
Poincare: the more propositions that can be deduced from a 
minimum of premises, the greater the elegance of the 
mathematical construction, which he compared with an 

-antique colonnade supporting a pediment with natural ease 
and grace. To be sure, architecture (especially ancient) 
presents some of the best examples of one-value solutions: 
out- of a great number of possible architectural forms oaly 
one cOrresponds to · a minimum number of supplementary 
supports, orily one solves the static problem with ~ minimum 
addition to the basic concept of the structure; this is. ~ .the 
most elegant solution. . · · · .~ · · · 

Einstein~s demand for inner perfection is- broader than the 
demand for a minimum number of additional supports, 
which is but one of several criteria of inner perfection.· With 
him mathematical elegance acquires ontological meaning, the 
elestlnce of the theory is a reflection of its· agreement with 
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~e real world. Relativity theory, we shall see later on, offered 
the most elegant explanation of the known facts in electro
dynamics and optics. 

Einstein's theoretical costructions are distinguished by their 
elegance. True, following Boltzmann, Einstein suggests that 
"elegance should be left to the tailors and shoemakers". His 
advice, however, applies to the exposition of the physical 
theory. The selection of the theory from among a number 
of others, all of which are in agreement with the empirical 
facts (which by themselves, Einstein says, cannot uniquely 
deterudne a theory) is an active process in which the mind 
proceeds from the point of view of inner perfection, in 
particular from the maximum of elegance and the minimum 
of independent premises on which the theory is based. 

The dividing line between the epistemological positions 
of Einstein and Poincare becomes immediately apparent when 
the question is asked: of what value is elegance, the smallest 
possible number of independent premises, etc.? To Poincare 
elegance means essentially nothing, it is not an indication or 
a manifestation of the theory's deeper qualities. To Einstein 
elegance is an indication of the theory's trustworthiness, of 
its objective certainty-considerations which are impossible 
in a philosophy which bases science on a priori knowledge 
or arbitrary conventions. 

The theory deriving from the least number of premises 
comes closer to reality for the simple reason that the world 
represents a unified system of bodies the behaviour of which 
is mutually conditioned, because nowhere in the causal chain 
of the wide world are there any loose ends which could serve 
as the starting point of an investigation. Every link in this 
chain has its whys and wherefores, and none can be treated 
as primary or independent. It is the absence of such links, 
the unity of the world, the universal, all-embracing nature 
of the unified chain of cause and effect that says much for 
the ontological value of elegance in physical theories. When 
the theory is based on but a few independent postulates it 
comes closer to the real unity of the world and reflects it 
in the best possible way. The order, rationalism and ~deter
minacy of the world are objective qUalities. They lurk 
beneath the surface of all phenomena, whatever the exponents 
of "pure description'' may say to the contrary. They do not 
constitute an a priori framework of knowledge into which 
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sense-impressions are fitted. They are objective laws, what· 
ever the exponents of the apriority of scientific concepts and 
laws may say. When a theory deduces its propositions from 
a minimum of primary laws it comes closer to t.he real unity 
of the universe. 

This unity finds expression in the conservation of certain 
relationships, in going over from one point of space to 
another and from one instant of time to another. It was this 
invariance of the laws of physical reality that, due to the 
fact of their action being independent of spatial and te111poral 
displacements, represented the point of departure on the 
road that ultimately led to relativity theory. Tlie "inner 
perfection" of a theory is measured by its affinity to the 
real world unity. When Einstein began his quest for the 
equaticms expressing the laws of physical reality that would 
remain covariant (i.e., preserve their validity) in various 
spatial and temporal displacements, he sought for the 
maximum "inner perfection" of his theory. In effect this 
meant maximum agreement of the theory with the objective 
unity and determinacy of the world, with the conservation 
of physical relationships and with the natural causality 
embracing the infinite universe. 

Einstein applied the points of view of "external confir .. 
mation" and ~~inner perfection" to classical mechanics as the 
foundation of physics long before he had even named them 
o~ had a clear picture of them. 

Characterising physics as it presented itself when he was 
a student, Einstein writes: llln spite of all the fruitfulness in 
particulars, dogmatic rigidity prevailed in matters of 
principles. In the beginning (if there was such a thing) God 
created Newton's laws of motion together with the necessary 
masses and forces. This is all; everything beyond this follows 
from the development of appropriate mathematical methods 
by means of deduction."1 

The problen1 here is not simply one of the dogmatic con· 
ception according to which all the laws of nature can be 
reduced to the laws of Newtonian mechanics. The 19th 
century had done away w~th that idea. The theories of heat, 
elecbicity and light were found to possess characteristic laws 
of their own, and men no longer accepted the idea of a 

. t. Philosopbft-Scttmtist, p. 19. 
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Laplacian- omniscient being knowing the position ucJ 
velocity of every particle in the universe as the ultimate in .the 
knowledge of nature. The dogmatic approach lay elsewhere.. 

Most natural scientists took it for granted that it was 
possible to deduce the totality of physical knowledge from 
Newton's laws without falling into any serious contradictions. 
This acceptance of Newtonian mechanics as the immutable 
bedrock of physics was not shaken by 19th-century theories. 
Men already knew that the simple scheme of moving particles 
was not adequate for a deep interpretation of the known 
physical facts. The behaviour of large populations of moving 
molecules required such concepts for its explanation as the 
probability of states, irreversible transition from less to more 
probable states, etc., which did not fit into the classical pat
tern of mechanics. 

And yet the conviction held that the 4 totality of motions, 
no matter how complex, boiled down, in the final analysis, 
to bodily dispklcements faithfully obeying the laws of 
Newton. The concepts of absolute space and absolute time 
seemed as unshakable as the laws which ~ostulated them. 

Thus, when Einstein speaks of mechanics as the bedrock 
of physics he is far from the mechanistic view which 
originated in the 17th, rose in the 18th and fell under the 
impact of the great discoveries of the 19th century. The 
scheme, according to which all the laws of nature were 
reducible to mechanics was already sufficiently outdated by 
the turn of the century, and Einstein's remarks refer to the 
broader and more general conception according to which 
the Newtonian laws of particle motion p~d interaction are 
ever present behind the scenes of the ~plex laws of nature, 
without, however~ overshadowing ot'superceding them in the 
world picture. 

The development of electrodynamics led men to question 
both the applicability of the mechanistic interpretation of 
nature to electromagnetic processes and the accuracy of the 
laws enunciated by Newton and confirmed by two centuries 
of scientific and technological progress. We shall deal with 
this a little later. Now let us examine two of Newton's :ideas, 
criticism of which paved the way to the revision of Newtonian 
laws as the basis of physics. 

First, abaolute time. Newton· spoke of the uniform flaw of 
absolute time which is the aame for the whole of the univttrse.. 

' 
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This means that it is possible to speak of events taking place 
simultaneously, at the very same split second, at any points 
in infinite space. This conception of the same instant for all of 
the physical universe and the succession of such instants 
common to it, of the absolute passage of time and the 
simultaneity of distant events, is one of the comer-stones 
of classical physics. It seems to us that a given instant involves 
the whole universe, we are quite sure of this, and this convic
tion of ours seems (or rather seemed) unchallengeable and 
immutable, and maybe even a priori. 

Einstein began by approaching the concept of absolute 
time from the viewpoint of "external confinnation". Do 
observations agree with it? 

Time is not an a priori or arbitrary concept, hence 
observations may one day call for a revision of some logically 
hannonious notions involving it. On the other hand, the 
concept of time is not just a record of observations; it extends 
into the sphere of the objective causality of phenomena; 
therefore it should be approached from the non-phenomeno
logical point of view of "inner perfection". 

A point of interest is the extent to which knowledge 
acquired by Einstein at the Zurich Polytechnic could contribute 
to the revision of the concept of absolute time. 

If absolute time is not an a priori logical concept, then it 
must agree with sensible observations capable of confir1ning 
its reality. Absolute time acquires physical meaning if one 
envisages an action of one body on another propagated 
instantaneously, i.e., with infinite velocity. A body may act 
on another body at a distance in many ways: through 
gravitational attraction, impact carried along a rigid rod, 
or light signalisation (the action of a source of light on an 
illuminated target). One single instance of action on a distant 
body transmitted with infinite velocity would suffice to give 

·physical meaning to the concept of absolute simultaneity. 
Imagine any kind of instantaneous signal: an impact trans· 
mitted instantaneously through a rigid rod; instantaneouCJ 
propagation of gravity; a sound transmitted with infinite 
speed; a radio wave travelling with infinite velocity from 
transmitter to receiver; a ray of light striking a screen at 
precisely the same instant when the light source is turned on. 
In each case simultaneity is a physical concept which lends 
itself to observation and can be proved to agree with 
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-~objective reality. If a signal propagates with infinite speed, 
if an interaction between bodies can be instantaneous, 
then the events "body A acts on body B at a distance" 
and ''body B experiences the action of body A" are 
simultaneous. 

But in nature there are no instantaneous signals, and 
bodies interact with finite speed. There is no such thing as 
an absolutely rigid rod capable of instantaneously transmitting 
an impact. Propagation of gravitation or acoustic or electro
magnetic waves is not instantaneous either. One by one the 
finite velocity of signals was discovered and the image of 
instantaneous action at a distance gradually disappeared 
from the overall picture of the world. As a result the concept 
of absolute simultaneity lost its "external confirmation". 
When it finally achieved agreement with observations, it was 
only at the expense of substantiallottses in "inner perfection" 
The concept of absolute simultaneity and absolute time 
ceased to be a corner-ston~ of the world picture and came to 
be regarded as inexact and approximate. The decline and 
fall of absolute time is linked with the advances in optics 
and electrodynamics at the close of the 19th century. We 
shall soon speak of them. Here a few words are appropriate 
concerning the connection between the idea of absolute time 
and the treatment of three-dimensional geometry. 

The idea of the world as a four-dimensional multifonnity 
dates back to the 18th century. Whatever happens in nature 
takes place in space and time. A snapshot records an event 
that took place at some instant: but nothing can happen in 
an instant of no duration. It is a platitude that a point of zero 
dimensions, a line of zero breadth or a plane of zero thickness 
are not real bodies. So does a cube with a zero lifetime 
exist as a real body? 

Such reasoning concerning the four-dimensional nature of 
the real world is so simple and natural that it took time 
before another view could develop. This other view was 
based on the acceptance of simultaneity as a physical con
cept, i.e., on the idea of instantaneous action at a distance. 
If an instantaneous snapshot shows two bodies joined by an 
absolutely rigid rod capable of instantaneously transmitting 
an impact, or if it shows a beam of light hitting a scree11 at 
the precise instant when the projector is switched on, theu 
such a snapshot depicts· a real event. 
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-· .. 
Instantaneous action at a distance contradicted the 

apparently natural view that every event takes place a certain 
time after the event that caused it. Observatwns, however, 
led people to believe that one sees an event at the very same 
instant it takes place, and even hears, for example; a bell 
tolling the very moment the rope is pulled. 

The latter illusion disappeared quite long ago. The notion 
of the instantaneous propagation of light persisted well into 
the 11th century. That all interactions (signals) propagate 
with finite speed was established only in the 19th century. 
The man who first realised that he heard the bell tolling only 
several seconds after the rope was pulled, may have been 
as excited by his discovery as Einstein was when he saw the 
behaviour of the compass needle. An even greater ''wonder" 
is the thought that some of the stars twinkling in the sky 
may actually have been dead for ages. Up to the 20th century 
the "flight from wonder" consisted in the elaboration of a 
conception of the world in which the finite velocity of signals 
could coexist with the notion of absolute simultaneity. 

This possibility, Einstein says, could be envisaged in the 
following way. Imagine two screens with a lamp exactly 
halfway between them. The light from the lamp, travelling 
at a finite speed, reaches both screens at the same instant. If 
the time at which both screens are illuminated is identified, 
then the words "at the same instant" have physical meaning, 
and we can speak of simultaneity, of the same instant at 
distant points in space, of the unifor1n flow of time. Ac
cordingly, the idea of an "instantaneous snapshot" should 
acquire physical meaning as a three-dimensional, purely 
spatial multiformity. We shall see shortly that the theory in 
which absolute time remained along with the finite velocity 
of signals could not receive "external confir1nation". It was 
overthrown by the advance of optics and electrodynamics. 

It should be noted that there is one peculiarity of the con .. 
cept of absolute time in classical physics. The word "relative" 
is counterposed to "absolute'', and it means that some 
definitions (or, if a property has been measured, quantities) 
have physical meaning only in reference to another definition. 
For example, the concepts of right and left have meaning only 
if there is given a directed axis on a plane with respect to 
which they can be established. Equally relative is the 
statement "two feet away", which requires the additional 
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statement, "away frmn what". As far as spatial definitions are 
concerned these are trivial truths. The spatial location of a 
body is relative because it is meaningless in the absence of 
some body of reference. And every such body is as good as 
the other, all internal properties of thil)gs being expressed in 
the same ter1ns whatever the choice of reference system. 

"Absolute" quantities, on the other hand, have meaning 
independently of any reference to something extraneous to 
them. Absolute definitions of properties need no reference to 
any property taken as a poi11t of origin. The absolute posi
tion of a body in space was easily visualised in ancient 
cosmology, with its notions of the centre and the confines of 
the universe. We shall see how much more complex the 
concept of absolute space grew when space came to be 
regarded as infinite. 

Absolute time, it would seem, is time not referred to any 
arbitrarily selected initial instant (the beginning of the day, 
year, or of all time), and relative time is the time-lapse from 
such an arbitrary point of origin: the duration of a process 
is, for instance, a year, irrespective of whether it is counted 
from A.D. 1 or any other point of time. In this sense absolute 
time is the time counted from some privileged point of 
origin, which is independent of any of the arbitrary and 
equally good initial dates used in different calendars-from the 
beginning of the world, in fact. Thus it corresponds to the 
boundaries of the universe which must necessarily appear in 
defining absolute space. 

However, it is not this conception of absolute time that 
we spoke of before. By absolute time, should be understood 
not time independent of a temporal frame of reference 
(a calendar, etc.) but time independent of the spatial location 
of the point at which it is measured. This makes the content ~ 
of ''absolute time" substantially different from other 
"absolute" quantities, such as "absolute space". When 
Aristotle's finite universe was destroyed absolute space was 
salvaged from the ruins. But when the myth of the creation 
of the world collapsed it meant the end of the concept of an 
absolute beginning to all time. What remained was the idea 
of a universal time-flow, independent of all and any events. 
All through the 19th centuey classical physicS persisted in 
regarding time-flow as beitJg independent of the •tial 
positions of the poinfs at which it is measured. This was 
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Einstein's understanding of the absolute time which he went 
out to criticise. 

Now, absolute space. Newton proceeded frc;n the notion 
of infinite space. Hence the absolute positiop of a body in 
the sense of its distance from the boundaries or the centre 
of the universe, could not enter the picture of the world 
drawn in the Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy 
(the Principia, as his great work is commonly called). A new 
criterion of absolute space appears-the change in internal 
processes in the displacement of a body from one spatial 
point to another. We know nothing of the boundaries of space 
or of any absolutely motionless bodies in it. The location of 
a body is referred not to such boundaries or bodies, but to 
space itself, to the vpid in which all bodies have their place. 
Position not referred to a body of reference; but position 
referred to the boundless, infinite void of outer space 
contradicts the testimony of our senses: no one can see or 
even visualise the position of a body without reference to 
some other body. The ancients had the absolutely fixed earth 
and the boundaries of the universe, although they were hard 
put when it came to the location of the universe and its centre, 
the earth. Now the difficulty was in defining what was meant 
by the absolute position of a given body. Newton got around 
this difficulty in the following manner. 

The ancients proceeded from the absolute position of a 
body: its orientation with respect to the fixed earth and the 
confines of outer space. They accordingly defined absolute 
motion as a body's displacement £rom one absolute place to 
another. Newton reversed the argument and proceeded from 
absolute motion. Absolute motion displays itself in changes 
in the rhythm of internal processes in a moving body. Such 
a criterion does not require a reference frame. Absolute 
space is defined out of absolute motion: a displacement 
through absolute space takes place in the course of an 
absolute motion, i.e., one in which a body or system suffers 
internal changes. 

What are these internal changes 'l What kind of motion 
gives rise to them? 

The cause of internal changes are inertia forces, which 
disrupt the nor1nal rhythm of mechanical processes ill a system 
moving with acceleration and affect the behaviour of bodies 
within it. When a system moves from oae part of space to 
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8nother with an acceleration the bodies within it behave 
differently than when the system is at rest or in a rectilinear 
unifozJn motion. In a system moving without acceleration-an 
inertial system, that is-a motionless body remains motion
less; a body in uniforJn motion left to itself continues to 
travel with the same velocity; a body subjected to a force 
moves with an acceleration proportional to that force. Accele
ration changes the picture altogether: bodies left to themselves 
behave as if a force has been applied. Forces of this kind are 
called inertia forces, although in classical mechanics forces, 
generally speaking, exist due to the interaction of bodies. 
Inertia forces are not associated with any interaction, they 
are caused by acceleration and they are proof of the absolute 
nature of accelerated motion. 

These forces appear as a criterion of absolute motion in 
daily experience. An example of relative motion is the 
smooth, unifor1n motion of a train when it is impossible to 
say whether it is moving relative to the train on the 
neighbouring track or, on the contrary, it is the other train 
that is moving in the opposite direction. If the train 
accelerates or slows down the jolt disturbs the equivalence 
of the two motions and the passengers can say for sure that 
it is their train that is moving. Even without a frame of 
reference inertia forces enable an observer to describe the 
motion of a system, register its absolute nature and give 
physical meaning to the concept of absolute motion not 
referred to bodies, motion referred to space itself. 

Newton's famous example with the rotating bucket, which 
he presents in his Principia as proof of absolute motion and 
absolute space, is essentially in the same category of obser
vations. Newton took a bucket of water tied to a rope and, 
by twisting the rope tight, made the bucket spin rapidly about 
its vertical axis. Centrifugal forces caused the water to rise 
along the walls of the bucket. From the point of view of 
relative motion, the rotation of the bucket with respect to 
the earth, the sky, etc., and the rotation of the universe 
around the bucket must yield the same physical effect_ and 
the statements "the bucket rotates relative to the world'' and 
"the world rotates relative to the bucket" describe the same 
process. But centrifugal forces, and inertia forces in general, 
violate the equivalence of these two statements. The surface 
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of water is in no way affected by the world revolving about 
the bucket but it rises most obviously in the spinning bucket. 
Hence, the rotation of the bucket is absolute. -

What do we mean when we say that the two statements 
made above are equivalent? We take a reference system (a 
set of coordinate axes) in which the earth is fixed and the 
bucket revolves. Then we take a coordinate system attached 
to the bucket, that is, a frame which turns with the bucket~ 
or it would be better to say, in which the bucket is fixed and 
the world turns. The transition from one conception (the 
rotating bucket) to another (the rotating world) represents 
a change-over from one coordinate system to another. Does 
such a transformation from a rotating bucket to a resting 
one or from a resting bucket to a rotating one yield any 
internal effects? We have seen that the transformation 
involves a change in the behaviour of bodies (the particles 
of water) inside the system. This is an indication of absolute 
motion. Newtonian mechanics tells us that the statements, 
"system A moves with an acceleration relative to system B" 
and 11Systen1 B moves with an acceleration relative to system 
A" describe different situations. The quantities describing 
the internal state of accelerated systems are not invariant 
with respect to coordinate transforn1ations. 

The appearance of inertia forces when system A starts 
moving with acceleration, and their absence when it is at rest 
or in uniforxn motion, reveals that accelerated motion is 
absolute, and not merely with respect to B (in which case 
we could have said that B was moving relative to A). Newton 
regarded this absolute acceleration as taking place relative 
to something absolutely stationary. Accordingly, one can 
say that system B, where inertia forces are absent, has no 
acceleration with respect to something absolutely at rest. 
This ,.absolutely stationary" something which causes inertia 
forces to develop in accelerated motion is, in Newton~s view, 
space-empty, absolute space. 

In drawing a picture of non-accelerated, coasting motion 
we encounter any manifestations of absolute space which 
can be observed. Galileo showed this in his Dialogue on the 
Two Great World Systems on the example of events observed 
in the cabin of a ship in unifor1n motion. Everything takes 
place as if the ship· were at rest. Gnats fly about and water 
drips into a bottle placed directly underneath in exactly the 
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same way when the ship is at rest and when it is moving 
without acceleration. These observations were summed up 
in the classical principle of relativity for inertial motion. 

As Einstein pointed out, however, the inertia law is far 
from obvious. It owes its "obviousness" to tradition 
in the analysis of observations and concepts which had once 
seemed paradoxical. In fact, empirical evidence tells us that 
bodies whose motion is not sustained by a constant force 
tend to come to a halt. The logical convention ascending to 
Aristotle, which was still widespread in the 17th century, 
regarded circular motion as the most natural mode of motion. 

''The idea that a body left to itself must move in a 
straight line does not follow from experience," Einstein says. 
"Quite the opposite! And the circle was declared the simplest 
path of motion by Aristotle and other great thinkers of the 
past."1 

The concept of inertia was not a result of "pure descrip
tion" of directly observable facts. On the contrary, it was 
an upshot of the clash between traditional observations and 
generalised ideas, an upshot of the quest for a consi5tent 
general world picture, of the investigation of new observations 
which did not fit into Aristotle's scheme of motion as always 
requiring an impressed force to sustain it. 

In the 11th century the concept of inertia was in many 
respects the starting point of a new science. It e1nbodied, 
first of all, the basic idea of 17th-century rationalism-the 
liberation of nature from anthropomorphic patterns. In fact, 
the very meaning of the concept of "nature'' changed. Before, 
it was understood to denote some transcendental force stand· 
ing above the material world and governing it. "Nature is 
God's minister," as La Boetie, the 16th-century French writer, 
put it. Now nature was identified with the material world, 
thereby freeing the universe from transcendental forces. The 
mechanical equivalent of this idea was the concept of motion 
which does not have to rely on forces extraneous to nature 
to sustain it. A body's motion at any given instant was 
explained by the fact that it had been moving the instant 
before; acceleration was explained by the action of other 
moving bodies or, in the final analysis, by the universal 
motion of all bodies, as Spinoza implies in the passage from 
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his Ethics quoted in the epigraph to Chapter 5. Aristotle's 
"prime mover'' was eliminated by the scheme of nature as a 
mechanism consisting of nothing but interacting parts. To 
Robert Boyle nature was a "cosmic mechanism", and there 
was no need to seek a metaphysical cause for its functioning~ 
just as we do not have to seek a metaphysical cause for the 
working of a clock. The free motion of bodies and the ab
sence of metaphysical causality in nature find expression in 
the conservation of the state or states which derive from 
the laws of nature: Omnis natura est conservatrix sui. 

Spinoza' s views on the conservation of bodies and their 
states are of special importance in analysing the ideological 
sources of Einstein's theories. To Einstein the classical prin
ciple of relativity, the homogeneity of space, and the unifonn 
velocity of a body left to itself represented more than just 
a body of 11th-century physical ideas. They were an 
embodiment of the world harmony, of the objective world 
ratio subordinated to the universal causality and free from 
any non-causal effects. That is why Einstein concentrated 
the whole force of his intellect on this idea. His understanding 
of inertia and the relativity of inertial motion ascends to 
Spinoza. 

In presenting Descartes's philosophy, Spinoza links 
inertia with the conservation of the state of things treated 
as entities. It follows therefore that a body once put into 
motion continues to move infinitely unless retarded by an 
external cause. 

Spinoza links the concept of inertia (or, more precisely, 
the more general concept of conservation of state) with the 
concept of the preservation of the physical existence of a 
thing, the preservation of its identity to itself. ~'Every thing 
seeks, as far as this depends on itself, to remain in its 
existence (being). But being consists in the sustenance of 
internal qualities. If the "thing" is a system of bodies, its 
''being", its individual existence, is dependent on the beha
viour of the component bodies as a function of their internal 
interactions. 

Translated into the language of mechanics, this means that 
in coasting motion the relationships between the motions 
and the body interactions within a system that caused them, 
do not change. lienee, internal relationships within a 
coasting system can offer no clue to its motion. Motion is 



npthing more tllan a change in distances between bodies, 
and we can declare with equal confidence that a given system 
is moving relative to another body or that that body is moving 
relative to the system. 

The concept of inertial motion, that is, motion under no 
forces which persists as a conserved state, was advanced by 
Galilee, and it was he who pointed out its relative nature. 
Mechanical events are the same in all coasting systems and 
we can judge of their motion only by the changing distances 
to reference bodies. We are quite justified in calling any 
given inertial system stationary, in which case other bodies 
forttterly assumed motionless will be the moving ones. This 
is the classical principle of relativity, which represents a 
generalisation of observations similar to those in the ship's 
cabin in Galileo's example. 

The Galileo-Newton relativity principle appears as a 
natural basis for the classical world picture which consists 
solely of bodies in relative motion and interaction. From this 
point of view the distinction accorded to accelerated systems 
seems arbitrary. The explanation of inertia forces in tem1s 
of absolute motion does not follow from the picture of 
moving and interacting bodies. For these inertia forces are 
explained not by the mutual relationships of bodies but by 
a body's relation to space. Inertia forces appear to be 
generated by acceleration with respect to empty space. This 
conception elevates empty space to the status of a causal 
agent of physical events. 

It was from this aspect that Mach launched his criticism 
of Newton's concept of the absolute motion of accelerated 
systems. As opposed to the Newtonian notion of inertia 
forces as being proof of absolute acceleration, Mach advanced 
the principle that everything in nature is explained by the 
interactions of masses. Later Einstein ceased to regard 
Mach's principle·as being universally applicable; he allowed 
for the existence of natural processes with respect to which 
Mach's principle had no meaning. Einstein proceeded from the 
concept of field as a real medium capable of influencing ·the 
behaviour of bodies moving in it. FurtherJnore, events in a 
field are not reduced to interactions between given bodies. In 
carrying out a refor1n of Newtonian mechanics it is no longer 
possible to introduce a scheme based entirely on bodies and 
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their interactions. As Einstein writes, Mach's conjectures that 
inertia must depend upon the interaction of masses "pre
supposes implicitly, however, that the basic theory should be 
of the general type of Newton's mechanics: masse_s and their 
interaction as the original COllcepts".1 In dealing with New
tonian mechanics or a mechanics of the same general type, 
howeve1·, the negative aspect of the critique of Newton's abso
lute acceleration retains its importance: to assume that the 
behaviour of bodies is affected, not by other bodies, but by the 
space in which they are moving, meant to introduce an arbit ... 
rary, alien assumption into the world picture. Such an assump
tion contradicted the universal harmony and unity. 

Empty space, Einstein says, is incapable of affecting the 
behaviour of bodies in any way. Their behaviour depends 
only on interaction between masses. As we shall now see, 
this principle became a departing point for a concept utterly 
incompatible with Mach's general epistemological ideas. 

Mach takes his critique of Newton's absolute acceleration 
as an occasion for a critique of objective reality. For Einstein 
criticism of absolute acceleration and absolute space serves 
to rehabilitate the rational scheme of the universe as a 
knowable reality undern1ined by the "absolute" concepts. 
As Einstein sees it, Newtonls absolutes contradict the basic 
meaning of his system. Einstein fights with Newton for 
Newton, against Newtonian absolutes for the main purport 
of the Newtonian system. 

Einstein regarded Newton as a symbol of the struggle for 
objective truth. The principal feature of the Newtonian 
system is the possibility, in principle, of deducing from the 
basic physical principles conclusions that can be confirmed 
by experiment. This possibility is a refutation of all the 
arguments of agnosticism. If logical conclusions agree with 
empirical facts then logical constructions are a reflection of 
reality. 

In his article, "Isaac Newton", written in 1942, Einstein 
has the following to say about the creator of classical 
mechanics: 

"Such a man can be understood only by thinking of him 
as a scene on which the struggle for eternal truth took place. 
Long before Newton there had been virile minds who con .. 
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eOved that it ought to be possible, by purely logical deduc
tion- from simple physical hypotheses, to make cogent 
explanations of phenomena perceptible to the senses. But 
Newton was the first to succeed in finding a clearly formu
lated basis from which he could deduce a wide field of 
phenomena by means of mathematical thinking, logically, 
quantitatively and in harmony with experience. Indeed, he 
might well hope that the fundamental basis of his mechanics 
would come in time to furnish the key to the understanding 
of all phenomena. So thought his pupils-with more assurance 
than 'be himself-and so his successors, up till the end of the 
18th century."! 

Newton erected a system of basic principles on the basis 
of all the known facts. From the basic. principles by "the free 
creation of the mind" he deduced corollaries.. These take the 
form of precise quantitative relationships confir1ned by 
observations.. When an observed phenomenon is deduced in 
this manner from basic postulates it stops being a "miracle". 
"It is the goal of every activity of the intellect," Einstein 
continues, "to convert a 'miracle' into something which it 
has grasped."2 With Newton some phenomena were not 
linked with the basic postulate of the dependence of natural 
processes on the interaction of masses. The theory of relativ
ity reconciled the totality of p!tenomena with this postulate. 
Although relativity theory was later found to overstep its 
boundaries, the basic idea remains: the agreement of the 
conclusions of Newtonian mechanics with empirical facts 
proves the mind's ability to fonn a valid conception of the 
world. Such knowledge is never final, it advances infinitely, 
all the time coming closer to the objective truth. That is 
why Einstein begins his essay on Newton with a tribute to 
reason and, what is especially characteristic of Einstein's 
world outlook, with sociological and moral conclusions 
deriving from the power of reason. 

"Reason, of course, is weak, when measured against its 
never-ending task. Weak, indeed, compared with the follies 
and passions of mankind, which, we must admit, almost 
entirely control our human destinies in great and small 

1 A. Einstein, Out ol My Later Years, Thames and Hudson, London, 
1950, p. 219. (Afterwards referred to as Later Years.) 

2 rbia., p. 220. 
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things.'' This, it will be recalled, was the height of nazi 
aggression. "Yet the works of the understanding outlast the 
noisy bustlir1g of generations and spread light and wannth 
across the centuries," he continues, and he calls-upon people 
to tum to the memory of Newton as proof of the power of 
reason. 

This tribute to reason, so characteristic of Einstein's 
philosophical, sociological and moral principles, is closely 
]inked with his stand with regard to classical mechanics. 
Einstein did not seek to extinguish the light-giving sun of 
Newton's ideas. He only sought to remove from it the spots 
of metaphysical absolutes. Actually, as we shall see, relativ
ity theory was much more than a mere revision of Newtonian 
mechanics undertaken to remove its absolute categories. It 
replaced the sun of Newtonian ideas with other suns, without, 
however, shaking the fundamental idea: the light of reason 
illumines the objective, harmonious, knowable world. 
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In 1905, shortly before the publication of his fundamental 
paper on the special theory of relativity, Einstein completed 
a series of articles on the classical theory of molecular 
motion. The final paper of this series~ which appeared iD 
the Annalen der Physik. offered an explanation of the 
apparent motion of small but microscopically visible particles 
suspended in a liquid known as Brownian mouernent. 

Einstein's investigations in thermodynamics and particularly 
his theory of Browaian movement, are of independent 
interest. Still, in the scientific biography of the creator of 
relativity theory they should be treated in relation to the leit
motiv of his life. 

We have just got acquainted with the openiog bars of this 
leit-motiv. Relativity theory is still in the offing, yet we can 
already discern the tendeucy leading up to it. Einstein seeks 
the most general, the most. natural ("internally perfect") 
theory describing the most f•1ndamental processes of nature. 
These processes lie beyond the limits of "pure descriptiou", 
they constitute the inner causal basis of phenomena. To aucb 
proc:esses belong the relative displacements of material bodies 
and material systetas comprising then•. This relative motion 
of bodies is regarded as the objective groundwork of 
phenomena, a conception which turns a chaos of 
.f~~ into a hac·woDioua picture of the world. . · · 

As we will see. it can be made to conform with any tbeory 
"of the general type of Newton' a mecbantca·~ .. i.e,. with,;' 
world picture ia which tbe processes are the 
motioQ and' interaction• of boclies. which reuaain Identical 
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to themselves. The roots of relativity theory lfe fn the 
classical scientific ideal in which relative motion is the 
primary concept. As a result of a generalisation and elab
oration of this ideal it was rid of everything in.the classical 
physical theories which contradicted it. 

In thermodynamics the models of the kinetic theory of 
gas, which treat molecular motions and collisions as the 
objective basis of heat phenomena, approach the classical 
ideal. But these models could offer a correct explanation of 
the known phenomena only together with macroscopic ,laws 
governing processes in which individual molecules and their 
motions are not taken into account. 

In his Reflections sur la Puissance Motrice du Peu, Sadi 
Carnot advanced the principle of irreversihility: heat flows 
only from warmer to cooler bodies. The reverse flow can be 
attained only by an input of energy. The irreversibility of 
heat flow is a typical example of the thennodynamic proc
esses which forced 19th-century science to deviate substan
tially from the mechanistic notions of the preceding century. 
Can an exact knowledge of the positions, velocities and 
accelerations of molecules explain the ir1eversibility of 
heat flow? Only as mach as an exact knowledge of the 
positions of air particles at every given moment, can offer 
an idea of the content of vocal speech which, after all, cannot 
be reduced solely to the acoustic effects due to the osdllational 
motion of the particles. One does not have to know the 
coordinates and velocities of the particles of a metal rod 
in order to explain why heat spreads from the hot end to 
the cold. In fact, the laws of mechanics (which govetll colli
sions between molecules, their paths from collision to colli
sion, and the microscopic picture as a whole) do not agree 
with the concept of irreversibility. 

The kinetic theory treats heat as a result of random 
motions and collisions of molecules. Every collision can be 
thoroughly described in terms of mechanics. However, 
thermodynamic laws (which govern the behaviour of large 
molecular populations, i.e., macroscopic processes) are not 
concerned with the various fates of individual molecules. 
The macroscopic laws of therutodynamics are statistical 
probability laws: they derive from the probability of a 
molecule's fate, and when the number of individual fates is 
very large reality follows probability. If we take a classical 
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uample of probabllity theory-the frequency of :the ~ 
renee of heads or tails in tossing a coin-we . find that the 
chances of. the coin falling one way or the other are the same 
for a hundred as for a thousand toss-ups (which corteJponds 
to the equal prob.-bility of heads or tajls in each toss-up). 
Ten tosses, however, may not reveal the equality of probabil
ities. as the coin may well fall heads up all ten tiDies. and 
no law can be deduced. Similarly, the behaviour of a dozen 
molecules is not govemed by any thermodynamic law. They 
may have the most diverse velocities which may change 
instantaneously without following any apparent pattern. 
When we have a very large population of randomly moving 
molecules, however, we can be quite confident that in time 
their velocity distri~ution will agree more and more with 
probability data. In a metal· rod that is not being heated 
the most probable is a unifo1m mean velocity of the molecules, 
that is to say, the same temperature along its entire 
length. If one end is hotter the mean velocity of the molecules 
at that end is greater than at other parts, but in time the 
te1nperature evens out. This is a macroscopic law which 
governs only large populations of molecUles. 

The existence of macroscopic thermodynamic laws, which 
differ from the purely mechanical laws governing the 
behaviour of individual molecules, confronted science with 
a number of questions of principle. What is the relation of 
macroscopic thermodynamics to molecular mechaui~7 A 
similar question could be asked concerning the macroscopic 
statistical laws of biology: what is the relation betw~ the 
laws govezJiing the evolution of species and the laws deter
mining the fate of an individual creature 'I 

The complex macroscopic laws. cannot, evidently, be 
reduced to microscopic laws. We can never hope to under
stand the irrevetsibility of beat flow between bodies or 
within· a given body, nor thennodynamic processes in 
general, if we restrict ourselves to the laws of mechanics 
and atteu1pt to reduce phenomena more complex than a 
simple to these law1. In this sense thermody
namics points to certain limits in .the, explicatioa .of nature 
from the standpoint of . Newtonian mechapics. These limits 
can .be- overcome by introducing new concepts to ezplaiD 
complex processes not to be found in Newtonian mechanics. 
To these ·concepts belongs, · among others. the concept of 
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irreversibility. Such codcepts .are speci6c to each concrete 
series of phenonMma and they provide a natural basil for . 
classifying sciences, for drawing certain boundaries between 
different disciplines which delineate the direct "&pplications 
of Newtonian laws and concepts to other divisions of natural 
science besides mechanics. 

The great discoveries of the 19th century revealed that 
physics, with its statistical laws and irreversibility, was not 
reducible to mechanics, nor che•nistry to physics, nor 
biology to a totality of mechanicaJ, physical and chemical 
phenomena, as organic life cannot be reduced to mechani
cal, molecular, chemical and other lUte processes, without 
which, however, it is impossible. The idea that higher forms 
of motion cannot in principle be reduced to simpler and 
more general for1ns was expressed in general form by Engels 
in his Dialectics of Nature. He stresses the relative nature 
of this irreducibility, insofar as the higher forms of motion 
are inseparable from the lower ones. Although higher forms 
of motion cannot be reduced to lower ones, Engels writes, 
nevertheless, every higher form of motion is always neces
sarily associated with a real (extemal ar molecular) motion.• 
The idea that physical-and specifically thermodynamic-laws 
are neither reducible to nor inseparable from mechanics and 
the motions of material particles offers an insight into the true 
sources of some of the scientific and philosophical controver
sies of the late 19th century. 

FaUure to take into account the facts of "non·!'educibillty" 
led to a resurrection of mechanistic views; failure to take 
into account the fact that thermodynamic processes are in
separable from the motions of individual molecules led to 
attempts to divorce the concept of motion from its material 
basis. Wilhelm Ostwald, the Getman physical ·cheJflist, 
suggested that the energy figuring in thermodynamics had 
nothing to do with molecular motion; ultimately he dentanded 
that the concept c>f ene.gy replace that of matter .. " Mach 
arrived at similar concluaions, and he branded adherence to 
the atomistic structunt of matter as pure ''belief". i _ . 

With these prellminary remarks ~e may prOceed to analyse 
Einstein" a work on Browniaft·· moveJfjent and its, :value. · .. 

• 
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~· In 1827. the Scottish botanist Robel,t Brown o ill· 
a microscope ·that pollen dust suspended iD water dilplaJe4 
a constant random motion. In the course of an tu&a·· 
itesi•naJ ti111e interval each partlde auffma a minute, huclly 
observable displacement. When photographed with a .Joag 
exposure such a particle presents a blur1ed blob on the 
photographic plate. Pictures taken. say~ every tblrty seconds 
give a succession of positions making a broken line when 
joined. 

Einstein explained the phenomenon in ter1ns of tbe kiaellc 
theory of heat and the picture of randomly moving aad 
colliding molecules~ takiag into account the inevitable 
fluctuations in the random impacts suffered by the pollen 
particle &o•c1 the molecules of the surrounding Uquid. 

By fluctuation we mean a violation of the most probable 
te•nporal or spatial distribution of events. When we increase 
the number of events, for instance, when we toss a coin ten, 
a hundred, a thousand times, etc., the actual distribution of 
the events "heads" or ''tails" tends to the most probable, "fifty
fifty", distribution .. When we reduce the number of events (the 
number of toss-ups of the coin) we have increasing ,grounds 
to expect some violation of the probability, such as the "un
likely" occurrence of several heads in succession, followed by 
several tails. theoretically, of course~ there is nothing to 
prevent us from achieving twenty heads in as many toss-ups, 
though this would be a very rare case indeed. With five toss
ups, however, such a fluctuation is much more likely. In the 
random motions of molecules the number of impacts suffered 
by a suspended particle may be t•nbalanced . to one side. The 
larger the particle the less the probability of such a fluctua
tion, since the greater the number of molecules hitting it~ the 
higher the chance of the impacts corresponding to the proba
bility pattern and balancing each other. When the particle is 
very tiDy the possibility of fluctuations and imbalance in any 
direction il much greater. This imbalance over a small time 
interval results in a displacement which can be obsm vecl m 

• a aucroscope. . . 
Imagine a large vessel filled with. a Uquld in wbteh the 

most probable unlfozm te••lpft'ature distribution has 
achieved; that is to say, the velocities of the are oa 
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violations of the absolutely random, averagely uniform 
movenaent of the molecules. Nevertheless, small, ..... ~ 
violations of the uuiforn1ity do constantly take Qlace. 
fluctuations become apparent when we go over to very small. 
physical scales. They cause the literally microscopic (in the 
sense that they can be observed in a microscope) displace
ments of the pollen particles in our vessel. 

Now suppose that macroscopic laws are superimposed on 
these microscopic laws (which are purely mechanical laws 
of molecular motion). The liquid is warmed at one end of 
the vessel. When we now observe the Brownian movement, 
we will notice a lack of symmetry in the particle displace
ments. The displacements corresponding to the direction of 
the currents caused by the heating will predominate over 
displacements in the opposite direction. A photograph will 
reveal that after a large number of Brownian displacements 
a particle will have moved a long way from its ;nitial position 
in the direction of the current. 

In order to demonstrate more clearly the relation between 
the microscopic laws of kinetic theory describing molecular 
motion and the ther1nodynamic laws goveming the behaviour 
of big, macroscopic masses, let us depart for a moment from 
physical theory to Darwin's theory of evolution. Essentially 
it is based on the individual fates of separate organisms 
which, from the point of view of the entire species, are in 
each case deter1nined by purely random causes. Let the 
environment be unchanging, enabling the species to achieve 
maximum adaptability to it. In such conditions individual 
changes and fluctuations appear as sporadic, balanced 
changes in individual men1bers of the species which do not 
affect the species as a whole, just as the fluctuations causing 
Brownian movement do not violate the unifonnity of the 
liquid or cause it to circulate. The less the number of in· 
dividuals uuder observation, the greater will be the relative 
number of such fluctuations. When the habitat calls for a 
change in the characteristics of the species. the symmetry of 
individual variations and fluctuations is disturbed. They 
accumulate in one directi'On, are inherited and lead to greater 
changes in the species than can be balanced by oppositely 
directed variations. The laws of natural selection operate 
statistically. They are superimposed, as it were, on the laws 
governing the individual destinies ·of an organism,· they 
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deter1nine only the probability of this or that. fate for any 
individual taken by itself. In going over to a large munber 
of organisms, to the fate of the species as a whole, these 
probabilities reflect the actual coune of events. The idea of 
such statistical macroscopic laws (which in isolated caaee 
detetmine the probability of a certain course of events, which 
becomes a certainty only when very many cases are involved) 
is one of the basic principles of 19th-century natural science. 
It did not encroach on the basic image of classical science ... 
motion (not the probability of this or that motion, but the 
motion itself) which for every atom, instant, and point is 
precisely deternuned by a primary impulse and the inter
actions with other bodies at a given instant. Behind all statis
tical laws is particle motion, which is subject to the:dynatnical 
laws presented in Newton's Principia. 

In his theory of Brownian movement Einstein focused his 
attention on these dynamical, non-statisticaJ laws ("trans
statistical" or "substatistical", we might call them, as they 
lurk on the fringes of the statistical laws of thermodynamics). 
With the tools and concepts of statistics Einstein demonstrat· 
ed the existence of "trans-statistical" dynamical laws of 
motion of individual molecules. 

Relativity theory has shown the primary dynamical laws 
of the world to be different from those described by Newton 
in his Principia. This, however, has not changed the dynamica1 
nature of mechanical laws (unlike the statistical laws of 
thermodynamics). 

This dynamical nature of mechanical laws, wbJch 
contradicted the conceptions of probability, was overthrown 
twenty years later by a new revolution in science. The 
sources of this revolution can be found in the same volume 
of the Amzalen der Physik, in Einstein's paper on light 
quanta. However, Einstein's attitude towards the idpa of 
statistical laws as the basic laws of the world was very 
cOJnplicated, and it must be understood in order to realise 
the hannony of Einstein's work as a whole. We have dwelt 
here in such detail on the statistical nature of _ .. _ ............ ··~,..., .... ""' 
laws in order to make it easier to set forth and explaiD 
Einstein's attitude towards quantum-statistical laws. This is 
a question of interest not only. to physicists. The approach of 
the greatest physicist of our time to the fundamental, primary 
laws of the world is not just a point of interest ia. the history 
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of physics, it is one which has a bearing on the whole cultunll 
history of the 20th century. 

As a youth, Einstein was greatly impressed by the 
inseparability of the laws of thermodynamics from 
mechanics. Thermodynamics in his eyes is not a negation 
of particle motion, i.e .• of mechanics as the basis of the world 
picture (as Mach and Ostwald believed), nor is it govetned 
directly by mechanical laws (as the disciples of the mechanis
tic philosophy believed). Einstein regarded thern•odynamics 
as an extensive domain of the mediated appUcatlon and 
confir1nation of the laws of motion of discrete parts of matter. 
To 18th-century mechanistic philosophy and its disciples 
physical problems solvable with the help of mechanics were 
essentially of one type. In the 19th century these problems 
differed widely among themselves in complexity and variega
tion and in many cases they could not be reduced to one 
another. For Einstein such a diversity of problems and tbings 
was proof of the strength and validity of a theory which, 
in the final analysis. while not negating the specific nature 
of different problems, provides the key for their solution. "A 
theory," he writes, "is the more impressive the greater the 
simplicity of its pre1nises is, the more different kinds of things 
it relates, and the more extended is its area of applicability. 
Therefore the deep impressidn which classical the1modynamics 
made upon me. It is the only physical theory of universal 
content concerning which I am convinced that, within the 
framework of applicability of its basic concepts. it will never 
be overthrown (for the special attention of those who are 
sceptics on principle)."! 

What is it that gives classical thetinodynamlcs such 
exceptional stability? 

Thtl classical laws defining the accelerations. velocities 
and positions of molecules at every instant-the Newtolliau 
laws of mechanics-have given way to other, more accurate 
laws. Unshaken ren1ains the proposition that in spatial and 
temporal domains of sufficient magnitude,- thermodynamic: 
systen1s move from less probable to more probable states, 
with the detivation of this law from a large number of 
raadom motions of individual molecules. The laws gofetntag 

• 
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dse~a motions may change, but the bond ·'of 
Irreversible statistical processes governed by . plbab~ty 
with particle motion remains unshaken. · "-

The theory of Brownian movement shattered the illusion 
that macroscopic laws were independent of kinetic models 
in which molecules feature. In commenting on bow the laws 
of Brownian movement and other discoveries in the science of 
heat and molecular motion convinced the sceptics of the reality 
of atoms, Einstein notes that Mach's and Ostwald's scepticism 
derived from their preconceived positivistic notions. 

''The antipathy of these scholars towards atomic theory 
can indubitably be traced back to their positivistic philo
sophical attitude. This is an interesting example of the fact 
that even scholars of audacious spirit and fine instinct can 
be obstructed ia the interpretation of facts by philosophical 
prejudices."! 

Facts by theanselves, Einstein says, cannot yield scientific 
knowledge without free coneeptual construction. Einstein 
attacks Mach's conception of facts as constituting observa
tions not supported by the objective causes of o 
phenomena. To conceptual constructions belong the various 
hypotheses about atoms, molecules and their motions, which 
are not directly observable. Mach regards such an invasion 
of a domain that is not directly observable as "metaphysiC.". 
Ostwald restricts the probleJJl to a description of macrosco· 
pically observable energy transfot·mations without penetrat
ing into the underlying world of moving material particles. 
To Einstein the cognition of physical processes consists in just 
such penetration. A description of directly observable facts 
(macroscopic processes, in the present case) does not by 
itself yield an 11nambiguoua theory. Concepts based directly 
on empirical data do not derive uniquely from objective 
reality. Their "self-evidence" is an Ulusion due to long 
We have already spoken of this point of view, which Einstein 
opposed to the views of Macb and Ostwald. We shall see later 
on that a critical revision of the most ''self-evident'' concepts 
of mechanics, which derived straight from observations, led 
to the enundatiot~ of relativity theory. The questi011 lter8 is 
of the connection between Einstein's anti-positivistic 
poiDt and the atomistic UDdercur1e1Jt of 

'Ibid., p. •• 
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Clt11ter 11 
I 

PHOTONS 

~re rays o/ U,he r&Ot very I1Mll corprucule• 
enaiued by luminacent bodies? 

Neweo11 

In the last chapter we spoke of the "'classical ideal" of 
science as a world picture in which the laws and motions of 
bodies may differ from Newton's conception, but which is 
of the same type: its primary concepts are the relativity of 
motion and the interaction of particles and the bodies they 
constitute. The clash be~een Newtonian mechanics and 
thermodynamics ended happily for the for1ner and for the 
"classical ideal,. in general. Newtonian mechanics retained 
its positions in the background of the statistical laws of 
thermodynamics. This, however, could not in itself guarantee 
the absolute accuracy of Newton's variant of the "classical 
ideal". Subsequent clashes (e.g., with electrodynamics) led 
to the elaboration of new variants. 

Relativity theory meant the liberation of the '"classical 
ideal'' from contradictions and arbitrary assumptions: at the 
price of Newton's variant# it provided the ideal with "external 
confirmation" and "inner perfection". How this was achieved 
will be shown when we get to Einstein's work on the special 
theory of relativity (1905) and the general theory of relativity 
(1916). Subsequent advances went still further. They chal
lenged not only Newton's variant of the ''classical ideal,. but 
the ideal itself, the world picture of displacements and 
interactions of immutable bodies as the elementary concepts. 
We shall deal with this result of relativity theory in connection 
with Einstein's work in the 1930s-1950s. 

This subsequent revision of the II classical ideal" was due 
not so much to relativity as to another theory of Einstein's, 
also expounded in 1905: .the theory of light quanta, or 
photons. To be sure, it began with a victory for the "classical 
ideal", but the subsequent development of the ideas advanced 
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by Einstein in his photon theory soon began to jeopudlse 
the "classical ideal" as a whole. ADd wheu the. priaciplea of 
relativity merged with quantum theory the mutual displaCe
ments of immutable bodies ceased to enter the world picture 
as a primary, most fundamental conception. 

In 1900, Max Planck resolved some of the contradictions 
of radiation theory by assuming that the energy of electro· 
magnetic waves (light) is emitted and absorbed In discon-
tinuous, further indivisible portions called qu.tmta. · 

Einstein, in 1905, enunciated his theory according to 
which light is not merely emitted or absorbed discontinuously 
but actually consists of discrete, indivisible portions, light 
quanta, which later came to be known as photcms. They are 
particles which travel in vacuum at a speed of 300,000 
kllomebes ~ second. Later, in the twenties, they were 
named photons. 

The existence of photons or light quanta does not in itself 
follow from the fact that light is endtted and absorbed in 
indivisible portions. The relation between the photon hypo
thesis and Planck's theory was expressed by Einstein iD the 
following way: "Even though beer is always sold in pint 
bottles, it does not follow that beer consists of indivisible 
pint portions." 

Philipp Frank in his biography of Einstein extends the 
analogy.1 If we wish to investigate, he says, whether the beer 
in a barrel actually consists of definite portions or not we 
can take a number of containers, say ten, and pour the beer 
randomly into them. We measure the amount in each con
tainer and then pour the beer ·back into the barrel. We repeat 
this process a number of times. If the beer does not come in 
portions, the average value of the beer poured into each 
container will be the same. If it consists of indivisible por
tions there will be variations in the average values. In the 
extreane case of the whole content of the barrel being one 
portion it will pour out each time into one container, and the 
difference between the contents of the ten containers will be 
the greatest, the one containing all the beer and the rest empty. 
If the beer consists of two.. three, etc., indivisible portions, 
the variations in the average values will be successively, 
smaller and smaller. According to these variations, i.e., 
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according to the fluctuations, we caa judge of the 1ke of the 
indivisible portions of beer. . : _ 

Now consider electromagnetic radiation. LilfA tbe beer hi 
the barrel, let it fill a closed box, which we can imagine to 
be divided into a number of cells. Can we divide the energy 
of radiation into an infinite number of parts or will we come 
down to some further indivisible "portions"? And if electro
magnetic radiation is discrete, what is the value of its smallest 
~~portion"? 

These questions can be answered by measuring the 
variations of energy among the cells from the average value. 
If the portions of radiation are large, the variations of energy 
among the cells will be large, and if they are small the 
variations will be small. 

Measurements show that in violet Ught (high electro
magnetic frequencies) the variations of energy are compa
ratively large. In red light (lower frequencies) they are 
smaller. The conclusion is that violet light consists of larger 
portions of energy than red light. 

We can therefore say that "the beer" is not only "sold in 
pint bottles" but actually comprises indivisible "pint por
tions", which is to say that Hght consists of indivisible 
particles. It is not just eanitted and absorbed in indivisible 
particles: in the interim between emission and absorption it 
also consists of indivisible particles whose energy is the 
greater the higher the electromagnetic wave frequency. The 
energy of light quanta (photons) is proportional to the 
frequency and has a specific value for a specific (monochro
matic) llght. The corpuscular structure of light and the exis
tence of photons is unambiguously proved by a number of 
experiments. Especially convincing in tbia respect is the so
called photoelectric effect, whicb consists in the generation 
of electric current by incident light. Light falling on a -
plate knocks electrons out of lt; the motion of these electrons 
generates elechic current. 

A ca lain enmgy is reqnired to knock out an electron. 'Ibis 
energy, it was found, does not depend on the distance travelled 
by a ray of light. Imagine a light source, that is, an 
e;njtter of elecb?omagnetic radiation. As the radiation pro-·· 
pagatea in all direcllons the energy density at the wave 
front decreases. The enagy of the knocked-out 
however, does not decreasel though of course . are 



knocked au\. lt ~ radiation ene~gy m· : ju.t suffident to 
strike an e\ectrOft· out of a metal plate the ejecttoD wm· take 
place (tbat is, we will have a photoelectric effect) even If 
the light source is very\ tar away. As H. A~ Kramer& 
the eHect is the same as if a sailor bas dived into· the 
sea and the energy of the wave from the splash reaches the 
other end of the' sea and washes another swim:tning sailor on 
to the deck of his ship. -

It follows thus from the theory of the photoeltctric effect 
that the energy needed to eject an electron does not depeDd 
on the distance between the light source and the metal plate. 
It does depend, however, on the electromagnetic radiation 
frequency. In each case an electron receives just the right 
amount of energy needed to eject it, only the ter the 
distance the fewer electrons are ejected. This pattern, Einstein 
concluded, corresponds to the picture of discrete particles 
speeding away from a light source in all direttions. The 
farther the distance from the source the less the av~rage 
number of particles in a unit volume of space and the Jess the 
probability of encountering a light quantum at a given· point. 
Once it has been encountered, however, its energy is the 
same at any distance from the source and is dependent only 
on the oscillation frequency. 

But, the observant reader may ask, how can we speak of 
oscillation frequency if light consist& of p·articles1 This 
indeed was just about the wont predicament in which 20th
century physics found itself, and it originated in Einstein's 
theory of light quanta. 

There is no denying the existence of electromagnetic waves 
and the wave nature of light. But neither is there any 
denying the corpuscular nature of light, the fact that light 
is made up of photons. The contradiction is a baffling one., 
and it wai two decades before the physicists could -resolve it. 

·This conbadiction, this paradoxical combination of wave 
and corpuscular proPerties is characteristic of Einatela'a 
acieutific ideas. Not· for one moment did he doUbt that· light 
actually possesses both wave and corpuscular propet'ties. He 
was not the matt, to shy away from a paradox, even though 
it undennined two fundamental classical notions, viz., that 
particles are particles and canaot possess wave properties., 
and waves are waves and caunot possess corpuscular prop
erties. 
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As mentioned before, the paper on light quanta appeared 
in the same volume of Annalen der Physik as the original 
paper on special relativity, which postulated an equally, if 
not more, paradoxical premise: light propagites with the 
same velocity relative to all bodies moving relative each 
other. 

In both theories Einstein's presentation of paradoxical 
situations is not just a superficial phenomenological upshot 
of non-paradoxical processes. We shall see further on that 
Hendrik tz explained the constancy of the velocity of 
light on the basis of non-paradoxical processes. And Planck 
believed that Ught was a purely undulatory process and there 
was nothing COrp11&cular about it at all. He considered the 
observed discontinuity in the energy spectrum of light to be 
due solely to some as yet inexplicable peculiarities in the 
mechanism of light radiation and absorption. One finds a 
distinct analogy in the difference between Einstein's approach 
to both problems and Lorentz's and Planck's, respectively. 
In both cases Einstein's superiority is seen not only in the 
content of his physical ideas but also in his ren1arkable seuse 
of the paradoxical in physical reality, or what amounts to 
the same thing, a sense of the trustworth;ness and objectivity 
of seemingly paradoxical conclusions, even though they con
tradicted both "self-evident" empirical facts and "self
evident" logical constructions. The photon theory, with its 
paradoxical merger of mutually exclusive , wave and corpus
cular properties of light, re•nained unrecognised f~r several 
years. In fact,. when several leading Ger•nan physicists, among 
them Planck. wrote a letter to the Prussian Academy of 
Science, in' 1912, in which they recommended Einstein for 
membership, they actually inserted an apology for his light
quantum hypothesis. 

"He should not be judged too severely," they wrote, ~'for 
occasionally losing sight of his objective in his logical 
reasoning, such as is the case in his theory of light quanta. 
For in even the most exact of the natural sciences one must 
take risks to achieve anything really, new." 1 r 
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THE CONSTANCY 
OF THE VELOCITY OF LIIHT 

IJ'IUJiiM awo phy•it:Ua.. Each one lau a 
laboralory equipped willa aU coraceWabZe 
phy•ieal irlltrumerw a hil dupoJtJl. Suppo~e 
llaat one labor/dol')' illocated 1omewlaere in an 
open field, and alae odaer u il& a railiDIJ)' 
cur ria,e travellira1 wWa uniform a peed U& 1011'18 

direction. Tlae principle of reltm11ity •IGiet: i/ 
alae &too play•icil&a u1e aU tlaeir iruJrUmenU ao 
•eudy the ,_,. o/ nGiure--IAe one in dae 
11cdionary laboralory and dae other ill llae 
mobile laboratory. daey •iU bod& diat:over ehe 
.ame laWI of namre, prouided lhGI alae train u 
mOtJir&l uniformly tmd widaout jolu. In more 
seneral mrru we CGll 1111: aecordinr eo 1M 
principle of reiGtivily, dae ,_,. of nti,.e tlo 
noe depend 011 the Jrt~~~~lador&al molion of 
reference system~. 

Ei1111ein 

E instein began to puzzle over the question of the speed 
of light in different frames of reference moving relative to 
one another from the time he was sixteen years old, while 
a student in Aarau, and later in Zurich, ten years before he 
enunciated the theory of relativity. In his mind's eye he 
pictured moving reference systems as bodies with measuring 
rods and clocks attached to them, thus making it possible to 
ascertain their positions and velocities at any instant. A 
frame of reference thus took the shape of a real body, with 
a point of origin and infinite ·coordinate axes attached to it 
together with a great number of rods of indefinite length, and 
at any given instant any body, no matter where it was, 
coincided with certain intercepts on the measuring rods; that 
is to say, it had specific coordinates. The "given instanr' 
was of course the same at every orientated point of space; 
and clocks located at all such pOints could be compared. To 
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eliminate the possibility of confusion, a maa movlag with 
the given reference system would have to be oblivious of 
any other systems, his sole duty being tD · tfe polition 
af bodies with the measuring rods confined to hiS par• icular 
frame of reference. ·· 

This ~'observer" figures in practically all expositions of 
relativity theory, although he is just as imaginary as the co
ordinate axes and measuring rods nailed to the moving body, 
which constitute the &ame of reference in which that body 
is at rest. The introduction of "observers'' in no way detracts 
from the objective nature of the relativity theory, just as 
saying an "Imaginary string stretched from the earth to the 
sun .. :~ does not make the objective reality of a definite 
distance between two celestial bodies dependent on real or 
imaginary measurements. This nebulous "observer" can 
be pictured as a passenger travelling in a railway caa·riage 
or in a ship's cabin (as in Galileo's example which he used 
to demonstrate the classical principle of relativity) with 
curtains drawn across the wUJdow or porthole. 

Imagine a ship sailing along with the same velocity as the 
waves on the surface of the sea. To an observer on deck. 
i.e., to a man in a position to measure velocity only relative 
to the ship, the waves seem motionless. With nothing but the 
sky above to help him in his observations he will see 
only a motionless expanse of water. Wave motion will mean 
nothing to him since the waves are not moving in respect to 
the ship. These subjective impressions, however, are . an 
expression of the objective fact that the waves are really 
stationary. in respect to the frame of reference in which the 
ship moving together with the waves is at rest (the frame is 
attached to the ship). 

The problen1 which intrigued Einstein was whether 
observations would be similar in the case of electromagaetie 
waves, specifically, light. Light travels along the surface 
of the earth at a velocity of approximately 300,000 kilo1netres 
per second. If the ship is sai]ing with the speed, tbeu 
to the observer on deck, the light will have zero. velocity. 
In . such a case, the optical phenomena on board the ship 
would suffer a drastic change, for ezample, • flash· appeariDg 
on. the stern would not light \IP a screen on the bow. The 
electromagnetic field would be like . the motioDless seas 
eurro'tDdUlg the ship: it would., .. vary in with .ridge 



following trough, but without changing with time. Su.:h a 
modification of the optical phenomena would enable the 
observer to register absolutely the motion of the system: 
with the requisite optical instruments he would be able to 
distinguish between a moving and a stationary ship. This, 
however, contradicts Maxwell's theory, according to which 
light is the result of the motion of electromagnetic waves. 
It also contradicts the intuitive conviction concerning the 
impossibility of registering unifor1n rectilinear motion by 
means of internal effects restricted to the moving system. 

Einstein writes of the paradox which he had already 
hit on at the age of sixteen: '"If I pursue a beam of light with 
the velocity c (velocity of light in a vacuum), I should observe 
such a beam of light as a spatially oscillatory electromagnetic 
field at rest. However, there seeJllS to be no such thing, 
whether on the basis of experience or according to Maxwell's 
equations. From the very beginning it appeared to me 
intuitively clear that, judged from the standpoint of such an 
observer, everything would have to happen according to the 
same laws as for an observer who, relative to the earth, was 
at rest. For how, otherwise, should the first observer know, 
i.e., be able to determine, that he is in a state of fast unifornt 
motion?"1 

Essentially the paradox is a manifestation of a conflict 
between two classical principles of mechanics projected into 
the new domain of electrodynamic phenomena. One is the 
classical rule for the addition of velocities. A man walking 
down the corridor of a railway carriage at 5 kilometres an 
hour relative to the carriage in the direction of the train 
travelling at 50 kilometres an hour relative to the 
earth, is moving, relative to the earth, at the velocity of 
50 + 5 =- 55 km per hour; if the man is walking in the 
opposite direction of the train's motion, then his speed relative 
to the earth is 50- 5 = 45 km per hour. If the man is 
travelling at a velocity of 55 km per hour relative to the 
earth in a train speeding at 50 km per hour, then we know 
that he is walking along the corridor at 55 - 50 = 5 km per 
hour relative to the carriage. If waves at sea are propagating 
with a velocity of 30 km per hour relative to the shore, and 
a ship also moves at 30 km per hour in the same direction. 

t Philosopher-Scientist, p. 53. 
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the velocity of the waves relative to the ship is 30 - 30 = 0, 
and relative to the ship they are motionless. But what hap
pens in the case of electromagnetic waves? Is this self
evident rule for velocity composition valid? 

The classical rule of adding velocities corresponds to a 
coordinate transformation from one system to another, one 
moving relative to the fornter without acceleration. When, in 
such a transformation, we stick to the concept of simultaneity, 
in which two events can be simultaneous regardless of 
whether they are registered in one coordinate system or in 
any other inertial system, the transforntation is called a 
Galilean transformation. In a Galilean transformation the 
spatial distance between two points-the difference between 
their coordinates in one inertial reference system-is always 
the same as in any other inertial system. 

The second principle is the principle of relativity. On 
board a ship moving uniforntly in a straight line its motion 
cannot be detected by any internal mechanical effects. Does 
this principle extend to optical phenomena? Is it not possible 
to detect the absolute motion of a system from the optical 
or, what is the same thing, electrodynamic phenqmena 
caused by it? Intuition (most obviously in accord with the 
classical principle of relativity) tells us that there is no way 
of observing absolute motion. But if light propagates with 
a certain velocity in respect to all moving inertial systems, 
then this velocity must change in passing from one system 
to another, as follows from the classical rule of velocity cotn· 
position. Mathematically speaking, this means that the 
velocity of light is not invariant with respect to the Galilean 
transformation. But this violates the relativity principle, or 
rather, it does not allow the principle to be extended to opti
cal phenomena. Thus electrodynamics destroyed the link 
between two seemingly self-evident conceptions of classical 
physics: the rule of velocity addition and the principle of 
relativity. Moreover, with respect. to electrodynamics they 
prove to be incompatible. A consistP.nt picture of the world 
thus had to be paradoxical, "mad", and contrary to customary, 
and therefore "self-evident", propositions. Which of the two 
should be rejected, had to be decided by experiment. 

The decisive test was carried out in 1882 by the American 
physicist Albert Michelson. He constructed an instrument, 
called an interferometer, capable of detecting very small 
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differences in the velocity of light.. It consisted of two tubes 
of equal length along which light rays were directed. 
Michelson pointed one tube in the direction of the earth's 
motion, and the other at right angles. The earth's motion 
through the world ether was to display itself in the faster 
speed of light relative to the earth when it is travelling 
opposite the earth's motion as compared with its speed 
travelling in the direction of the earth's motion, when catching 
up with the earth. It is impossible to measure the speed with 
which light propagates from one end of the tube to another. 
What can be detected is the difference in the time needed 
for a beam of light to travel in the different directions along 
it. A beam propagating in the direction of the earth's motion 
will arrive at the other end of the tube slightly later than 
it would in a motionless tube; the return path takes slightly 
less time, but not enough to make up for the original retar
dation. As a result the beam travelling back and forth in the 
longitudinal tube takes slightly longer to reach the eyepiece 
of the instrument than a beam in the lateral tube. This lag 
can be detected, provided that the earth's motion affects the 
velocity of light with respect to the earth. 

The earth travels through space at a speed of about 30 
kilometres per second, fast enough for Michelson's inter
ferometer to detect its effect on the velocity of light. The 
experiment, however, yielded a negative result, meaning that 
the velocity of light was independent of the earth's motion 
through the ether. It could be assumed, of course, that the 
interferometer carried the ether along with it, thus remaining 
at rest relative to the ether. This conjecture, however, was 
overthrown by other optical experiments. 

At the close of the 19th century, Lord Kelvin remarked 
that science had finally, reached a haven and solved all basic 
problems; all that was left was to work out the details. Still, 
he mentioned two unsolved problems. One referred to 
difficulties encountered by radiation theory, which led Max 
Planck to his idea of quanta, enunciated in 1900. The second 
was the result of Michelson's experiment. With these two 
exceptions, Kelvin believed, science had nothing to fear and 
could consider itself safe from any radical revision of its 
theoretical foundations. As is often the case, the weathe11nan 
had hardly announced a spell of fine weather when lightning 
struck. And it struck from the two small clouds which Kelvin 



had spoken of. The results of Michelson's and other similar 
experiments overthrew what had once seemed the most self
evident conceptions of the world. And then in 1905, an 
official at the Bern Patent Office declared that light actually 
propagates with the same velocity in all directions in respect 
to all bodies in unifornt relative motion: whether travelling 
head on, or sideways or trailing one another. 

The paradoxical nature of this statement is illustrated by 
the following example. Two swimmers dive from the deck 
of a fast ship and swim with the same speed, one towards 
the bow, the other towards the stem. Quite obviously, the 
one swimming towards the stern will reach it much sooner 
than the swimmer forced to catch up with the ship. Yet 
according to the new principle and contrary to the obvious 
the swimmers take the same time to cover the distance, that 
is, their speed relative to the ship is the same. A difference 
in speeds would have been an indication of the ship's motion. 
In the absence of such a difference the ship's motion can 

•be judged only according to the changing distance to the 
shore or to some other ship moving relative to it; in which 
case we could say with equal justification that it is the shore 
that is moving with respect to the ship. This is how light 
behaves. Optical processes in a body provide no internal 
criteria of motion, they offer no grounds to speak of absolute 
motion. Light propagates with the same speed with respect 
to different bodies in relative motion. A short while ago we 
spoke of reference systems made up of imaginary measuring 
rods used for measuring velocity, including the velocity of 
light. The fundamental postulate of Einstein's theory of 
relativity is expressed in the following ter1ns: "The velocity 
of light is the same in all reference systems moving relative 
to each other without acceleration." 

We can attach a reference system to our ship and consider 
objects on the deck to be at rest; we can attach it to the 
shore and record the motion of the objects being carried 
away by the ship; we can also attach it to the earth, to the 
sun or to Sirius, and each time we will have a different 
picture of the bodies moving in the universe. However, going 
over from one reference system to another changes nothing 
in the course of internal phenomena in the bodies. A body 
is fixed in one system and moving in another, but the defini
tions of "fixed" and "moving" are relative: they have meaning 
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only when refeiTed to a frame of reference; a body's motion 
is expressed by and only by the changes in its distances to 
other bodies; rest is expressed by and only by the constancy 
of these distances. There are no internal differences, no 
differences in the course of internal processes, and no 
differences in the velocity of light. 

This meant the death of the notion of a privileged absolute 
frame of reference, of the conviction that there existed an 
absolute system in which one could obtain the "true" values 
of motions and velocities, in contrast to other reference 
systems in which motion and rest represented merely apparent 
states. This achievement marked the conclusion of the Coper
nican revolution, which deprived the earth of its absolute 
"fixedness" and the reference systems in which the earth 
was motionless of their privileged nature. After Copernicus 
and Galilee had demonstrated that the motion of bodies as 
observed from the earth and measured in reference systems 
attached to the earth was not of an absolute nature, further 
advances of the concepts of relativity could no longer cause 
men to wonder. But the overthrow of the last line of defence 
of the idea of absolute motion required acceptance of the 
most paradoxical picture one could imagine: a picture in 
which light propagates with the same speed in systems 
moving relative to one another. 

Acceptance of the paradoxical nature of the new world 
picture is the departing point for an analysis of its impact 
on scientific thinking. Einstein's paradoxical statements, 
however, would not have caused such widespread repercus
sions if they had not been so closely linked, logically and 
historically, with both the "classical ideal" and previous 
upheavals in science which served to rid it of anthropocentric 
absolutes. 
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THE PRINCIPLE OF THE CONSTANCY 
OF THE VELOCITY OF LIBHT 
AND CLASSICAL PHYSICS 

JP e have here no revolutionary ace bue ehe 
natural continuation of a line that can be 
traced ehrough centurie1. 

Einstein 

There can be no doubt that a person strolling up and down 
a ship's deck moves with different velocity relative to the 
deek, a passing ship or the shore. Similarly, it was taken 
for granted that light too propagates with different velocities 
in systems moving relative to one another. This conviction had 
to be shattered before the liberation of science from anthro
pocentrism, begun by Copernicus and Galilee, could be 
finally achieved. The new attack on absolute motion gave rise 
to even more paradoxical concepts than had the heliocentric 
philosophy. When, in the 16th-17th centuries, the "fixed" 
earth was postulated to be in motion, the state of motion was 
understood in the same sense as before. In comparison, 
however, a non-Euclidean geometry, with the angles of a 
triangle summing up to more or less than two right angles and 
diverging or intersecting perpendiculars to the same line, 
presented a much more paradoxical case. But then, geometrical 
theorems can be, and often are, treated as free creations of 
the intellect, which deduces them logically and consistently 
from arbitrary assumptions-which can be paradoxical if 
only by virtue of their arbitrariness. The .,madness" of 
Einstein's theory is in one respect of the same order of 
"madness" as a non-Euclidean geometry. Even today it is 
hard to visualise something having the same speed with 
respect to systems in relative motion. It was once equally 
difficult to visualise non-Euclidean geometrical relationships, 
But there is one important distinction. A mere declaration, 
however mad, need not cause any surprise or consternation. 
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It is "mad" reality, a departure from the customary in real 
phenomena and in theories explaining thetn, that causes one to 
wonder. There is nothing arbitrary in the propositions on 
which the tlteory of relativity is based. On the contrary, they 
rest on the solid groundwork of experience. It is motion itself 
which contradicts both the evidence of our senses in observing 
the behaviour of physical bodies and the seemingly a ,riori, 
logical, inherent self-evidence of geometrical axioms. Einstein 
threw both types of 11Self-evidence" out of the window: the 
empirical self-evidence of observable phenomena and the 
a priori self-evidence of geometrical axioms. 

In spite of its paradoxical appearances relativity theory 
creates an impression of something truly constructive, 
something crowning the edifice. whose foundations were laid 
by modem science. 

The classical world pidure developed in the 17th century 
is based not only on the "self-evident" rule: a body moving 
with one velocity in respect to one system must necessarily 
be moving with another velocity in respect to a system moving 
relative to the original one. It treats the world as a totality 
of bodies in relative motion. The concept of an ether pervading 
the whole of space, meant a breaking down of the frame of 
the initial classical world picture. Relativity theory restored 
this frame-though, at the expense of the "self-evident" law of 
velocity addition. In this sense the very structure of relativity 
theory is paradoxical: on the one hand, there is the "mad" idea 
of a velocity that remains constant irrespective of the relative 
motions of different frames of reference, whilst on the other 
hand, there is the age-old picture (extending back to Demo
critus) of a universe comprising only bodies in relative 
motion. 

By comparison, classical physics created an impression of 
an unfinished building. Bodies moved not only relative to 
one another, but also absolutely, in the stationary ether, which 
provided a frame of reference for deternlining their absolute 
velocities. Motion through the ether should affect the velocity 
of light. This made optics a basis for establishing absolute 
motion-although in the case of uniform motion in a straight 
line, there would seem to be no such thing. By rejecting the 
classical principle of the addition of velocities, Einstein's 
theory extended the principle of relativity to all processes 
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taking place within uniformly and rectilinearly moving 
systems. No processes, whether mechanical or optical, are 
affected by the motion of such systems. Uniforn1 'motion has 
no internal effects and its sole manifestations are changes in 
the mutual positions of physical bodies. 

This consideration came very close to the classical principle 
of relativity, which in tum facilitated acceptance of Einstein's 
theory and lent it credibility in spite of its "mad" postulate 
of the constancy of the velocity of light. The new theory was 
so obviously a consummation of the classical world picture 
that it came within the latter's halo of trustworthiness
which embraced both the rule of velocity addition and the 
classical principle of relativity. The problem was whether 
both mechanical and optical phenomena were subject to, first, 
the principle of relativity and, secondly, the classical law of 
velocity addition. 

Optical phenomena, it was found, obeyed the relativity 
principle but not the velocity addition rule. Thus, amplification 
of the relativity principle called for a revision of classical 
kinematics, with its accepted notions of bodily motions in 
space. Soon it was found that such an amplification also 
required a revision of classical dynamics, i.e., the science of 
forces and the accelerations associated with them. The con· 
nection of relativity with classical physics lies not only in its 
amplification of the latter. When bodies are moving slowly 
as compared with the velocity of light we can treat that 
velocity as infinite, and we arrive at the relationships of the 
old, classical, mechanics which tum out to be an approximate 
description of reality. Relativity theory turns into the 
approximate theory, when the ratio of the velocity of a 
moving body to the velocity of light tends to zero or, what 
amounts to the same thing, when the ratio of the velocity of 
light to that of the body tends to infinity. Such a relationship 
between two theories, in which one turns into the other when 
some parameter tends to zero or infinity, exists in mathemat
ics. On a spherical surface the sum of the angles of a 
triangle is more than two right angles: the relationships are 
those of a non-Euclidean geometry. With the radius of the 
sphere increasing indefinitely these relationships tend 
asymptotically to Euclidean relationships, and we can say 
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that on the surface of a sphere of infinite radius non-Euclidean 
geometry turns into Euclidean geometry. 

This, of course, does not mean that every physical theory 
necessarily turns into another when some parameter increases 
indefinitely. In 19th-century physics there existed a some
what similar relationship between two theories. In the science 
of molecular motions irreversible processes appear when the 
number of molecules is sufficiently large, and the laws of 
irreversible processes become more and more exact with their 
number increasing. But the fundamental problem in the 
science of heat is precisely that of the connection between 
reversible processes in systems comprising small numbers of 
molecules and irreversible processes in large statistical popu
lations. This conception of different theories which are valid 
(that is, they provide a sufficiently accurate description of 
reality) for phenomena of different scales in itself shatters 
the schemes of Mach and Poincare. If the macroscopic laws 
of thermodynamics encounter unexpected, "wonderful" 
phenomena in going over to the molecular scale, what is then 
left of the a priori or arbitrary interpretation of ther
modynamics? And what is left of the idea of "pure descrip
tion" if the theory which served as the standard for such 
a description-thermodynamics-turns into a theory in 
which directly unobservable molecules and their motions 
figure? 

In the science of heat the difference between macroscopic 
therntodynamics and molecular mechanics is not of a para .. 
doxical nature. Thermodynamic laws are a superstructure to 
the laws of particle mechanics and do not undermine them. 
The fact that in large ensembles statistical laws come into 
play. does not contradict the fact that in the world of 
individual molecules the laws of Newtonian mechanics hold 
with the utmost consistency and precision. 

The position of classical mechanics in relativity theory is 
of a different nature. Not that the phenomena of nature 
cannot be reduced to simple mechanical problems. The fact 
of the matter is that the old. laws of mechanics are found to 
be inaccurate or, strictly speaking, wrong. Hence one can no 
longer speak of two equally valid approaches to physical 
phenomena. One must choose a new basic image for describ
ing the world. It is not a question of complex laws being 
reducible or otherwise to some basic, elementary law. It is 
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a question of the law itself. If it differs from the known 11&elf
evident" law, then the paradox cannot be r~solved by a 
carving out of spheres of influence. Equality is replaced by 
hierarchy. 

Taking into consideration the finality of the velocity of 
light and its constancy in all inertial systems means a deeper, 
more general and more accurate approach to physical reality. 
Relativity theory, it should be stressed once again, postulates 
the paradoxical nature of the deepest, most precise, and most 
trustworthy laws of physical reality. The mind must digest 
not its own aporias, but the authentic "wonder" underlying 
the "extra-personal" world. This relationship between rela
tivity and Newtonian mechanics makes possible an explanation 
of the latter, an explanation of the reasons why at certain 
velocities observations do not contradict Newtonian 
mechanics. Thereby the experiments and the testimony of 
experience which confirm the validity of Newtonian classical 
mechanics also support the new mechanics of Einstein. 

Trustworthiness is what has made relativity the most 
remarkable theory in the history of physics. Its impact on 
the public at large is due as much to its complete trustwor
thiness as to its paradoxical qualities. These also explain the 
heightened-though not always kind-interest which the theory 
has aroused. 

The situation was without precedence. The paradoxes of 
Zeno, regardless of logical analysis, are after all challenges 
to the intellect, not paradoxes of nature: no one really doubts 
that Achilles can overtake the tortoise. The paradoxes of non
Euclidean geometry became paradoxes of physical reality only 
after the enunciation of relativity theory. The trustworthy, 
objective paradoxical nature of reality was something new. 
Einstein was prepared to accept the idea of paradoxical 
reality by virtue of his philosophical conceptions, which 
developed from a "merely personal" outlook into the 
ideological basis of the theory of relativity. 

To Einstein the paradoxes of physical reality were proof 
of the objective nature of the world and arQuments against 
the idea of the a priori nature of our knowledge of the world. 
All our sense-impressions are based on the objective reality 
of things. Knowledge of reality comes in the confrontation 
of logical constructions with observable phenomena, which 
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gives rise to new and better constructions. The trustworthy 
world picture was confronted with the "wonder" of the 
constancy of the velocity of light in all inertial systems, which 
did not fit into the accepted logical constructs with their 
notions of the unifornt flow of time all over the infinite 
universe and other fundaments of the classical world picture. 
Step by step Einstein built up a new image of the world. 
His task was essentially a constructive one. The negative 
aspect of the matter-the destruction of the old picture
consisted only in presenting it as being a less exact approx .. 
imation to physical reality than the new one. Every such 
picture is restricted by certain conditions and in time is 
bound to be confronted with a new ~~wonder". In its ~~flight 
from wonder" it will develop into a more general and more 
accurate picture. 
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THE LORENTZ CONTRACTION 

Einstein's achiet,~ment i$ that he rc·a$ the first 
to formulate the pri11ciple of relativity 
as a universal strict and exact law. 

Lorentz 

When Michelson's experiment threatened the very existence 
of the world ether, Hendrik Lorentz, the great Dutch physicist, 
came to the rescue. To account for the failure to observe 
the dependence of the velocity of light on the motion of the 
earth in the interferometer, Lorentz postulated that all bodies 
moving relative to the ether tend to contract in the direction 
of motion. He deduced this contraction from electrodynamics 
by assuming that all bodies are made up of elementary 
electrical charges. Motion relative to the ether develops 
forces which crowd the charges in the direction of the 
motion. No electrodynamic phenomena were required to 
explain the hypothesis, and it was introduced ad hoc for the 
sole purpose of explaining the negative result of Michelson's 
experiment. There was no way to prove the contraction of 
moving bodies by direct observation, but this did not worry 
Lorentz: for the measuring rod with which one would under
take to measure such a body would also contract in the same 
direction and by the same ratio. 

The contraction hypothesis explains the results of Michel
son's experiment without affecting the fundamentals of 
classical mechanics. Light propagates in the longitudinal tube 
of the interferometer slower than in the lateral one. Much as 
the fornter has contracted, it takes the beam the same time 
to traverse it as the lateral tube. Thus there is nothing 
paradoxical in the constancy of the velocity of light. It is 
simply a phenomenological result of the mutual cancelling 
out of two purely classical effects: the retardation of light 
due to the interferometer's motion through the ether and 
the contraction of the interferometer tube by precisely the 
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amount needed to make the beam pass along it in the same 
time. The Lorentz contraction is of the same classical order 
as the contraction of a wet string. The only difference is that 
the latter can be observed by applying a dry string to the 
wet one, whereas the Lorentz contraction cannot be detected 
in view of the absence of a "dry string", that is to say~ a 
non-contracting measuring rod. It will be readily observed 
that Lorentz's hypothesis hardly satisfies Einstein's require
ments for a scientific theory. Although it is in accord with 
the observable facts, it lacks "naturalness" and the other 
characteristics of "inner perfection". This was its weakest 
point: being invented ad hoc it had no foundation of obser
vable effects to support it. 

Nevertheless, Lorentz's theory gave scope for the develop
ment of the idea of the relativity of motion, though this 
relativity was of a phenomenological type. The apparent 
relativity of motion deriving from the apparent constancy of 
the velocity of light actually camouflages an absolute motion 
manifest in the different speeds of light in stationary and 
moving systems. For if one could observe the Lorentz 
contraction in moving bodies by direct measurement, one 
would have proof of absolute motion. It cannot be detected, 
however, and in Lorentz's theory absolute motion reigns, 
though it doesn't rule; it simply reigns behind the observable 
scene without affecting phenomena lending themselves to 
observation. Therefore Lorentz's theory, although essentially 
classical in its basic premises, insofar as it embraced the idea 
of absolute motion, did not prevent the elaboration of the 
mathematical formalism of relativity theory, the development 
of the transformation formulas in which the velocity of light 
was constant. , 

These formulas were developed in the works of Lorentz 
and Poincare published almost simultaneously with Einstein's 
original paper on special relativity. However, they contained 
nothing like a physical theory which could become the 
bedrock of a new world picture. 

The relativity theory states that all motion is relative and 
the speed of light is the same in all moving systems. The 
important point is that this is not a phenomenological con
clusion like the Lorentz contraction. 

One can no longer speak of a "proper" length of a body 
absolutely stationary with respect to the ether which grows 
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smaller when the body starts to move. Actually the contrac
tion is reciprocal. Suppose we have two systems, XYZ and 
X'Y'Z', moving relative to each other. If a rod is stationary 
in the unprimed system and moving in the primed one it 
will be shorter when measured in the latter than in the 
former. Alternatively, if it is at rest in the primed system it 
will tum out to be shorter when measured in the unprimed 
system. Is the contraction real? The answer is, Yes. The 
dimensions really contract, and the real cause of the (reci
procal!) contraction is the reciprocal motion of the systems. 
Of course, the idea of reciprocally contracting rods is para
doxical indeed, but it represents a real relationship in the 
bodies' dimensions, a relationship which is not dependent on 
observation. It is dependent on the real reciprocal displace
ments of the bodies, which is easier to visualise than the 
absolute motion not referred to other bodies which figures 
in classical mechc.nics. 

Einstein's theory deduces the Lorentz contraction from the 
most basic and most general concepts of science, from a stricter 
and more precise analysis of the concepts of time and space. 
From this analysis Einstein develops an explanation of the 
new experin:ental fact yielded by Michelson's experiment. 
In this sense Einstein's theory fits into the scheme of 
"external confirmation" and "inner perfection". 

When a new, extremely paradoxical fact-the constancy of 
the velocity of light in Michelson's interferometer-called for 
some kind of explanation, Lorentz advanced an idea which, 
while agreeing with the new facts as well as with the earlier 
known ones, did not derive naturally and unambiguously 
from them. Einstein's explanation of the new and paradoxical 
fact is based on a revision of the whole world picture, on an 
entirely new interpretation of space and time, in sho1·t, on 
a more profound, more general and more concrete inter
pretation of the totality of known facts. The "flight from 
wonder" thus culminates in a theory combining "external 
confirmation" with "inner perfection". 

The difference between the theory of relativity and the 
ideas of Lorentz and Poincare, advanced at about the same 
time, lies in these epistemological features of relativity. In 
February 1955, in reply to a question from Seelig concerning 
the relation between his work and that of Lorentz and 
Poincare, Einstein wrote: 
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'"Looking back at the evolution of the special theory of 
relativity, it seems obvious that by 1905 it was ripe for 
discovery. Lorentz already knew the value of the transfor
mations, which were later named after him, for his analysis 
of Maxwell's equations, and Poincare further elaborated this 
idea. As for myself, I was familiar only with Lorentz's 
fundamental work, written in 1895, but not with his later 
work, nor with Poincare's related investigations. In this sense 
my work was independent. The new idea in it was that the 
Lorentz transformations go beyond Maxwell's equations and 
apply to the fundaments of space and time." 1 

These comments, of course, make all the difference in the 
world. Einstein stresses that the ground had been prepared 
for the relativity theory and that papers written at the same 
time as his On the Electrodynamics of MoZJing Bodies 
contained important ideas paving the way for the concept 
that the velocity of light is independent of the motion of 
inertial systems. But in Einstein's theory the Lorentz 
transfor1nations (which provide for length contraction, time 
dilation and the constancy of the velocity of light) figure as 
a universal law transcending the boundaries of electrodynam
ics and embracing the general relationships of space and 
time. This is what Lorentz meant when he added the note to 
his original1904 paper, quoted in the epigraph to this chapter. 

Einstein's basic idea is the necessity of experimental 
verification of a logical construction. A concept cannot be 
in a priori agreement with reality. It must lead to conclusions 
capable of experimental verification. Absolute motion does 
not stand up to such verification. The conclusions of relativity 
theory a1·e not derived from clever propositions: they follow 
naturally from general principles. 

"The theory of relativity is characterised, among other 
things, by the epistemological point of view," Einstein writes. 
"There are no concepts in physics whose usage is necessary 
or can be justified by a priori considerations. A concept 
acquires right of existence only by virtue of its clear and 
unambiguous connection with phenomena, and accordingly, 
with physical reality. In the relativity theory such concepts 
as absolute simultaneity, absolute velocity, absolute accele
ration, etc., are rejected as they have no unambiguous con-

I C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 116. 
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nections with experience .... It was necessary to define every 
physical concept in such a way so as to be able (in every 
specific case) to decide in principle whether it aorresponds 
to reality or not."i 

The ability to proceed, in the development of concrete 
physical theories from the most general and apparently 
solved problems of reality is characteristic of Einstein. In a 
conversation with James Franck he once said: "I sometimes 
ask myself: how did it come that I was the one to develop 
the theory of relativity? The reason, I think, is that a nor1nal 
adult never stops to think about problems of space and time. 
These are things which he has thought of as a child. But my 
intellectual development was retarded, as a result of which 
I began to wonder about space and time only when I had 
already grown up. Naturally, I could go deeper into the 
problem than a child with normal abilities."2 

This rather surprising statement (which seems to imply 
that the theory which revises the basic concepts of space and 
time owes its existence to the mental retardation of its 
creator) contains an important gernt of truth .. It can be said 
that the mental ontogeny of many children and adolescents, 
in a sense, repeats the development of human thinking as a 
whole: general thoughts about physical reality are followed 
by more mature and more specific interests. Einstein retained 
this feeling of the first look at the world-the secret of the 
success of many a great thinker and artist-without the 
"grown-up" conviction that the basic problems of the world 
have all been solved. This feeling was not quenched by the 
acquisition of deeper knowledge or the development of new 
interests. Einstein pondered on problems of motion and 
came to an idea which belonged to the childhood of mankind: 
the ancient idea of relativity, which subsequently retreated 
in the face of mechanics and the ether concept as a universal 
absolute body of reference. When attempts to detect the 
ether wind failed, relativity regained its place as the bedrock 
of physics. Einstein was quick to assume that the failure to 
detect motion through the ether could only mean that there 
was no ether to move through, hence the meaninglessness of 
the concept of motion referred to it. What remained then was 

t Solovine, p. 21. 
2 C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 119. 
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to draw the necessary conclusions from the fact that in 
principle. there is no such thing as absolute motion referred 
to some privileged frame of reference. 

The creators of thermodynamics had followed a similar 
course. When all attempts to construct a perpetuum mobile 
failed, they made a universal principle of this failure by 
postulating that energy can neither disappear nor appear 
out of nothing. After that thermodynamics could rid itself of 
artificial hypotheses and elaborate the corollaries of energy 
conservation. 

Einstein appended to one of his letters to Maurice Solovine 
the following brief exposition of the basic ideas of relativity: 

"In spite of the diversity of the physical experiments 
which constitute the basis of the relativity theory, its method 
and content can be summed up in a few words. Contrary to 
the fact, known already to the ancients, that motion can be 
perceived only relatively, physics based itself on the concept 
of absolute motion. In optics it was assumed that there existed 
a kind of motion different from all others. namely. motion 
through the luminiferous ether, to which the motion of all 
corporeal bodies could be referred. The lum;niferous ether 
thus represented an euabodiment of the concept of absolute 
rest. If the stationary luminiferous ether pervading the whole 
of space really existed. motion could be referred to it. 
thereby acquiring absolute meaning. This concept could serve 
as the basis of mechanics. However, when all attempts to 
detect such a privileged motion through the hypothetical 
luminiferous ether failed. the problem had to be reconsidered. 
This was undertaken syste~natica]Jy in the relativity theory. 
It assumes the absence of privileged states of motion iD 
nature and analyses the conclusions deriving from such au 
assumption. Its method is analogous to the method of 
thermodynamics. The latter represents no more than a 
syste1natised answer to the question: What are the laws of 
nature that make the construction of a perpetuum mobile 
impossiblet'l · 

' Solwin., p. 19. 
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ChIp I I r 11 

SPACE, TIME, 
ENERGY, AND MASS 

Applied eo Ma.'tweU'a equatio11a, the principle 
of relativity requirea, in particular, that ma.ts 
be a direce measure of a body' a energ. Lislaa 
carrie• mus. A fascinatins and ineriguins idea. 
I only wonder if God misht not jult be je~lin1 
and makins a fool of me. 

Einstein 

We have already spoken of the classical concept of absolute 
time in connection with Einstein's criteria for the selection 
of a scientific theory and in analysing his attitude towards 
classical mechanics. The concept does not derive from the 
most general principles of the classical picture of the world, 
from what we have called the "classical ideal" of science. 
In the "classical ideal" science draws a world picture 
comprising nothing but bodies in relative motion. By motion 
is meant the teu1poral change of a body's position relative 
to other bodies. A nec~ssary feature of time is "time-flow" 1 

i.e., the passage from one instant to another. Classical science 
imposed no limitations on the velocity of bodies, but neither 
did it feature infinite velocities; on the contrary, it was 
obvious that a body localised in one place at a given instant 
could not be found in another place at the same instant. 
Hence the ''classical ideal" develops a four-dimensional world 
picture: in speaking of a body's position, i.e., its three spatial 
coordinates, one must also specify the time when the body 
achieved that position. It is assumed that, generally speaking, 
a body is never really at rest, and in any case, a stationary 
body would not take part in any events. This classical four
dimensional picture was unbalanced by the notion of force 
propagating with infinite velocity. The postulate of instan
taneous action at a distance did not derive from the general 
fundaments of classical science but contradicted its ''inner 
perfection" I violated the natural harmony of the universe, 
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::and was something of an arbitrary complement to the II clas
sical ideal". 

Einstein's "extra-personal" ideal was to restore the world 
harmony, and it dominated the whole of his life and work. 
In ~e present case the task was made more difficult by the 
ether concept The ether, that "offspring of classical science 
conceived in grief", as Planck described it, provided a basis 
for the concept of simultaneity and at the same time contri
buted to the breaking down of the four-dimensional ''classical 
ideal" into an independent time (the flow of which embraced 
the whole of space and did not depend on spatial localisation) 
and an independent space (in which events could take place 
instantaneously, in zero time). 

We have seen that, given a stationary ether as an absolute 
frame of reference for all bodies, it is possible to link two 
simultaneous events, even if signals are assumed to propagate 
with finite speed. Two signals from one source arrive at two 
points simultaneously if the source is equidistant from the 
points and the signals travel with the same speed. Two screens 
set up on the bow and stem of a ship will light up 
simultaneously if the source of light is located precisely 
amidships. If the ether exists and .the ship's motion influences 
the speed of light, the synchronisation of events (the lighting 
up of the screens) is possible only as long as the ship is at 
rest relative to the ether. Imagine another ship passing by 
the first one just when the light is turned on. If the second 
ship also has two screens, the light will not reach them 
simultaneously as it must catch up with the screen on the 
bow while the stemwards screen is moving towards the light 
(provided, of course, that the ether exists, that the second ship 
is moving with respect to the ether, and that this motion 
affects the velocity of signals on the ship). A man on the 
first ship knows that the simultaneity of the lighting up of 
the screens is absolute since the vessel is absolutely motion
less, being stationary in the ether. At the same time the man 
on the moving vessel makes no comment as he knows that 
the non-simultaneous lighting up of the screens on hi8 ship 
is due to its motion. 

If, however, there is no ether and the velocity of light is 
independent of motion, then the man on the second ship 
can also claim that his vessel is motionless (since motion has 
no effect on the velocity of light) and the beams reach the 
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two screens simultaaeously. The man on the first ship, of 
course, continues to ma;ntain that his vessel is at rest and 
the screens light up simultaneously. When there is no .absolute 
motion, absolute simultaneity no longer has physfcal meaning. 
Events that are simultaneous in one frame of reference are 
not simultaneous in another, and vice versa. Einstein's theory 
put an end to the fiction of a single time flow embracing the 
universe, and also to the idea of purely spatial instantaneous 
processes. Accordingly, the era of the four-dimensional, 
spatio-temporal conception of the world began. 

The mathen•atical apparatus for this conception was 
developed in 1908 by Hern,ann Minkowski, who lived in 
Gottingen at the time. Since the time of Gauss, Gottingen was 
the centre of the best traditions of mathetnatical teaching 
and research. Almost one hundred years before, Gottingen 
scholars had reacted favourably to Lobachevsky's geometry; 
it was in Gottingen that Riemann had expounded his ideas of 
multi-dimensional geometry and developed his variant of 
non-£uclidean geometry. They liked mathematical subtleties 
in Gottingen. Even physicists would delve into matheJnatical 
constructions not necessarily designed to elucidate the 
physical essence of phenomena. Einstein once playfully 
remarked: "The people in Gottingen sometimes strike me, 
not as if they wanted to help one fortnulate something 
clearly, but as if they wanted only to show us physicists 
how much brighter they are than we."t 

One senses in this remark the disappointment of a 
physicist who, while seeking the apparatus he needs, finds 
only works which contribute little to purely physical notions, 
however brilJiaDt they might otherwise be. With the more 
ealinent Gottingen scholars, sophistication and exactingness 
in mathe•natical thinking derived from a deep penetration 
into the physical sources of mathematics. Many Gottingenians 
voiced the idea of an experimental solution to the question, 
of "which of all possible, non-contradictory geometries agrees 
with reality?" This is true of Gauss and Rieanann, and of 
Einstein's contemporaries, among thent Hermann .Minkowski, 
David Hilbett; Felix Klein and Emma Noether, all of whom 
used relativity theory to evolve some brilliant mathe1natical 
generalisations. 

t Ph. Prak, op. dt., p. 248. 



Approached &om the broad historico-cultural aspect, 
mathen1atical research in the first quarter of the 20th century 
displayed two trends, which merge in the works of the 
aforementioned scholars. The elaboration of geometrical 
conceptions with no practical applicatioll$ to speak of and 
strict, subtle and sophisticated definitions finally merged 
with physical ideas which began to serve as their mathemat
ical _apparatus. This, evidently, required a genial physi
cist whose mind was not overburdened with traditional 
philosophical and mathematical conceptions of space and 
time. 

Hilbert once said: .,Every boy in the streets of our 
mathematical Gottingen understands more about four

dimensional geometry than Einstein. Yet, despite that, Einstein 
did the work and not the matheu1aticians."1 HUbert's 
explanation for this was that Einstein ·'had learnt noth
ing about the philosophy and mathematics of time and 
space". 

The idea of the physical reality of a new, non-traditional, 
possibly multi-dimensional and non-Euclidean geometry 
occurred to Lobachevsky, Gauss, and Riemann. It did not, 
however, become a physical theory. During the course of 
development mathematics "emits" certain .,virtual" physical 
conceptions; they are absorbed by mathematics itself, like 
the virtual photons which are absorbed by the electron that 
emits them. Similarly, physics also emits ,.virtual,. mathe
matical images which do not become points of departure fo.r 
new mathematical schools. 

On the other hand, mathenratics was confronted with a 
physical theory capable of giving concrete physical meaning 
to the relationships of four-dimensional geometry. Most 
important was the question of objective. not phenomenological 
content. When Poincare developed his very general and 
ingenious mathe1"atical apparatus of relativity theory on the 
basis of Lorentz's theory. in which the constancy of the 
velocity of light was of a purely phenomenological nature, 
it could not have the same impact on either physics or 
geometry as Minkowski's ideas did, which proceeded from 
the objective nature of the constancy of the velocity of light 

s Ph. Frank, op. cit.. p. \249. 
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and the objective inseparability of space and tiu1e discovered 
by Einstein. 

Minkowski demonstrated that the principle of-the constancy 
of the velocity of light could be expressed in purely 
geometrical form. He introduced the concept of ~~event" as 
a localisation of a particle at a given instant at a given 
spatial point. Thus an "event" is represented as a point with 
four coordinates: three spatial and one temporal measured 
in different units. Minkowski called it a world point. Motion 
is represented by a locus of world points, called a world line. 
The totality of all possible "events", i.e., everything taking 
place in the universe, is a totality of four-dimensional world 
points-the four-dimensional space-time, which Minkowski 
called the world. 

A similar four-dimensional conception of motion is found 
in the basic formulas of relativity theory. Minkowski, 
however. expressed the "world" idea in a clear-cut explicit 
for1n which contributed to the advance of the theory. 

With the introduction of the four-dimensional space-time 
"world" in place of the conventional notions concerning the 
independence of space and time, Newtonian mechanics had 
to give way to a new mechanics "of the same type", more 
harJnonious and consistent, possessing greater "inner per
fection" and ''external confirmation", and approaching closer 
to the "classical ideal". 

Let us now see how the logical and historical conclusions 
of relativity came to threaten not only Newtonian mechanics. 
but the "classical ideal" as well. This came through relativistic 
dynamics, i.e., through the postulates of relativity theory 
concerning the acceleration of bodies under the action of 
forces, energy, and mass. 

From the basic propositions of relativity Einstein deduced 
a new rule for the addition of velocity. Imagine a person 
travelling in a spaceship at a velocity of 150,000 kilometres 
per second (half the speed of light) relative to the earth. 
Another spaceship is approaching it with the same speed. 
According to the classical rule of velocity composition, the 
relative speed of the two vehicles is 150.000+150,000=300,000 
kilometres per second, which is the speed of light. The new 
velocity addition rule postulated by Einstein gives a result 
of 240,000 kilometres per second. From Einstein's rule it 
follows then that in no frame of reference can a body's 
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velocity ever exceed that of light. Let a greater force be 
impressed on the moving body, the velocity will increase, 
but the combined velocity will never exceed that of light. 
As the velocity tends to the speed of light the velocity 
increments yielded by the application of additional forces 
will get smaller and smaller. 

Einstein accepted unequivocally the idea that the limiting 
nature of the velocity of light derived naturally from the gen
eral propositions and concrete observations. He voiced em· 
phatic criticism against one popular exposition of the finality 
of the speed of light illustrated by motion faster than light. 
This was a science-fiction story called Lumen, by the French 
astronomer Camille Flammarion. Flammarion made his 
Lumen travel at a speed of 400,000 kilometres per second, 
that is, 100,000 km/sec faster ~an light. Thus Lumen over
takes light waves and can see those which left their soua:e 
successively earlier. He witnesses the finale of the battle of 
Waterloo before the beginning, and in the interim cannon
balls fly back into the barrels, the dead rise and join the 
combatants, and so on. 

In April 1920, Moszkowski mentioned Flammarion's story 
to Einstein, who was highly critical of the picture it presented. 
Moszkowski defended Flammarion, saying that the story 
was merely intended to illustrate the relative nature of time. 
He quotes Einstein's answer as follows: 

"These adventures and topsy-turvy perceptions are as 
pertinent to the notion of the relativity of time (as it derives 
from the new mechanics) as the idea that time passes faster 
or slower depending on our subjective sensations of joy or 
sorrow, satisfaction or boredom. Here, at least, the subjective 
sensations themselves are real, which is more than can be 
said of Lwnen, whose existence is based on a meaningless 
premise. Lumen is made to travel faster than light. This is 
not just impossible, it is utterly meaningless since it has 
been proved by the relativity theory that the velocity of light 
is a limiting quantity. However great an accelerating force 
and however long it acts, it can never exceed this limit. We 
imagine Lumen as possessing sense-organs, and therefore 
corporeal. But at the velocity of light a body's mass bec:omes 
infinitely great, and the very idea of further increasing its 
speed is absurd. One may operate in one's thoughts in terms 
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of impossible things which contradict our daily experience 
but not common sense."t 

Moszkowski, however, continued to defend Flammarion's 
right to fantasy about motion faster than light. tie suggested 
the following mental construction. A beacon rotating at 200 
revolutions per second sends out a beam of light over a 
distance of 1,000 kilometres. The tip of this beam would 
then be circling the heavens at a speed of 600~000 kilometres 
per second, twice that of light. 

There have been many such attempts to refute Einstein's 
theory, and most of them have been rightfully forgotten. The 
present example, too, does not refute the relatfvitv theory. 
For the revolving beam does not represent the motion of an 
immutable bodv. We could tum the beacon throuqh 180° 
and light up two screens 2,000 kilometres apart. But their 
illumination would not be events of which one was the 
cause or effect of the other. No physical thing can arrive at 
one point from another in less time than it takes light to cover 
that distance. An event that takes place in less time than 
it takes light to travel front one point to another cannot be 
the effect of an event at the light source. 

According to Einstein, if the time interval between events 
at two different points is less than the time needed for light 
to span the distance between them, then these events 
are not facts in the history of any one immutable physical 
thing. 

Rela~vity was advanced as a theory concerned with the 
behaviour of immutable physical things-non-annihilating 
and non-breeding partirles which can interact and move 
relative to one another. Events constituting the history of 
such a particle are its localisation at different points at 
different instants.. Such localisation means that the particle 
was ~pposite a specific intercept on a measuring rod (one 
end of which is at the origin of a coordinate system) at an 
instant when a certain recurrent process (the motion of a 
clock hand, for example) bas completed a certain number of 
cycles following the event taken as the initial time. 

As it advanced physics encountered new difficulties: not 
always can such simple physical meaning be attached to the 
specific location of a particle or to the specific time of an 

s A. Moszkowski, op. dt., S. 107-08. 
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· event in the life of that particle. From the 1930s OSlwards. 
the development of a unified theory which would proceed 
from the postulates of relativity and the suggested indeter
minacies in the coordinates· and times of "events" became 
one of the fundamental tasks of theoretical physics. 

To prepare ourselves for an investigation of this problen1 
we must analyse the changes which the concepts of mass 
and energy underwent in Einstein's works. 

At velocities approaching that of light bodies offer a very 
strong resistance to external forces, which produce smaller 
and smaller accelerations as the velocity increases. It is as if 
the body's mass increases with the velocity, tending to infinity 
when the velocity tends to the speed of light. From this 
relationship between mass and velocity Einstein deduced the 
relationship between energy and mass. 

A body at rest has a definite mass, called rest mass. 
Einstein postulated that a body's rest mass is proportional 
to its internal energy. This energy (in ergs) is equal to the 
rest mass (in grams) times the square of the velocity of light 
(in centimetres per second). The result is an incredibly large 
value, for the velocity of light is 30,000,000,000 (3Xtof0) 
Clll/sec, and (3X1010)2=9X1020=900,000,000,000,000,000,000 
-which gives us an idea of the tremendous energy contained 
in a unit of mass. .. 

Not all bodies possess rest mass: the particles of electro
magnetic radiation-photons or light quanta-have no rest 
mass: as light propagates with the same velocity of 3X1010 

em/sec in all frames of reference, photons are at rest in none. 
As mentioned above, the mass of a body increases with its 

velocity. This is the mass in motion, and to it con-esponds 
the energy of motion. It will be observed that at conventional 
velocities the increase in the mass and internal energy of a 
moving body is negligible and need not be taken into account. 

The huge number with twenty zeros, which was once a 
measure of the remoteness of relativity from any practical 
applications, has today become a measure of its impact on 
human affairs. We have entered the age of practical utilisation 
of energies compatible with the total internal energy of mat
ter. In atomic reactors no more than thousandths of this 
energy is released. But conventional power sources entail 
energies of the order of millionths of the total. The 
ultimate goal is the utilisation of practically all the 
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inter11al energy of matter. This can be envisaged in processes 
in which internal energy (and accordingly rest mass) ~s 
into the energy of ~otion (and coriesponding m~s in motion). 
In such a transfotination a particle having rest mass would 
change into one with no rest mass. We shall see later on 
that such transformations were predicted when relatiVity 
joined with quantum mechanics, and they were subsequently 
observed experimentally. We shall also see that such trans
formations (transmutations) of particles of one type into 
particles of another type transcend the boundaries, not only 
of the Newtonian world picture, but of the "classical ideal" 
itself, which considers the motion of immutable bodies. This 
is the destiny of Einstein's ideas. Postulated in order to 
systematise the classical conceptions of the wQrld, they led 
to much farther-reaching conclusions. 
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PRAIUE AND ZURICH 

Kepler'• li/etDOrlc I&MII poasi61e only Jaen Ae 
auceeeded ir& freeiq lainuel/ to • a•••• 
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relt.ditJe impor~GRCe ofllao&&~ld and esperience 
• • an ~C&ence. 

Eiraslein 

The urgency of the situation created by Michelson's experi
ment, the obviously artificial nature of Lorentz's hypothesis, 
and the perfection and consummation of Einstein's theory
all contributed to the early recognition of the latter by a 
fairly broad section of the scientific community. At least 
one man, Max Planck, realised that a genius had come into 
physics, the kind of which can appear only once in a century. 
Einstein's fame multiplied together with the recognition, 
dissemination and further development of his theory, until 
finally, as is usually the case, it reached the country where 
he lived. 

It was suggested then that Einstein be offered a profes
sorship at the University of Zurich. According to the 
regulations, however, no one could be appointed professor 
at the university unless he had previously been a Privatdozent. 
So Einstein was invited to become a Privatdozent at the 
University of Bern, where in a short while he would become 
eligible for a professorship at Zurich. A Privatdozent is a 
teacher who for a very small remuneration lectures on 
disciplines not covered by the curriculum. This position left 
him time to pursue his job at the Patent Office. Einstein ac· 
cepted the offer, though without much enthusiasm. He reiHsed, 
of course, that he could not remain in the Patent Office 
forever, but at the same time he feared that the lectures 
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would interfere with the customary routine: the easy job at 
the Patent Office which left sufficient time to spare for his 
researches. 

During the winter of 1908-1909, Einstein combined his 
duties as Privatdozent with work at the Patent Office. In the 
summer of 1909 he received his first academic honours when 
the University of Geneva conferred upon him an honoris 
causa doctorship and invited him to participate in the 
celebration of the 350th anniversary of the inauguration of 
the university by Calvin. Participants in this occasion say 
that Einstein's straw hat and inforn•al suit was practically 
the only bright spot amidst the embroidered frock coats 
of French academicians, medieval mantles of British scholars 
and sundry exotic attires of the two hundred representatives 
of universities from all over the world. 

The same year the professorship of theoretical physics 
at the University of Zurich became vacant. The only other 
candidate for the position was Friedrich Adler, Einstein's 
fQrmer fellow student at the Zurich Polytechnic, who was 
then a Privatdozent at the university. He was held in high 
esteetn by the Zurich organisation of the Social-Democratic 
Party. The majority of members of the Zurich cantonal 
board of education were also Social-Democrats, so when the 
vacancy appeared Adler was named as the most suitable 
candidate. ;:'riedrich Adler, however, declared that his ability 
as a researcher could in no way compare wiLlt Einstein's 
and that the opportunity of obtaining a man who could benefit 
the university so much by raising its prestige and general 
level should not be lost, and Einstein was appointed profes
sor ''extraordinary" at the University of Zurich. 

The position of "extraordinary" was inferior to that of 
a full professorship, and Einstein's income was no greater 
than it had been in Bem. Moreover, life in Zurich was more 
expensive, and Mileva soon began to take on student 
boarders to make ends meet. Nevertheless Einstein was 
happy. He found · many old friends, and among them the 
modest and devoted friend of his student days, Marcel 
Grossmann. 

The picture of Einstein as a university teacher can be gained 
from the memoirs of some of his students. His lectures includ
ed introduction to mechanics, thern1odynamics and the kinetic 
theory of heat (1909-1910), elecbicity and magnetism, and a 
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course called "Selected Departments of TheOretical Physics" 
(1910-1911). ' 

Hans Tanner, who attended Einstein's lectures in 1909-191.1, 
~tes: · 

''When Einstein first ascended the rostrum in his shabby 
suit, the trousers of which were too short, with an iron 
watch-chain, we were quite sceptical of our new professor. 
However, he soon captured our callous hearts with the unique 
way of reading his lectures. His notes filled a slip of paper 
the size of a visiting-card and simply listed the points to 
be taken up at the lecture. Einstein's lectures thus came 
straight from his head and we were able to witness the 
working of his brain. This was much more interesting than 
some of the stylistically faultless, sober lectures which might 
even excite us but which also gave rise to a bitter realisation 
of the distance between teacher and student. Here we could 
see for ourselves the unusual ways which sometimes led to 
valuable scientific results. After every lecture we felt that 
we could even have delivered it ourselves."1 

Characteristic of Einstein's methods of teaching and 
tesearcb, as well as of the contents of his ideas, was a 
"naturalness" of the scientific conclusions they led to. There 
was an inner hatmony in the method and content of his 
lectures. It is natural of course to be dogJnatic in expounding 
rigid theories based on certain arbitrary ass,Jmptions. An 
idea resting on the facts of physical reality, no matter how 
paradoxical it might seem, will sparkle and expand and 
forge ahead in front of an enraptured audience. As the 
paradox gradually emerges as an ineVitable cQnclusion 
deriving from new basic conceptions of nature it becomes 
natural and ''self-evident" to the listeners who see it 
maturing. Einstein's lectures were devoted mainly to classical 
physics, though after the fundaments had been revised the 
treatment of the subject had to be changed.· The students 
were confronted not with a graceful architectural structure 
but with a building site, and Einst.. was more 'concemed 
with blueprints for the new building than with the time-wom 
plans of the old one. 

•'From 1909 to 1910," Tanner ~tes, ,.1 don't tbink I 
missed a single one of Einstein's lectures. They were all 

t c. SeeUg, op. dt., s. 171. 
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extremely interesting. As I remember, we were offered a 
wide choice of subject matter, ranging from classical 
mechanics (we had attended the lectures of other teachers 
and could appreciate the difference of Einsteilts approach) 
to such new ideas of interest as Planck's quantum mechanics, 
which aroused l1·1ely discussions."! 

Also in keeping with the character of Einstein's ideas was 
his manner during and after lectures. "We could interrupt 
him whenever we failed to grasp a point. We soon grew 
bolder and were no longer afraid _of asking a foolish question. 
The abnosphere of informality that prevailed in relations 
between teacher and students was enhanced by the fact that 
Einstein usually remained with us during intervals. In his 
frank, impulsive way he would take a stu4ent by the ar1n 
and discuss a point as one would with a friend. 0

2 

Often after the weekly evening physics colloquiums 
Einstein would ask: "Who will come with me to the Terrasse 
Cafe?" The discussions would continue there, frequently 
departing from physics and mathematics to other scientific 
and social problems. One late evening, when the cafe was 
closing, Einstein took Tanner and another student home. He 
gave them a paper by Planck and asked them to find the 
error in it while he prepared some coffee. By the time the 
coffee was ready the students had not found the error and 
Einstein showed it to them. It was a case of pure mathematics 
which did not affect the physical conclusions. In this con
nection Einstein delivered a brilliant impromptu lecture on 
mathen1atical methods and physical truth.3 

In Zurich, Einstein drew closer to his old friend from the 
Polytechnic, Marcel Grossmann, a friendship that later led to 
some valuable contribution to science. Einstein frequently 
consulted Grossmann, who was engaged in problems of non
Euclidean geometry. 

Einstein also met Friedrich Adler frequently. They lived 
in the same house and often sought the seclusion of the 
attic for their conversations. They probably had some heated 
philosophical arguments, for Adler was an adherent of 
Mach's philosophy and he did not share Einstein's belief 

t C. Seelig .. op. cit., S. 172. 
2 Ibid., s. 171. 
3 Ibid., s. 173-74. 
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in the objective reality of the world. Like Mach, Adler also 
opposed the theory of relativity. 

Among Einstein's friends there were also two Zurich 
professors: Emil Zurcher, an expert in criminal law, and 
Alfred Stem, an historian. It is characteristic of Einstein that 
he fostered intellectual contacts with people far removed 
from physics or mathematics. He liked to ta.lk with lawyers, 
historians and physicians. This is in line with the nature of 
Einstein's basic ideas. His mind ascended from specific 
physical research to fundamental problems of physical 
reality, and it was along this road that he came to his most 
specific conclusions (some of them immediately applicable in 
practice). M·any regarded this tendency of Einstein's as an 
escape from science into the domain of general philosophical 
ideas. Even such a vital and broad-minded scholar as Walter 
Nemst remarked that Einstein's theory of Brownian 
movement ranked higher than relativity as the latter 
was not a physical theory but rather a philosophical gener
alisation. This was a typical "pre-atomic" evaluation of 
relativity. 

Einstein's scientific ideas and interests were of a kind which 
enabled him to discuss many scientific problems with 
non-physicists and even non-scientists.. For these were men 
capable of grasping the more general propositions concerning 
space and time, they were capable of "childish" thinking not 
adulterated by a conviction of the "self-evidence" of tradi
tional concepts nurtured by the routine of professional 
treatment. To Einstein such thinking was a point of departure 
for the formulation of physical concepts. 

Einstein's acquaintance with the historian Alfred Stern 
dated back to his student days. Much later, on the occasion 
of Stem's eightieth birthday, Einstein wrote to him: "I hardly 
know another man who has retained such integrity in a time 
of chaotically changing opinions and values."! · 

Another close friend of Einstein's was the steam-turbine 
• 

specialist, Laurel Stodola. Einstein's description of Stodola, 
written in 1929, is of interest not so much as a characteristic 
of the great heat engineer as for the insight into Einstein's 
own character. Here it is, almost in full: 

s C .. Seelig, op. cit., S. 185. 
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''Had Stodola been born in the age of the Renaissance 
he would have been a great painter or sculptor, for the 
dominant traits of his personality are a powerf.pl imagination 
and an urge for creation. In the last hundred years such 
natures have usually turned to engineering. The creative 
urge of our generation has found expression in this sphere, 
and the passionate thirst for beauty has found greater 
satisfaction in it than the uninitiated can ever imagine. All 
along his successful career as a teacher-from 1892 to 1.929-
he exerted a tremendous influence on his pupils, who always 
speak of their teacher and his work with glowing eyes. Once, 
when in his capacity of a newly-baked teacher the present 
writer was conducting a course in theoretical physics at the 
University of Zurich, a wonderful image appeared in the 
auditorium, to the delight and dismay of the lecturer. This 
was Stodola, who had an interest in theoretical physics. The 
feeling of awe inspired by this great man was quickly 
dispelled by the kindness and good will that shone through 
his words. His modesty was overwhelming. The forcefulness 
and vitality of his mind contrasted strangely with the 
remarkable mildness and tenderness of his soul. The suffering 
of living creatures moved him profoundly, especially when 
it was due to the wanton cruelty of men. All the social 
problems of our time concerned him. This man. lonely, like 
all independent people. possessed a high sense of public 
duty. He suffered from the fear dominating human affairs 
and the sense of man's helplessness in the face of the 
inexhorable tragedy of world events. Success and the love 
of many people did not alleviate his morbid sensitivity, and 
he was lonely. He found solace in his love for music and 
the affection of his two daughters ... , One of them. Helen, 
he lost. His profound grief was a reflection of the spiritual 
greatness of this re1oarkable man."t 

Here is a portrayal worthy of Plutarch. As though cast 
in bronze, it is in many ways a portrait of Einstein himself. 
A man who never thinks of himself can produce a self
portrait by drawing the features of another man with whom 
he has spiritual affinity. 

In June 1910, another son, Edward, was born into the 
Einstein family. He was very like his father, with the 

l C. Seelig, op. cit, S. 188 89. 
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features and large, clear eyes, and later 011 he acquired ~ 
father's love for music. . 

Towards the end of 1910 there occurred a vacancy· in the 
chair of theoretical physics at the University of Prague, one 
of the oldest in Europe. By a decree of the Austrian 
government it had in the 1890s been divided into two 
universities, German and Czech, the fo1111er enjoying the 
patronage of the authorities. This was one of the steps in 
the policy of germanisation of the Slavic countries under the 
domination of the Hapsburg dynasty. 

The first rector of the Ger1nan University was Ernst Mach, 
and after he left it remained a stronghold of his philosophy. 
Moreover, his followers and pupils held positions of 
authority and did everything fo support and propagate his 
ideas. One of the leading figures·at the university was Anton 
Lampa, a Czech by birth, yet a zealous supporter of the 
policy of germanisation. The son of a janitor who worked in 
a building belonging to rich Getutans, Lampa had had 
ample opportunity to compare his own family's neediness 
and inferior social standing with that of his father's 
employers. This, he decided, was not for him; his place was 
with the master class. He finished a German school and 
then the German. University, where in ti~~ he attained a 
position of authority. Lampa devoted himself to the 
propagation of Gennan culture and the eradication of ~ 
mauifestations of Czech culture. It was related in Prague 
that Lampa would refuse to buy a postcard if the word 
"postcard" was printed in Czech as well as in Gerotan, and 
indignantly demanded a card having only the German word 
on it. To Einstein Lampa symbolised all that was most 
repulsive in the policy of gerJnanisation. -

Lampa and other officials of the German university 
decided that it would be a good thing for the unive~ity' s 
reputation to recruit to its staff a professor of European 
standing. As a pupil and ardent supporter of Mach, Lsmpa 
probably thought that in Einstein he would find a man of 
like views. As mentioned before~ unlike Mach, who was 
quick to discezu · the anti-positivistic purport of the relatiylty 
theory, some of his followers believed that Einstein's criticism 
of Newtonian conceptions/of the world led hint to scepticism 
concerning the objectivity of. scientific concepts as such. 
Be that as it may, but -Lampa named Einstein as a possible 
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flom Max Planck -.as: ''If a ilitMIJI 
correct, as I ape«: it .m,. he" t. die 
Coper•"cus of_. ceat&aJy#,.; 

As in ~" tlaera. two I"IJSJ e•••e .1a1e far 
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lacJiJMt kt prefer him a a native A'IISiriaD; tile paafe~aera 
ar ~ . would prefer1ed hie" as am avowed Machist 
Bet they without s Y8llit7 and 
lo11clainae: fo~ when he heard that Einsteia' a ltad been 

before his own in the list of caadidates he declared in 
it iDe display of te1nper that be would ''have noth;ng to do 
witfl a uadversity that chases after modernity and does not 
appreciate true meJit". 

Tbe position was offered to Einstein, and he accepted it 
though DO! without some qualms. Mileva did not like the 
idea of tearing up their roots and moving to a strange 
co11ntry. Einstein, too, was reluctant to leave Switzerland 
and Zurich, where his words and his music fell on the ears 
of friends. Still, a full professorship offered him greater 
independence than he had ever enjoyed before. and in the 
autumn of 1911 he took up his position at Prague. 

One of the rules in Austria-Hungary was that a person 
taking up an · official position was required to state his 
religion. The Emperor Franz Josef categorically denaanded 
that any person holding an office should belong· L to a 
recognised Church. There was no exemption for non
believers, and Einstein duly stated his religion as ,.Mosaic". 

Einstein found that Prague was quite unlike Municll or 
the cities of Italy and Switzerland which he knew so well, 
but he quickly came to love the old city and the beautiful 
views that opened up from its numerous hills. 

It was a custom for a new member of the faculty to call 
on all of his colleagues. The nece~ calls n11mbered some 
forty. and Einstein decided to take advantage of the 
opportunity to see the various sections of Prague. In 
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DOt coincide with the official of ~ it ~ Some of 
tbe to suspect a Jack of far 

• and iD in•1itution where banaac •lie 1m 
and cerenaonial was, being energetically •.•1forced tltis was-
highly resellted. 

Einstein suddenly stopped the visits without laving 
made the D'••••ber of But fte_ continued his 
sightseeing of the city. Its quaint old the tawD 
ball, the churches and turrets. and the ccmtrasling fnah 
greenery of its parks and gardens appealed to his of 
beauty. He sbolled along the banks of the Vltava River, 
which divides the city,. always pating the etern•Dy 
Dew- and wonderful sight of Karlov Bridge with ita- 15th· 

scnlpt•ta.es. The bridge took · the ...,.. 
tD the "'ftagae VI .. •• · ·llcJaso: . to the cl•ffS 
ovah•nging the liver. Frow11• therE he up ·II~) 
Hill and iDto the of different an:hitedural 
e*'•boclriag a ll•illeunincn of labour of the ca-m people, It 
was a natural harmony which en•erged out of the 
course of history and se&ved as a symbol of Mag 
out of the chaos of human contradictions. ID HradCany 
Einstein saw the 12th-century Roman Church of St George 
and passed under the arcades of St. Vitus Cathedral with its 
rational architecture, a tribute not to medieval mysticism 
but to 14th-century mechanics. Then down Zlata UliCka6 the 
artisan section of medieval Prague, in which one found the 
genuine homes and environment of people who, by accumulat
ing en1pirical knowledge,. had paved the way for the Renais-. 
sance, the new world picture, and fina]ly, the brilliant 
of the rationalist ~·classical ideal".. Prague brought to mind 
ma:ay a form•nnner of the .,classical ideal",. for m the 
15th-century Tyn ~ stands the tomb of Tycho Brahe. 
It was hae, in Prague, that he had bequeathed to J-&& 
Kepler all the records of his astronon+ical obse1vati0Ds. 
Eiostein the stones of a city where discoveries )JIDIJ 
at the foundations of the classical world picture had been 
made. 



Among Einstein's new friends in Prague was Max Brod, 
a young author who endeavoured to bring out the psycho~
logical characteristics of great men in, the ldstory of ideas 
and discoveries. Philipp Frank writes that when Brod was 
working on his novel, The Redemption of Tycho Brahe, he 
was greatly influenced in his portrayal of Kepler by the 
impression that Einstein's personality bad made upon him.t 
It is hard to say how true to life Brod's portrayal of Kepler 
was, but when Walter Nemst read the novel he said to 
Einstein: ''You are this man Kepler." 

Brod' s Kepler is indifferent to the good things of life and 
mundane delights. He derives pleasure in the search for 
scientific truth, and he opposes Tycho Brahe, who seeks to 
dovetail his astronomical system to Catholic dogma. uCatholic 
or not," Kepler says, "the hypothesis alone is being considered, 
not the Emperor's favour.... We must defer to truth 
alone and nothing else." This remark, together with the 
realisation of the world harmony which permeates Kepler's 
work, is what makes the image so akin to Einstein. 

It would be appropriate to compare here Einstein with 
Kepler and Galileo, a comparison which offers an insight 
into some import aspects of Einstein's world outlook. 

Few thinkers can rank as high as Kepler in "athletic 
musculature of the mind" -at least as far as mechanics and 
matbeJtaatics are concerned. No other scholar of his age was 
so bent on discovering the causes governing the known 
structure of the solar system. Kepler's laws represent the 
first solid building stones in the foundation of mode~~n 
science, and they will not be shaken even though the 
foundation itself is reconstructed. On this foundation rests 
the entire edifice of Newtonian mechanics. 

Yet Kepler's influence on the spiritual life of mankind is 
far less than Galileo' s. This is not only because Galileo' s 
inertia concept was the key to the new science, nor because 
of the unity, consistency and crystal clarity of Galileo's ideas 
as contrasted to Kepler's vague "music: of the spheres". As 
a scientist Kepler ·was inclined to solitary research.- No doubt 
potentially, its results were pregnant with all the spiritual 
and" materW upheavals which could be expected from the 
development of an unambiguous mechanical workt picture, 
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rationalist criticism, and the corollaries therefrom. Ia' the 
meantime social upheavals re111ained hidden in Pandora"• 
box together with the new conceptions of nature, as· Kepler 
was not a social fighter and his laws were not a- ~ of 
social struggle. · ~ ~ 

Galileo was not only the author of a crystal-clear world 
picture, but also a fighter for its recognition. He was not 
content simply to discover the truth of the world, he waDted 
to proclaim it to the world. 

The theory of relativity as a Pandora's box of social stornts 
can be compared with the ideas of Kepler and Galileo taken 
together. Einstein's universal relativity is congenial with 
Galilee's inertia and classical relativity; the relationships of 
special and general relativity are congenial with Kepler's 
laws. In scientific tetnperament, however, Einstein was a 
Kepler rather than a Galileo. 

More than thirty years after The Redemption of Tycho 
Brahe, Max Brod published a book called Galileo ia 
Captivity, which he sent to Einstein. In July 1949, he received 
a letter in which Einstein, among other things, expressed his 
ideas on Galileo's struggle against canonised dognJas. 

liMy idea of Galilee is quite a different one," Einstein 
wrote. "There can be no doubt that he was an ardent seeker 
of truth. But I find it hard to believe that a ma'ture m·an 
could find any purpose in overcoming so many obstacles in 
order to bring a newly discovered truth to the attention of 
the shallow-Jninded populace with its paltry interests. Could 
the task be of such importance as to make him devote the 
last years of his life to it? ... For no apparent reason he goes 
into the lion's den and undertakes a journey to Rome to fight 
it out with the clerics and the politicians. This does not agree 
with my idea of old Galileo' s inner independence. In any 
case, I don't think I should ever undertake anything. like 
that to uphold the relativity theory. I should reason that the 
truth is so much stronger than I am that any idea of mounting 
a Rosinante~ and taking up a sword to defend it would see11t 
ridic:ulously Quixotic.'~ 1 t 

A host of thoughts can be found in this letter. There ·is 
the rationalist conviction of the omnipotence of truth, which 
triumphs because of its inner perfection and agreement with . 

I c. Seelig, op. cit .• s. 210. 
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the laws-of planetary motion. 
~'fa- ILpkr's l£:tty n.- he writes. 

aonf;onted with ~ ·-seasitnse • lib Gewolm 
to the quest for deeper- mao the of _1IJII:IIall 
processes a man who reache4 the .aa1IBt ;ga.J· -.-
selt in .apite of aD inteJ"al nd ---1 

Kepler's lofty goal of a musal ~ of the nnivenJe w.aa 
the first step towards the ~·classkal · .. What ,;oue.llle 

:ternal and inteJ••al difificulties he to overcomeJ 
The e1ternal difficulties were due to the inco"ipatihiDty of 

a causal of the world with the dmninant view. 
The effect of these difficulties on Kepler and GalDeo 
was markecDy different, the fotauer inclining neither 
towards ideological comprondse nor towards 
struggle. 

~11e refused~'' Einstein writes~ "to be paralysed or dis
couraged either by_ pove1 ty or by the lack of comprehension 
among those of his contemporaries who had . the power to 
shape his life and work. Yet he was dealing with a subject 
that olfezed immediate danger to him who professed the 
truth. But Kepler was one of the few who are simply incapa
ble of doing anything but stand up openly for their 

t I dells and Opinions, p. 224. • 
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was po8liWe only once he ia f1eemg himself to 
a edellt of the iDteJiectual traditioDs to wbich he was 
bozn. This meant DOt tlae -tdigious tradition. baaed 
on the authority Df the Cburdt, but the general coacepts oa 
the n•btre ancl linajtations of action witbia the universe aad 
die hunum . qhere, as well as notions of the ;.nlal;ye 

of thought and experience in sdeace.~· 
Einstein says that Kepler had to . .rid JdiQself of the 

ani•nist approach ia research and f)f aderePCe to concepts 
lying beyond the sdenl ific world pjd'I&M. He also '11ad to 
recognise that even the ~~ laddJy logical matbe•nattcaJ 
theoty was of itself~JIO gaarantee of the truth, becotnlng 
meaningless. unJeu .it was cheeked against the most ezactiag 
obsez vatioDs in Datural science. But for this philosopblcml 
otieatation Kepler'e work would not have been possible. He 
does aot speak of it, but the jnner struggle is lD Ida 
letters. Let the reader watch out for remarks concerning 
astrology .'"2 

Kepler' • mystical ideas were an inner brake on his work. 
Siasteia could sympathwe with Kepler's ret1 eat &om the 
&eld of social struggle for Dew adentific ideas (though not 
at the of compron,isel). but unlike Gallleo. Kepler had 
hil intaual diffic:ulties which prevented him from achieving
a y causal . undersllanding of the world ha1~mony. 
A1 ougft with Galileo' s kind of activity in the 

I OpfaliOJU. pp. 225-28. 
I .Ibid;, p. 
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sphere of ideological conflict, Einstein realised its 
importance. Characteristic of Einstein was Kepler's immersion 
into an internal world of his own and inability to compro· 
mise, as well as Galileo's complete (much m"re complete 
than Kepler's) internal freedom from anything standing in 
the way of a causal understanding of the world harmony. 

Once again I must use the musical term "harmony" in 
connection with Einstein: indeed, Einstein himself speaks 
of "the highest form of musicality" in connection with Bohr's 
work, and this characteristic applies to himself more than 
to anyone else. A realisation of the world harn1ony, dreams 
of social hannony, the ha11nony of a city's architectural 
for1ns, and of course, harmony in the direct sense of the 
word, the harmony of sounds-in this respect Prague had 
everything needed to appeal to a man of Einstein's type. 
The solemn sounds of the organ in Catholic cathedrals, the 
chorales in Protestant churches, the mournful Jewish 
melodies, the resonant Hussite hymns, folk music, and the 
works of Czech, Russian and Gertnan composers, all appealed 
to Einstein. 

There were several outstanding personalities among the 
mass of professorial mediocrities in Prague. It was to the 
former that Einstein was drawn, and he cultivated an 
environment which catered for his scientific, intellectual and 
musical tastes. 

Among his closest colleagues was a mathematician named 
George Pick. Their friendship was stimulated by Pick's 
interest in physical problems which he had retained since 
the days when, as a young man, he had been an assistant of 
Ernst Mach's, then a professor of experimental physics. Like 
Lampa, the fifty-year-old professor was a follower of Mach, 
and Einstein found in him an indefatigable opponent in 
philosophical arguments. In addition, Einstein at the time 
happened to be beset by considerable difficulties concerning 
the mathematical apparatus of the general theory of relativ
ity, and he found it stimulating to discuss mathematical 
problems with Pick. ·It was Pick who made the suggestion 
that the works of the Italian mathematicians Ricci and 
Levi-Civita might prove of use in application to Einstein's 
theory. Pick was also a good violinist and through him 
Einstein became acquainted with a group of music·lovers 
with whom he took part in regular musical evenings .. Pick 
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died in a nazi death camp during the Gennan , occupation of 
Czechoslovakia. ~ 

Another home which Einstein frequently visited was tbat 
of Maurice Wintemitz, a professor of ancient history and an 
expert in Sanskrit. The diff~n!nce in their professional 
interests did not prevent them from having lively discussioas 
on general and literary subjects. Einstein was· devoted to 
Winternitz's jolly flock of five children, with whom he became 
great friends. Very often Einstein would bring his violin, 
and Wintemitz's sister-in-law, a music teacher, would accom
pany him on the piano. She was very exacting, and Einstein 
often remarked that she was like a strict army sergeant. 

Einstein's simple manners, kindness, amiability and usually 
inoffensive humour gained him many friends. Strange as 
it may seem, though, these qualities also earned him some 
enemies. Absence of academic vanity was taken as disrespect 
toward academic titles, and it shocked the Philistines within 
and outside the university. Einstein's plain infor1ual suit was 
regarded as a sign of rebellion against academic respecta
bility. Philipp Frank relates a rather humorous story of 
Einstein's university uniform.t An Austrian professor was 
required to wear his unifor1n, which consisted of a three
cornered hat trimmed with feathers, a coat and trousers 
ornamented with broad gold bands, a very warm overcoat 
of thick black cloth and a sword, only when taking the oath 
of allegiance before assuming his duties or when he had an 
audience with the Emperor of Austria. The unifor1n passed 
on to Frank when he replaced Einstein as professor in Prague. 
Frank's wife gave the coat to a for1ner Cossack general who 
had fled from Russia. The rest of the uniform, including the 
sword, remained in the university until the nazis invaded 
Czechoslovakia in 1939 when the sword probably became 
the booty of a nazi soldier. 

Some people were irritated by Einstein's kindness and 
sociability, which extended equally to persons of different 
social strata. The university snobs could not forgive Einstein 
for talking in the same cordial manner with the leading 
officials of the .uni~ersity and the charwoman in the tlabor
atory. But it was his humour which most of his enemies 
resented. Firstly, it was not always inoffensive. Secondly, 

'i h k . P • fran • op. at., p. 125. 
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Ollly a amaD of took part ·m the Solvay 
iD 1911. Sir Emeit 1tuthmford of 

England, Marie Henri Poiooa~. Jean 
Perrin and Paul I.aogevin of Fraoce. Ma PlaDck and Walter 
Nemst of Gantany, H. A. Lorentz of Hollnd, and Einstein 
and Franz Hasenohrl from Austria. Solvay• s opening adtUess, 
in wbich he presented a summary of his theory, did not take 
too mucb time. FOibJnately, Solvay accepted the fact that 
he was DO geaitas with good grace, and he subsequently 

· · 8eft!ftl1 similar wbich for many yean 
II ~ - regular &&aeo ...... 

of physicists. 
Relativity wu a subject of lively discussion at the 1911 

Solvay Congress. In a letter to his friend, Dr. Heinrich Cd m Zurich. ·Einstein: wrote that the of rela .... tU ... ,fty 
not been unders~ood. He thought m particular tlblt 

Poincare, in spite of his cleverly contrived had 
a poor realisation of the state of affairs in physics, 

Nevertheless Einstein was deeply by the con-
gress. In his letter to ZaDgger he speaks with special warmth 
of lorentz. '~rentz," he wrote, '1s a miracle of iDtel1oct ucl 
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his replies to -SimUar . Willa 1!iM1I!Ia ~~ 
pa1sonal'' not only the whole of his being; lt -1bllde Ids 
thoughts soar up to heights from which his own lJfe d ••1 • .;,..·, • II I 

became of no signifiCance at all. 
A yev after the Solvay Congress Einstein left Prague ancl 

returned to Zurich. where he was offered ,the chair of 
theoretkal physics at the Polytechnic from which he had 
9raduated twelve years before. The Polytechnic, a federal 
educational establishment, was incomparably superior in 
scientific level to the University of Zurich, a cantonal iDsti.
tution. Thanks to the efforts of the Swiss Federal Go\f'ernment, 
the Polytechnic had become one of Europe's leading institutes 
of higher learning with high standards of ins~on In 

S lhtk Uit, S. 43. 
J ldMI atl OpitMo,_ p. 73. 



physical and mathematical subjects. Material independence, 
an independent chair and the good memories of Zurich may 
not have been decisive considerations for Einsteip, but they 
were for Mileva. who had been hankering after Zurich for 
some time. . 

On leaving Prague Einstein forgot to tender his official 
resignation to the authorities in Vienna, a cause of concern 
to the officials of the Ministry of Education. When several 
years later Einstein heard of !his he hastened to carry out 
the prescribed requirements. 

Einstein's arrival in Zurich was impatiently awaited in 
more quarters than the Polytechnic. Old friends and 
especially Marcel G1·ossmann were eagerly looking forward 
to a reunion. Einstein, too, wanted to meet his old friend 
whose help he continued to seek. The two friends recalled 
how, more than twelve years ago, Grossmann had rid 
Einstein of the necessity to attend lectures in mathematics. 
Now Ein-stein was reaping the fruits of this negligence which 
began to worry him considerably. He now knew the depart
ments of mathematics which he needed most. They were 
concerned with the curvature of lines and surfaces. In 
Prague, Pick had suggested the geometrical concepts which 
could help Einstein to overcome the difficulties he might 
encounter in the further elaboration of the rel·ativity theory. 
These suggestions, however, were . inadequate. It was 
necessary to apply concepts of curvature not only to lines 
and surfaces, but also to three-dimensional space and four
dimensional space-time. Although some of the physical 
problems involved suggested the possible choice of mathe
matical methods, it was necessary, in addition to depth and 
clarity of geometrical perception, to have a comprehensive 
and systematic mathematical training. 

Grossmann and Einstein discussed at length the mathematical 
methods suited for solving the new physical problems., Then 
Grossmann alone would go into the matben1atical details. 
As in their student days, their. work was punctuated with 
arguments concerning the relative importance of physics and 
mathematics. This time Grossmann enjoyed the fruits of 
'~revenge''. The time had apparently come for the application 
of mathematical departments in physics which had originally 
been developed only to accommodate and substantiate the 
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~ ':working" departments of matheJnatics. Now any· mathemat· 
ical deparbnent, no matter how .. retnote at first glance, could 
at any moment be expected to become. a "working~' depart-
ment, and any restriction to deparltt•ents.~already ·accepted in 
physics could leave a researcher without the tools necessary 
for developing new physical theories. . 

~Einstein's discussions with Grossmann reflected the 
important changes that had taken place in the relationship 
between ma·thematics and physics. As we know,_ in the 
evolution of mathematics Einstein distinguished the period 
when it was regarded as a semi-empirical science and the 
subsequent period when it became independent of physics 
and thus created the illusion of the a priori or conventional 
origin of mathematical propositions. In the third period, 
mathematics, without reverting in any way to primitive 
empirical notions, became associated with physical experi
ments designed to answer the question of the reality . of 
mathematical constructions. The physical meaning of this 
will be clear when we get to the general theory of relativity, 
in which physical processes in space and time are treated 
as changes in the geometrical properties of space and time, 
These were the problems which Einstein and Grossmann 
discussed in Zwicb. 

Einstein lectured at the Zurich P9lytechnic during the 
1912-1913 winter semester (analytical mathematics and 
theimodynamics), the 1913 summer semester (mechanics of 
continuums and kinetic theory of heat), and the 1913-1914 
winter semester (electricity and Inagnetism, geometri
cal optics). He also conducted weekly physical colloquiums. 
Max von Laue, who came to Zwich in 1912 to take up a 
position as professor "extraordinary", describes them as 
follows: 

~~Einstein conducted a weekly colloquium at. which new 
works in physics were reported, Although they were held at 
the Polytechnic, many lecturers ·and students from the 
university attended. • • • After tile colloquium Einstein would 
go, wi.th uyone who cared to join him, to have dinner ·at the 
Kronenhaller . restaurant. . . . One of the. · main topics · for 
discussion was the relativity theory .... The most lively 
discussions took place in the summer of 1913~ when the 
temperamental Paul Ehrenfest came to Zurich. I cau still see 
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Einstein and Eh1enfest 11•· ~It a cmwd of 
IJcring up the Z111ichb •g aDd I can b: • -
phaut cry: 'Haw I get itr "'i • · 

Eir:tskio .. s frie1!dsl&ip VJith Ehrenfest. wftidt W b 
twenty years, •mtil the latta• s · ~death in 193& was 
highly beneficial to Eiostein. Ehrenfest to a 
tion rich in taleated theoreticians. He w8s an enaineut 
physicist aDd a man of great modesty. tact and He 
was one of Einstein·s closest friends, probably the closest 
among the physicists of Europe. 

In the aataunn of_ 1.913, Einstein attended a scientific 
congress· in Vienna .. where he p! eseuted a popular outJiDe of 
the s~ •eral theory of relativity. ne theo.1:y was not yet 
ca•nplete, and Einstein set forth only the most genmal con-

11lese can IJe prESented iD antfdpation 
of a detailed acquaintance with tire par.pol't of_ir11 11!~. 
relativity. 

• ' I ~~ ., •1 In Vienna Einstein spoke of ·his theoxy as of a aew tflecJI') 

of gravitation. He couapared gravitational theo17 with tile 
development of the theory of eJecbial:y. Ill the 18th centnry, 
the only known thing ~bout electricity was that it existed as 
charges which attracted or repelled one another with a force 
varying inversely as the square of the distance between them. 
Our present knowledge of gravitation goes essentially no 
further and all we know is the law of attraction of corporeal 
bodies. Yet in the course of 150 years the science o'f electricity 
advanced to the' concepts of electromagnetic field and 
electromagnetic oscillations. Evidently the time has come to 
develop similarly more complex conceptions in the theory 
of gravitation. Einstein's proposition was to treat gravity as 
a kind of characte1istic of space, a geomet11ical pmpaty of 
space. 

Einstein took the opportunity of his stay in Vienna· to meet 
Ernst Mach who, aged 75 and suffering from severe paralysis, 
lived in a suburb of the city. On entering the room E;nstein 
saw a man with a grey, unkenapt beard aDd a half-good· 
natured, half-atnning look OD his face, who1n Frank describes 
as looking like a· Slav peasant. 2 Einstein recalJed his conver-

I C.. Seelig; op. cit.. S. 132. 
2 Pb. op. dt.. p. 131 .. 



.. 
-·~~·' wit& br' .. 
of tile - • ~ •lijecll tfleJ 
• 'lc I aad 

. on. ~ discussing general relativity. we wiD be 
iD a position to grasp more fully the intense intellectual 
aelfrity which must have filled the years when it was in tbe 
naaking. All years people meeting Einstein came away 
with the ifltpression of a continuously occupied mind, which 
p •niated ia wori ing even duriDg friendly chats and at the 

IAAA.L&..J table. Also ill pe riocl. Eiastein's life was 
approaching its meritable finale as his with 
Mileva continued to grow. 

1 B. Cohen"' ·~An lDterview with ~ · • !kiaalilie American, Vol. 
193. lfo. 1, ]111y 1955. pp. 69-73. 



Chapter 17 

BERLIN 

I am spealdns of my pr·edilection for ltwing 
tranquili&y tmd ailene meditation, my pu· 
sion.ate, intriruic looe /or peaee and /ot 
occupation. which hatJe nothins in common 
with war. 

Numa Pompiliu• 
(P l u e a r cIa. "Parallel Live•") 

The revolution in science and .technology caused by 
electricity was in many ways a forerunner of the atomic 
revolution which took place half a century later. The 
beginning of the 20th century was marked by the emergence 
of new branches of industrial engineering, such as radio and 
X-ray engineering, the manufacture of electrical vacuum 
tubes for transforming current, etc., in which physical 
experiment was an essential part of the production process. 
The big electrical engineering fi1ms were the first to see 
the advantages of setting up physical laboratories which 
would be free to engage in research without necessarily 
stipulating in advance the possible applications of its results. 
In fact, the 'lnexpected results were frequently more exciting 
and more important than the planned ones. Any restriction 
to strictly planned tasks could close the way to discoveries 
based on new principles. It was considerations such as these 
which guided the General Electric Company, for example, 
when they invited the celebrated electrophysicist Charles 
Steinmetz to head their laboratories with the right to do 
what he pleased, the sole condition being that all anticipated 
and unanticipated results of his work remain within the 
company. More and more new institutes appeared in which 
theoretical research yielded new principles of technological 
progress. Depending on conditions and traditions, these 
institutes were based on university departments, laboratories 
of higher technical schools, divisions of scientific academies 
and societies or, in the United States, private laboratories. 
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Governments invested ana encouraged investment in 
research establishments whose theoretical investigations 
were expected to yield indubitable, but unpredictable., prac
tical results. The German Empire, bent on depriving Great 
Britain of her lead in science, technology and industry and 
on developing a ~~mailed fist'' strong enough to embark on 
a recarving of markets, raw material sources and spheres of 
investment, saw in theoretical science a real force in the fight 
for industrial and military supremacy. 

The financial oligarchy responded favourably to the 
German Emperor's intention to inaugurate a society and 
institute, to be named after their royal sponsor. The Kaiser 
Wilhelm Gesellschaft was to consist of bankers and indus
trialists united in helping to build research institutes. The 
membe1·s received the title of "senator'' and the right to wear 
a handsome gown, and occasionally they were invited to 
breakfast with the Emperor. Who of his loyal subjects could 
resist the prospect? 

The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute was envisaged as being made 
up of the most eminent scientists, highly paid, with no 
pedagogical obligations and the right to engage in any 
individual researches. It was assumed, not unreasonably, 
that the results of such investigations would be important 
indeed. The task of recruiting the scientists for the institute 
was undertaken by Max Planck and Walter Nemst. 

Max Planck, the great creator of the theory of quanta, a 
physicist of tremendous scientific scope and keen intuition, 
was not· only the first to appreciate the inner harmony and 
beauty of the theory of relativity. He realised or felt (it is 
hard to say whether he was guided more by logic or intuition) 
that for many years to come Einstein's theory would deter
mine the main roads of physical research, which would lead 
to as yet unpredictable but undoubtedly valuable results in 
all spheres of science and culture. In academic circles Planck's 
scientific and moral authority was incontestable. Einstein 
greatly admired this tall, slim, somewhat stand-offish man 
whose 1·omantic soul revealed itself whenever he sat down 
to play the piano or to write one of his fine paperS which 
invariably displayed a genuinely ron1antic devotion to 

• saence. 
. Planck was respected in ·Official circles too. His aristocratic 

·background, belief in' , convention, reserved manners and 
' . 
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soldierly bearing appealed to the miJitary .. bureaucratic 
society. 

Walter Nernst, on the other hand, was the darling of the 
bourgeoisie. One of the mos·t enlinent 20th-ceJ¥UrY chenlists, 
he was an extrentely active and energetic man, a born 
organiser and, at the same time, a deep and original thinker. 

Planck and Nernst came to Einstein personally with the 
following offer: Einstein was to become the director of a 
research institute for physics and a member of the Prussian 
Academy of Science. He would be made a professor of the 
Berlin University with a minimal burden of lectures, which 
he himself would plan. He would be unencumbered by 
obligations and free to investigate the problems of his choice, 
as well as to take part in the work of any other institutes 
and societies. 

Einstein realised that acceptance of the offer would enable 
him to devote himself completely to his work on the gener
alisation of the relativity theory. Moreover, as Planck and 
Nernst pointed out, there were many leading physicists and 
mathematicians in Berlin with whom Einstein could come 
into contact. When Einstein remarked that, in T,angevin's 
view~ there were only twelve persons in the world who 
really understood relativity, Nemst responded that eight of 
the111 lived in Berlin. Still, Einstein hesitated. He did not like 
the idea of leaving the tolerant, easy-goillg environment of 
Zurich and coming into contact with the militant6 snobbish 
officialdom of Germany. This~ he knew, was inevitable in 
spite of the haven provided by_ the academic community. 

The conversatiQD ended in a tentative agreement. Einstein 
asked for a little more time to think the matter over. They . 
agreed that Planck and Nemst would come ag~in to Zurich 
for the final answer. True to himself, even now Einstein 
could not resist the temptation of playing a little game: if 
he came to meet them with a bunch of red flowers it \\~ould 
mean that he accepted the offer; white flowers would signify 
rejection. , , 

Whett -~e ~o men arrived at the station again '"Einstein 
was there to meet tbem with a bunch ·of red)' flowers., 

Mileva remained in Zurich. Separation was in1rninent, and 
when Einstein left for Berlin he went alone. · , 

In Berlin the ~in. font) of Einst4d.ll's .. .Centific coatacts 
with the new· community was a w~klyt phySical· teaftmar 
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,) which was held l regularly until his departure from Gtrmaay. 
Many of the participants in the semJJtar soon became· ,m. 
friends. Be8i~ Nen1st and· Planck, there was Max von La tie;~ 
who in 1912 discovered~ together with his collaborators, the 
diffraction of .X-rays in crystals, one of the experimental 
cornerstones in the foundations of the new conceptions of 
the structure of matter. Laue was also the author of many 
theoretical works, among them a penetrating exposition of 
relati\rity theory. The seminar was also attended by such 
celebrated physicists as Gustav Hertz, James Franck, and 
Erwin Schrodinger whose fame was still to come (we shall 
meet with his name sh~rtly in connection with the fow1dation 
of quantum mechanics during the years 1924-1926). At one 
period the seminar was attended by J..ise Meitner, who gained 
world fame in the late 1930s in connection with the discovery 
of uranium fission. 

All the fo11ner participants in the s~r speak of it in 
glowing tenns, and the figure of Einstein is prominent in 
their recollections. This is due not only to the depth and 
clarity of his remarks. His unaffected~ sincere manner, the 
ease with which he grasped his colleagues' ideas (truly the 
mark of a genius) endowed the gatherings with a lustrous 
brilliancy. On the other hand, the new academician hardly 
ever attended official meetings,. including meetings of the 
Prussian Academy. He often ridiculed the academic meetings 
(and here his humour would lose its usual inoffensiveness) at 
which members dozed off trying to maintain a respectable 
and dignified air, while discussion was in progress of special
ised and often trivial subjects, and where problems far 
removed from science could suddenly evoke spirited speeches 
on the part of men whose debts to science by far exceeded 
their contributiqns. 

Einstein.regarded the requirerpe~ts of professorial etiquette 
as a great nuis~ce. In May 1.914, he wrote to Adolf .liurWi~ 
in Zurich: ''Contrary to expectations,, life here is not so bed.;_ 
what ~bs my eqQanimity ,is that I am being. dril~ed ~ 
.tl kinds· of nonsense, such as the clothes I shoUld \Year so 
that some per~on or other .~ould not· ~k that I eome ln'mJ 
tbe,dreg~ Gf so~ety.~~t.. . · · 

' - ' 

I C. Seelig, op. cit, S. 247. 



The early period of Einstein's life in Berlin was marked 
by the acquisition of new £1·iends; at the same time he did 
not notice his enemies. His mind was occupied with the 
problems of the relativity of accelerated motioDI, gravitation, 
and the dependence of the geometrical properties of space 
on spatial events. He never stopped thinking of them. 

Philipp Frank recalls a visit he once paid to Einstein during 
which they decided to visit the Astrophysical Observatory 
at Potsdam together. They agreed to meet on a bridge in 
Potsdam, but Frank~ who had much to do in Berlin, said he 
was afraid he might be a little late. "Oh," said Einstein, 
"that makes 110 difference; I will wait on the bridge." Frank 
suggested that that might waste too much of Einstein's time. 
"Oh no," was the rejoinder, "the kind of work I do can be 
done anywhere. Why should I be less capable of reflecting 
about my proble1ns on the Potsdam bridge than at home?" 
His thoughts, Frank goes on, flowed like a constant stream. 
Every conversation that interrupted his thinking was like 
a small stone thrown into a mighty river, unable to influence 
its course.t This explains why the constant and extremely 
intense work of Einstein's mind never prevented his natural 
amicability from manifesting itself. 

Einstein's readiness to discuss scientific problems with 
others sometimes resulted in embarrassing situations. On one 
occasion he heard that one of his Berlin colleagues, Professor 
Stumpf, a well-known physiologist, was interested in problems 
of space perception. ·Einstein thought that he could take the 
opportunity of makir1g a formal visit to discuss matters of 
mutual interest. On the chance of finding the professor at 
home he called in the morning. When he arrived the maid told 
him that the Herr Geheimrat was not at home and asked 
whether Einstein would like to leave a message. He said he 
would come back later in the day, in the meantime, he would 
take a walk in the park. When he came back at two in the 
afternoon the maid infor1ned him that the Herr Geheinrrat 
was taking his afternoon nap after lunch, since she had not 
told him that Einstein would call again. "Never mind,'' said 
Einstein 111'11 come back later." When he came back at fc,ur 
he was finally able to see the Herr Geheimrat. "You see," 
Einstein said to the maid, "in the end patience and persever-

t Ph. Frank, op. cit., pp. 147-48. 
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ance are always rewarded.,. The Stumpfs were happy to see 
the famous Einstein and assumed the conversation would be 
that befitting a formal introductory visit. Einstein, however, 
launched on the problem of space. Poor Stumpf, who had 
no extensive physical or mathematical knowledge, understood 
little of the discussion and was hardly able to wedge in a 
word. After Einstein had talked for about forty minutes he 
suddenly realised that he was actually talking to ·himself 
and that his call had lasted too long. With a perfunctory 
farewell he hastily departed. 

Such incidents, of course, in no way disturbed Einstein's 
peace of mind. He was used to a certain lack of interest or 
understanding, even in his own professional environment. 
The people who really disturbed him were those who seemed 
specially brought up to carry out all and any designs of an 
aggressive state, the bearers of the "Prussian spirit" whom 
he retnembered so well from his boyhood days in Munich. 
,_These cool blond people," he once said, "make me feel 
uneasy; they have no psychological comprehension of others. 
Everything must be explained to them very explicitly/' 
Events were rapidly moving in the direction which would 
bring the "cool blond people" to the fore. Less than a year 
after Einstein had taken u·p his residence in Berlin the First 
World War broke out. 

In "The World as I See It" Einstei11 expressed his attitude 
towards war and militarism: "That a man can take pleasure 
in marching in fours to the strains of a band is enough to 
make me despise him. He has only been given his big 
brain by mistake; unprotected spinal marrow was all he 
needed. This plague-spot of civilisation ought to be abolished 
with all possible speed. Heroism by order, senseless 
violence, and all the loathsome nonsense that goes by the 
name of patriotism-how passionately I hate theml How 
vile and despicable seems war to me! I would rather be 
hacked in pieces than take part in such an abominable 
business. My opinion of the human race is high enough that 
I believe this bogey would have disappeared long ago, had 
the soUDd sense uf the peoples not been systentatically 
cor1upted by commercial and political interests acting through 
the 'SChools and the press."' 

s ldtllls alld O,inloru,· pp. 10.11. 



In July 1914, troops began marching through the streets 
of Berlin and crowds of enthusiastic idolisera of the Kaiser 
and the Reichswehr lined the pavements. • , 

The adherents of revolutionary internationalisJn went 
underground. To Einstein it was an awful mghbnare. He 
suddenly discovered that the academic environment was 
poisoned with a savage jingoism. Peaceful, inoffensive 
burghers with a sincere respect for world culture now sud
denly took delight tn martial music and calls for the annihi
lation of Russia, France and England, and eagerly exchanged 
news about the deaths of thousands of people. Vicious 
bigoted articles and .pamphlets proclaiming the historic 
mission of Germany replaced Lessing and Schiller on their 
desks. Ostwald spoke of the subordination of Europe to the 
Hobenzollem empire as of the greatest task in history and 
signed a manifesto of Ger1nan intellectuals, which was imbued 
with some of the wont features of German nationalism. 
Others, Planck among them, were utterly at a loss and could 
only incoherently mutter about Getinany's '1egitimate 
demands". Einstein was no longer able to maintain his free 
and cordial relations with his colleagues. But neither could 
he retreat into his shell and devote himself solely to physical 
problen,s. With the exception of a few close friends, he knew 
of no one who shared his ideals and his loyalty to freedom 
and international solidarity. The work of revolutionary 
groups opposing the imperialist war was re1note · from 
Einstein, -but he soon got in touch with people who shared 
his views. These were Romain Rolland, the French author, 
and a group of scientists and writers who gathered about 
him. 

In March 1915, Einstein wrote Rolland a letter in which 
he placed himself at the disposal of Rolland's anti-war 
organisation. After three centuries of intense cultural work 
in Europe, Einstein wrote, religious madness had re· 
placed by national m,.ctness. Some scientists, he said, were 
behaving as if they had had their brains removed. As a- true 
exponent of rationalism, Eiastein viB"Wed the subjection of 

·to animal instf.Dcts in 10 many adentlats a.~ a great 
tragedy of European intellectuals: , ~ 

In the autumn of 1915, Einstein managed to read! Swit• 
zerland, where Mileva Uved with the boys, whom he wated 
to see so much. In Switzerland Einstein visited ·Romain 

' 
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Roll~d at Vevay, who told him that groups of opponents of 
war were active in all the belligere~t nations. Roll~d <;raated 
a great impression on Einstein ·ana he began 1to feel hi'mself 
a member of an inte1national community standing' opposed 
to the evils of extreme nationalism. In Ger1nany, too, Einstein 
found such men of like mind. 

Meanwhile the war went on and the nationalistic passions 
continued to poison the scientific community. There was, 
for example, a circular from a group of Ger1nan physicist• 
in which they urged their colleagues not to quote the works 
of English physicists. They asserted that German science was 
especially profound and thorough in contrast to the super
ficial character of theories enunciated by Englishmen and 
Frenchmen. Such nationalistic excesses drove Einstein to seek 
the company of people whose reason and conscience had 
not been so perverted. He began to frequent the home of 
Rudolf Einstein, his second uncle, who lived in Berlin with 
his daughter Elsa, Albert's childhood friend. Elsa had come 
to Berlin with her two daughters after separating from her 
husband. She was an attractive woman, mild of manner, 
possessing a good sense of humour and many other traits 
and habits in common with Einstein. Later, after receiving 
his divorce in 1919, Einstein married Elsa. 

In 1917 historical events confronted many scientists with 
problents which they had never faced before: with whom 
did they stand, what was their attitude towards the newly 
emerged social system~ what kind of a picture had they in 
mind of the future of humanity? 

A political stratification was taking place among the 
intellectuals ·of Europe, the times called for a clear definition 
of one's position. Einstein hailed the Octob~r Revolution in 
Russia as the beginning of a society based on reason and 
science. He characterised Lenin as a tnan "who completely 
sacrificed himself and devoted all his energies to the realisa
tion of social justice .... Men of his type are the guardians 
and reatoren of the eoasdence of mankind."! 

• \ 
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Chapter 18 

THE 8ENERAL THEORY 
OF RELATIVITY 

In 1919, Eitutein'~ nine-year-old 1on EdUJ~Jrd 
a.slc.d him: .. Daddy, wlay are you so famowP" 
Eimtein ltmRiaed nnd then e%plairaed quiu! 
seriowly: "You see, son, when a blind bug 
Cl!awls along elae surface of a •plaere ~ doesn't 
notice that ~ pad. is curved. I wa.t /orhlntJte 
enoush to notice thu." 

After the appearance of the special theory of relativity, 
the principal purpose of Einstein's life lay in his search for 
a more general theory. As we have seen, Einstein regarded 
as artificial the preference given to systems moving uniformly 
in a straight line over other systems. In reference systems in 
uniform, rectilinear motion mechanical processes take place 
always in the same way and do not depend on the system's 
motion, on the other hand, in systems moving with accelera
tion mechanical processes take place differently, depending 
on the acceleration. Acceleration gives rise to inertia forces 
which cannot be explained in tenus of force interactions and 
which indicate that the system is in motion, thus making 
such motion absolute in character. For this reason the GalUeo
Newton relativity principle is applicable only to systems 
moving uniformly in a s~aight line. 

The special theory of relativity asserts that in inertial 
systems all physical processes take place in the same way. 
This statement, we see, remains res~cted to inertial systems. 
Acceleration disturbs the unifortn flow of processes, thus 
demonstrating its absolute nature. Is it possible to visualise 
events in accelerated systems which. would not violate the 
principle of relativity, i.e., would not provide any absolute 
criteria of motion 'l Can the relativity principle, which holds 
good for all inertial systems, be extended to 
systems? 



A positive answer was suggested by a law, known since 
the 17th century. 

All bodies possess inertia, and they all resist the action 
of fields of force. The measure of this resistance is a body's 
inertial mass. Furtherrnore, all bodies are responsive, as it 
were, to fields of force. For instance, electrically charged 
bodies are responsive to electric fields, and the electrical 
forces of attraction and repulsion act on them in various 
degrees. The measure of this "responsiveness" is the body~s 
charge. In the case of electrical forces, bodies possess "res
ponsiveness", i.e., charge, which is not dependent on their 
mass. A body may have large mass and small electric charge, 
and vice versa. In fact, a body possessing mass need not 
possess any electric charge at all. 

There exist fields, however, in relation to which a body's 
"responsiveness" is always proportional to its mass. These 
are gravitational fields. All physical bodies are subject to 
the gravitational attraction of other bodies. In all cases a 
body's "response" to a gravitational field (its "gravitational 
charge'' or ~~gravitational mass") is propoltional to the body's 
resistance to the field, that is to say, to its inertial mass. The 
more massive a body, the more difficult it is to change its 
velocity; but the greater its inertial mass, the heavier it is, 
and the more it tends to gravitate towards other bodies. As 
a result all bodies, regardless of their inertial mass, expe
rience the same acceleration in a given gravitational field, 
and near the surface of the earth they fall from the same 
height with the same speed (neglecting the resistance of the 
atmosphere). 

When a system of bodies is being accelerated, the bodies 
resist the acceleration in proportion to their inertial masses. 
This resistance manifests itself in a pressure in the opposite 
direction of the acceleJ-ation. This pressure, or acceleration 
in the opposite direction of the motion, is felt by the passen,. 
gerl ·of ·a train when it is gathering speed. It is ascribed to 
inertia forces, which are proportional to a body's' inertial 
mass., Acceleration caused by a gravitational field is propor
tional to the gravitational mass. Insofar as the two masses 
are proportional, we are unable to detennine what has causecJ. 
the observed accelerations .of the bodies in our systern: the 
acceleration of the system or a field of gravity. 
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Einstein illustrated the equivalence of the forces involved 
by comparing phenomena as observed in a lift· when it is 
moving with acceleration in the absence of a gravitational 
field and when it is at rest in such a field, Tbe lift is the 
counterpart of Newton's bucket introduced to demonstrate the 
absolute nature of acceleration. 

Imagine, Einstein says, that a lift is hanging motionless 
in a gravitational field, the earih's, for example. A man 
inside feels his weight pressing against the soles of his feet 
and ascribes it to gravity. Now suppose the gravitational 
forces have disappeared and the lift is accelerating in the 
opposite direction of their pull. What happens? Why, nothing, 
so far as the man in the lift is concerned. The inertia forces 
of acceleration will keep his feet solidly on the floor, they 
will stretch a string supporting a load, etc. The man has no 
way of deterntining whether these effects are actually due 
to acceleration or to gravity. This is Einstein's principle of 
the equivalence of acceleration and gravitation. It follows 
that, since the effects of acceleration and gravitation are in 
no way distinguishable, there is no absolute criterion of 
accelerated motion. 

For special relativity to be extended to accelerated motions 
it was necessary to show that not only the dynamic effects 
of motion but optical phenomena as well could be explained 
in ter1ns of gravitation. Imagine that in our lift there is a 
hole in one of its walls. If the lift is moving with accelera· 
tion, a beam of light shining through the hole will not strike 
the opposite ~Nail at the same height from the floor and will 
seem to bend towards the floor (since by the time it reaches 
the opposite wall the lift will have travelled some distance)~ 

If the cabin is motionless in a gravitational field the beam 
of light is apparently not affected, it will strike the . wall 
exactly opposite the hole, de1nonstrating the difference 
between the physical effects of acceleration and gravitation, 
•d hence the absolute nature of acceleration. 

This would indeed. be the case if light were weightless. 
But light moves and therefore possesses mass of motion,
which is attracted by the gravitational field. It follows* there I 
fore, that light suffers an acceleration under the action of 
gravitational forces. This is contrary to one of the ~i.e 
assumptions of special relativity. Einstein ·aeeeptecl ~tbil' 
conclusion, and "he restricted apecial relatiVity, (and the 



principle of the constancy of the velocit"t· of light) to domains 
in which gravitational forces could be neglected, The principle 
of relativity, though, could now. be extended to all moving 
systenas. The conclusion that light has "weight'' (mass in 
motioD) and the consequent bending of light rays in gra\fita· 
tiona! fields could be, and as we shall shortly see, was 
verified by direct observation. 

A point of interest at this juncture is the correlation 
between the "extemal confirmation" and ''inner perfection'' 
of the general theory of relativity. The basic propositions of 
the theory were derived from the very general premise of 
the proportionality of inertial and gravitational mass. In 
classical mechanics this proportionality was an inexplicable 
property of gravitational fields. It is not observed in other 
fields, electrical, for instance. General relativity brought this 
proportionality within a system of inter1elated laws, into a 
unified causal scheme of the universe. Thus the world picture 
approached closer to "inner perfection". Another contribu
tion to its "inner perfection" was the removal of the restric
tion of relativity to inertial systems, which seaued arbitrary 
from the point of view of the "classical ideal". 

The external confirntation was found, first theoretically 
and later experimentally, in the new fact of the bending of 
light rays. Thus the principle of relativity was extended to 
include accelerated systems. In other words, the generalisa
tion affected not the classical relativity principle but Einstein's 
1905 theory, and the paradoxical space-time relationships 
were extended to all types of motion. 

The relativity of accelerated motion in large spatial 
domains does not derive from the principle of equivalence 
taken by itself. Take our two lifts, for instance. ImagiDe two 
weights hanging on strings from the ceiling of the first cabin. 
The forces of gravity are directed towards the centre of the 
earth and intersect there; hence, strictly speaking, the strings 
are not parallel. But in the acce~erated lift we would find 
tJtat th~ inertial forces pull the ,two strings strictly parallel. 
In small cabins the diffennce is imperceptible, yet it Ia suf
ficient to challenge the equivalence of gravity and ac:celera· 
tion. in large spatial dornains. 

Einstein overcame ~this difficulty by identifying gravitation 
\Vith apace-time curvature. Imagine a coordinate systen1 In 
which the path traversed by a body is directed along : cme 
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axis, and the passage of time along the otner. If the body is 
moving under no forces its motion on such a spiCe-time plot 
will be identified by a straight line; if it is moving with 
acceleration the plot will be a curved line. If the world lines 
of all bodies, including light quanta, are curved in a field of 
gravity, if all world lines are curved, then we can speak of 
the curvature of space-time as a whole. 

The meaning of this can be grasped from a consideration 
of the curvature of two-dimensional space, a surface, that 
is; su·ppose we draw several triangles on a plane and measure 
the sum of their angles. We find that in one region the sum 
is not equal to two right angles and it occurs to us then that 
space has probably ceased to be Euclidean. This can be 
visualised by imagining the surface to be warped. It is not 
so easy to picture to oneself the curvature of three-dimen
sional space or four-dimensional space-time. This is best done 
by picturing space-time curvature as the ·bending of all world 
lines. Since gravi-tation bends all four-dimensional world 
lines without exception, we can regard gravitation as repre
senting the curvature of space-time. This is just what 
Einstein's theory of general relativity does, and to deter1nine 
the force of gravity acting on a unit mass at a given point 
of space and at a given instant means to detetutine the cur
vature of space-time at that point, at that instant. If space· 
time is not curved in a given region (the gravitational field 
is infinitesimal) a particle's world line is straight, and it will 
be in unifor1n translational motion. If a gravitational field is 
acting (space-time is curved), the particle's world line is 
curved . 

. The general theory of relativity gives rise to a new 
conception of the universe.. a new cosmology. Einstein 
regarded the gravitational fields of various bodies as the 
curving of space-time in the region surrounding those bodies. 
Bodies on the surface of the earth cause hardly any percep· 
tible curvature. By curving space-time the earth makes the 
moon travel with acceleration. The warping of space-time by 
the sun bends the planets' world lines. In this case why not 
presume that space as a whole is also. curved 'I 

The conception of the general curvature of space can be 
illustrated by an analogy with a curved two-dimeDSional 
space, say the surface of the earth. We are well aware ·of 
local curvatures: hills, mountains, valleys. We, also know 
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~of the earth's curvature as a whole, that this two-dimensional 
space is a spherical surface. Now consider four-dimensi~nal 
space-time, i.e., the totality of world lines of all physical 
bodies. We know that the world ijnes are curved near centres 
of gravitation. Thus, if we undertake a journey around the 
universe the world line tracing our path will be bent by the 
gravitational fields of planets, stars, etc. A planet causes a 
small bent whereas a star makes a bigger one. In intergalac
tic regions gravity is negligible and the world line straightens 
out. 

One interesting question emerges in this connection. If 
space-time is in faot curved, does this mean that in principle 
it is possible to travel around the four-dimensional spatia
temporal universe and return to the same world point. just 
as on earth? Einstein says No. For to 1·eturn to a world point 
means that if we depart from some geographic locality at, 
say, the stroke of New Year, nineteen-umpty, we can circle 
the universe and retum millions of years later to the same 
geographic point, and the same temporal point of New Year, 
nineteen-umpty. This is impossible, and a space-time curvature 
which would cause a world line to close in upon itself at the 
same world point cannot exist. 

Einstein postulated that only space was curved, not time. 
Therefore, departing from a geographical locality in a journey 
along the shortest line around the universe one describes a 
closed spatial path to return to the same locality years later, 
in A.D. 109 or whenever. Hence, world space is finite (in 
the same sense as the two-dimensional surface of the earth 
is finite), but time is infinite. A two-dimensional space analogy 
is a surface curved and finite in one direction and straight 
and infinite in another, a cylinder, in fact. 

If we trace the shortest line around a cylinder we come 
back to the same point. If we trace a line along the cylinder 
it will be straight and infinite. Proceeding from this analogy, 
Einstein's hypothesis of the curvature of space and the non
curvature of time was called the cylindrical world hypothesis. 

In 1922, A. A. Friedman hypothesised that the curvature 
of world space changes with time. The universe, it seems, is 
expanding, a hypothesis which seems to be confirmed by 
astronomical observations .. 



C II • pte r 11 

CONFIRMATION 
OF THE RELATIVITY THEORY 

,-

Do nol bodies ace on light cd a dutance, ami 
by their actio11 bend its rays? 

Newton 

The idea of the gravitational mass of light and the corres
ponding bending of a beam of light by a heavy body-in its 
gravitational field-is analogous to the question posed by 
Newton in his Opticks and quoted in the epigraph. The 
analogy, however, is purely superficial. Newton thought that 
diffraction could be explained by the repuJsion of light by 
bodies, the degree of repulsion not depending on their mass. 
Newton's ideas concerning the corpuscular theory of light, 
cited in the epigraph to Chapter 11, comes close to Einstein's 
understanding: the photon theory was in fact a kind of 
revival of Newton's views. The idea of bent rays in a cunted 
space, however, has no precedent, neither did it have any 
sources in direct experiment. In this respect it ranks among 
discoveries like Le Verrier's tracking-down of the planet 
Neptune and Mendeleyev's inclusion of undiscovered 
eleJnents in his Periodic Table, in each case theoretical 
prediction preceded experimental proof. To Einstein the very 
existence of such discoveries was an irrefutable . argument 
against any for1n of solipsism, consistent or inconsistent, 
including contemporary positivism.! The genesis of the idea 
of the bending of rays in a gravitational field offers a good 
illustration to Einstein's scheme of "inner perfection" and 
"extemal canfirJBation". The idea developed in approximately 
the following way. 

Special relativity did away· with the ether as an absolute 
body of reference, and~ with absolute ,time independent of 
a spatial reference system. Following tbe rejection t of 
Newton's concept of instantaneous action at a .distance, 

1 See ''Reply to Critlci41ms", in Philosoplzer·ScientUt, pp. 665-82. 



another prop of absolute simultaneity also collapsecf .. the 
~ possibility of synchronising events taking ~ into actount · the 

velocity of systems moving relative to the stationary , ether. 
However, the removal of the infinite stationary ether left an 
infinite eu1pty space which takes part in observable proces~&es 
-accelerated motion in empty space gives rise to dynamic 
effects, the inerUa forces. This contradicts the 'fclassical 
ideal" with its world picture based only on the motions and 
interactions of material bodies. Einstein -sought the ways 
and means of eliminating the absolute motion which violates 
the causal harmony of physical reality. One way, he found, 
was to do away· with the coincidence of the gravitational and 
inertial masses of bodies, which lacked causal explanation. 
But following this path meant allowing for light to have 
gravitational mass. In his assumption that such mass existed 
Einstein was not guided by any specific experimental finding. 
He proceeded from a general idea emerging from the totality 
of experience~~ In this respect general relativity differs 
from special relativity, which also derived from general 
premises, but which had been prepared by Michelson's 
experiment. 

This explains the different impact created by the two 
theories. Special relativity explained known facts, and its 
success depended on the "generality'' and "naturalness" of 
its postulates as compared with earlier conceptions. The 
"external confirmation" of special relativity was based on 
a known fact which was unshakable. On the contrary, general 
relativity began by possessing great and indubitable "inner 
perfection" and the remarkable thing was the observation 
which gave it "external confirmation". The observation 
demonstrated, among other things, that ration~l thinking 
proceeding from the harmony and knowability of the world 
led to a trustworthy conception of reality. ' 

Early in 1917, the celebrated British astronomer and 
physicist Sir Arthur Eddington suggested a way of verifying 
whether light: possessed gravitational mass or not by direct 
obsewation. The importance of this for the furtherance~ of 
relativity theory can hardly he, overestimated. Eddington waa 
one of the most active developers and· popularisers of 
Einstein~s ideas. In this connection there is on record a rather 
humorous story. Once a colleague remarked to Eddington 
that he was one of three men who understood ~relativity 
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theory. When a pained expression appeared on Eddington's 
face, the physicist said: "Professor Eddington, you shouldn't 
be embarrassed; you are too modest." "No," Eddington 
replied, "i am not embarrassed, I am only wondering who 
is the third.'' • 

Eddington possessed r~markable, some people say 
excessive, scientific imagination and ingenuity. In time these 
qualities produced the idea of astronomical observations 
which had a profound effect on the destinies of relativity. 

If light possesses gravitational mass, i.e., weight, then 
upon passing a heavy body it should be deflected towards 
that body, just as a cannon-ball is deflected towards the 
earth and finally falls down. A light ray, of course, will not 
fall to the earth as, according to Einstein's theo1·y of gravita
tion, its deflection by ~he earth is negligible, no more than 
10 metres in one second (that is, over a path of 300,000 kilo
metres). When passing a heaviel' body the deflection is 
greater-21 times greater ncar the sun than near the earth. 
So if a beatn of light from some remote star passes by the 
sun before reaching the earth 1t will be deflected and the 
image of the star on a photograph will be displaced as 
compared with a photog1·aph taken when the sun is far away 
from that section of the sky. But fc·.v stars can be observed 
when the sun is in the sky, especially if they lie close to its 
disk. Such stars, whose rays pass close to the sun, can, 
however, be photographed during a solar eclipse. (It is also 
important that the sun be nearer to bright stars at the time 
of an eclipse.) When such an eclipse was due on May 29, 
1919, Eddington began to prepare an expedition to regions 
where it would be total. It was decided to send two such 
expeditions, one to the island of Principe in the Gulf of 
Guinea, off the coast of West Africa, the other to the village 
of Sobral in Brazil. 

When the British expedition arl'ived in Brazil it was 
greeted by a remark in a Brazilian newspaper characteristic 
of the first postwa1· yea1·s. "'Instead of trying to establish 
a German theory," the paper wrote, "the members of the 
expedition, who are well acquainted with the heavens, should 
rather try to obtain rain for the country, which has suffered 
from a long drought." 1 

s Ph~ Prank, o'p. cit., p. t:?O. 



Rain greeted the expedition on the isle of Principe, in 
~which Eddington himself took part. On the day of the eclipse 
the sky was overcast and the sun's corona was hardly visible 
through a cloud. No stars were seen. Shortly before the end 
of totality, however, the clouds cleared away and photographs 
of the stars near the corona were made. 

Plates were compared with others taken half a year later, 
that is, when the sun was farther away, and a shift in the 
stellar images as pred!cted by Einstein's general theory of 
relativity was observed. 

The sky over Sobral, Brazil, was cloudless and many 
photographs were taken. But when the plates were compared 
with control pictures the astronomers were disappointed: 
the results were at variance with prediction and with those 
of the African expedition. The reason was that the sun had 
heated the instruments, causing distortions in the pictures. 
Einstein was informed of the results of Eddington's 
expedition in September of the same year. Lorentz sent him 
a telegram saying that the theory of relativity could be 
conside1·ed confir1ned. In a postcard to his mother Einstein 
wrote: "Good news todayl H. A. Lorentz has cabled that an 
English expedition has proved the deflection of light rays near 
the sun." But Einstein, it seems, was more concerned with 
pleasing his mother. He himself was not at all worried about 
the conclusions of Eddington's expedition. 

Soon Eddington reported the results of the expeditions at 
a joint session of the Royal Society and the Royal Astronom
ical Society of London. The session was opened by J. J. Thom
son, president of the Royal Society, who said: "'It is not the 
discovery of an outlying island but of ·a whole continent of 
new scientific ideas. It is the greatest discovery in connection 
with gravitation since Newton enunciated his principles."1 

Eddington's report and the comments of other scientists 
made headline news all over the world. People felt that a 
great event had taken place in science. Words like ~~curva
ture of space", "finality of space", ''bending of light rays" 
were on many lips, though few people really understood 
their meaning. J. J. Thomson himself said: "I have to con
fess that no one has yet succeeded in stating in clear language 

1 Ph. Frank, op. cit, p. 173. 



what the theory of Einstein really is."1 Many scientists, he 
persisted in stating, were themselves forced to admit their 
inability to express simply the actual meaning of the theory. 
Contrary to adage and, accordingly, to prac~ce, failure to 
understand the theory was used as an argument against it. 
TLe notion of the finality of the universe aroused especially 
great objections. 

It should be noted that the difference between the idea 
of the end of space and the finite radius of the closed paths 
of moving bodies and rays of light was not clearly under· 
stood. One American newspaper, characteristically enough, 
demanded that the principles of logic and ontology (i.e., the 
fundamental concepts of the real world) should not depend 
on the change in physical ideas. "This fails to explain," it 
wrote, "why our astronomers appear to think that logic and 
ontology depend on the shifting views of the astronomers. 
Speculative thought was highly advanced long before astron
omy. A sense of proportion ought to be useful to mathemati
cians and physicists, but it is to be feared that British astron
omers have regarded their own field as of somewhat greater 
consequence than it really is."2 

This idea of scientists ~~regarding their field as of somewhat 
greater consequence than it really is" is not at all new. 
Dogmatists would always prefer to have the fundamental 
concepts of the universe (their so-called ontology) immune 
from any changes due to advances in specific fields of knowl· 
edge. Osiander in his foreword to Copernicus's book, in the 
16th century, and Bellarmine, the head of the Italian lnquisi .. 
tion, in a letter to Galilee, in the 17th century, both cautioned 
astronomers to stick to the practical applications of the new 
astronomical ideas and to refrain from attaching ontological 
importance to their discoveries, not to undermine the world 
picture as a whole, nor to imagine that their discoveries con
stituted the truth. 20th-century dogmatists appealed to public 
opinion, "common sense'', "self-evidence", etc. Pu·blic opinion, 
however, was far from unanimous. The layman could make 
nothing of space curvature, but he was inclined to blame 
himself rather than Einstein. The mass media, on the other 
hand, frequently found that it was Einstein's fault that it took 

' Ph. Frank, op. cit . ., p. 174. 
z Ibia, p. 142. 
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a knowledge of physics and mathematics to grasp the 
sweeping conclusions -he had derived from the .-ew theory of 
gravitation and abstract geometry. that the new ideas had 
not yet been popularly expounded and that the new theory 
called for courage and scope in scientific thinking. The 
partisans of "self-evidence" were especially discouraged by 
the apparent widespread acceptance of the new ideas. The 
lc)yman who did not claim to understand relativity sensed 
the measure of its scope and boldness. The very fact that 
seemingly self-evident premises were being discussed seemed 
significant to him. In assessing in retrospect the wave o£ 
widespread, intense interest displayed towards the relativity 
theory and its creator, we find the symptoms of the sweeping 
changes in social thinking characteristic of our century. It 
is therefore worth dwelling in greater detail on this 
characteristic of the 1920s. 



CJiapter 20 

FAME 

Some physiolo1ists dainlc lhae wlaen a man's 
brain espantlJ lais heart mrut contract. JP'Iaat a 
misconception I On · \e contrary, is 11oe ehe 
appGTene e1oum of ,&en, nurewin1 scientific 
discoveries, the destinies of peoples and laws 
in their hearts, the noble&t of human feelings, 
a motherly feelinB towards aU people? 

Balzac 

Fame abo demtJll.fh sacrifices, and i/ one can 
speak of the pursuit of fame, Eilutein'a role 
was that o/ die prey, noe the hunter. 

Moszkowsk i 

By the beginning of the 1920s Einstein's fame exceeded 
that of any living scientist. Leopold Infeld in his autobiograph
ical novel Ouest analyses the reasons for the remarkable 
growth of Einstein's fame after the 1919 expeditions which 
confir1ned the general theory of relativity: 

"It was just after the end of the war. People were weary 
of hatred, of killing and international intrigues. The trenches, 
bombs and murder had left a bitter taste. Books about war 
did not sell. Everyone looked for a new era of peace and 
wanted to forget the war. Here was something which cap· 
tured the imagination: human eyes looking from an earth 
covered with graves and blood to the heavens covered with 
stars. Abstract thought carrying the human mind far away 
from the sad and disappointing reality. The mystery of the 
sun's eclipse and the penetrating power of the human mind. 
Romantic scenery, a strange glimpse of the eclipsed sun, an 
imaginary picture of bending light rays, all removed from 
the oppressive reality of life."l 

t L Infeld, op. cit, p. 289. 
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These sentiment& bred a conscious or, more often, 
intuitive feeling of the social impact of Einstein's theory and 
the new physics as a whole. The heavens covered with stars 
did more than just carry the human mind away from the 
disappointment of reality. Their exploration held promise of 
the triumph of reason on earth, a triumph which involved 
more than just the expansion of knowledge about the 
universe. It could also mean a new way of life for all people. 
Science had sailed from the shores of ''self-evidence,., and it 
was bound to reach new lands. What riches lay untapped 
there was yet to be seen, but there could be no doubt that 
application of the new ideas would cause important changes 
in technology. Along with the vague expectation of a great 
expansion of man's productive forces there dwelt the more 
definite presentiment of the role of science itself in the 
struggle for its peaceful applications. Men anticipated a 
struggle for the peaceful applications of science against 
destructive applications, a struggle which was to reach its 
climax forty years later. They hoped that science would help 
to dispel the miasma of chauvinism and reaction which so 
often condensed into the clouds of war. The generation which 
so enthusiastically acclaimed the relativity theory and its 
confir1nation had witnessed many an eruption of extren1e 
nationalism, from the Dreyfus affair on, and it knew to what 
extremes it could lead. People knew that science was 
essentially international and inherently opposed to national
ism and war. There was, Infeld writes, "one further reason, 
perhaps even more important: a new event was predicted by 
a German scientist Einstein and confir1ned by English astron .. 
omers. Scientists belonging to two warring nations had 
collaborated again. it se.emed the beginning of a new era. 
The desire of people for peace was. it seems to me, the main 
cause of Einstein's mounting fame.''i 

One might add that many people knew of the baiting of 
Einstein by chauvinistic circles. This also served to attract 
widespread public attention to the relativity theory ,nd its 

" 
creator. 

Already in those years there·was another sphere of conflict, 
not so apparent but nevertheless important. Its pbllosophy 
was anti-intellectualism, which preached the feebleness and 

• 
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inadequacy of the human intellect as compared with mystical 
revelations. This philosophy had not yet erupted into the 
parade grounds of Nuremberg: with a decad~ ,or so to go, 
few people could foresee the mire into which the trickle of 
anti-intellectualism would yet lead. 

The flames of war are quenched in an atmosphere of 
rational thinking and are fed ·by mysticism. Even without 
understanding relativity people felt that it represented a 
supreme achievement of the human intellect. One of the 
reasons for the enthusiastic acclaim given to the theory was 
its association with revolutionary social ideas. Not, of course, 
in the sense of its dependence on social movements. Relativity 
is a reflection of the objective laws of nature, and in this 
sense it is quite independent of the development of society. 
But like every scientific theory it is only an approximation 
to the laws of nature. The measure of this approximation, 
the form in which a theory is enunciated, its social and cul
tural impact-these are the things which characterise science 
as an historical process, and they must be interpreted in rela
tion to the outstanding features of the age, however remote 
their bearing on the theory might seem. 

When Engels reconstructed the chain of historical cause 
and effect from Newton's mechanics to the French revolution 
he dealt with hidden and remote, but nevertheless indubitable, 
historical links. 

When 19th-century philosophers discerned the "algebra 
of revolution" in the ponderous dictums of the acclaimed 
philosopher of ·Prussian royalism, the connection seemed 
irrelevant, yet historically it was inescapable. 

In the beginning of the 20th century the course of history 
became too fast for the connections between science and 
revolution to be as remote and indirect as before. Revolu
tions raged and the bearing of scientific theories on revolu
tionary ideas came out into the open. Only within highly 
specialised spheres could scholars come to ·conclusions of 
revolutionary importance without realising it or attracting 
the attention of the combatant social forces. Broad, epochal 
generalisations could not help having ideological connota· 
tiona which, even if they were not readily apparent, were 
nevertheless intuitively felt by the scientists and the public 
at large. They were also felt by the ~eJJJies Qf . revolution. 
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After Eddington's expedition one professor at Columbia 
University wrote: 

"For some years past the entire world has been in a state 
of unrest, mental as well as physical. It may well be that 
the war, the Bolshevist uprising, are the visible objects of 
some deep mental disturbance. The unrest is evidenced by 
the desire to throw aside the well-tested methods of govem
ment in favour of radical and untried experiments. This same 
spirit of unrest has invaded science. There are many who 
would have us throw aside the well-tested theories upon 
which has been built the entire structure of modem scientific 
and mechanical development in favour C'f methodological 
speculation and fantastic dreantS about the universe."1 

Soon there began a direct attack on the relativity theory, 
which originated mainly in Germany. In the beginning 
Ger1nan nationalists had hailed the new theory as a manifes
tation of ''truly Ger1nanu intellectual prowess. At the same 
time in Great Britain people tried to evade any connection 
between the theory and Germany. Should the results of the 
astronomical verification have been different, then, as 
Einstein once remarked, the public attitude would have 
differed accordingly. In an article published in the London 
Times on November 28, 1919, he wrote: 

''Here is yet another application of the principle of relativ
ity for the delectation of the reader: today I am described 
in Ger1nany as a 'Gern1an savant', and in England as a 
'Swiss Jew'. Should it ever be my fate to be represented as 
a bete noire, I should, on the contrary, become a 'Swiss Jew" 
for the Gennans and a 'German savant' for the £nglish."'2 

In spite of the confirmation of relativity theory Einstein 
soon became a bete noire, and accordingly a Swiss Jew to 
the Ger1nans, and the theory itself ceased to gratify their 
national vanity. An unprecedented aggravation of class 
struggle was taking place in Germany. Terrorist organisations 
sprang up all over the country. The nationalist magazine Der 
Tilrmer published an articl~ entitled Bo1shevistic Physics, 
which said, In part: " ..• Professor Einstein, the alleged new 
Copernicus, numbers university teachers among his admirers. 
Yet, without mfnclng words, we are dealing here with an 

t Ph. Prank, op. dt., p. 178. 
• Ideas 11114 Opinions, p. 232. 
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infamous scientific scandal that fits very appropriately into 
the picture presented by this most tragic of all political 
periods. In the last analysis one cannot blame tke workers for 
being taken in by Marx, when German professors allow 
themselves to be misled by Einstein."1 

A certain Paul Weyland set up a special organisation with 
the sole purpose of fighting Einstein and his theories. Weyland 
organised meetings at which he would deliver political sallies 
against Einstein after which he would place physicists and 
philosophers on the platform to refute the new theory. At 
about the same time Philipp Lenard, an eminent experimental
ist, also joined in the attack against Einstein. He was a 
fierce opponent of the relativity theory and a rabid national· 
ist (he even had the term "ampere" replaced in his laboratory 
by the name of a Ger111an physicist). ~Lenard's statements 
ranged from attetnpts to explain the results of Michelson's 
experiment from the classical standpoint to calls to deal 
physically with Einstein. Later he undertook to find a 
~~pure German" source of the idea of the change in the 
mass of moving bodies, and later ascribed priority of this 
discovery to the talented theoretician ~F. Hasenohrl, who had 
been killed in the war. 

Relativity became the centre of a political struggle, a fact 
which further contributed to its fame. Still, in analysing the 
reason for such widespread interest in relativity one cannot 
fail to consider its content and its purport. At the bottom 
lay the theory's connection with the 11Classical ideal". In 
three centuries the notion of the world as a totality of mate
rial bodies in relative motion came to be almost intrinsic. 
Now the picture was :being rid of the ambiguities due to 
the concepts of action at a distance, absolute space, and the 
ether as an absolute body of reference wh~ch contradicted 
the very spirit of the world picture. The price of this, how
ever, was the paradoxical rejection of the classical law of 
velocity addition. Thus relativity forced upon men the idea 
of a paradoxical physical reality-trustworthy, hrefutable 
and experimentally proved. This led to "paradoxical rational· 
ism"~ a conception of the hal'Dlony of the universe which finds 
expression in simple relationships contradicting traditional 
"self-evidence''. This complex of ideas (whi<:h forms the 

, 
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essence of the relativity theory, as well as of .Einstein's 
world outlook) gradually passed on from the comparatively 
wide circle of people familiar with relativity to still wider 
circles. The general impression created by the theory was a 
conviction of the omnipotence of the intellect and the objec
tive nature and hartnony of the world, ideas which could 
not fail to appeal to people living in an age when intellect 
and harmony stood opposed to mysticism and chaos in one 
of the decisive confrontations of history. The process soon 
turned into something like a chain reaction: interest in the 
theory added to its social value (among other things it forced 
its author to make public statements), and this in turn served 
to enhance its popularity. Another factor in addition to the 
confirmation of the theory by astronomical observations 
which contributed to a feeling of its complete trustworthiness 
in spite of its apparent paradoxes and contributed to its 
tremendous public resonance, was Einstein's own attitude, 
his absolute conviction that observations would not fail to 
confirm the theory. Whatever a scientist's epistemological 
ideas, he inevitably steps down from a platfor1n of agnostic
ism (whether phenomenological, conventionalist, or resting 
on a priori assumptions) when he is waiting for an experi
ment to confit'ln his theory. Much depends on the extent to 
which he is convinced of the validity of his ideas. At some 
stage a spontaneous, subconscious conception of the know
ability of the inner structure of the world is no longer suf
ficient. Einstein's finn conviction that observations would 
support his theory emerged not only from the mathematical 
soundness of its apparatus, but also from a conscious, 
consistent, unswerving belief in the knowability of the 
world. When Einstein was shown the pictures taken during 
the eclipse he said that they were beautiful-as photographs. 
He was not at all impressed by the fact that the relativity 
theory had been confirmed, so confident had he been of its 
validity. When someone asked what ·his reaction would have 
been had the results ·been negative, he replied: "I should 
have been very surprised indeed." 

Einstein's confidence, it should ~be stressed, did not rest 
on belief in his own infallibility as a scientist. He was not 
a man to admire his own il1tellectual achievements. Rather, 
b~ attitude was an ~pression of his confidence in the 
knowabUity and ha11nony of the world. If a world picture 
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is in agreement with experimental findings ("external confir
mation") and does ·not rest, as far as possible, on arbitrary 
assumptions ("inner perfection"), it is a good approximation 
to objective reality. In his case conviction of the know ability 
and har1nony acquired the heuristic dimensions characteristic 
of a man of genius. It also coloured Einstein's attitude 
towards his work and science, towards the importance of his 
work and its social function. 

Einstein's scientific convictions have a definite bearing on 
his moral philosophy. In him there was no contradiction be .. 
tween intellectual power and moral principles. Only a man 
immersed in the "e~ra-personal" and oblivious of self (and 
therefore always aware of others) could handle abstract 
notions with such wonderful ease~ without ever falling into 
arbitrary constructions independent of experiments, without 
reducing the relation to experience to the phenomenological 
boundaries of 1 'pure description". The burden of fame which 
fell so suddenly on Einstein's shoulders served to bring home 
a realisation of the scientist's responsibility for the destinies 
of mankind .. In the final analysis, his fame was symptomatic 
of the unusual role which science had come to play in ·human 
affairs and which is one of the outstanding features of the 
20th century. 

The "motherly feeling towards all people", which Balzac 
spoke of in the passage quoted in the epigraph, had turned 
into a conscious sense of responsibility for the destinies of 
people in the new conditions created by the revolution in 
science. One might call Einstein the augur of the atomic age 
-though nothing could be mt~re alien to him than posing as 
an augur, and in any case the very nature of 20th-century 
scientific and social progress leaves no place for augurs. Still, 
he was the first tf:o discover that energy equals mass times the 
square of the velocity of light, and he realised before other 
scientists that the potentialities of science required scholars 
to take part in the struggle of social forces, insofar as they 
have a direct bearing on the possible practical applications 
of scien·tific discoveries. Einstein himself readily stepped into 
the battle of ideas-though not in its decisive sphere, which 
remained distant from him. But the cause to which he devoted 
himself was of considerable importance, namely the rallying 
of intellectuals to the fight against jingoistic nationalism. 
And even though at times his analyses of the situation were 
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mistaken, he took his place in the ranks. Neither did he have 
a clear idea of the forces capable of effectively resisting war 
and chauvinism. His pacifist stand was vague. On one occasion 
in Berlin, in 1920, he remarked to a group of visitors: 

''My pacifism is an instinctive feeling, a feeling that pos
sesses me because the murder of men is disgusting. My 
attitude is not derived from any intellectual theory but fg 
based on my deepest antipathy to every kind of cruelty and 
hatred. I might go on to rationalise this reaction, but that 
would really be a posteriori thinking.''1 

The League of Nations set up a Commission for Intellectual 
Co-opetation with rather vague tet•nts of reference. When 
Einstein was invited to sit on that commission in 1922 he 
responded with the following Jetter: 

"Even though I must admit that I am not at all clear as 
to the character of the work to be done by the commission, I 
consider it my duty to obey its summons since nobody in 
these times should refuse assistance to efforts towards the 
realisation of international co-operation."2 

In the commission ·Einstein encountered political attitudes 
which gradually made him go over from pacifism as a purely 
instinctive aversion for cruelty of any kind, to a clearly 
defined platfor1n against war. A year later, discouraged by 
the League of Nations~ stand in connection with the occu
pation of the Ruhr, Einstein resigned from the commission. 
He eventually saw the light and realised that instinctive 
pacifism was unable to oppose the forces of war. He wrote 
in 1923: .,I have become convinced that the League (of 
Nations] possesses neither the strength nor the goodwill 
necessary to accomplish its task. As a convinced pacifist 
it does not seem to me to have any relation whatever with 
the League." 

In a letter to a pacifist magazine he formulated his step 
even more sharply: 

"I did so because the activities of the League of Nations 
had convinced me that there appeared to be no action, no 
matter how brutal, committed by the present po~"er groups~ 
against which .the League could take a stand. I withdrew 

t Ph. Frank, op. c:it., p. 189. 
2 Ibid., p. 289. 
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because the League of Nations, as it functions at present, 
not only does not embody the ideal of an international 
organisation, but actually discredits such an ideal."i 

This shows a decisive break with instinctive pacifism. As 
Einstein saw it, the League of Nations ought to have had not 
only the goodwill but also the strength to oppose actions 
constituting a threat to the peace. It had neither. 

On the other hand, many people of like views, notably 
Marie Curie-Sklodowska, impressed upon him the idea that 
it would be possible to contribute, within the framework of 
the League, to the international co-operation of scientists. 
Such co-operation would serve to draw people away from 
nationalism. This consideration appealed to Einstein, who 
also thought that science was capable of overcoming bigoted 
na~tionalism. In addition, a purely negative attitude was 
reprehensible to him. 

''The representatives of the natural sciences," he wrote, 
"are inclined by the universal character of the subject dealt 
with and by the necessity of internationally organised co
operation, towards an international mentality. predisposing 
them to favour pacifist objectives .... The tradition of science 
as a force in cultural training would open a much more 
comprehensive view before the mind and would be a power
ful influence-because its outlook is world-wide-in drawing 
men a little away from senseless nationalism."2 

These sentiments, bred by events during 1920s. are indic
ative of Einstein's new approach to science as a major force 
capable of contri·buting to peace on earth. He remained com
pletely devoted to science, but he no longer regarded it as 
a haven from the attacks of ·bigots; on the contrary, he saw 
it as a powerful .force in the struggle against them. 

The subsequent work of the Commission for Intellectual 
Co-operation convinced Einstein that the solidarity of men of 
science could be an effective force only if it was enhanced 
by the direct struggle against the centres of military aggres
sion and social reaction. !11 1925, the Italian fascists appointed 
the Minister of Justice in Mussolini's government to ~be their 
representative on the commission. Marie Curie declared that 
a minister could not 'be accepted into a team of independent 

t Ph .. Frank,. op .. cit, p. 190. 
2 Ibid., p. 191 . 
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intellectuals. .Einstein also spoke up and added that the 
minister of a totalitarian state was not a suitable represent
ative. Some members of the commission, however, expressed 
the fear that Italy might withdraw from the League of 
Nations, thereby offering Einstein an object lesson of how 
passive unacceptance of war goes side by side with appease
ment in respect to the forces of war and reaction. 

Antonina Vallentin, who frequently met Einstein and his 
family in the 1920s, writes in her book, Le drame d'Albert 
Einstein, of his moods during a session of the Commission 
for Intellectual Co-operation in Geneva. Friends, scientific 
interests and music were a great support for him. 

"One evening, after a particularly strenuous meeting of 
the commission, he was sitting with Mme. Curie on a bench 
on the shore of the Lake of Geneva. . . . Einstein and Marie 
Curie sat in thoughtful silence, watching the wavering bright 
strip cast on the water by a lamp. Suddenly .they began talk
ing again, no trace of their previous moodiness left in their 
eyes. 'Why does the reflection in the water break down in 
this spot and not at another point?' Einstein asked .... Marie 
Curie's dryish voice took on colour corresponding to 
Einstein's reflective tone. The conversation drifted to for
mulas, .figures and the laws of physics."l 

Antonina Vallentin writes that at the height of Einstein's 
disillusionment with the work of the Commission of Intellec
tual Co-operation, he sought refuge from the painful impres
sions of reality in a world of musical images. 

One day the commission members were chatting in a 
restaurant on the shore of the lake. They avoided discussing 
their individual differences which, they acutely felt, were so 
unlike scientific differences. 

The strains of the restaurant orchestra rose over the 
hubbub of voices and the clatter of plates. The music seemed 
to draw Einstein away from his surroundings and the impres
sions of the day. He walked up to the stage, asked the violinist 
to lend him his violin and began to play. 

"His face underwent a transformation, a smile appeared 
on his lips, his features relaxed, and he seemed to be dream~ 
ing, oblivious of his surroundings and unconscious of the 
sight he presented on the stage with the eyes of the public 

t A. Vallentin, u drams d' Albert Blnstein, Paris, 1957, p. 104. 
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upon him. He was alone, washing away the bitterness of 
association." 

When Einstein's friends called his attention to the late
ness of the hour he returned the violin with an apologetic 
smile and departed. 

lhis story might create the impression of escape from 
daily reality and struggle. This was not so. To Einstein music 
was an expression of the world harmony embodied in sound, 
just as science was an expr~ssion of the world harmony 
embodied in the laws of physical reality. All this then, far 
from eliminating the feeling of social discord, made it more· 
apparent than ever and gave rise to a desire to do something 
about it. And we see that during the 20s and 30s Einstein 
evolved from pacifism to the str~ggle against military psy
chosis, chauvinism and reaction. 

In the 1920s Einstein's Berlin home was a place of 
pilgrimage for men and women of different professions, 
interests, views and motivations seeking answers to physical, 
mathematical, philosophical, moral, religious, political, and 
purely personal questions. This unending stream was swelled 
by legions of sightseers, for by then Einstein had become one 
of Berlin's major tourist attractions and his house at 5 
Haberlandstrasse was a tourist's must. Out of some of these 
visits friendships developed. Many of these people have 
contributed reminiscences of Einstein which provide us with 
an insight into his views on important problems. Einstein 
possessed an intrinsic democratic streak and he was capable 
of expounding some new and unpublished idea on the spur 
of the moment to a student who had come to ask for a minor 
favour. Many of those ideas can be found in Einstein's 
scientific papers or letters. The value of personal memoirs 
of people who knew him lies in the intimate details of his 
life, habits and appearance which they contain and which 
are so dear to us and will undoubtedly remain so for many 
years to come. Some of these reminiscences deserve to be cited 
here. Now that we are familiar with the main aspects of 
Einstein's world outlook, thinking and ha~its, these details 
fall into a comprehensive image. They are not, of course, 
derivable from the internal image of the man, in the same 
way as Einstein believed it to be possible in principle to 
derive all the details of the world picture from its basic 
principles. But' Einstein was a man in whom 'the personal and 
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the dally commonplace receded to the background and was 
•
1 subordinated to the basic ''extra-personal" content of his life. 
In this respect he was an example of his own ideal of scientific 
knowledge which he expounded in his Autobiographical 
Notes. 

One can hardly overestimate the part played by Elsa 
Einstein in creating the domestic atmosphere most suited 
to her husband's habits. She did not attempt to set up a wall 
between him and other people and was not fussy. Her intel
ligence, sociability, good taste, and respect for the opinions 
of others helped to <:reate in the Einstein domicile at 5 
Haberlandstrasse an atmosphere that agreed well with 
Einstein's conflicting but internally har1nonious interest in 
people and desire to work in seclusion. 

A few words about Einstein's home. ~The landlord .. a native 
of Russia .. had for long been an ardent admirer of Einstein. 
To have him as a tenant was the summit of his proudest 
d1·eams. Einstein rented a nine-room flat in which he lived 
with his wife, his two stepdaughters, Ilse and Margot~ and 
for a short while, his mother. After the death of Her1nann 
Einstein, Pauline had lived with some relatives, moving later 
to Berlin, where she died in 1920. 

The house was situated in a comparatively new section 
in the west of Berlin frequently called the Bavarian quarter 
because its streets are named after Bavarian places. Its broad 
streets, well-kept trees and new houses ma&e-it ~opular with 
well-to-do families. Einstein's house resembled tliousands of 
others in Berlin. It fronted on a small square in the centre 
of which stood a statue of St. George and the dragon. 

The simple furnishing, the flowered bright v.rall-paper, the 
family pictures, the portrait of Frederick the Great with 
his two dogs, and the piano in the comer were characteristic 
of thousands of other homes in the city. Only the library 
offered an idea of its owner's profession. Any visitor who 
sought a reflection of Einstein's personality in the furnishings 
of his home was disappointed, unless he happened to gain 
entrance to the professor's study. In a little comer turret 
there was a small room separated from the rest of the 
apartment by a staircase. This ·was Einstein's study~ In a 
window alcove was a round table covered with a red-and
white cloth and littered with papers and pamphlets and 
tobacco ashes. Two chairs with straw seats, a couch and 
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against the walls shelves &led with scientittc books and maga· 
zines and two fat bibles. On a ·shelf stood a statuette repre
senting an old Jew with an immense head of hair. Einstein's 
hair had ·begun to thin rapidly and Elsa advised him to eat 
a lot of onions tc strengthen it. Einstein follow~d her advice. 
Margot, his stepdaughter, made the statuette and inscribed 
the name Rabbi Zwiebel on it ("zwiebel" means "onion" in 
Ger111an). "By eating onions," she told Einstein, "a person 
can acquire such a head of hair and a beard down to his 
waist." Einstein became very fond of the figurine. 

The statuette, which could be taken as a symbol of tl1e 
simple, friendly abnosphere pervaded with gentle humour 
that reigned in the family, kept company with miscellaneous 
objects left by previous tenants of the flat. These did not 
bother Einstein, who easily accepted the tastes of others. On 
his desk was a picture of Newton and next to it a little 
telescope. When visitors asked him whether he ever used it 
Einstein would reply: "No, my friend, I do not stargaze. The 
telescope belonged to the grocer who used to live here. I 
kept it just for a plaything." When asked where he kept his 
own tools he would tap his forehead with a smile. Asked by 
a visitor about his laboratory, Einstein pointed to his foun
tain pen. 

Einstein usually got up at about eight o'clock. In bathrobe 
and slippers, while waiting for the bath-tub, he would pick 
out a tune on the piano. His wife would announce, "Ready, 
Albertle," and he would go into the bathroom, often forget· 
ting to shut the door behind him, which Elsa would hasten 
to do. After 'breakfast he would fill his pipe a11d retire to 
his study. 

People frequently asked Einstein how many hours he 
devoted to his work. He was at a loss to answer such a 
question, for to him working was thinking. He sometimes 
asked a friend, "How many hours a day do you work?" And 
when the friend replied, "Oh, eight or nine," he would 
shrug his shoulders and exclaim: ~~I cannot work so long. 
I cannot work more than four or five hours a day. I'm afraid 
I am not a very diligent man I" 

With Einstein safe in his study, Elsa would start to sort out 
the mail. Letters came from all over the world, in all 
languages-hundreds of letters, which the concierge ·brought 
up by the basketful, from scientists, statesmen, public and 
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civic leaders, workers, unemployed, and students. There were 
countless appeals for help or advice and offers of services. 
One young lady offered her services as a "cosmic 4:onten1· 
platot''. Inventors wrote of new machines, parents infoi'IDed 
him of children christened Albert, a cigar manufacturer wrote 
of a new brand which he had named Relativity. 

Elsa sorted out the letters. Some remained unanswered, 
some she answered herself, the rest she showed to Einstein. 
This work often ~took up the better part of the day, and 
sometimes the evening as well. 

In spite of Elsa~s screening, the mail was an eternal source 
of annoyance to Einstein. He complained in 1920: .,I never 
could say 'No'. Now, with endless new9paper articles and 
letters pleading and inviting and demanding, I dream at 
night that I'm roasting in Hell and our postman is a devil 
who shouts at me and hurls packets of new letters at my 
head for my not having replied to all the previous ones. 
Add to this my mother's illness and the 'period of fame'. 
i.e., countless purposeless meetings. As a result I have tumed 
into a ~bundle of the simplest reflectory responses."t 

On another occasion Einstein remarked. "The postman is 
my greatest enemy. I shall never escape from his clutches."2 

Einstein's hobby was sailing. In a sail4loat, he said, he did 
not have to be in fear of callers. He did not care for other 
sports. "I don't like physical exercise," he said "I'm too lazy, 
and sailing is the only .sport that suits me."3 

Einstein never· paid ·much attention to his clothes. He 
usually wore a brown leather jacket, a present from £lsa. On 
colder days he would put on a grey English woollen sweater. 
also a gift from Elsa. He attended formal dinners in an old .. 
fashioned dark suit, he could only be induced to wear a 
dinner-jacket on very special oocasions and at the unan;mous 
demand of his family. Other interesting details conceming 
Einstein's habits and mode of expression and thinking can 
be found in many memoirs devoted to him. 

·Dr. Moritz Katzenstein~ a surgeon who treated the, 
Einsteins and whom Einstein called his best friend in BerUn, 
tells how they went sailing together on the lakes which 
abound around the Ge111lan -capital. ·Katzenstein says that the 

t c. Seelig, op. dt., S. 272. 
2 Ibid., s. 282. 
3 Ibid., s. 283 .. 
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main tra~ts of Einstein's character were a fine sense of humour 
and a vivid imagination. "He was quite unlike the North· 
German type, always overburdened with duties which the 
Italians, in their days of freedom, called 'beslia seriosa '.''J 

Another friend of Einstein's, Rudolf EhisJJlann, also a 
doctor and a companion in excursions to the suburbs of 
Berlin, offers the following rather professional character
istic: 

"Many contemporaries know his angelic eyes in which 
little imps start to dance when he laughs and the frank sin
cerity with which he looks upon the world. He is much less 
known from the physical aspect. Einstein was above medium 
height, he had white skin. a well-developed musculature ... . 
He had an aversion for medicine but liked medical men ... . 
He liked to talk to doctors because of the ease with which 
they come into contact with people of different social stand
ing. In the company of doctors he felt an affinity to his own 
interests, for Einstein was, in his own right, a champion of 
a healthier and better human race.~~2 

Another frequent companion of Einstein's in Berlin was 
Emanuel Lasker, one-time world chess champion. Lasker left 
no memoirs, but some remarks of Einstein's about his friend 
offer an insight into traits of Einstein's own character. 

"Lasker," he wrote, "was undoubtedly one of the most 
interesting men I have ever met. Rarely is independence of 
thought linked with such a profound interest in the important 
problems which concern mankind. I am not a chess-player 
and cannot judge of the power of his intellect in that game. 
I have always disliked the competitive spirit of that inspired 
game."3 

A significant confession I Einstein regarded chess as an 
exercise of the in~tellect, but bis own thoughts revolved 
around problems which were .solved ~by discovering the truth, 
not by gaining ascendancy over an adversary. Einstein was 
of a profoundly ontological ·frame and he could not accept a 
mode of thinking which seeks criteria within itself instead 
of seeking the goal of Spinozan rationalism-a trustworthy 
description of physical reality. Einstein's philosophy made 
him unreceptive to any form of competitive struggle or t~ 

t Helle Zeit, S. 46. 
2 Ibid., S. 59. 
3 C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 331. 



~- manifestations of the "merely-personal" in mentality and 
research. 

Another man who has written extensively about Einstein 
is Leopold lnfeld, already quoted in this book. Itife1d first 
met Einstein in 1920, while in his fifth year at the University 
of Cracow. Infeld wished to complete his studies in Berlin 
under Planck, Laue and Einstein, but natives of Poland, ana 
especia·Jly Jews, were unwelcome visitors in the eyes of 
Prussian officialdom. All doors seemed shut to him, until 
finally he mustered his courage and decided to appeal 
directly to Einstein. Here is how Infeld describes the meet-
• Jng: 

"Shy, deeply touched, in a holiday spirit of expectation 
at meeting the greatest living physicist I pressed the bell of 
Einstein's flat at 5 Haberlandstrasse. I was shown into a 
waiting room full of heavy furniture and explained to Mrs. 
Einstein why I had come. She apologised and explained that 
I would have to wait because a Chinese minister of education 
was just then talking to her husband. I waited, my cheeks 
burning with exciten1ent. ... Einstein opened the door of his 
study to let the Chinese gentleman out and me in. Einstein 
was dressed in a morning coat and striped trousers with one 
important button missing. It was the familiar face which one 
saw at that time so often in pictures and magazines. But no 
picture could reproduce the shining glow of his eyes. 

"I completely forgot my carefully prepared speech. Einstein 
looked at me with a smile and offered me a cigarette. It was 
the first friendly smile directed toward me since I had come 
to Berlin. Briefly I told him my situation. Einstei11 listened 
carefully. 

"'I should be very glad to give you a recommendation to 
the Ministry of Education. But my signature does not mean 
anything.~ 

II 'Why?' 
"'Because I have given very many recommendations and'

hcre he lowered his voice to a confidential tone-~they are 
anti-Semites.' 

''He thought awhile, walking up and down. 
" 'The fact that you are a physicist makes it simpler. I 

will write a few words to Professor Planck; his rcconlmen
dation may mean much more. Yes, this will be the best thing.' 

"He began to search f~r his writing paper which was on 



his desk before him. I was too shy to point it out. Finally 
he found it and wrote a fe¥1 words. He did it without knowing 
\vhether I had the slightest idea of physics." I 

Among Eins·tein's visitors in Berlin were So•iet statesmen. 
Einstein was deeply impt·essed by Grigori Chicherin, the 
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, and their talks 
provided Einstein with a wealth of information and ideas 
about the revolution and socialism. Einstein expressed his 
great sympathy with the Soviet state in conversations with 
A. V. Lunacharsky~ the People's Commissar for Education, 
who wrote an article, "A Meeting with Greatness," for aMos
cow magazine. The reader~ I hope~ will not object if I quote 
at some length from the article. 

Lunacharsky's article begins with the following incident. 
There was once a deranged lady by the name of Eugenia 
Dickson~ known mainly for an attempt to assassinate Krasin, 
the Soviet ambassador in Paris, with a revolver which 
wouldn't shoot and was apparently not even loaded. At one 
time she had been after Lunacharsky with stories that the 
former tsarist minister Milyukov was the father of her (non
existent) baby and had murdered the child with the purpose 
of provoking a new Beilis trial, that the tsarist agent provo
cateur Azef was the father of another non-esixtent baby, and 
finally, that Azef was in hiding under the alias of Einstein 
and posing as a physicist. 

Later on, when Lunacharsky met the Einsteins in Berlin, 
Elsa told him the sequel to the story. Eugenia Dickson wrote 
a letter to Ein&tein in which she threatened to expose him. 
This was followed by a series of threatening letters posted 
from various railway stations between Paris and Berlin, until 
one day the poor demented woman rang the bell at the house 
in Haberlandstrasse and demanded that she be shown in to 
Azef-Einstein. When she saw Einstein she exclaimed that she 
had indeed been mistaken and that he was not Azef. Never .. 
theless, she entreated Einstein, as the alleged father of the 
dead baby, to save her from being placed in a mental insti
tution and also asked for money. The whole affair was taken 
up by the Berlin police and an official was stupid enough 
to tell Elsa that the possibility of a liaison could not be ruled 
out . 

• 

I L Infeld, op. cit, pp. 91·92. 



~ This account of Lunacharsky's tallies on the whole with 
Seelig's account, taken from Ehrenfest's words.t 

In the beginning of 1925, Ehrenfest came to the railway 
station of Leipzig to meet Einstein. who was expected from 
Berlin on a morning train. Einstein, however, ar1·ived only in 
the evening. He told Ehrenfest that he had had to go to 
a jail to see a woman being held for planning to assassinate 
him as the man Azef. Margot had met her in the doorway 
and it struck her that the woman, who was quite obviously 
not in her right mind, might be going up to the Einstein fl·at. 
She called up from a street telephone booth to wam her 
mother of the visitor, who was eventually taken to a prison. 
When Einstein visited the woman, she declared that he was 
not Azef ("Your nose is much shorter"). Einstein used his 
influence to set her free and brought some things at her 
request. The whole incident may not have been so simple and 
amusing as it seemed when related to Lunacharsky by Elsa 
and later by Einstein to Ehrenfest. Garbedian, in any case, 
writes of a serious attempt on Einstein's life: 

"Einstein's activities in political affairs won him many 
new friends, and, as was inevitable, some bitter enemies. One 
of the latter managed to get by the watchful eye of the 
faithful Otto [the concierge], and one day Mme. Marie{sicl] 
Erguewsewa-Dickson, a Russian widow of an American, who 
had been living in Paris since the Russian Revolution, sur
reptitiously entered the Einstein apartment in Berlin. Mur
der was in her heart, and at the end of the hatpin which 
she brandished venomously, but she had figured without Mrs. 
Einstein who could rise to any emergency to protect 
her beloved husband. The scientist's wife disarmed the 
~·hreatening visitor, and summoned the police; and did it 
all so competently and quietly that Professor Einstein did 
not learn of the danger to his life until a long time after
wards.''2 

Now back to Lunacharsky's article. His purpose in intro
ducing the incident is to present a literary portrait of Einstein. 
Lunacharsky writes of the tremendous impression (which 
he defines as "a feeling of great sympathy mixed with a 

1 C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 307-08. _ 
:.! H. G. Garbedian, Albert Einstein. Mal~oer of Universes, Funk and 

Wagnall, New York, 1939, p. 199. 
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degree of reverence") which Einstein~s very presence caused 
on others. 

liTher~ is a dreamy expression in Einstein'S near-sighted 
eyes, as if lor,g ago he had ·turned the greater part of his 
vision to his inner thoughts and kept it there. One feels that 
most of Eitt&tein's vision is constantly occupied with his 
thoughts and calculations. That is why his eyes have that 
dreamy, even melancholy look. Nevertheless, Einstein is a 
jolly fellow in company. He enjoys a good joke ... and 
readily breaks into peals of rollicking, childish laughter which 
momentarily change his • eyes into those of a child. His 
remarkable simplicity is so chatming that one feels like hug
ging him or squeezing his hand or slapping him on the back
which in no way detracts from one's esteem for him. It is a 
strange feeling of tender affection for a man of great and 
defenceless simplicity mingled with boundless respect." 

Of Elsa, Lunacharsky writes: · 
"She is no longer young, with thick grey hair, but ·a lovely 

woman with a chaste beauty that is much more than physical 
beauty. She is all love for her great husband, always ready 
to shield him from the harsh int1-usions of life and to ensure 
the peace of mind necessary for his great ideas to mature. 
She is filled with a realisation of his great purpose as a 
thinker and with the tenderest feelings of companion, wife 
and mother towards a remarkable, exquisite, grown-up child." 



Chapter 11 

TRAVELS 

Tlae ideals which have lighted my way, and 
time after time have given. me new courage eo 
face life cheerfully, have been Kindne,., 
Beauty, and Truth. Without the sense of 
kinship with men of like mind, without the 
occupation with the objective world, the 
etemaUy unattainable in the field of are and 
scientific endeat·ours, life would have seemed 
to me empty. 

Einstein 

Einstein, as mentioned before, did not sympathise with 
Galilee's stubborn efforts to uphold the truth of the helio
centric system. As far as his own ideas were concerned, he 
would have preferred to rely on the convincingness of the 
truth itself, which does not need the scholar's feeble efforts 
to assert it. At the ·same time he declared tha·t life would 
have been empty without the sense of kinship witl1 men of 
like mind. There is no contradiction between these two atti· 
tudes. Eins·tein never doubted the validity of his conception 
of the world and its basic principles .. To him it was simple 
and knowable by virtue of its naturalness and harmony-the 
"'inner perfection" which appealed to the intellect irrespective 
of difficult caJculations and observations. Einstein always car
ried his work to the point of utmost logical and mathematical 
refinement. He spent years working out intricate mathema.tfcal 
constructions and he realised their controversial nature and 
incomprehensibility to the layman. But in addition to their 
being involved, controversial and esoteric, Einstein's. theoret· 
ical constructs included simple and clear principles which 
allowed for exoteric, simple, clear exposition. These principles 
had to be revealed to people, and their inner harmony and 
convincingness would do the rest~ 

In the 'twenties Einstein was especially sensitive to the 
necessity of advancing such simple, lucid and indubitable 
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scientific principles. The poisonous ideas of revenge, the 
ideological bankruptcy and futility of the League of Nations, 
the merging of nationalistic rabble-rousing with attacks 
against the foundations of scientific thinking were the facts 
of life which gave weight to the idea of the social effects of 

• science. 
Reaction had to be opposed, not by mathematical computa

tions, but by the rational spirit of physical theories and the 
overall picture of universal harntony. In this sphere it was 
in broad sections of the ~public that Einstein found the men 
of like mind whose kinship he sought. Contact with them 
could not be effected within the scope of physical journals. 

In 1615, Galileo travelled to Rome to defend the helio .. 
centric concept and the classical relativity principle before a 
congregation of cardinals. In the 1920s Einstein travelled 
extensively in order to present the new world picture to the 
collective intelligence of mankind. 

It is worth noting that Einstein's opponents were annoyed 
by ·the expansion of the ·audience to which he appealed. In 
Germany a brochure entitled The Mass Suggestion of the 
Relativity Theory appeared, in which its author wrote: 

"As soon as the erroneous character of the relativity theory 
became evident in scientific circles, Einstein turned more and 
more to the masses and exhibited himself and his theory as 
publicly as possible."t 

In the early 'twenties the Einsteins visited Holland, Czech
oslovakia and Austria, they travelled to America, stopping 
in England and France, and finally undertook a long journey 
which took them to Japan, Palestine and Spain. 

In Leiden, Holland, Einstein delivered .a lecture on "Ether 
an·d ·the Relativity Theory" to an audience of fifteen hundred. 
It was a popular exposition of the fundaments of physics 
and it was characteristic of his appeal to men of like mind 
outside of his own profession. Its leitmotiv was the idea of 
the rational scheme of the universe, an idea whose social 
resonance was appreciated by friends and foes ali~e. The lat
ter wrote concerning Einstein's views: 

"For a long time efforts were made to convince us of the 
sensational fact that the ether had been got rid. of. and now . ' 



Einstein himself reintroduces it; this man is not to be taken 
seriously, he contradicts himself constantly."! 

The enthusiasm of Einstein's followers and, more 
important, the remarkable swelling of their ranks after 
the Leiden lecture, demonstrated that the issue at stake 
was not restricted to physics; it was nothing less than the 
defence of a rational, scientific world outlook in the face 
of reaction. 

In his Leiden lecture Einstein took a historical approach 
to the ether concept. The ether had been introduced in 
response to the desire to develop a unified picture of physical 
reality. The concept of action at a distance contradicted the 
idea that bodies owe their states of motion to the action of 
forces. It was necessary, therefore, to postulate a medium 
whose action could cause bodies to gravitate towards one 
another. Then came the wave theory of light, which required 
a medium in which mechanical vibrations could propagate 
wavelike and be responsible for optical phenomena. In the 
19th century optical experiments indicated that the medium 
did not participate in the bodily motions and that all bodies 
moved relative to the ether. But then Michelson's experiment 
failed to detect the different velocities of light in different 
directions within a moving body as a result of motion through 
the ether. On this basis the special theory of relativity pos· 
tulated that motion relative to the ether has no physical 
me-aning, insofar as there is no ·possible means of observing it. 

The general theory of relativity, however. opens the door 
for a partial rehabili·tation of the ether ·by ascribing ·a physical 
meaning to the concept. Ponderable bodies-sources of gravi· 
tational fields-change the metric properties of space, which 
are treated as physical properties. But if space possesses 
definite observable physical properties, then we can regard 
it as a material medium, and even call it "ether". Only this 
"ether" would lack its classical properties, which cause 
physical bodies to move with respect to the ether or the ether 
to be entrained by moving bodies. In introducing the ether 
concept in such form Einstein stressed that, insGfar as 
according to the general theory of relativity space possesses. 
physical properties, then jn this sense the ether can be said 
to exist. 

' Ph. Prank, op. cit., p. 205. 
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The ether concept, however, did not survive and scholars 
prefetted to speak of gravitational field as being responsible 
for changing the properties of space. • .; 

Einstein's 1920 trip to Leiden was the first of a series of 
regular trips to the city. In Leiden lived Lorentz, whom 
Einstein held in high esteem, and Paul Ehrenfest, whose 
company he sought. The doors of the Ehrenfests' home were 
always open to Einstein and Ehrenfest and his Russian wife 
Tatyana Afanasyeva-Ehrenfest became bosom friends of 
Einstein and Elsa. In 1923, Ehrenfest succeeded Lorentz at 
the University of Leiden, and he invited Einstein to take up 
a non-staff professorship there. Einstein commuted between 
Berlin and Leiden, always staying with the Ehrenfests where 
he was sure to be treated with his favourite dishes. The 
Ehrenfests were always delighted to hear Einstein exclaim 
joyfully as he entered their house: ~~what does a man need 
besides a violin, a bed, a desk and a chair?" 

The year after the Leiden lecture Urania, a scientific society 
in Prague, invited Einstein to deliver a lecture. In Prague he 
was the guest of Philipp Frank and his wife. It was difficult 
to find an apartment in Prague and the Franks lived in the 
office at the Physics Laboratory, the same room that had 
once been Einstein's office. This enabled Einstein to escape 
the pack of correspondents who were after him. Einstein and 
Frank visited the Czech university and then made a round 
of se\'eral cafes. This was Einstein's idea as he wanted to 
get a closer look at the life of the city in whose streets he had 
once walked so much. 

In the evening Einstein lectured in the overcrowded hall 
of the Urania society. After the lecture. a number of guests 
gathered to spend the evening with Einstein. Several speeches 
were made. When .Einstein's tum came he said, 11It will 
perhaps 'be more pleasant and understandable if instead of 
making a speech I play a piece for you on the violin." He 
played a sonata by Mozart in his simple, precise and there
fore doubly moving manner.! 

From Prague Einstein wen·t to Vienna where he gave a 
lecture in a huge concert hall seating some three thousand 
persons. 

I Ph. Frank, op. cit, p. 210. 
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in Vienna Ein$tein was told the details of the sensational 
case of Friedrich Adler, who during the war had shot the 
head of the Austrian govefllment at a dinner in a fashionable 
hotel. He was arrested and condemned to death, but the 
Emperor commuted his sentence to life imprisonment. The 
idea was propounded that Adler was not in his right mind 
when he committed the assassination. Confirntation of the 
idea was to be found in a rather remarkable way. Following 
Mach, Adler opposed the theory of relativity and while in 
prison he had written a work which he believed presented 
cogent arguments against Einstein's views. The court sent 
the manuscript to expert psychiatrists and physicists who 
were to determine whether any conclusion could be drawn 
from it, to the effect that the author was mentally deranged. 
One of the experts was Philipp Frank. He writes that the 
experts, especially the physicists, found themselves in a very 
difficult situation. If Adler was pronounced mentally deranged 
this would surely mitigate his sentence. On the other hand, 
this would necessarily be highly insulting to the author, since 
he believed that he had produced an excellent scientific 
achievement. f. 

In Vienna Einstein lived with the well-known Austrian 
physicist Felix Ehrenhaft. The two were constantly in argu
ment but in spite of this or possibly for that very reason, 
Einstein liked to meet him. Ehrenhaft's wife was an outstand
ing organiser of education for women in Austria. She wanted 
Einstein to look his very best at the lecture and sent one of 
the two pairs of trousers that he had brought with him to be 
pressed by a tailor. Einstein, however, turned up at the lec
ture wearing the unpressed pair. 

Also in 1921, .£jnstein received an invitation to accompany 
Chaim W eizmann, the ·leader of the Zionist movement, on a 
trip to the United States. The purpose of the trip was to col
lect funds for the establishmen-t of a Jewish university in 
Palestine. When ~Einstein arrived in New York Harbour he 
was greeted by a huge crowd. The ship had hardly been made 
fast when a crowd of reporters swanned on board, surround
ing Einstein, his wife and Weizmann in a close circle. Reluc
tant as he was to face the ordeal of an interview, he had to 
answer the questions. When asked to explain the content of 

1 Ph. Prank, op. cit., p. 212. 
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the relativjty theory in a few sentences he said, ,.If you will 
not take the answer too seriously and consider it only as a 
kind of joke, then I can explain it as follows . ..it was for· 
merly believed \.hat if all material things disappeared out of 
the universe, time and space would be left. According to 
the theory of relativity, however, time and space disappear 
together with the things." 1 -

He was asked whether it was true that only twelve people 
in the world understood relativity. Einstein denied that he 
had ever said such a thing. This remark had in fact been 
uttered by Langevin who was alleged to have said it at the 
dawn of relativity. Einstein thought that every physicist 
who studied the theory could readily understand it, and that 
his students in Berlin all understood it. 

Mrs. Einstein was also asked a question: \vhether she 
unders·tood the theory. To this she replied, "Oh no, although 
he has explained it to me so many times, but it is not neces
sary for my happiness."2 

Of the lectures given in the United States the most 
important were four delivered at Princeton University. They 
were published and for a long time remained a classical 
exposition of the relativity theory. On the way back 
from the United States Einstein stopped in London at the 
invitation of Lord Haldane and gave a lecture at King's 
College. 

The big audience in the hall gave Einstein a cool reception: 
he was a world-famous scientist, to be sure, but he represented 
German science. It was the first time he was not greeted 
with applause. Einstein spoke of the international role of 
science, of contacts between scientists, of the British people's 
part in the advancement of science, and of Isaa~ Newton. 
He thanked his English colleagues, remarking that without 
their contribution he would probably never have received 
the most important confirmation of his theory. The lecture 
presented a programme of international co-operation of 
scientists. It swayed not only the audience present but the 
whole of the British scientific community as well. The public 
resonance and social impact of Einstein's ideas had been once 
again reaffirmed. 

1 Ph. Frank. op. cit., pp. 211-18. 
~ Ibid., p. 218. 



, 
ln London the Einsteins were the guests of Lord Haldane. 

Their room in his palatial residence was bigger than the 
whole of their Berlin apartment. Einstein's embarrassment 
tumed into dismay when he found ·that a footu1an had been 
assigned to him. When he saw the liveried monument he 
whispered to his wife: "Elsa, do you think they will let us 
out if we try to run away?" They slept in a spacious bedroom 
with heavily curtained windows. Next morning Einstein rose 
early, as was his custom, and tried in vain to open the cur
tains. Behind him his wife asked laughingly, "Albertle, why 
didn't you call the footman to do it?" "Oh no/' he replied, 
"he frightens me." Finally by joint effort they managed the 
curtains and went down to the hall to have breakfast. that 
evening a dinner was given in honour of the distinguished 
guest. Among the guests was the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
He wanted to know the effect relativity would have on 
religion, and he asked Einstein as much. To his relief 
Einstein replied briefly and to the point, ~'None." 

Einstein returned to Berlin in June 1921. The honours 
that had been bestowed upon him in the Uni-ted States and 
England added fuel to the social storm that raged around his 
personality and the relativity theory. In Germany the forces 
of reaction were rising. 

In June 1922, Walter Rathenau, the Ger1nan Minister of 
Foreign Affairs who advocated friendly relations with Soviet 
Russia, was murdered. On the day of his ·burial classes were 
cancelled in all universities. Only Philipp Lenard in Heidel
berg demonstratively invited his political supporters to attend 
a regular lecture. A group of workers dragged Lenard out of 
the auditorium. Attacks against Einstein and the relativity 
theory became part of a much greater plot against democracy, 
peace and progress. Lenard launched a series of hysterical 
racialist attacks against the relativity theory. Together with 
the nationalistic terrorist organisations he saw the relativity 
theory as a triumph of the hated rationalist thinking. The 
workers and democratically-minded intellectuals saw it as 
a force opposed to reaction. What people had felt intuitively 
in 1919-1920 was being confirmed by the whole of the political 
storm that raged arouud Einstein and relativity. 

After Einstein's ~ps the ideological differe.ntiatioD 
increased and became more apparent. In March 1922. 



Einstein went to France at an invitation from the College de 
France, which had been moved by Paul Langevin. He was met 
by Langevin and Charles Nordmann, a French physicist who 
contributed much to the dissemination of Einste~n's ideas in 
France. 

Langevin and Nordmann had been informed that national~ 
istic and monarchistic circles were preparing a hostile demon
stration at the railway station. Accordingly they decided to 
hustle Einstein into town through a side entrance. It turned 
out, however, that the cro¥rd outside the station consisted 
of students who had gathered under the leadership of Lan
gevin's son to hail Einstein and prevent any possible hostile 
demonstrations. 

At 5 p.m. on Friday, the 31st of March, a restricted audience 
of scientists and a small number of students gathered in the 
largest hall of the Ccllege de France to hear Einstein's lecture. 
Many people were surprised that "All Paris" was not present, 
but Langevin had seen to it that tickets were given only to 
persons who were known to have an actual interest in the 
subject. 

In his lecture Einstein spoke of the conflict between the 
classical principle of relativity and electrodynamics Electro 
dynamics had forced the question: does. the principle of 
relativity and the idea that unifor1n rectilinear motion can
not be detected by any physical effects on a mechanical sys
tem remain valid for light phenomena? The constancy of 
the velocity of light means that motion retains its relative 
nature when optical processes are taken into account: the 
velocity of light does not change in inertial motion and 
provides no internal manifestations of motion. Einstein 
pointed out the objective character of t'his basic proposition 
of relativity. Referring to mathematicians who had memorised 
formulas but failed to grasp the essence of relativity, he 
said: ~~Their mistake is that they see only the formal .relation· 
ships without stopping to consider the physical realities which 
correspond to the mathematical symbols." By physical reality 
Einstein means the possibility of verifying speculative con
structions based on logical conclusions by direct obsetvation .. 
That this is in principle possible is a testimony to the 
existence of an external objective physical reality, which 
lies behind the causes of sen~e-impressions. The correlation 
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~of speculative const111cts with sense-impressions is proof of 
the objective value of the fonner. 

Spatial distance is a concept that must correlate with 
observation. But only a distance traversed by a physical 
object is suitable for such correlation: Since a physical object 
cannot travel with infinite velocity any correlation with sense-. 
impressions must involve a concept combining spatial dis
tance and time interval. Such a concept has physical meaning. 
There are no ~~instantaneous" spatial distances in the objec
tive world, instead there are space-time separations. 

On April 3, a discussion in a close circle of scientists was 
held in the physical auditorium of the College de France. 
Einstein spoke of the impossibility of synchronising clocks 
which are observed in systems moving relative to one 
another. His main opponent was Paul Painleve, an outstand
ing mathematician, who spoke enthusiastically of Einstein's 
genius but attacked the basic assumptions of the theory 
of relativity. He gave examples which contradicted the 
conclusions of the theory. However, as Einstein demon
strated, acceleration figured implicitly in his examples, which 
therefore did not fall under the special theory of rela
tivity. 

Three days later, on Apr1l 6, Einstein expounded his vie\\'S 
on Kantian philosophy at a session of the French Philosophical 
Society held in the Sorbonne. He engaged in an argument 
with the philosopher Henri Bergson, who defended the idea 
of a ,special ''inner'', intuitively realised time. When Emile 
Meyerson asked Einstein what he thought of Mach's philos
ophy, Einstein answered that Mach was "a poor philos
opher".! 

Einstein did not speak at the French Academy. His name 
was offensive to many of the ''immortals" as it was identified 
too much with the struggle for freedom, peace and social 
progress. Other Academicians saw in relativity theory a threat 
to canonised classical science. As Einstein remarked, "Every· 
thing that they learned up to the age of eighteen is believed 
to be experience. Whatever they hear about later is. theory 
and speculation."2 

1 Bulletin de 1n Societe Pran~aisc de philosophie. seance du 6 Avril 
1922, p. 92: E. Meyerson. La deduction relativiste. Paris, 1925, P- 62. 

2 Ph. Frank, op. cit., p. 238. 
' 
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Men adhering to reactionary scientific or political views 
(and as a rule the two attitudes come together) dug up all 
kinds of formal pretexts. Since Einstein was not a member 
of the Academy, some said, he could not sit- among the 
members and would have to sit in the audience. Thirty 
1nembcrs stated that they would leave the room if Einstein 
came. All this petty bickering reached Einstein's ears, and 
in order to spare his friends any unpleasantness and 
annoyance he himself declined to participate in a session of 
the Academy. 

"Exactly the same groups that protested violently against 
the reception of Einstein 'Jecause he was a German," Philipp 
Frank writes, "became the most zealous proponents of a 
policy of 'collaboration' with Gertnany after the nazis had 
seized power. These French 'patriots' prepared the French 
defeat of 1940 and the German domination of the continent."1 

Einstein returned to Germany, but soon he was off again. 
Repeated invitations came from Japan, where preparations 
were going on for his lectures and meetings with him. In the 
autumn of 1922, the Einsteins arrived in Marseilles where 
they boarded a Japanese ship and sailed east, through the 
Mediterranean and across the Indian Ocean, stopping at 
Colombo, Singapore, and Shanghai. Everywhere Einstein's 
arrival was hailed by broad sections of the public. 

Einstein arrived at Kobe in the end of November, and 
there too he was greeted ·by a large crowd. Lectures, meetings, 
receptions and visits followed in succession, made all the 
more difficult as every word had to be translated. At his 
lectures hundreds of people listened patiently to the unfa
miliar Gertnan speech and then to the Japanese scientist who 
translated it. With the translation the first lecture lasted more 
than four hours. Einstein pitied the peOple who listened so 
patiently to him, and when he gave his next lecture in 
another city he shortened it so that it lasted only two and 
a half hours. But he had reckoned without the Japanese 
character. His Japanese companions explained to him with 
some embarrassment that the audience had considered the 
shortening of the lecture as a slight. 

In Japan Einstein received the news that he had been 
elected to the Russian Academy of Science. The letter of 

l Ph. Frank, op. cit., p. 239. 



recommendation signed by A. F. Joffe, P. P. I.azarev and 
V. A. Steklov said, in part: 11 

•• • the remarkable achievements 
of physics in the last fifteen years are largely due to his ideas." 

Each new city saw a repetition of the receptions, meetings 
and presentations which invariably followed an intricate pat
tern of ritual. Among the gifts was a four-volume Encyclo 
paedia of Tea with descriptions of different tea drinking 

• ceremon1es. 
Einstein was deeply impressed by Japan. "Japan is wonder

ful," he wrote to Solovine. ''Refined manners, an interest 
in everything, an artistic sense and intellectual naivete 
coupled with common sense. A refined people in a picturesque 
country." 1 

At a meeting with Japanese children Einstein told them to 
bear in mind that the knowledge they gained at school was 
an inheritance to which they must add and which they must 
one day faithfully hand on to their children; for "thus do 
we mortals act immortally in the permanent things which we 
create in common.~~2 

After a stay of several weeks, Einstein and Elsa, loaded 
with good wishes and gifts, left Japan for Palestine .. The 
British High Commissioner, Sir Herbert Samuel, invited them 
to live at his house and undertook to be their guide. Here, 
too, Einstein had to submit to the established ceremonial. 
For when the Hig~h Commissioner left his residence a cannon 
was fired, and when he rode through the streets he was 
accompanied by mounted troops. A ceremonial fo1·1nality 
prevailed at all receptions, dinners and luncheons. Einstein 
accepted it all with ironic humour, but Elsa was very 
iiTitated. 

II "I am only a simple housewife,' she complained one day 
to her husband. 'I don't care for all these nonsensical 
displays!' 

"' "Be patient, my dear', he answered soothingly, 1
We are 

on our way home.' 
"''It's easy enough for you to be patient. You are a famous 

man. If you make a mistake in etiquette or act according to 
your own feelings, it is overlooked. But I am always \being 
teased in the newspapers. Just because I'm so near-sighted, 

l So1ovine, p. 45. 
2 H. G. Carbedian, op. cit, p. 218. 



they said that by mistake I ate the green leaves of the flower 
at my plate instead of my salad.' ''1 Elsa invented all kinds 
of pretexts so as not to participate in the c~onies. 

Einstein lectured at the University of Jerusalen1, In Tel 
Aviv and in other towns. Everywhere he found big, respon· 
sive audiences to whom he expounded his scientific, philo
sophical and political beliefs. 

In March 1923, the Einsteins sailed from Palestine to 
Marseilles. From there they went to Spain, where Einstein 
delivered several lectures at the University of Madrid and 
visited several towns. After a brief stay in Spain they 
returned to Berlin. 

In July 1923, Einstein ment to Sweden to receive the Nobel 
Plize that had been awarded to him in November 1922, 
lbortly after he had -left on his Orient trip. In Goteborg he 

tun~ at a meeting of Scandinavian scientists which was 
attended by the King of Sweden. 

That Einstein deserved the Nobel Prize had ·been apparent 
for some time, but the committee of the Swedish Academy 
which handled the question was undecided. Relativity had 

•many opponents. It was customary for the Nobel committee 
to award its prizes for specific discoveries with practical 
applications. The Swedish Acadecy and the Nobel committee 
were apprehensive of the political resonance that might be 
caused by awarding the prize for the theory of relativity, 
they feared the inevitable reaction to this on the part of 
I,enard and others like him. Therefore the statement of the 
award was foanulated in general tet•••s: liThe prize is award
ed to Einstein for the photo-electric law and his work in 
the field of theoretical physics. "2 

Lenard was quick to respond with a sharp protest to the 
Swedish Academy. 

Einstein handed over half the prmnJum that goes with 
the Nobel Prize to Mlleva and dedicated the other half to 
charity. 

Back in Gern,any Einstein devoted more time than ever 
before to popular lectures on scientific problems, as well as 
on more general issues, which were widely attended. He also 

s H. B. Pree•nan, The Story ol A1bm Binstsln, Bandom House, 
New York, 1958, p. 128. 

3 Ph. Prank, op. cit, p. 245. 



took part in charity concerts. One time he travelled to a town 
in Central Gezmany to take part in a charity concert. A 
young inexperienced writer had been sent to report the 
event. 

I#Who is this Einstein who is playing tonight?" he asked 
a lady next to him. 

~~Good heavens, don't you know? It is the great Einsteinl" 
~~Ah, yes, of course," returned the young reporter, busily 

writing. 
The next day the newspaper reported the successful 

appearance of the ~~great musician, Albert Einstein," and 
called him a musical celebrity and violin virtuoso second 
to none. 

The Haberlandstrasse apartment rang with hearty laughter, 
and Einstein laug·hed more than any one else. He cut out 
the report and carried it with him and he would show it to 
acquaintances, remarking: 

"You think I am a scientist, eh "l Hah I I am a famous fid
dler, that's what I aml"i 

Einstein made several trips to Davos, Switzerland, where 
he read lectures to ill students. Jn 1927, on one of his visits 
he was forced to become a patient himself. He had lately 
taken to sculling in a heavy boat; the outcome was that he 
developed a dilation of the heart. In the hotel at Davos he 
would not let an old porter help him, and carried his suitcase 
upstairs himself. The effort proved too much, and Einstein 
went down with heart trouble and was forced to spend some 
time in bed. Elsa decided that if her husband was to con
tinue his work he needed someone to help him. She was 
recommended Helen Dukas, who remained Einstein's secre· 
tary until the end. 

It was 1929. Einstein's fiftieth birthday was approaching. 
As the date drew nearer more and more photographers and 
reporters began to besiege Einstein. He escaped from their 
clutches by seeking refuge in a small cottage on the shore 
of a lake near Berlin a few days before his birthday. Only 
the family attended the celebration, Einstein, being courfort
ably dressed in his usual old trousers and sweater. Mrs. 
Einstein and her daughters brought down the holiday din
ner. which consisted of E;nstein's favourite mushrooms, 

t M. Free•n•u, op. dt., pp. 124-25. 



gefilte fish. stewed vegetables, salad. fruit and cake. Coffee 
and drinks were prohibited as Einstein was still convalescing 
after his illness. but when Elsa objected to- his smoking, 
he put his foot down and allowed himself an occasional 
pipe. Whenever Elsa asked him. "How many pipes have you 
had so far today?" he would invariably reply, "One." 

The municipal council of Berlin decided to mark Einstein's 
fiftieth birthday by presenting him with a country house. The 
officials, however, proved remarkably careless in handling 
the affair. Twice they offered him plots over which the 
council's authority did not extend. Finally they asked 
Einstein to pick out a plot of land of his own choice. Elsa 
found such a plot in the village of Caputh, near Potsdam. A 
contract was drawn up with the owne1~ and an architect 
and builders were invited. Meanwhile the motion for the 
purchase of the land by the municipal council was challenged 
by nationalist members. The subject was postponed. The 
matter gradually developed into something of a scandal, 
with Einstein finally losing all patience and refusing to accept 
the gift. In a letter to the municipal council he wrote, "My 
dear Mr. Mayor, human life is very short, while the author
ities work very slowly. I feel therefore that my life is too 
short for me to adapt myself to your methods. I thank you 
for your friendly intentions. Now. however, my birthday is 
already past and I decline the gift."1 

Work on the house had already begun and Einstein 
had to pay for it, and the land as well, with his own 
money. 

In this connection Mrs. Einstein remarked to Philipp 
Frank: "In this way. without wanting it, we have acquired 
a beautiful home of our own situated in the woods 11ear the 
water. But we have also spent most of our savings. Now we 
have no money, but we have our land and property. This 
gives one a much greater sense of security."2 

The quiet village of Caputh stands upon a small hill sur
rounded by woods. Einstein's house ·stood outside the village, 
several minutes' walk from lake Havel. Riding at anchor 
at a small landing stage was Einstein's little yacht Tummler. 
It was a tranquil rural landscape filled with fresh air. 

1 Ph. Frank, op. cit., p. 269. 
2 Ibid., p. 270. 



In 1930 Einstein received an invitation to deliver a series 
of lectures as visiting professor at the California Institute of 
Technology in Pasadena. He hoped that this time he would 
be able to confine himself to .purely scientific matters. ·The 
development of theoretical pby&ics in the late 'twenties 
provided plenty cf food for discussion. 

But already in New York harbour things began to go 
wrong, at least as far as Einstein was concerned. The ship 
had hardly dropped anchor when a hundred reporters 
swarmed on board. Before he knew it he had already prom· 
ised one reporter an hour-long interview. Others showered 
him with questions: "Can you explain relativity theory in 
one sentence?", ''Where is your violin?", "Does religion 
contribute to peace?'' (11Not yet," he answered), ''What do 
you thi11k of man"s future?", and so on and so forth. The 
photographers, too, lost no time, and the pictures in next 
day's papers showed a rather pale and embarrassed man 
with straggly grey hair wearing a black overcoat who 
was obviously doing his best to evade the cameras. The 
five-day stay in New York had turned into an unending 
succession of speeches, receptions, interviews and sightsee-
• 1ng tours. 

Before leaving for California ·Einstein visited Riverside 
Church, at the edge of the Hudson River. Over its entrance 
stand the statues of the greatest scholars of all times and 
peoples. ·Out of the six hundred statues there was one of a 
living man-Albert Einstein. The thought weighed heavily 
on him and even his usual ironical attitude towards his own 
fame failed him. 

Pasadena, too, had its share of functions and speeches, 
but these were more than offset by a comprehensive pro
gramme of scientific reports, colloquiu1ns and informal meet
ings. The inevitable sightseeing tours were not as onerous as 
in New York. ,Jn Arizona, Einstein visited an Indian tribe. 
He was forma•lly adopted as a member of the tribe by the 
name of Chief Great Relative and presented with an 
Indian outfit. 

At the Mount Wilson Observatory the Einsteins iWere 
shown the giant telescope. ·'What do you need such a huge 
instrument for?" Mrs. Einstein inquired. "For the purpose 
of establishing the structure of the universe," was the direc · 



tor's reply. ''You don't ·say," she responded. "My husband 
usually does this on the back of an old envelope."! 

Einstein left America in the spring of 1931 . with the 
promise to return to Pasadena the following year. He tool( 
with him many souvenirs, including the Indian chief's. dress, 
Hawaiian baskets, and a piece of petrified wood from 
Arizona. 'He had declined to accept a genuine Guarneri violin. 
"Only a real master should play on such an instrument," was 
his comment. 

·Einstein revisited Pasadena again in the end of 1931. He 
spent the winter with the physicists there, returned to Berlin 
in the spring of 1932, and was back again in Pasadena by 
the autumn. 

Einstein's third visit to Pasadena was preceded by an 
incident which caused his American friends some embarrass
ment. On his previous trips all passport and visa fortnalities 
had been handled by the U.S. Embassy without his having 
to call. This time the ambassador happened to be away, and 
the papers came to an official, who summoned Einstein and 
started to question him concerning the purpose of his visit 
and his political affiliations. Einstein was indignant. If that 
was the case, he declared, he would not go to the United 
States at all, and he left the embassy. There was a tunnoil 
in American diplomatic circles in Berlin. The telephone line 
between Berlin and Washington was busy all night. Finally, 
the next morning Einstein's passport was delivered to him 
by a special messenger. 

The embassy official's zeal had probably been due to one 
letter, a copy of which had been received at the em·bassy. 
An American women's organisation had protested to the 
State Department against Einstein's visit 'to the United States, 
accusing him of pacifism and communism. The whole affair 
had caused considerable consternation in the United States 
and Einstein received a pile of telegrams entreating him to 
disregard both the embassy official's lack of discretion and 
the patriotic ladies' letter. Elaa, too, urged him to overlook 
the matter, which might cost the unfortunate official his job. 
It was the latter thought that made Einstein unbend, and the 
next day they left for America. However, he could not 
resist writing to the patriotic American wo1nen: 

t C. Seelig, op. dt, S. 29L 



"Never yet have I experienced from the fair aex such 
energetic rejection of all advances; or if I have, a~er from 
so many at once. " 

''But are they not quite right, these watchful c1 ' 
Why should one open one's doors to a person who devoun 
hard-boUed capitalists with as much appetite and gusto as 
the Cretan Minataur in days gone by devoured ltlSCious 
Greek maidens, and on top of that is low-down enough to 
reject every sort of war, except the unavoidable war with 
one's own wife'/ Therefore give heed to your clever and 
patriotic womenfolk and remen1ber that the Capital of mighty 
Rome was once saved by the cackling of its faithful geese."! 

t ldsas cmd OplnlofiB, p. 7. 



Chapter 12 

THE NAZI REBIME IN GERMANY 

When tlae time come• to prelertJe life, then 
we have to fight back. 

E in 1 1 e in (1933) 

The great rationalists of the 18th century sought for the 
objective logic of nature, and they found it in the universal 
causality of things, in the determinism governing the phenom
ena of nature. But they went further in that they demanded 
that human affairs also ~e ·guided by logic and reason, and 
hence by right and justice. They attacked the whole repertory 
of irrationality, its blind faith in dogmas, its intolerance, 
and its arguments of the stake and the block as opposed to 
those of logic and reason. 

• In the 1930s the demon of irrationality reared up to its 
full height. Its goal was revenge in its fight against reason. 
One of the ingredients of Hitler's programme was the 
elimination of objective and logical criteria of science. 
Science should proceed not from experiment and the logical 
connections of mental constructs agreeing with experience: 
it should proceed from the will of a dictator and the criteria 
decreed by him. One such essential criterion was the racial 
background of a scientific conception. Theoretical thinking 
as a whole could not satisfy this criterion. As the nazi 
minister of education Bernhard Rust declared: "National 
socialism is not an enemy of science, but only of theories."! 

The evident rationalism of relativity, which is based on a 
firn1 belief in the objective reality of the physical universe, 
was offensive to nazi dogma. Lenard and Stark lost no time 
to take revenge for the inglorious failure of their erstwhile 
attacks against relativity and Einstein. In 1933, Lenard 
wrote in the V olkische Beobachter: 

"The most important example of the dangerous influence 
of Jewish circles on the study of nature has been provided 



by -Herr Einstein with his matnemat\cally botched-up theories 
consisting of some ancient knowledge and a few arbitrary 
addition 1. This theory is now dashed to pieces, as is the 
fate of all products that are estranged ·from nature. Even 
scientists who have otherwise done solid work cannot escape 
the reproach that they allowed the relativity theory to get 
a foothold in Germany, because they did not see, or did not 
want to see, how wrong it is, outside the field of science also, 
to regard this Jew as a good German."! 

Two years later, in an inaugural address at the opening of 
a new physics institute, Lenard said: 

"I hope that the institute may stand as a battle flag 
against the Asiatic spirit in science. Our Fuhrer has elimi
nated this same spirit in politics and national economy, 
where it is known as Marxism. In natural science, however, 
with the overemphasis on Einstein, it still holds sway. We 
must recognise that it is unworthy of a .Gertnan to be the 
intellectual follower of a Jew. Natural science, properly so 
called, is of completely Aryan origin, and Germans must 
today also find their own way out into the un·known.''2 

Proof of the racial defectiveness of the theory was found, 
besides the racial background of its author, in its "abstract 
nature": that is, it was not directly associated with sense
impressions as "Aryan physics" should be. Even so, in practice 
the nazi purge of science was based not so much on such 
vague considerations as on the racial background of the 
parents and grandparents of the scientists concerned and 
their "common" associations with racially inferior colleagues 
and views. Fortunately, when the purge of German universi
ties and science was launched in full scale Einstein was 
already out of reach of the stoim troopers and the secret 
police. 

As mentioned before, Einstein since 1930, had been "visit
ing'' professor at the Califomia Institute of Technology. In 
the spring of 1932, shortly after the election of HindeJl!burg 
as President of Germany, ·Einstein retumed to BerUn. At 
the villa in Caputh friends discussed the latest eventt: Brun
ing's resignation, the appointment of Papen as Chancellor, 
and the emergence of Schleicher on the scene. Einstein saw 

s Ph. Prank. op. cit., pp. 279-80. 
2 Jbld.. p. 280. 
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that the financial magnates were paving the way for Hitler 
to power. When, in the autumn of 1932, he set out with his 
wife for California, where they were to spend another winter, 
he said to her as they left the villa in Caputh: 

"Before you leave our villa this time, take a good look 
at it." 

"Whyt' she asked. 
"You will never see it again." 
When Hitler came to power Einstein was already in 

California. At the height of the "purge" of Gennan univer
sities, in the winter of 1932-1933, Einstein travelled from 
Pasadena to New York and communicated with the German 
consul. The latter told Einstein that he need have no fear 
of returning to Germany, where the new government would 
do justice to all. If he was innocent, nothing would happen 
to him. Einstein, however, declared that he would not return 
to Germany as long as the nazi regime remained in power. 
After the official part of the conversation was over, the 
consul said to him privately: "Herr Professor, now that we 
are speaking as man to man, I can only tell you that you 
are doing the right thing."! 

In the spring of 1933 Einstein returned to Europe and 
took up residence in the Belgian seaside resort Le Coq sur 
Mer, not far from Ostende. 

Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, who was interested in 
Einstein's theories and held their creator in high esteem, and 
the Belgian royal family and government did everythiug to 
protect Einstein from possible attempts on his life from 
across the nearby border. It was arranged that bodyguaftis 
were to watch him day and night. In the sm11mer of 1933, 
Philipp Frank, while passing through Ostende, dedded to try 
and find Einstein. He went to Le Coq and inquired of the 
inhabitants whether they knew where Einstein was living. 
But the authorities had given strict orders to the inhabitants 
not to give any infot•nation to anyone about Einstein's 
residena!, and Prank's Inquiries immediately alerted the 
bodyguards. When he finally saw Mrs. Einstein she was 
tetribly frightened as she had been warned that a suspected 
assassin was at large.2 

I Ph. Prank, op. dl, pp. 281-82. 
t Ibid.. p. 290. 



~ However annoying these precautions might .have been to 
Einstein, they were nevertheless justified. He stood high In 
the list of scientists who could well expect a vJsitation 
fro111 nazi agents from nearby Germany, and his closest 
friends also did their best to look after him. 

In Le Coq Einstein ocoupied a small villa on the seashore, 
which he shared, besides Mrs. Einstein, also with his step
daughter Margot and his secretary Helen Dukas. Before escap
ing from Germany, Margot had been able to arrange for a 
part of Einstein's personal archive to be transferred abroad 
through the French legation. 

Antonina Vallentin visited Le Coq in the spring of 1933. 
She wrote in her book: 

~~Spring was late that year. The grey, wintry sky was 
oppressive. The silvery dunes looked as if they had been 
swept ·by the wind. The leaden sea battered the shore .•.. 
The small house echoed all sounds like a seashell: the 
crunching of footsteps, the clatter of dishes, the staccato 
of the typewriter." 

She found Einstein in quite his usual mood. He was as 
engrossed as ever in his scientific thoughts and viewed his 
adversities with his old ironic humour. "When he laughed 
it was like a great big laughing tree shaking its mighty 
branches."! Vallentin showed Elsa a large album published 
in Ger1nany with pictures of opponents of the nazi regime. 
On the first page was a photograph of Einstein with a lilt 
of his "crimes", starting with the theory of relativity. At the 
end of the list was the note: "Not yet hanged (noch unge
hiingt). "2 

Elsa was in constant fear of a provocation of some kind, 
She told Frank of a recent visit of a fozmer nazi storn1 
trooper who urgently demanded that Einstein should receive 
him. The man was quite coll'Vi·nced that Einstein was a 
leader of an anti-fascist e~nigrant organisation and offered 
to sell him secret documents for a substantial sum.3 All sorts 
of unpleasant surprises, including kidnapping and· assas· 
sination, could be expected. 

I A. Vallentin, op. cit., pp. 178-79. 
2 Ibid., p. t61. 
I Ph. Prank, op. dt, p. 292. 
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During his conversation with Frank, Einstein remarked 
that in getting rid of his Berlin environment he had also 
experienced a certain psychological liberation. Mrs. Einstein, 
however, did not sympathise with such statements, remarking 
that Einstein had spent many ha.ppy hours in Berlin and he 
had been well satisfied with the gathering of outstanding 
physicists there. ''Yes," Einstein said, "from a purely scientific 
point of view life in Berlin was often really very nice. 
Nevertheless, I always had a feeling as if something was 
pressing on me, and I always had a presentiment that the 
end would not be good."i 

In the meantime Einstein had resigned from the Prussian 
AcadeJny. He knew that the nazis would compel the Academy 
to expel him in any case. This would place many Ger1nan 
scientists, Max Planck for one. in a most embarrassing 
situation. To protest against Einstein's expulsion would lay 
them open to persecution. Agreement with it would disgrace 
them. In order to spare his friends such a trial Einstein 
wrote to the Academy that under the present government he 
could no longer serve the Prussian state and therefore 
resigned his position. 

At first the Academy was rather at a loss what to do. 
Nemst declared that the Academy, which was proud of such 
French members as Voltaire, d' Aletnbert and Maupertuis, 
should not demand of a member to be also a nationally .. 
minded Gennan. Under pressure from the nazis, however, 
the Academy finally published a statement accusing Einstein 
of being engaged in activities detrimental to Germany and 
spreading stories of atrocities theie instead of opposing 
them. "A good word for the Ger111an people from you in 
particular/' the Academy wrote to Einstein, "mig·ht have 
produced a great effect abroad." Einstein replied that a 
"good word" on his part for "the Gern1an people" would 
have been equivalent to a repudiation of all those notions 
of justice and liberty whic·h he had stood for all his life. 
Such testimony, he wrote, would · e the principles 
which had won for the German people a place of honour in 
the civilised world. "By giving such testimony in the present 
circumstances I 11hould have been contributing, even if only 
indirectly, ro moral corruption and the destruction of all 

l Ph. Prank. op. dt .• p. 291. 
' 



existing cultural values. It was for this reason that I felt 
compelled to resign from the Academy, and your letter only 
shows me how right I was to do so."l 

Max Planck's class prejudices made it impossible at the 
time for him fully to comprehend the true meaning of events 
in Gern1any. He sincerely believed that the excesses of the 
new regime were only temporary attendant phenomena. He 
even advised one professor, who had decided to leave 
Germany for good, to take leave of absence for a year. By 
then, he was sure, all the unpleasant features of the new 
govemmen·t would have disappeared. On one occasion he 
tried to intervene personally with Hitler in an attempt to 
retain "non-Aryan" scientists at the Kaiser Wilhelm Insti
tute. To Planck's surprise the Fiihrer spoke in his usual 
hysterical manner about his "great goal" of destroying the 
enemies of the Reich which he would never give up. Planck 
was fated to witness the downgrading of Ger1nan science, 
and Einstein was glad that he had not added to his friend's 
burden. 

In March 1933, the police visited the villa at Caputh and 
confiscated Einstein's property. (According ·to the political 
police, it was obviously going to be used to finance the 
communist movement.) Soon after that Einstei~'s writings, 
including his articles on relativity, were publicly burned 
together with other "non-Aryan and communist literature'' 
in the square before the State Opera House in Berlin. 

Nevertheless, even during the nazi regime some professors 
continued to teach relativity. They did not speak of it by 
name, nor did they ever mention Einstein, and mostly set 
forth the formulas and conclusions without going into the 
basic concepts. Some physicists nursed a plan of getting rid 
of Lenard and his anti-relativistic notions of science. They 
thought that a search in the archives of Bratislava, where 
Lenard's ancestors had lived, might reveal materials that 
would prove that he himself had some non-Aryan blood in 
his veins. 

t Ideas and Opinions, p. 209. 



Cll1ptar 18 

PRINCETON 

In 1938, the Bavuian artist ]o&e/ Scharl, who 
had painted a portrait of Eimtein in 1927, 
e&caped /rom a oo:i pruon and came to 
Princeton. In Princeton Seharl aked an old 
man why hP. admired Einatein Jo ,.-eady even 
&hough he knew nodain1 of la:.t theoriel. ••JVJaen 
I think fl/ Profeuor Einateir~," the old mGII 

replied, ''1 /eel lhat 1 am no longer alone." 

When Nemst and other German scientists were persuad
ing Wilhelm II to set up a special research institute in Berlin 
to engage in the most important problems of natural science, 
they had before them the example of analogous institutions 
in the United States. The need for such institutes was dictated 
by the achievements of science and technology, and they 
appeared in many countries, under different auspices, 
according to the prevailing conditions and traditions. In 
Germany the financial affairs of the Kaiser Wilhelm Insti
tute were the concern of the Kaiser himself. In the United 
States research institutes not associated directly with in
dustrial firnts were nevertheless financed by many top busi
nessmen. Scientific advance in the 1920s called for a greater 
degree of organisational autonomy for fundamental researc·h. 
In 1930, Louis Bamberger and Mrs. Felix Fuld, his widowed 
sister, asked the advice of Abraham Flexner, who had done 
so much for the reform of American education, concerning 
the organisation of a new research institute. Dr. Flexner 
remarked that the United States already had an adequate 
number of ordinary-type research institutes and he suggested 
the organisation of a new kind of establishment. Flemer 
himself became its chief organiser and it was named the 
Institute for Advanced Studies. 

It was Flexner' s idea to engage a group of outstanding 
scientists who would be free of educational or admiuistrative 
duties as well as of material concerns and could devote 



... themselves to the most general and fundamental probletn8. 
These men would fo1m the nucleus of the institute around 
which talented younger scholars would · gJOUp. In letters 
explaining the purpose and objectives of the new institute 
special stress was laid on the complete freedom of action 
of the scientists invited to join it. As Flexner once expressed 
it, '1t should be a haven where scholars and scientists may 
regard the world and its phenomena as their laboratory 
without being caiTied off in the maelstrom of the ;mmediate."1 

Flexner decided that for a beginning the institute's nucleus 
should comprise scholars devoted to mathematical sciences. 
The institute was installed in a part of Fine Hall, the Gothic
style matheJuatics building on the beautiful campus of 
Princeton University. In 1940, the institute moved from Fine 
Hall and the university campus to a more isolated building 
some half hour's walk from Princeton. 

In Pasadena, in January 1932, R. A. Millikan, the famous 
physicist, suggested that Flemer discuss plans concerning 
the Institute of Advanced Studies with Einstein, who was in 
California just then. Flexner relates that at first he hesitated 
to approach Einstein, but when he finally did he immediately 
fell under the spell of Einstein's unaffected sociability. 

When they met again later at Oxford, England, Flemer 
extended Einstein an invitation to work at the institute. They 
agreed to continue the talks. 

By then it was clear to Einstein that he could no longer 
remain in Germany. He told Flexner, however, that he hoped 
to be able to spend a part of the year in Berlin, but there 
seemed a slim chance of this. 

Einstein moved to Princeton and assumed his duties at the 
Institute of Advanced Studies. In one respect he was not 
altogether satisfied with his position at the institute. It was 
wrong, he used to say, to be paid for research work, which 
constitutes an inner compulsion, and without having any 
pedagogical duties. On the other hand he regarded as really 
only his own the time in between lectures~ seminars, examina
tion sessions, meetings~ and so on. In this respect his. duties 
in Berlin had been incomparably lighter than in Prague or 
Zurich. In Princeton they were virtually nil. He collaborated 
with several young scholars whose interests paralleled hla 

S Ph. frank, op. eft., p. 321. 
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own. These included: Walter Mayer, his assistant from 1929 
to 1.934, whom he brought with him from Berlin; Nathan 
Rosen (1934-1935); Peter Berg1nann (1937-1938) and Valen· 
tin Bargmann (1938-1943) (the similarity of theil names gave 
rise to endless jokes and misunderstandings in Princeton); 
Ernst Strauss (1944-1941), John Kemeny (1948-1949), Robert 
Kraichnan (1950), and Bruria Kaufmann (1951-1955). 
Einstein's collaborator in 1936-1938 was Leopold Infeld, 
whose reminiscences have been quoted extensively. Einstein 
associated much less with the older generation of his Princeton 
colleagues. 

The feeling of some embarrassment which Einstein 
experienced at receiving remuneration for purely scientific 
work had deep, though possibly subconscious, roots. He 
always felt that some other occupation besides research 
should provide the means of subsistence. The example of 
Spinoza, who had been a diamond grinder, was attract!ve to 
him. At the worst he might prefer being paid as a professor 
and indulge in research in his free time, which would be com
pletely his own. This was ~n expression of his desire for 
independence. In spite of the repeated avowals of the spon
sors of the Institute of Advanced Studies concerning the 
scientists' complete independence, Ein&tein would have 
preferred to ensure his independence by some 'modern 
version of Spinoza's circumstances. 

This, however, was impossible. The problem of the unified 
field theory occupied Einstein so much that he could not 
forfeit the opportunity that presented itself for devoting all 
his time to it .. Every morning he went to Fine Hall (and, 
after 1940, to the new building of the institute), met his 
colleagues there and discussed their progress, difficulties and 
promising lines of investigation. Then he would retire to 
his own study where he worked on much the same problems. 

There were many distractions, however, for people from 
all over the United States continually pestered him with 
requests for advice, help, or public statements. As a rule 
they got what they wanted. The upshot of it all was that a 
man who always SO\lght solitude was compelled to meet and 
have contact with more people than any other of the great 
world scientists, though this was due not only to external 
circumstances but to the nacure of Einsteinls world outlook 
as well. 



" On one occasion Einstein had to speak in London at a 
meeting devoted to helping and finding work for scientists 
fleeing from Germany. He suggested that the job of a 
lighthouse keeper would be an excellent thing. This was no 
jest. Einstein really regarded the solitude of a lighthouse 
as being the ideal place for research. He frequently com
plained to friends about the daily petty affairs which dis
tracted him from scientific work. Another and more important 
consideration was Einstein's requirement of complete in
dependence in scientific work. 

"He told me many times," Leopold Infeld writes, "that 
he would not have minded working with his hands for his 
daily bread, doing something useful like making shoes and 
treating physics only as a hobby; that this might be more 
attractive than earning money from physics by teaching at 
the university. Again something deeper is hidden behind 
this attitude. It is the 'religious' feeling, bound up with 
scientific work, recalling that of the early Christian ascetics. 
Physics is great and important. It is not quite right to earn 
money by physics. Better do something different for a living 
such as tending a lighthouse or making shoes, and keep 
physics aloof and clean. Naive as it may seem, this attitude 
is consistent with Einstein's character."j 

Long before he moved to the United States Einstein sensed 
the approaching tragedy of science being exploited for 
aggressive and destructive purposes. The war of 1914-1918, 
with its new explosives, air raids, tanks and poisonous gases, 
was a bitter lesson. One could foresee still 1nore destructive 
applications of the achievements of physics and chemistry. 
Einstein would have liked to have severed all ties with 
official science, but apart 'rom other considerations, he 
already realised the scientist's responsibility for the appli
cations of science. This attitude led subsequently to active 
interference in scientific and technological research and an 
appeal to the state which had truly tragic consequences. 

To Einstein a lighthouse would also h~ve been an ideal 
place to escape the innumerable visits and requests which 
left him hardly any time for work. Einstein~s love for people 
was not of an abstract kind. He was not the man to let his 
concern for the destinies of humanity overshadow his con-

t L Infeld, op. cit., p. 286. 
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cem for the plight of individual men. This was a burden 
to him., for his mind rose far a'bove llhe daily commonplace 
and the urge to work was always strong witbin him. 

~~'Though only scientific ideas and physics Eally matter 
to Einstein," Infeld writes, "he never refused to help when 
he felt that his help was needed and could 'be effective. He 
wrote thousands of letters of recommendation, gave advice 
to hundreds. For hours he talked with a crank ~because the 
family had written that Einstein was the only one who could 
cure him. Einstein is kind, s!Wling, understanding, talkative 
with people whom he meets, waiting patiently for the moment 
when he will ·be left alone to return to his work."1 

Einstein's desire for seclusion was not due to the aloofness 
of a mind overburden·ed with scientific problems awaiting 
solution. The feeling was much deeper. An insight into his 
attitudes is found in his essay, "The World as I See It": 

"My passionate sense of social justice and social respon· 
sibility had always contrasted oddly with my pronounced 
lack of need for direct contact with other human beings and 
human communities. I am truly a 'lone traveller' and have 
never belonged to my cou!ltry, my home, my friends, or 
evert my immediate family, with my whole heart; in the face 
of all these ties, I have never lost a sense of distance and 
a need for solitude-feelings which increase wi·th the years. 
One becomes sharply aware, but without regret, of the limits 
of mutual understanding and consonance with people. No 
doubt such a person loses some of his innocence and 
unconcern; on the other hand, he is largely independent of 
the opinions, habits, and judge1nents of his fellows and 
avoids the temptation to build his inner equilibrium upon 
such insecure foundations."2 

A lone contemplator seeking solitude and an ardent 
champion of social justice. An open heart and a sincere, 
vibrant joy from contacts with people and an impatient desire 
to be alone in his inner world. The Einstein image seems 
contradictory indeed. And yet one senses a profound har
mony in these contradictions. 

In the first place, the. word "contemplator" is applicable 
to Einstein with some essential reservations. Even an adherent 

' 
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of i'pure description" never remains completely on phen~ 
~ menological positions. Einstein-a master of "cruel experi
weut'' who subjected nature to a third-degree intezzogation 
in order to bring out the active aspects of scientific notions 
-was not a contemplator in the usual sense. What is ~tirity 
if not a rejection of observable self-evidence and a penetra· 
tion into a world of processes which can be aisessed only 
by means of active experimental verification? To Einstein 
cognition is an invasion of nature. It serves to reshape 
human life on a basis of reason and science. The search for 
the objective rationality, harmony, laws and causality of 
the world develops into a desire to see human society based 
on reason. Out of a pasnionate search for the world harmony 
there develops the .,passionate sense of social justice tmd 
social responsibility". This, however, did not necessarily 
require daily contacts and associations with people. Already 
in the 1920s Einstein's desire for solitude, of which he spoke 
himself and which was apparent to his friends, went together 
with numerous social activities. 

Such activities did not break through his solitude in his 
iD'lTJlediate environment in Princeton. In the greater world 
Einstein's social interests and sympathies brought him both 
friends and foes; they did not concern his immediate environ
ment very much. As a whole the scientific community had 
not yet reached the stage in which scientific and social inter
ests merge; scientists were still hardly aware of the new s~ 
cial values of science. In this respect, as in respect of purely 
physical problems, Einstein was already in the 'twenties and 
~thirties abreast of the mode of thinking which has come to 
characterise physicists in the latter half of the century. 

All through the Princeton period Einstein gradually drift
ed away from the more immediate probleots which con
cerned the majority of physicists. He was preoccupied with 
complex mathe1"atical constructions designed to provide the 
basis of a unified field theory in which the interactions of 
particles and their very existence would derive from common 
general laws. Most physicists disagreed with Einstein's 
approach to the problem; it was utterly incomprehenaible to 
the uninitiated, and on the whole it failed to satisfy Eiusteia 
himself. Nevertheless, regardless of the complexity of the 
suggested solutions, the overall pattezn, based on the. coa-
cept of a rational unified world governed by uniform", •· · ~ 
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laws, was definitely attractive. And even though a fortnula· 
tion of this pattern, as Einstein saw it, involved the elabora
tion of physical and mathematical constructions of truly 
baffling complexity and magnitude, the idea • appealed to 
people far removed from the scientific profession. 

A realisation of this very broad audience, which accepted 
the idea of the world harmony without going into the details 
and subtleties of the problem, grew steadily within Einstein. 
On the other hand, the intimate circle of like-minded men 
grew smaller and smaller. In this respect Einstein was keenly 
sensitive of his aloneness. 

Shortly after the Einsteins' arrival at Princeton Elsa had 
to hasten back to Europe, bo the bedside of her elder daugh
ter lise, who was dying in Paris. Ilse' s death was a terrible 
blow, Elsa suffered acutely, and suddenly became very old. 
With Margot at her side, Elsa returned to Princeton carrying 
the urn with her elder daughter's ashes. 

Meanwhile their house was nearing completion at 112 Mer
cer Street. Elsa supervised the interior decoration and 
fuptishing of their new home, but she never recovered com
pletely from the blow caused by her daughter's death. She 
developed grave heart and kidney trouble, and when Margot 
came back from a short stay in Nftw York she found her 
mother in bed and very weak. "She has practically given 
up the fight," Einstein told his stepdaughter. He was pale 
and depressed and his eyes were filled with grief. 

Elsa's condition continued to deteriorate. In a letter to 
Antonina Vallentin she wrote: "I would never have thought 
that I meant that much to him, and I am very happy to 
know this now."1 

That summer Einstein rented a beautiful old lakeside house 
not far from Montreal, Canada. He resumed his yachting. 
Elsa felt better in the fine old woods surrounding the house. 
All her thoughts continued to be with her husband. "He is 
in fine trim," she wrote to Antonina Vallentin, "and has 
lately solved some important problems. '!t will be a long 
time, though, before all that he has done will be understood 
and utilised. He himself thinks that this is the greatest and 
best of his achievements."2 

1 A. Vallentin, op. cit, p. 190. 
2 Ibid., p. 191-
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Elsa never recovered, and she died in 1936. 
Einstein continued to lead much the same life as before. 

He walked in the streets of Princeton with its · red brick 
houses reminiscen·t of old England. In his study he continued 
to work on the mathematical apparatus of the unified field 
theory. But he had changed a lot. Nothing could make up 
for the loss of Elsa. Once in Princeton Elsa had remarked: 
~~we all change with the years for we are con~olled by our 
environment or desires or other influences, but Albert as a 
little boy was exactly as he is now as a man." Now he too 
had changed, and he felt his loneliness more acutely than 
ever before. 

The feeling of aloneness and melancholy reflected in many 
of Einstein's letters to friends written in acknowledgement 
of congratulations on his seventieth birthday in March 1949. 
He had just recovered from a serious abdominal operation. 
The suspected malady had fortunately proved groundless, 
but he was rather weak. His condition, to be sure, did not 
affect his customary humour, joviality and interest in people 
and, even more so, it did not prevent him from concentrating 
on the fundamental problems of the unified field theory. 
Nevertheless, there was a streak of sadness in his attitude. 
He wrote to Solovine in the end of March 1949: 

"I was touched by your affectionate letter, which contrasted 
sharply with the countless other letters that have been 
showered upon me in connection with this sad occasion. 
You seem to think that I look back upon my life work with 
serene satisfaction. Viewed more intimately, however, things 
are not so bright. There is not a notion of which I could be 
sure. I am not even sure that I am on the right road. Con
temporaries view me as a heretic and a reactionary who 
has, so to say, outlived himself. Of course,· this is due to the 
vogue, as well as to a lack of vision, but neither am I myself 
satisfied. To be sure, it could hardly be otherwise if you 
have a critical mind and are honest and if humour and 
modesty create an equilibrium that is not affected by exterJJal 
influences."! , ,. 

This letter is ~dicative . of Ein~tein' s ~~ at the time 
of writing. But it also reveals certai~ traits of his personality 
which were always characteristic of him. Aithaugh essential-

t Sol.ouins, p. 95. 
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ly a reflection of Einstein's dissatisfaction with the results 
of his work on the unified field theory, the letter also gives 
us an insight into his character as a scientist id general. As 
mentioned ·before, Einstein never posed as an augur proclaim
ing absolute truths. By their very content his scientific ideas 
were opposed to absolute conceptions. In complete harmony 
with this were his critical mind, honesty, modesty and sense 
of humour-all qualities opposed to dogmatism of any kind. 
That is why the impact of Einstein's theory was so great, 
enunciated as it was at a time of a general reappraisal of 
values. 

A reappraisal, however, does not mean the rejection of 
values, and relativity is not to be 11nderstood absolutely (if 
we may use the pun). A critical mind coupled with modesty 
and humour cannot fall into scepticism or a nihilistic nega
tion of all and everything; an anti-dogmatic mind does not 
make a dogma of negation and it creates eternal values not 
in the sense of their being unchangeable but in the sense of 
their perpetuation in ever-Changing fotms. 

Einstein's outlook was essentially deeply optimistic, 
although it inevitably bore the imprint of hesitation, doubt 
and uncertainty-all of which serve to distinguish a living 
inquisitive mind from a hidebound one. On the whole, 
Einstein favoured an unambiguous lucid representation of 
the world. He saw the nebulosities and obscurities of the 
world picture and he didn't like them. He would not be 
satisfied with a vague, foggy picture, feeling that it should 
be definite, unambiguous, and precise. Herein lies the 
psychological basis of the conflict between the strict picture 
presented by relativity and the uncertainties of quantum 
physics. '11le logical aspect of the conflict will be discussed 
in the following two chapters. · 

'In the late 'forties and early 'fifties Einstein's psychological 
tone was considerably affected by the loss of some of his 
best friends. Eveey new departure tended to revive the 
mentory of friends and associates who had departed lD the 
1930s. In Princeton Einstein frequently thought of his friend 
and fellow-scientist Paul Ehrenfest, who had committed 
suicide in 1933. Einstein regarded £hreDfest's suicide as an 
expression, in part, of the confljct between the proble1111 
which science poses before the scientist and the answers he 
can find. The immediate cause of Ehrenfe&rs tuldcla ·was 
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purely personal. The deeper cause lay in a tragic dissatisfac
tion which haunted him in his later years. 

Einstein's characteristic of Paul Ehrenfest as man aad 
scientist is presented iD an obituary written in 1934. Men 
of high qualities, Einstein writes, will depart this life by 
their own free will fairly often. This generally stems from 
an incapacity or an unwillingness to resign oneself to the 
new and more difficult outward conditions of life. "To refuse 
to live out one's natural life because of inner conflicts that 
are felt to be intolerable-that is tWen today in persons of 
sound mind a rare occurrence, possible only in the case 
of the noblest and morally most e:talted personalities. It is 
to such a tragic inner conflict that our friend Paul Ehrenfest 
has succumbed. Those who knew him well, as was vouch
safed to me, know that this ttnblemished personality in the 
main fell victim to a conflict of conscience that in some form 
or other is spared no university teaclter who has passed, say, 
his fiftieth year." 1 

This conflict is bred by a scholar's inability to tackle the 
problems with which science confronts him. Ehrenfest 
possessed a remarkably clear understanding of these p~
blems. However, he regarded his own constructive abilities 
as being much inferior to his critical abilities. "In the last 
few years," Einstein says, "this situation was aggravated by 
the strangely turbulent development which theoretical 
physics has recently undergone. To learn and to teach things 
that one cannot fully accept in one's heart is always a dif
ficult matter, doubly difficult for a mind of fanatical honesty, 
a mind to which clarity means everything. Added to this 
was the increasing difficulty of adaptation to new 
thoughts which always confronts the man past fifty. I do 
not know how many readers of these lines will be capable 
of fully grasping that tragedy. Yet it was this that primarily 
occasioned his escape from life.·'2 

With Einstein the discrepancy between the deanands of 
science-for a unified field theory-and the possibiHq of an 
unambiguous, clear-cut answer was not so tragic · as was 
the rift between proble111 and solution with Lorentz, and 
even more so, Ehrenfest. Einstein possessed an lnbom optim-

t tnt.- rear•. p. 236. 
2 Ibid.. p. 236. 



ism nurtured by an unshakable confidence in the har1nony 
and knowability of the world. The difficulties of developing 
the general theory of relativity, overconte in 1916, and the 
far greater-and unsurmounted-difficulties of de-veloping the 
unified field theory were a source of considerable mortifica
tion, but beneath this lay the unshakable conviction that no 
matter how difficult and tortuous the ways of science, they 
nevertheless lead to a trustworthy knowledge of the real 
world harmony. 

Behind the outward appearance of unruffled calm Einstein 
too was beset by great soul-racking storms. They were never 
apparent to the outsider, but they frequently raged beneath 
the surface. Einstein was far from being the type of serene 
divinity that Goethe is sometimes represented to have 
been. 

When Einstein wrote of the "mathematical torment" he 
experienced in developing the unified field theory and his 
inability to bring it up to a point where it could be verified 
by observations, he was indeed tor1nented by a realisation 
of the questions that had to be answered and his inability 
to answer them. At Princeton Einstein frequently had occa
sion to recall Ehrenfest's tragedy. In a conversation \\·ith 
Antonina Vallentin he again brought up the question and 
spoke of the conflict with the new generation which had 
shaken Ehrenfest. 

"He spoke with feeling and with resignation," Vallentin 
says, "'for it was a conflict which he himself had gone 
through. The drama which had originated in the happy years 
when he was in constant contact with contemporary scientific 
thinking was now becoming more and more intense. It was 
not the usual conflict of generations in which one represents 
bold imagination, while the other stands for outmoded ideas 
and is like a block of stone at the sicle of a disused road. 
His \\'as the drama of a man who, in spite of his age, pursues 
his own road, which gets more and more deserted and which 
friends and young people regard as being wrong and le~ding 
to nowhere."i 

It was this feeling that made Einstein's thoughts retum 
to departed friends. Among them was Marie Curie-Sklodowska 
of whom Einstein wrote after her death: "It is the 

t A. Vallcntin, op. cit., p. 200. 
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moral qualities of its leading personalities that are perhaps 
of even greater significance for a generation and for the 
course of history than purely intellectual accomplishments. 
Even these latter are, to a far greater degree than is com
monly credited, dependent on the stature of the character."1 

Reminiscences of departed friends and their emotional 
dramas were not just a source of placid, resigned sorrow. 
These emotional dramas were testimony to great moral 
integrity, unswerving devotion to the truth and compassion 
for people-qualities which fostered confidence in the future 
of science and human society. 

"It was my good fortune," Einstein continues, "to be 
linked with Mme. Curie through twenty years of sublime 
and unclouded friendship. I came to admire her human 
grandeur to an ever growing degree. Her strength, her purity 
of will, her austerity toward herself, her objectivity, her 
incort·uptible judgement-all these were of a kind seldom 
found joined in a single individual. She felt herself at every 
moment to be a servant of society and her profound modesty 
never left any room for complacency. She was oppressed 
by an abiding sense for the asperities and inequities of 
society. This is what gave her that severe outward 
aspect, so easily misinterpreted by those who were not 
close to her-a curious severity unrelieved by any artistic 
strain."2 

In the beginning of 1947 Paul Langevin died, and yet 
another symbol of lofty moral integrity was added to the 
martyrology of science. "He was one of my very best friends, 
a veritable saint and extremely gifted," Einstein wrote in 
a 'letter to Solovine. 3 

Einstein's thoughts would pass on from departed friends 
and associates in the service of science to Elsa-he could 
not forget her. 

During those latter years Einstein was also fated to witness 
the gradual passing away of his only sister Maja, the little 
girl so like her brother on the old photograph taken in 
Munich. 

In 1939 Maja and her husband, the son of the t~acher 
Winteler of the cantonal school at Aarau, moved to Princeto11 
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from Florence, Italy. They could no longer stand the oppres
sive atmosphere of the fascist regime. Maja's husband went 
to Switzerland temporarily, while she visited her brother. 

Many people in Princeton were struck by the s'reat likeness 
between brother and sister. "Her manner of speaking and 
the sound of her voice," Frank writes, "as well as the child
like and yet sceptical formulation of every statement are 
unusually similar to her brother's mode of expression." 

In 1947 Einstein wrote to Solovine: "Subjectively my 
sister feels well, but she is nearing the end of the road of 
no return. She has gone downhill faster than most of her 
contemporaries." 1 

In su'bsequent letters Einstein writes of the deterioration 
of Maja's health. He spent much time at her bedside reading 
aloud the works of ancient classics and other books. Maja 
passed away in the summer of 1951. Of Einstein's intimate 
family circle, only his stepdaughter Margot and his secretary 
Helen Dukas remained in the two-storeyed cottage at 112 
Mercer Street not far from the Institute of Advanced 
Studies. 

The house would have been undistinguishable from many 
other houses inhabited by the Princeton professors if not 
for the numerous photographs which have made it familiar 
to people all over the world. 

1ne path to the door passes through a gap in a hedge of 
clipped bushes. Inside, a wooden staircase to the left of the 
entrance leads up to the second floor along a wall decked 
with dried stalks of maize. 

Einstein's study overlooks a garden with several fine old 
trees. The window occupies almost the whole wall opposite 
the door. Shelves of books line the left and back walls. In 
a small space left of tite window hangs a portrait of Gandhi. 
On the right of the entrance one door leads to a terrace, 
and another to Einstein's bedroom. Hanging on this wall 
are several excellent canvases by Josef Scharl and po1traits 
of Faraday and Maxwell. 

In front of the window stands a big dak and next to it 
a small table with several pipes and an Australiau boo
merang on it. Near the entrance is a round table and 
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an aru1chair in which Einstein liked to work with bis 
writing paper on his knees and scattering the written sheets 
about him. 

·Every moming Einstein would leave the house and set 
off for the Institute of Advanced Studies. His way lay down 
Mercer Street and into shady lanes which took him to the 
beautiful Princeton campus, with attractive cltmps of nut
trees, plane trees, maples and lindens. There are many fruit
trees there, especially apple trees, and in autumn the lanes 
are strewn with fallen apples. Some of the lanes pass through 
tunnels made by the crowns of plane trees and lindens 
meeting overhead. 

The attitude towards Einstein in the United States differed 
widely in various circles. Reactionaries called him a "Red". 
Clergymen and "fathers of families" protested in the press 
against public speeches by a "refugee" who sought to 
'"deprive Americans of their personal God". The overwhelm
ing majorities of Americans, however, took a keen interest 
in Einstein's pronouncements and sought in his words 
answers to many burning problems. 

The .people of !Jrinceton were in this respect a mirror of 
the United States and the world. The atmosphere around 
Einstein was truly remarkable. On the one hand, the figure 
of Einstein walking down the long shady road to and from 
the institute soon became part of the Princeton landscape. 
At the coffee-house, where the owner and visitors knew 
Einstein's tastes and habits, it was quite customary for 
Princetonians to exchange the time of the day with him just 
as with any other local citizen. On the other hand, the people 
of Princeton saw in him "one of the legendary figures of 
the 20th century."! 

In this respect they were hardly unlike the schoolgirl from 
British Columbia who wrote to Einstein: "I am writing to 
you to find out whether you really exist."2 The girl's impres
sion of a well-known and even commonplace personality 
m.ixed with the image of a legend is not unlike the man in 
the street's impression of Einstein's ideas: as of SODletbiag 
tremendous in loftiness, scope and paradoxicality, and· at 
the same time based on ordinary human intuition. 

1 Ph. Frank, op. dt, p. 356. 
2 C. Seelig, op. dt, S. 344 • 
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Many outstanding scientists have lived in Princeton but 
none of them were at the same time so "ordinary" and so 
legendary a figure. This brings us back to the question of 
Einstein's popularity as a characteristic trait • of the 20th 
century. 

The years which Einstein spent in Princeton make possible 
a definite ans\vcr to this question. Einstein's scientific in
terests were not shared by most physicists and were unknown 
to tlte public at lc.trge. Nevertheless, all his work at Princeton 
served to confirn~ what people had felt ever since the 
'twenties: that Einstein's purpose was to present a rational, 
objective world picture shorn of any anthropocentrism and 
mysticism whatsoever-to discover the kingdom of reason in 
nature. People have always felt that the rational ideals of 
science are inseparable from rational social ideals. The 
legendary man who sought to discover the kingdom of 
harmony in the cosmos and build it on earth would be an 
ordinary man like any other. The people of Princeton who 
saw Einstein daily had an idea of his historic exploit. People 
who had never seen Einstein but had an idea of his work 
guessed the traits of his personality .. 



Cllaptar 24 

EINSTEIN'S ATTITUDE 
TOWARDS QUANTUM MECHANICS 

}' ort beliet'e ir~ the dice-playing sod, and 1 in 
the perf~ct rule of law in a t~orld of something 
objeclirftly existing. 

Einstein 
Letter to Max Born (1944) 

While Einstein was in Berlin seeking the inroads to the 
general theory of relativity, in Copenhagen a new school of 
theoretical physics was emerging. It ca1ne into the public 
limelight when Niels Bohr applied quantum ideas to explain 
the structure of the atom. 

The development of atomic physics began with l\1ende
leyev's Periodic Law. During the forty years that had 
passed since its discovery in 1869, many attempts were made 
to offer a physical interpretation of the observed periodic 
recurrence of analogous chemical properties in elements 
arranged according to increasing atomic v1eights. This was 
made possible by the discovery of discrete sub-atomic par
ticles. 

Rutherford demonstrated in 1911 that the atom consists 
of a central nucleus (accounting for only a fraction of the 
total volume) around which revolve negatively charged 
electrons. This initial scheme later became more complex. 
The nucleus was fow1d to consist of positively charged 
protons and neutrons with no electric charge. The electron 
orbits are distributed in layers, close-lying orbits fortning 
electron shells surrounding the nucleus. The heavier the atom 
the more nuclear particles it contains, and accordingly, the 
more electrons circling around the nucleus. In going over 
from lighter to heavier atoms we find that the electrons 
make first one shell, then two, and so on. The outer $hell 
contains first one, then two, etc., electrons, until it iCJ filled; 
then the next shell be'gins to increase, starting with one 
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electron. Each successive shell requires a definite number 
of electrons to fill it. Thus, in a row of atoms of increasing 
weight there periodically occur atoms with the same nuptber 
of electrons in the extemal shell. Since the dletnical and 
some physical properties of elements depend on the number 
of external electrons, these properties periodically recur. 

The trouble is, however, that the notion of an electron 
spinning about in an orbit does not agree with the laws of 
electrodynamics. Such an electron is bound to emit electro
magnetic waves, rapidly losing its energy. As a l'esult the 
electron would lose velocity and spiral down towards the 
nucleus and finally fall on it. Atoms, however, are quite 
stable structures. 

Tnc contradiction was resolved by Boh1·, who postulated 
that an electron can move only in certain orbits correspond
ing to specific energy values of the moving electron. While 
in orbit the electron does not radiate electromagnetic waves. 
Radiation occurs only when it jumps from one orbit to 
another. The energy dissipated by the atom equals the dif
ference between the energies corresponding to the higher and 
lower electron orbits, and it is carried away by electro
magnetic radiation, which consists of Einstein's light quanta, 
or photons. An electron jumping from one orbit to another 
causes the emission of a photon. 

Einstein was greatly impressed by Bohr's brilliant intui
tion which helped him advance his postulates long before 
they could be derived more or less directly from more 
general assumptions; moreover, they were based on extreme
ly fragmentary and apparently not interrelated experimental 
data. Well into the 1920s the idea of quantised radiation and 
light quanta remained shaky ground for the advance of 
physics. It had undermined the classical foundations of 
physics, but no new fundamental laws of mechanics or 
electrodynamics had yet been developed to replace them. 

"It was," Einstein writes in his Autobiographical Notes, 
·~as if the ground had been pulled out from under one, with 
no firm foundation to be seen anywhere, upon which one 
could have built. That this insecure and contradictory foun
dation was sufficient to enable a man of Bohr's unique 
instinct and tact to discover the major laws of the spectr .t1 
lines and of the electron shells of the atmns together with 
their significance for chemistry appeared to me like a 
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fJmiracle-and appears to me as a miracle even today. This 
is ·the highest form of musicality in the sphere of thought.'~1 

We have already spoken of the meaning attacJted to 
"musicality" in this context. For Bohr's theory, with its 
paradoxical postulate• of electrons orbiting without radiat
ing energy, was an excellent example of physical intuition. 

Einstein understood the nature of this intuition. His 
evaluation of Bohr's theory sheds light on the basic features 
and style of his own mode of thinking. He was not at all 
sympathetic with the new theory~ which was essentially 
contrary to his ideal of physics. Niels Bohr recalled Einstein's 
first reaction to the new atomic model in a lecture at the 
Moscow Institute of Physical Problems, in 1961. "I could 
probably have an'ived at something like this myself,'' 
Einstein had said, "but if all this is true then it means the 
end of physics."2 

There is a wealth of meaning and generalisation in this 
remark. "I could probably have an:ived at something like 
this myself." Quantum theory led physics to a new picture 
of electron motion in the atom. It was a paradoxical picture, 
and Einstein saw or intuitively sensed that an explication 
of Bohr's paradoxical postulates would lead to more general 
paradoxes which would overthrow or circumscribe the ideal, 
harmonious, rational world picture that emerged from the 
philosophical treatises of Descartes and Spinoza, was reliably 
supported by Newton's mechanics (which at the same time 
imbued it with the alien concept of absolute motion), and 
finally developed into the harmonious for1n of relativity. To 
Einstein the meaning of physics lay in the elaboration of 
this picture. Hence his remark concerning Bohr's theory: ''If 
all this is true then it means the end of physics". At a time 
when Bohr's atomic model was being debated from many 
aspects (such as its applicability to atoms more complex than 
hydrogen) Einstein saw the true meaning of the new theory: 
it spelt the collapse, or at least a restriction, of the ideal 
which in the eyes of the creator of relativity theory consti· 
tuted the mainstay of physics. 

Bohr, on the other hand, was attracted by the very aspects 
of the photon theory and his own constructions which tended 

t l'bllosopur-Sciaztist, pp., 45-47. 
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to violate the strict canons of the classical ideal. His itttui
tion led him not so much to the destruction of the classical 
ideal as to a kind of blurring and washing oqt of its con
tours. Such intuition labelled Bohr as the Rembrandt 
of physics (true, in connection with later ideas of his 
which tended to blur the clear-cut, precise patterns of 
classical science). Bohr could also be likened to those 
19th-century artists who, following Goya, turned from the 
ideal of clarity in painting inherited from the previous two 
centuries. 

In the 1920s Bohr's postulates of discrete, preferred orbits 
and the non-radiation by electrons moving in those orbits 
ceased to be regarded as paradoxical. A new general theory 
was developed which provided a rational explanation for 
them. The theory itself, however, was more paradoxical 
than anything ever known to science, for it introduced the 
concept of waves associated with particles. 

The crisis in quantum physics in the 1920s due to the 
inability of scientists to offer a more general theory capable 
of explaining Bohr's atomic model ended in a series of dis
coveries which marked a new epoch in physics. 

In 1924, Louis de Broglie introduced the concept of waves 
of matter (de Broglie waves, as they are now called). Accord
ing to de Broglie, the motion of material particles, the 
electron in the present case, is associated with a wave process. 
The orbit which an electron can occupy must contain an 
integer number of these 'vaves. This is the "all"wed" or 
"'preferred" orbit. The particle's motion is subject to the 
laws of wave propagation. Thus originated the science of 
wave mechanics. !n 1925, Erwin Schrodinger wrote an 
equation for calculating the amplitude of certain oscilla
tions-the wave function. Solution of this equation gives a 
discrete series of energy values which give the energy of 
an atom in different states corresponding to the movement 
of electrons in certain orbits. 

What is the wave function? What is the physical meaning 
of the quantity whose variations determine an electron's 
behaviour? 

The answer was given by Max ~Bom: what is essentially 
involved is tl1e probability of encountering an electron. If 
we compute the wave function for a specific point and a 
specific time, the solution (or rather the square of its absolute 
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tralue) is a measure of the probability of the elecUOn o~ 
ring at that point at a given time. 

Max Born and Pascual Jordan correlated the iDterlsity 
of the de Broglie waves (a purely wave concept) with the 
auerage number of electrons in a unit volun'e of space (a 
purely corpuscular concept). The connection between the 
wave and corpuscular concepts takes the following form. 

We spoke of the average number of electrons in a given 
volume-average over a large count. In the same way we can 
say tha·t in tossing a coin the average occurrence of heads 
out of ten flips is five~ The probability, then, is one-half: 
that is to say, the chances of the coin falling heads up is 
equal to half the number of flips. 

Bom and Jordan assumed that the intensity of de Broglie 
waves varies with the average number of electrons. But the 
average number of electrons in a given volume is also 
dependent on the probability of each electron occurring 
within the volume. Hence, the wave intensity can be inter
preted as the probability of ~finding the electron in the given 
volume. As long as we restrict ourselves to undulatory 
concepts in discussing de Broglie waves we have no trouble: 
Schrodinger' s equation very accurately deter1nines the wave 
intensity at any point and time. But when we go over to 
the corpuscular concept and treat electrons as particles the 
equation no longer determines a fact, an observed result, 
but only its probability. 

The intensity of wave motion is detennined by the 
amplitude of the oscillations. The average amplitude, 
however, is zero, for deviations to one side (with a plus 
sign) are as frequent as deviations to the other side (with 
a minus sign): as on the surface. of a choppy sea, the crests 
are balanced by the troughs. The square of the ampli
tude is taken in order to characterise the intensity of oscilla· 
tiona: then the values with the minus sign take on a plus 
sign (the square of a negative quantity is a positive quantity), 
and the average is no longer ~.ro. That is why the measure 
of the intensity of de Broglie waves is the square of the 
absolute value of the amplitude of the wave function. It is a 
measure of the probability of finding an electron at a EJivea 
point and time. This probability is detetJnined by SchtOd
iDger' s equation, which gives the de Broglie wave iQteusity at 
a given point and time. 
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Thus quantum mechanics, which emerged in 1925-1926, 
operates with laws which, generally speaking .. detertnine not 
the motion of a particle-its position and velocity at a given 
instant-but only the probabilities of a positiolf and velocity. 
The more exactly the coordinates of a particle are known at 
a given instant the less exactly can its velocity be determined, 
and vice versa. This statement is an expression of the 
uncertainty principle, which was for1nulated by Werner 
Heisenberg in 1927. 

Uncertainty relations crre illustrated by means of 11imagin
ary" or "thought" experiments. Consider, for example, an 
electron passing through a fixed narrow aperture. The 
electron's position can be measured at any given instant, and 
the smaller the aperture the greater the accuracy with which 
the .position can be detern1ined. The possibility of measure
ment is essential for the concept of ~~position" as applied to 
the electron. The experiment, however, precludes the pos
sibility of a precise determination of the electron's velocity 
at the same instant. The electron's motion is accompanied 
by the propagation o·f de Broglie waves, which interact with 
the· edges of the aperture and change their direction; as a 
result the electron's velocity undergoes a change, and the nar
rower the aperture the greater the change. If we wish to 
determine the electron's velocity with greater accuracy, we 
must be satisfied with a correspondingly less accurate deter
mination of its position. In other words, the notion of the 
simultaneous ~~sharp" determination of an electron's position 
and velocity lacks physical meaning. If we take this rela
tionship into account and do not insist on unlimited accuracy 
we can apply the classical concepts of position and velocity 
to the electron. 

We cannot simultaneously and unambiguously assign an 
electron a specific position and velocity. But we can assign 
it the probability of this or that position or velocity occur
ring at any instant of time. This probability is given by 
Schrodinger's equation . 

. Laws which determine the probability of events instead 
of the actual events, are called statistical laws. At one time 
they restricted Laplace's determinism, that is the idea that 
the coordinates and velocities of all the particles in the 
universe at any given instant can unambiguously determine 
the state of the universe at any subsequent instant, together 



'with all subsequent events in its history. First the statistical 
laws of ther1nodynamics had 1·estricted Laplacian determin
ism. Now it was restricted from another quarter: the notions 
of particles are not subject to the laws of dynamics, the 
state of a particle's motion at any given instant determines 
merely the probability of certain coordinates or velocities 
occurring at a subsequent instant. 

This point of view aroused the objections of many eminent 
theoretical physicists, whom Max Born later called "grum
blers". The first broad discussion of the issue took place at 
the 1921 Solvay Congress. Being one of the "grumblers'', 
Ei&tstein was the most active and profound critic of quantum 
mechanics (or rather of its probability interpretation). At the 
congress and subsequently in writing Einstein tended proof 
to the fact that uncertainty relations do not provide a complete 
picture of physical reality. Bohr, Heisenberg, Born and 
others parried the blows aimed against the assertion of 
statistical laws as the basic world laws. The argument was 
made the more difficult by attempts of the creators of 
quantum mechanics (supported by positivistic philosophers) 
to represent the transition from dynamic to statistical deter
minism as recognition of indeterminism in nature. :Further
more, some men declared that the only reality the physicist 
can speak of is the instrument readings, measurements and 
observations, obtained in the course of physical experiments. 

Incidentally, the idea of "waves of probability" was to 
some degree Einstein's. In his light-quantum theory he had 
in effect brought together the wave and corpuscular concep
tions of light. Light consists of waves possessing energy, 
such that in a unit volume of space there is a definite 
quantity of light-wave energy. The space through which a 
ray of light travels is characterised by a certain energy 
density of electromagnetic waves. But light consists of parti-
cles, photons. In the corpuscular conception the space through 
which a ray of light passes is characterised by an ave1age 
photon density. Thus the average photon density (which 
varies as the probability of encountering a photon: the 
greater the probability the more photons are encountered) 
is equivalent, in going over to the wave conception, to the 
energy density, i.e., to the intensity of Dscillation of the 
electromagnetic field. These oscillations, which propagate 
through space as electromagnetic waves, determine the prob-
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ability of encountering a photon. This notion was derived 
logically from Einstein's photon theory. The quantum 
mechanics developed in 1925-1,926 dealt ipitially with 
electrons. The probability of encountering an electron, the 
probability of its location in a given volume is determined 
not by electromagnetic waves but by de Broglie's "waves of 
matter", which Born treated as waves of probability. 

Schrodinger' s wave equation determines the motion of an 
electron (it can be used to detennine the probability of 
locating an electron); in optics an analogous wave equation 
deter11lines the motion of photons. In this sense Einstein's 
photon theory already contained the basic contradictions of 
quantum mechanics. ·Light consists of particles. On the other 
hand, completely trustworthy experiments indicate that light 
is electromagnetic oscillations. Furtherntore, Einstein's con
clusion that electromagnetic wave intensity is proportional 
to photon density brings one to the idea that wave intensity 
corresponds to the probability of locating a photon at a 
given point: electromagnetic waves are in fact waves which 
have a high probability of meeting a photon. Einstein did 
not accept the idea of waves of probability, as this would 
mean that a law governing merely probabilities of events 
are the most general laws of the microcosm. Yet in the final 
analysis it was his own theory that led to this conclusion. 

Evaluating the photon idea in retrospect, we find that it 
contains an even more radical departure from the founda
tions of the classical world picture. Unlike Planck, Einstein 
spoke of the discontinuity of energy in an electromagnetic field 
not only in connection With emission or absorption but in 
intermediate states as well. Field is by its very nature 
discrete ("·beer is not only sold in pint bottles but it also 
consists of indivisible pint portions"). A natural generalisa
tion of this idea is the notion that all fields are discrete, that 
we can describe a field acting on a pP.rticle to an accuracy 
which cannot go beyond some indivisible quantity. Classical 
physics proceeds from the notion that the 'behaviour of 
particles is detein,ined •by their interactions (Mach's prin
ciple), that is, by fields of force generated ·by the particles 
and acting on them. If we rid classical mechanics of other 
forces acting on particles (say, for instance, the inertia forces 
caused by the absolute acceleration of a system), that is, 
if we bring it closer to the "classical ideal'', we obtain a 
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universe in which fields of force deter1nine everything that 
takes place in it. 

If these fields cannot be detel'lnined with unlimited 
precision, then the ideal picture wUl be covered with tiny 
dots. The "classical ideal"' is restricted by certain minimum 
energy values, by certain minimum forces deter1nining 
particle motion. Thus the photon theory turned out to be 
something of a time bomb planted under the "classical 
ideal''. And even though it threatened the "ideal" only 
within very small field domains, this was sufficient to remove 
the erstwhile absolute confidence in a picture in which 
everything could be detennined with any precision what
soever, to the extent that any infinitesimal change in the 
state of a particle could be explained by some field action. 

This connection between an infinitesimal change in a 
particle's state of motion and field intensity is a comer
stone of physics, and not only Newtonian, but also as 
reformed by Einstein. Einstein regarded interactions between 
particles as responsi'ble for all na·tural events. They are 
described by equations connecting variable fi·elds with in
finitesimal changes in a particle's state of motion. These 
equations are called differential equations. An example is 
the equation of motion of a particle in a field of gravity. 
Any infinitesimal change in its velocity is detennined by the 
field's intensity. 

Before the development of quantum conceptions it was 
thought that the law linking a particle's behaviour with the 
action of other particles or fields would always be valid, no 
matter how small the change in the particle's state of motion 
(for example, its acceleration in a gravitational field). Now 
we find that a field's intensity cannot be less than some 
minimum value and that it can increase only in finite 
increments. Before, we spoke of the discrete nature of matter, 
of atoms as the smallest portions of matter. Now we find 
that interactions between bodies, on the one hand, and 
changes in their states of motion, on the other, are discrete; 
they lose their unambiguous relationships when the 'quanti
ties considered are less than the minimal limiting values of 
the variables expressing field intensity and changes in the 
state of motion. 

Compare two pictures. One is painted \\ith colours mixed 
on a palette. On the canvas different hues merge impercep-



tibly into one another. The other picture is done with pure 
unmixed colours and is made up of a number of small 
blotches of different colours. This was the manne~~of some 
impressionist artists (pointilists) who thought that colours 
blended in the eye instead of on the palette offered a truer 
representation of the subjeot. The classical world picture 
corresponds to the landscape painted in the manner of the 
old masters; the quantum picture corresponds to the impres
sionist method of pointilism. Which of the two reflects 
physical reality? 

In the pre-quantum era the answer differed depending on 
whether matter or motion were involved. Matter was recog
nised as discrete, the ultimate picture therefore consisting 
of separate colour dots corresponding to the atoms. The pic
ture of motion was continuous, and rthe laws of motion con
nected infinitesimal increments and velocities with infinitesi
mal forces. 

On the basis of numerous indu~bitable facts quantum 
mechanics arrived at a discrete picture of field and motion. 
These conclusions could already have been made on the basis 
of the photon idea. But in 1911 Einstein made yet another 
step in the direction of the statistical-probability conception 
of particle motion. Out of the photon concept and Bohr's 
model he developed the laws of radiation originally discov .. 
ered by Planck. The laws governing atomic radiation are 
of a statistical nature, they determine the probability of ra
diation in every given case. Wave radiation and particle 
radiation (always indetern1inate) seem incompatible, and 
Einstein regarded this as the weak point of his radiat:on 
theory. 

"The wc::~kncss of the theory," he wrote~ "lies in the fact 
that, on the one hand, no closer co!llllection with the wave 
concepts is obtainable and that, on the other hand, it leaves 
to chance the time and the direction of the elementary proc
esses."! 

Elementary processes, such as the emission of a photon 
when an electron jumps from one of Bohr's orbits to another, 
are in fact a matter of chance, and only when the number of 
radiated photons is large will the result agree with the 
probability as determined by .the statistical law. 

t Physikalische Zeitschrilt, 1911, 18, p. 127. 
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These considerations-the absence of closer connections with 
the wave concepts and the chance nature of radiation-were 
to Einstein the symptoms of the great threat to the very 
existence of physics. Bohr was not at all worried. He knew 
that ligh·t ·behaves like particles in photo effects, for exam_t)le, 
in photoelectric cells in which photons strike electrons out 
of the surface of a metal plate. Bohr also knew that light 
behaves like wavt:s in passing through narrow apertures or 
gratings, where refraction phenomena caused by waves 
skirting the edges develop. Hence the inevitability of a new 
app~oach to light, regardless of whither it may lead. 

In i4he Living Philosophers volume devoted to Albert 
Einstein, Bohr writes of their first meeting and their ,first 
argument about the nature of the laws governing the 
behaviour of photons: 

"When I had the great experience of meeting Einstein for 
the first time during a visit to Berlin in 1920, these funda
mental questions forn1ed the theme of our conversations. The 
discussions, to which I have often reverted in my thoughts, 
added to all my admiration for Einstein a deep impression 
of his detached attitude. Certainly, his favoured use of such 
picturesque phrases as 'ghost waves (Gespensterfelder) guid
ing the photons' implied no tendency to mysticism, ·but illu
minated rather a profound humour behind his piercing 
remarks. Yet, a certain difference in attitude and outlook 
remained, since, with his mastery for coordinating apparently 
contrasting experience without abandoning continuity or 
causality, Einstein was perhaps more reluctant to renounce 
such ideals than someone for whom renunciation in this 
respect appeared to ·be the only way open to proceed with 
the immediate task of coordinating the multifarious evidence 
regarding atomic phenomena, which accumulated day to 
day in rthe exploration of this new field of knowledge."!' " 

During his visit to Moscow in 1961 Bohr returned to the 
subject of his early discussions with Einstein. When Einstein 
expressed his dou·bts in con~ion with the need to give 
up the ideals of continuity and causality, Bohr had replied: 

"What do you hope to achieve? You, the man who intro
duced .the conception of light as particles I If you are so con· 

t N. Bohr, ,.Discussion with Einstein", in Philosopher-Scientist, 
pp. 205-06. 
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cemed with the situation in physics in which the nature of 
light allows for a dual interpretation, then ask the German 
GovenHnent to ban the use of photoelectric ~ells~ if you 
think that light is waves, or the use of diffrac·tion gratings, 
if light is corpuscles." 

"My arguments," Bohr ad·ded, "were neither convincing 
nor weighty, which, however, was characteristic of the state 
of affairs." 

Today it has become evident that Einstein's stand was 
not merely an expression of fidelity to the old positions of 
physics; rather it was due to an intuitive feeling that the 
new positions were not yet final and that more general 
and more precise basic physical principles migh.t yet appear. 

Bohr continues his reminiscences: 
11£instein remarked bitterly: 
" 'There you are: A man like you comes and one would 

expect that two like-minded person.s had met, yet we are 
unable to find a common language. Maybe we physicists 
ought to agree on certain general fundaments, on certain 
general propositions which we would regard as positive 
before etnbarking on discussions?' 

~~r objected with some heat: 
"'No, neverl I would regard it as the greatest treachery 

on my part if, in e1nbarking on a new domain of knowl
edge, I would accept any foregone conclusions.' ''i 

This is where their roads parted. Einstein continued to 
meditate on the general fundaments of physics out of which 
specific problems could be derived. He continued to seek 
these fundaments in the classical ideal of science. Bohr saw 
adventure in discovering new laws of physical reality w·hich 
did not fit precisely in.to the pattern of tqe classical harmony. 

Einstein's comment~ ''if all this is true then it means the 
end of physics," is a remarkable staten1ent. Einstein considers 
Bohr's point of view to mean the end of 'the physics as it 
was known then. He does not reject it entirely but considers 
it to be possible, at least in principle ("If all this is 
true .... ''). 

Here is a courageous mind which reached a point when 
it had to question the pivotal idea of its own creations as 
well as the fundamental ideas of all preceding science. Here 

l Naulca i Zlzlzn (Science and Life), 1961, No. 8, p. 73 • 
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ls a mind which conceded the possible validity, more, the 
beauty (''higher musicality") of a theory with which it did 
not sympathise and which threatened its scientific ideal. In 
the final ana.lysis, such unlimited tolerance is a manifestation 
of complete liberation from the ~~merely personal", even to 
the extent when one's ~~merely personal" ideal of science is 
sacrificed for the benefit of the objective, "extra:personal" 
world picture. Einstein was devoted to the classical ideal 
of a world picture in which the interactions of particles de
scribe all world events with absolute precision. This devotion. 
however, was not greater than his devotion to objective 
truth. Paraphrasing Aristotle, he could have said, "Newton 
is dear to me, but dearer still is truth'', ~~Newton'' being 
understood as a symbol of the classical harmony, of a 
"Newtonian type of mechanicsn. We could say the same of 
Descartes or Spinoza with equal justification. To Einstein 
Newton was a symbol of the classical ideal in science. He 
spoke of "Newton's programme" (in which everything is 
deteunined by interactions between bodies) and "Maxwell's 
programme" (in which the motion of a body at every point 
is determined by the field acting upon it) as the pivotal 
programmes of physics. We could recall here the words of 
Robert Mayer quoted in the epigraph to Chapter 9 (such 
reminiscences are inevitable, as Einstein is an embodiment of 
all·that is immortal, living and anti-dogmatic in the history 
of science): "·Nature in its simple truth is greater and more 
beautiful than any creation of human hands. than all the 
illusions of the created spirit." 

We could also quote a significant passage from a letter 
to Solovine: ''We cannot overlook the fact that the bodies 
we use for measuring objects react upon those objects," 
and the final remark: ''Without sinning against reason we 
could never arrive at any conclusions/' 

Comparing this with his remark in connection with Bohr's 
theory, we may conclude that Einstein did not rule out 
the possibility of encroachments on the "classical ideal". 
His words about the "end of physics" do not refer to 
the objective world picture as such but to the physics of 
the "Newtonian programme" and the "Maxwellian pro· , 
gramme". 

Einstein's attitude towards quantum-statistical ideas was 
complicated, but on the whole it fitted with the rema:rks 
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cited by Bohr. He saw the connection of those ideas with 
his own work, he saw the threat to physics inherent in them, 
anticipated that the crisis would be overcome ·liy subsequent 
researches, and hoped to discover the basic dynamic laws 
detern1ining not the probability of processes but the proc
esses themselves, as was the case in classical thermo· 
dynamics. 

De Broglie's ·theory could inspire hope in such ·a non
statistical explanation. Today, looking back in retrospect, 
we see in electromagnetic waves something reminiscent of 
the waves of probability. In the first quarter of the century 
scholars had sought to reduce the statistical laws of particle 
motion to laws of dynamics or at least to the existence of 
pilot waves to guide such motion. The analogy between de 
Broglie's waves and electromagnetic waves facilitated accep· 
tance of ·the new theory and at the same .time accustomed 
the mind to the idea of the reality of "waves of matter". 
Photons are in some way connected with electromagnetic 
waves, though it is hard to say just how. Electromagnetic 
waves were presumed to represent changes in ·the intensity 
of a real field. De Broglie's waves, it seems, should also 
be regarded as propagating oscillations of some real field .. 
These hopes and hypotheses, however, soon gave place to 
the idea of "waves of probability". 

Einstein's attih!de towards the idea was, as mentioned 
before, complicated. ·He ·flatly rejected the positivistic con
clusions and ideas of ,indetcrtninism", ·and this aspect of 
his critical argumentation was refutable. His specifically 
physical considerations and "thought experiments" designed 
to refute the physical constructions of Heisenberg, Bohr; 
Born and other adherents of "probability waves", however, 
drew some sound counter-arguments from them. Only today 
can a general idea, or rather an intuitive speculation concern· 
ing a theory that would be more general and precise than 
quantum mechanics, be embodied in comparatively specific 
forJn and correctly evaluated. Let us investigate this aspect 
of the matter. 

In 1932 Einstein had a meeting in Berlin with Philipp 
Frank, who stood by the "orthodox" statistical version of 
quantum mechanics and the erroneous positivistic conclusions 
derived therefrom. Frank quotes Einstein as follows in this 
connection: 
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''A new fashion has now arisen in physics. By means of 
ingeniously fortnulated theoretical experiments it is proved 
that certain physical magnitudes cannot be measured, or, to 
put it more precisely, that according to accepted natural laws 
the investigatea bOdi~s behave in such a way as to baffle 
all attempts at measurement. From this the conclusion is 
drawn that it is completely meaningless to retain these 
magnitudes in the language of physics. To speak about them 
is pure metaphysics."i 

Hearing Einstein talk in this way, Frank sought to identify 
the above-mentioned conception with the basic premises of 
relativity theory. Relativity, for example, rejects the con
cept of "'absolute simultaneity" on the grounds that no real 
or imaginary experiment is capable of demonstrating the 
possibility of synchronising events investigated in different 
reference frames moving relative to one another. Hence, 
Frank concluded, the concepts rejected by relativity were 
rejected because they could not be observed. He said as 
much to Einstein: "But the fashion you speak of was invented 
by you in 1905?" 

''A good joke should not be repeated too often," Einstein 
replied, going on to explain that relativity theory describes 
objective processes and real material things and establishes 
the connection between different descriptions of one and 
the same reality. It has nothing in common with positivism 
and the ''new fashion". 

In fact the positivistic conclusions drawn from the quan .. 
tum-statistical nature of microcosmic laws do not derive 
from quantum mechanics. It is a long distance from th·e 
theory to its epistemological interpretation, which is what 
Einstein spoke of. We find in quantum mechanics a natural 
.,curve of knowledge" which, when interpreted absolutely, 
leads to this epistemological interpretation. Today, from the 
standpoint of the physics of the 1960s, we can see that the 
important aspect in this ''curve" is not so much its departure 
from classical ideas as its insufficiently drastic departure, 
as far as the quantum mechanics of the 1920s is concerned. 

This calls for a preliminary explanation. Compare relativ
ity with quantum mechanics. Relativity proceeds from the 
consideration that such concepts as "motion with respect to 

J Ph. Frank, op. cit., p. 260. 



the ether", ''absolute simultaneity'' and others cannot be 
experimentally verified. But we find such an impossibility of 
experimental measurement already in Lorentz's theory. 
Length contraction of all bodies in the direction of motion 
made it impossible to register motion with respect to the 
ether by any experiments, whether real, like Michelson's, , 

• • or 1mag1nary. 
Relativity goes farther. It rejects the existence of a real, 

objective motion with respect to the ether (insofar as there 
is no way of detecting it) and all physical properties asso
ciated with such motion. When observability is identified 
with reality the difference between the conceptions of Lorentz 
and Einstein disappears. Recognition of objective reality 
makes this difference extremely important. Einstein's relativ
ity breaks completely with motion through the ether and 
related classical concepts and declares them meaningless. 

Let us take a look at quantum mechanics f~om this point 
of view. It restricts the application of such concepts as 
'~position" and "velocity" to electrons by imposing certain 
conditions. But quantum mechanics cannot be expounded 
without those classical concepts. It is quite meaningless 
without them. And in fact it does not claim that in small 
space-time domains particles do not possess coordinates or 
velocity. Quantum mechanics does not break so drastically 
with classical notions. It does not throw away the concepts 
of the position and velocity of a particle with the same 
finality with whic·h relativity theory threw away the classical 
notions of absolute ·space, time and motion. 

This does not mean that relativity has gorte farther away 
from classical physics than quantum mechanics. On the 
contrary. But though quantum mechanics has not completely 
rejected the concepts of position and velocity of a particle, 
these concepts played a much more fundamental role in 
classical physics than .Newton's absolutes, which were actually 
in contradiction with the classical ideal. A more revolutionary 
quantum mechanics would not 11purge'' the classical ideal, 
it would destroy it. 

Initially quantum mechanics merely restricted the classical 
ideal. At the price of ,the indete1nlinacy of velocity it is pos
sible to determine a particle's position with some accuracy; 
reciprocally, at the price of indeter1ninacy of position it is 
also possible to determine velocity with some accuracy. In 
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lhe early 'thirties, however, it was established 1that in very 
small domains it is impossible to detertnine a particle's posi
tion sharply even when its velocity is indeterminate. Then 
new processes were discovered which tended more drastically 
than ever before to remove classical conceptions from the 
subatomic picture. 

This physical school (which will be examined in the fol· 
lowing chapter) goes beyond quantum mechanics. Niels Bohr 
clearly defined the basic premise of the latter at the Inter
national Physical Congress held in Como in 1927. He sets 
forth his arguments in his "Discussion with Einstein", writ· 
ten in 1949: 

lilt is decisive to recognise that, however far the phenomez2a 
transcend the scope of classical physical explanation, the 
account of all evidence must be expressed in classical terms.''1 

(Bohr's italics.) This is an extremely important formula as it 
reveals the positive classical aspect of quantum mechanics. 
The latter stipulates that classical concepts are applicable 
to all observable physical phenomena, subject to reduced 
accuracy. 

If there exist phenomena to which classical concepts are 
totally inapplicable, such phenomena will force a restriction 
of quantum mechanics, making it a theory describing only 
some real processes. In 1927, however, there were no known 
physical phenomena to which classical concepts would be 
completely inapplicable. Therefore criticism of quantum 
mechanics was directed not against its "protective" (with 
respect to classical concepts) aspects, but against the thesis 
concerning the conditions of such application. The ctiticism 
was levelled from the standpoint of unconditional application 
of classical concepts, from the standpoint which allowed for 
the existence of "hidden parameters'' precisely determining 
events in the microcosm and which could be unconditionally 
expressed in terms of classical concepts. 

Einstein did not attend the congress at Como. He voiced 
his objections to Bohr and other exponents of the new theory 
at the Fifth Solvay Congress which took place that year at 
Brussels. The debate was continued at the following "Solvay 
Congress in 1930. Einstein suggested a variety of ingenious 
thought experiments with different combinations of 

t Philosopher-Scientist, p. 209. 



apertures, boxes, balances and other gadgets to convince 
Bohr. The latter, however, demonstrated that these construc
tions did not contradict the postulates of quantum mechanics. 
The discussion between Einstein and Bohr continued whezl
ever they met. Paul Ehrenfest frequently took part in these 
discussions, acting as a mediator between the two men. 

Einstein's critique of quantum mechanics was expounded 
in general for111, without "thought constructions", in a 
paper, ~~can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical 
Reality Be Considered Complete"1 written in 1935 in collab
oration with Podolsky and Rosen. Bohr responded with a 
paper under the same title.2 The argument brought out with 
increasing clarity the differences between the prevailing 
understanding of quantum mechanics and Einstein's position. 

Einstein's philosophical stand was crystal clear. In a letter 
to Solovine in 1.938 he gave the following characteristic of 
the connection between the difficulties encountered by quan
tum mechanics and positivism. After speaking of the 
"hamtful influence of subjective positivistic views" he goes 
on·: "The conception of the objective reality of nature is 
regarded as an obsolete prejudice. and the quantum th·eoreti
cians are making a virtue out of necessity. lVIen are more 
influenced by suggestion than horses, which is why they 
have a fashion for every period, the majority being quite 
unaware of its origin."3 

"A virtue out of necessity." In this case the "necessity" 
consisted of an urgent need to apply classical co~1cepts to 
microcosmic theory, and describe the motions of ele1nentary 
particles subject to the restrictions imposed by the indeter
minacy of conjugate variables, which allow only the proba
bility of the precise values of the variables for each instant 
and point to be indicated. The restriction of classical con
cepts is necessitated by the diversity of facts supporting both 
the wave and corpuscular nature of particles. 

As far as Einstein was concerned, ~~necessity", or in his 
own terrninology, "external confirmation", was not enough 
to solve a problem. A concept had to derive from general 
physical principles. Uncertainty relations and the statistical 

1 Physical Review, 41, 711 (1935). 
2 Physical Review, 48, 696 (1935). 
3 Solovine, p. 11. 



character of quantum-mechanical laws derived from the notion 
of a priori impossibility of cognising objective reality, from 
the inseparability between object and subject in the process 
of cognition, from the limits of the causal explanation of 
the world. Necessity became a virtue. The orthodox state
ment of quantum mechanics ceased to be a result of "neces
sity", a tentative explanation of certain phenomena requiring 
further elaboration. It was regarded as an expression of 
preordained qualities of knowledge-a result of ''virtue". 
To Einstein, however, any restriction on the causal explana
tion of the world, indeterminacy or a denial of the objective 
nature of reality constituted a departure from the unshakable 
and experimentally verified fundaments of science. He sought 
the "inner perfection" of quantum mechanics which would 
enable its relationships to be derived from a more general 
picture of objective reality and a more general conception 
of causality. 

Einstein saw that the statistical probability of relation
ships in quantum mechanics did not contradict experience. 
To him, however, this fact did not obviate the possibility of 
''precise detenninism" with regard to the microcosm. Einstein 
considered that it was possible to imagine a picture of elemen
tary processes whose course could be precisely detennined. 
Whether this is so in principle constitutes the controversial 
issue of theoretical physics. 

In 1950 Einstein wrote to Solovine: 
"From the point of view of direct experience e~act deter

minism does not exist. On this we are in complete accord. 
The question is whether or not a description of nature should 
be deterministic. There is also the particular question of 
whether it is possible to for!n a conceptual image of individ
ual objects which would in principle exclude statistical 
interpretation. Only on this score do opinions differ."! 

Einstein's ideas concPming the non-statistical laws of beha
viour of elementary particles \\·ere intuitive and he never 
formulated them in a specific hypothesis. He did not look 
fprward to a rehabilitation of pre-quantum physics. At the 
time, criticism of quantum mechanics from non-classical 
positions could not take any concrete form and remained a 
vague and largely intuitive trend of thought. Einstein's 

f So1ovine, p. 99. 
•, 
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criticism of quantum mechanics is of the same trend in many 
of his statements on this question. 

In his article ~~Physics and Reality"!, published in 1936 
in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, Einstein wrote that 
while to believe that quantum-mechanical description can be 
exhaustive was logically possible without contradiction. it 
was so very contrary to his scientific instinct that he could 
not forego the search fo:;: a far more complete conception. 
Replying to this in his "Discussion with Einstein". Bohr once 
again expressed, in somewhat different fon11, the fundamental 
idea of quantum mechanics: "In quantum mechanics we are 
not dealing with an arbitrary renunciation of a more detailed 
analysis of atomic phenomena ~but with a recognition that 
such an analysis is in principle excluded."2 

By a "more detailed analysis" is meant here the deter
mination of dynamic variables, such as position and velocity. 
to any accuracy. Quantum mechanics restricts this accllracy 
by the condition: the sharper one variable the less sharp 
the other. The following question, though, remains unsolved: 
is there in principle a limit to the application of 
the concepts of position and velocity in the microscopic 
and submicroscopic world? 

When Bohr visited Princeton in 1931 his discussion with 
Einstein took the form of a rather humorous contest con
cerning which side Spinoz~a would have taken had he lived 
to see the development of quantum mechanics. To Einstein, 
Spinoza"s outlook was the most general expression of the 
idea of the unity, deterurinacy and objective and material 
nature of the world. Einstein embodied this idea in his criteria 
of "inner perfection'' and "external confirmation". Quantum 
mechanics, he found, did not satisfy them. Now we know 
that quantum mechanics displayed this insufficiency only 
after the discovery of phenomena embodying entirely 
new principles, a circumstance which can undet "line 
any theory. 

"Every element of the physical reality," Einstein, Podolsky 
and Rosen write, "must have a counterpart in the physical 
theory.'' If that is the case, then a physical theory provides 
a con,plete description of reality and, following the well· 

s Ideas tmd o,nnicms, p. 290. 
2 Philosopher·Sciefttilt, p. 235. 
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known court oath foziitula, it speaks "the truth~ the whole 
truth, nothing but the truth". Yet in his 1949 autobiography 
Einstein speaks of the criteria for choosing a theory which 
would have relative "inner perfection~~ and "external con
firmation". They guide science along a road which infinitely 
approaches the truth, but they do not guarantee "the whole 
truth". In some of his remarks conceming quantum mechanics 
Einstein implies the criterion of absolute completeness in 
the description of physical reality. Today, when we can 
view quantum mechanics from the standpoint of a more 
general and exact theory, we find that it offers a relatively 
incomplete description of physical reality. This incomplete
ness, which is present in any mechanics where the motions 
of immutable particles are fundamental processes and is 
inherent in any mechanics 110£ the type of Newton's", has 
become apparent only today. Only now are we in a position 
to outline, if only hypothetically, the contours of a new 
world picture which would be more. comprehensive and 
exact than the one presented by the ~~Newtonian-type" 
mechanics. Fol'Inerly the physical arguments aimed at demon
strating the incompleteness of the quantum-mechanical de
scription of the world were restricted to an intuitive presen
timent of broader conceptions. This is seen in the passage 
from Einstein's letter to Max Born quoted in the epigraph. 
By the·" dice-playing god" Einstein means the concept accord
ing to which the statistical laws are fundamental laws of 
physical reality. 

"In our scientific expectations we have progressed towards 
antipodes. You believe in the dice-playing god, and I in the 
perfect rule of law in a world of something objectively exist
ing which I try to catch in a wildly speculative way. I hope 
that somebody will find a more realistic way, or a more 
tangible foundation for such a conception than that which 
is given to me. The great initial success of quantum theory 
cannot convert me to believe in that fundamental game of 
dice."1 

"God does not play dicel" Einstein again speaks of "god" 
in this s01newhat ironical context, and again it is a pseudonym 
for the objective ratio-the most general laws of reality. These 

I M. Bom, Natural Philosophy ol Cause and Chance, C.1arendon 
Preas, Osford, 1949, p. 122. ., 



laws are not statistical, they detennine not the probability 
of events but the actual events themselves. The idea of deeper 
and more general laws acting behind the sceaes of therm~ 
dynamics was, as we have seen, the point of departure for 
Einstein's work on Brownian motion. Einstein realised (we 
have mentioned this) that the statistical laws of thermo
dynamics, that is, the laws governing the behaviour of large 
ensembles, are not reduced to the laws of displacement and 
interaction. But he was interested in the inseparability of 
the higher fonns of motion from the simplest and most 
general. 

Now it was a question of the statistical laws governing 
the movement of individual particles. These laws could not 
be explained in terms of the dynamic laws of motion of 
other kinds of bodies, as was the case in thermodynamics. 
Nevertheless, Einstein could not accept statistical laws as 
fundamental. 

Einstein was not satisfied with attempts to grasp the 
universal dynamic laws of reality "in a wildly speculative 
way" and he expected that in future a "more tangible 
foundation for such a concepti~n" would be found. Conse
quently he was unable to put forward to Born any specific 
arguments and he spoke only of a subjective intuition which 
made him believe in the universal dynamic orderliness of 
the world. In 1947 he wrote to Born: 

I'I cannot substantiate my attitude to physics in such a 
manner that you would find it in any way rational. I see .,f 
course that the statistical interpretation (the necessity of which 
in the frame of the existing formalism has been first clearly 
recognised by yourself) has a considerable content of truth. 
Yet I cannot seriously believe it because the theory is incon,. 
sistent with the principle that phy·sics has to represent a 
reality in space and time without phantom actions over dis
tances .... I am absolutely convinced that one will eventually 
arrive at a theory in which_ the objects connected by laws 
are not probabilities, but conceived facts, as one took, for 
granted only a short time ago. However; I tannot provide 
logical arguments for my conviction, but can only call on 
my little finger as a witness; which cannot claim authority 
to be respected outside my own skin."1 

t M. Born, op. cit., 1949, p. 122. 



Not much later Einstein again wrote to Born, whom he 
wanted to see very much: 

"I can understand why you consider me an old sinner. I 
also feel that you fail to comprehend how I have found myself 
on my lonely road. You would not accept my point of view, of 
course, but it might amuse you. I would also be glad to have 
an opportunity 1o put my finger on your positivistic philosoph
ical platform. I am afraid, however, that I may not be able 
to do this in our lifetime."! 

When, at Seelig's request, Born commented on this letter, 
he wrote that he did not sympathise with positivism and that 
Einstein was an adherent of classical detertninism. The latter 
statement must be elaborated upon. 

Einstein did not recognise statistical laws as being funda· 
mental laws of physical reality. His idea was that fundamental 
laws must deternline events themselves, not just their pro· 
babilities. In a letter to Seelig he writes that field, which 
dete1mines events at every point in space, is an elementary 
concept. 

"My views concerning the foundations of physics are at 
variance with those of my contemporaries, and I cannot claim 
to speak for theoretical physics. I do not believe in the neces
sity of the statistical nature of the fundamental laws and, 
contrary to the almost universal opinion, I do think that it 
is at least plausible, if not conclusive, that the concept of 
field is an elementary one."2 

In a letter to James Franck Einstein wrote: 
III can imagine tahat God created a world without any 

laws of nature. A chaos, in short. But the notion that 
statistical la·ws are final and that God draws lots is highly 
unsympathetic to me.''3 

Writing to Infeld in 1948, Einstein mentioned a discussion 
with a physicist who defended the orthodox view on quan· 
tum mechanics. Einstein writes that he was charmed by his 
interlocutor's scientific ingenuity. 

"But I found it very difficult to talk to him since the ftght 
of various arguments was not the same to him as to melt He 
could not understand my adherence to logical simplicity .-,r nty 

, .. 

t C. SeeUg, op. dt, S. 395. 
2 Ibid., s. 396. 
a Ibid. 



lack of conndence in the value of theoretical criteria, no 
matter how impressive, when questions of principle are at 
stake. Like all of those who think that qtfantum theory 
approaches the core of the problem, he finds my position 
strange and detached.''1 

This letter alone is sufficient for an understanding of the 
meaning of Einstein's "logic;:al simplicity". It is an ontological 
characteristic of reality, it asserts the existence of the ob
jective ratio, the objective determinacy of natural processes. 
To Einstein this detern1ina.cy bodies forth in the "classical 
ideal" purged of the arbitrary postulates of absolute simul
taneity and absolute space. 

In thi·s respect the theory went farther than its maker. 
In the practical sphere Einstein's equivalence of ma-ss and 
energy brought forth the atomic age, in the sphere of physical 
theory it produced the concept of particle transmutation. 
This had no effect on the fundamental purpose of Einstein's 
work, which was to develop a theory in which the motion 
of immutable bodies would remain the fundamental concept. 

Leopold Infeld writes in his me1noirs : 
"It-was distressing to see Einstein's isolation and aloofness 

from the main sb:eam of physics. On several occasions this 
man, probably the greatest physicist in the world, said to 
me in Princeton: Physicists consider me an old fool, but 
I am convinced that the future development of physics will 
depart from the present road.' Today Einstein's objections 
against quantum mechanics have lost none of their force. 
In fact today, I think, he would have been less alone in his 
views than in 1936.''2 

Indeed, during the 'fifties, when Infeld wrote these words, 
and especially in the 'sixties, physics has been increasingly 
approaching the limits of the world picture which was 
created in the 17th and 18th, elaborated in the 19th and 
completed in the present century. In the 17th-18th centuries 
men thought that to explain the world meant to draw a 
picture of the motions of particles in space; such a picture, 
which gives the positions and velocities of all particles, 
would, they thought, provide an exhaustive explanation of 
physical reality. 19th-century scientists realised that particle 

t UspeiUd PkichesJdlt.h Naulc. 59, Issue t, p. 174. 
2 Ibid., p. 173. 
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motion was not enough to explain the essense of phenomena 
and that there existed com·plex processes which could not 
be explained by meaM of mechanical models. In the 20th 
century, Einstein demonstrated that the laws of motiDn of 
particles and all natural bodies differ from the classical laws 
of Newton; quantum mechanics went on to specify that 
particle motion is a complex process which does not allow 
for a simultaneous sharp definition of a particle's position 
and velocity. This was a restriction of the "classical ideal". 
Discoveries in the sphere of elementary particles and the 
generalisation of quantum mechanics and relativity theory, 
which will be discussed in the following chapter, prepared a 
more radical ground for the rejection of this "ideal". A clear 
understanding of the necessity of such a rejection depeDded 
largely on the clarification of the principles of quantum n•e 
chanics which developed out of the discussions between 
Einstein and the adhe1ents to the orthodox probability inter
pretation. 

For one thing, these discussions stimulated Bohr and other 
adherents to the orthodox conception to an elaborate clarifica
tion of their position. In his lecture at the Moscow Institute 
of Physical Probletns, Bohr had this to say after describing 
his first meeting and first discussion with Einstein: 

uwe met frequently after that conver·sation and we often 
argued. Today beginners know the answers to many of the 
questions which had once caused heated discussions. But 
today, when Einstein is no longer with us, I would like to 
say how much he did for quanaam physics with his eterteal, 
ind01J1itable desire for perfection, for the classical consum
mation of theories, for a unified system on the basis of which 
the whole physical picture could be developed. In every new 
step of physics which, it seemed, deri\'ed unambiguously 
from the previous one, he found contradictions which served 
as stimuli for the further advance of physics. At each stage 
Einstein would challenge science, and if not for th·ose chal· 
lenges the development of quantum physics would have bee , 
much slower.''! 

Secondly, the ctitical platfOJm was clarified in the coarse 
of these · ns. It became apparent that within a cataiD 
domain of mechMics displays no iaaer 
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contradiction-s. In this respect it differs from Newtonian me
chanics, which had several inherent contradictions, such as 
instantaneous action at a distance, absolute time, tnd inertia 
forces as a uiterion of absolute motion, which conb:'adicted 
the "classical ideal", that tmiversal basis for all mechanics 
of "Newton's type". 

Quantum mechanics proceeded from the postulate of the 
existence of a classical object, and nothing in it contradicted 
the basic postulate or introduced arbitrary assumptions. From 
here, hence, unlike Newtonian mechanics, progtess was pos
sible only provided entirely new facts were presented, pro
vided a new world were discovered in which there was no 
place for the initial postulates of quantum mechanics. 

Such facts accumulated in the physics of elementary 
particles. They did not, however, enter the arsenal of Ein
stein's criticism of quantum mechanics, and at first his critic
ism seemed to lack heuristic va:lue. It was considered purpose
less like the search for the unified field theory. From this 
followed the conclusion concetning the almost complete 
futility of Einstein's scientific work at the very stage when 
his geniu·s could have been expected to reach its zenith. It is 
difficult to accept such a conclusion. 

The idea that Einstein's criticism (as well as his search for 
a unified field theory) was fruitless collapses with a change 
in the criteria of what we have called heuristic value. 
Unambiguous, positive physical theories possess apparent and 
immediate heuristic value. But there i5 also a great deal of 
heuristic value, though not necessarily a·pparent, in concep .. 
tions that are still in the making and have not yet achieved 
unambiguous positive forJn, conceptions that leave to the 
future, questions instead of answers. 

Today the objective meaning of the questions contained 
in Einstein's aiticism of quantum mechanics is fairly clear. 
Heisenberg and Bohr spoke of the interaction between a 
moving elementary particle and a body concer11ing which 
there exist no doubts as to its position and velocity. Such a 
body, for example an aperture through which the particle 

most certainly remains motionless during the experi
ment. We ignore the fact that, in the final analysis the aperture 
itself is made up of particles which are lacking position or 
velocity. Once we extend quantum-atomistic conceptions to 
the aperture, quantum mechanics loses meaning, for- it eom-

•• 
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prises statements relating, firstly, to quantum objects (the 
particle), and secondly, to classical objects (the aperture). 
Ou(lntum n1echanics possesses not only negative content; it 
not only rejects the possibility of a simultaneous sharp 
deter111ination of a particle's coordinates and velocity. Quan
tum mechanics, as stated before, also possesses positive 
content; it declares that in certain conditions, and subject to 
certain qualifications, it is possible to determine a particle's 
position and velocity. It is this positive content of quantum 
mechanics that has been challenged in all more radical (in 
the sense of their rejection of classical conceptions) theories, 
starting with the 1930s when the first doubts were voiced 
concerning the possibility of exact determination of field 
variables independently of Heisenberg's conditions ensuring 
and reshicting this possibility. 

A world without classical objects goes beyond the realm 
of quantum mechanics. In describing such a world classical 
conceptions must be revised even more radically than in 
the case of quantum mechanics. 

The notion that prevailed for many years that Einstein's 
criticism of quantum mechanics was levelled from classical 
positions is a major historical misunderstanding. The real 
objective meaning of his criticism is that it pointed to the 
limits of quantum mechanics beyond which there lay even 
more revolutionary theories. 

This was not a misunderstanding in the literal sense. It 
was an historical misunderstanding; that is to say, it was 
impo·ssible for the conception to display its real meaning 
before new concepts acquired mo~e or less explicit for1n. 
We shall soon deal with the concepts which enable us to 
view in retrospect the true meaning of Einstein's position 
with regard to quantum mechanics. True, it is a question not 
only of the history of science but also of the evolution of 
Einstein's ideas. For many years he kept within the boundaries 
of the "classical ideal" of science, i.e., he sought to draw a 
world picture consisting of nothing but the motions and 
interactions of immutable bodies. A genuine criticism of 
quantum mechanics, not from "behind" but from "ahead", 
from more radical positions~ from positions of even greater 
indetern1inacy of dynamic variables, is possible only beyond 
the limits of Mach's principle and the "classical ideal'' of 
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Einstein defined very precisely the sphere of application 
of quantum mechanics: 

"J:n the field of mechanical [Einstein's italics). problems, 
i.e., wherever it is possible to consider the interaction of 
structures and of their parts with sufficient accuracy by 
postulating a potential energy between material points
(quantum mechanics] even now presents a system which, in 
its closed character, correctly describes the empirical relations 
between statable phenomena as they were theoretically to 
be expected."i 

Here a definition of mechanical processes is given. Einstein 
regards them as motions caused by interactions among 
particles, the interactions being dependent on the spatial 
distribution of the particles. This is a picture in which particle 
motions are dependent in some way on their positions, and 
correspondingly, on the forces due to interactions between 
bodies, i.e., it is the "classical ideal", the world picture 
obeying Mach's principle, and all processes in the world are 
explained by tht: motions and interactions of masses. 

t Philosopher-Scientist, p. 666. 



C ·11 a p t e r 21 

RELATIVITY, QUANTA, 
AND UNIFIED FIELD THEORY 

The time iJ out of joim :--0 curaed •piul, 
TAm ever I wa born to set u risAe/ 

S Ia a k e s p e a r e. ••Hanalei' 

The phrase in the epigraph is the key to Hamlet's inner 
tragedy, presented with such force of artistic generalisation 
that even the remotest conflicts and emotions find reflection 
in it. The moral harmony of the world was shattered on the 
terrace at ~Elsinore. Hamlet, who saw the world harmony in 
the implementation of the moral ideal, came up against 
jarring dishannony, treachery and crime. A heavy burden 
rested on his shoulders, and he saw the restoration of the 
world harmony in revenge. Hamlet realised the difficulty 
of his task and he knew that a straightforward, resolute action 
could not "set the time right". 

For Ein-stein the ideal hannony was Spinoza's world, a 
unified world with the mutual, relative motions of interacting 
bodies, such that the motion of each of the1n is deter1nined 
by its interactions with the others. Einstein restored this 
classical ideal when he extended the relativity principle dis
covered in the 17th century to the new phenomena discovered 
in the 19th. The harmony, however, w~s restored only for 
inertial motion, which fits in with the classical ideal. As long 
as accelerations are not introduced into the world picture it 
contains nothing that would not be the ~use of interactions 
between bodies. By dint of tremendous intellectual effort 
Einstein was able to remove absolute accelerated motiOft.&om 
the world picture. Here he had to stop. 

There was left the difference between electromagnetic and 
gravitational fields, and this did not fit into the world har
mony. On the other hand, features which also did not fit 
into the. initial scheme . of the ideal world harJJtony were 



ditcovered in the motions of elementary particles. Both 
Newtonian mechanics, which departed from this scheme, and 
Einstein's mechanics, which restored the harmony, proceed 
from the ·continuity of the motion of particles whole positions 
and velocities are deter1nined by the initial conditions and 
their interaction·s. In the 1920s it was found that, generally 
speaking, a particle's position and velocity cannot be simul
taneously sharply defined for any given moment of time. 

Quantum mechanics was neither a subjective nor an 
objective tragedy of Einstein's. First of all, Einstein did not 
see the removal of Newton's absolutes and Lorentz's ether 
as a single master stt:oke resulting in a millennium of 
ultimate truth. As pointed out before, special relativity 
had contributed more than any previous theory to the 
overthrow not just of Newtonian dogma, but of the very 
spirit of dogmatism as such. Secondly, to Einstein goes 
the credit for the photon idea, that is, the source of the theory 
which ascribes wave propetties to particles and corpuscular 
properties to waves. Finally, Einstein in effect linked criticism 
of quantum mechanics with the prospects of further advances 
in physics, not with ~ reversal to classical notions. 

Towards the end of his life Einstein had evolved from 
recognition to negation of Mach's posi:ulate as a universal 
principal of nature. He spoke of the limitations, not only of 
Newtonian mechanics, but of all theories "of the same type". 
The enunciation of a new theory overstepping the limits of 
the "classical ideal" could not be a subjective tragedy to a 
thinker who had contributed so greatly to bringing physics 
to that ideal. And when physics continued to advance, Ein .. 
stein did not see this as a failure of the world harmony. At 
the beginning of this book an attempt was made to reveal 
the scope and vitality of Einstein's rationalism. 'By the very 
nature of his world outlook Einstein, who never claimed to 
have the final say in any respect, simply could not conceive 
of a tragedy of lost positions. That is why quantum mechanics 
was not a subjective tragedy to him. 

Neither was it an objective tragedy for his ideas, because 
it was precisely the consistent and natural development of 
Einstein's conceptions which tended to carry the world picture 
beyond the confines of the "classical ideal". 

Immediately after the enunciation of general relativity the 
problem of the unified field theory was placed on the order 



df the day. Gravity can be identified with space cuzuatuze. 
Could not other fields of force be identified with other geo i 
metrical properties of spaceV Could it not be possible then 
to reduce all fields of force to unified gemnetrical relation· 
ships and bring them under the head of a unified field 
expressed in tezans of certain geomellical properties of space? 
At the time when these questions were first posed two types 
of fields were k11own, graVItational and electromagnetic. 
Attempts were made to "geometrise" the latter and rep
resent it as a change in the geometrical properties of space. 
These attempts occupied Einstein's thoughts for almost 
thirty years. 

In the spring of 1942 Einstein wrote to his friend Hans 
Miihsam, an old doctor who lay paralysed in Haifa at the 
time: 

"I am an old man known mainly as a crank who doesn•t 
like to wear socks. But I am working at a more fantastic 
rate than ever, and I still hope to solve my pet problem of 
the unified physical field. I feel as if I were flying in an 
airplane high in the skies without quite knowing how I will 
ever reach the ground. . . . I hope to live to see better times 
and to catch a glimpse of something like the pl'Oinised land"1 

Two years later he wrote to Miihsam: 
"I may still live to see whether I am justified in believing 

in my equations. It is no more than a hope, as every variant 
entails tremendous mathematical difficulties. I did not write 
to you for so long because, despite my conscience pricking 
and a sincere desire to write, I am in an agony of mathemat
ical torment from which I am unable to escape. To save time 
I don't even go anywhere, and I have put off all other things 
ad calendas Graecas .... As you see, I have become a miser, 
though in my lucid intervals I realise the futility and foolish· 
ness of my greed for time."2 

Einstein thought that the unified field theory would enable 
quantum~tatistical laws of the microcosm to be derived from 
deeper and more general non-statistical physical lAws govern· 
ing the facts themselves and not merely their probabilities. 

'1 am working with my young men," he wrote to Solovine 
in 1938, "on an exh·e1nely interesting theory which,- I hope, 

1 Helle Zeit, S. 50-51. 
2 Ibid .• S. 51. 



will enable us to overcome the cunmt mysticism of proba
bility and the departure front the idea of reality in physics."1 

Twelve years later, in another letter to Solovine, Ein· 
stein confessed that the unified field theory did mt yet lend 
itself to verification as mathematical difficulties made it 
impossible to achieve unambiguous solutions, while general 
philosophical and logical arguments failed to impress most 
physicists. 

~'The unified field theory is now finished .... In spite of 
the vast amount of work put into it r am unable to verify 
it in any way. This situation will prevail for many years, 
all the more so as physicists do not accept logical or philo
sophical arguments."2 

Is it possible that almost thirty years of unparalleled mental 
effort of a genius could have been in vain? 

Before atten1pting to answer this question it i·s necessary 
to trace another trend in the development of physics since 
the 1930s. 

The quantum mechanics enunciated during 1924-1926 was 
a non-relativistic theory. It did not take into account processes 
predicted by relativity, such as the change in the mass 
of an electron depending on its velocity. In 1929, Dirac wrote 
a relativistic wave equation describing electron movement 
which took account of relativity adjusbnents such as the 
change in mass, providing a more accurate description of the 
motion of fast, high-energy electrons. The calculations, how
ever, yielded negative values for the electron's energy. This 
physically unacceptable conclusion led Dirac to ass,1me that 
his wave equation also described the behaviour of a particle 
differing from the electron in charge. This positively charged 
particle was discovered in due course and called the positron. 

It was found that an election can fuse with a positron -with 
the emission of two or three photons. Reciprocally, photons 
can turn into electron-positron pairs. 'Ihe concept of particle 
transmutation, according to which particles can change into 
one another, introd•,.~ced a new element into the classical pic
ture. Classical lcience dealt with qualitative changes of 
matter, reducing them to the regrouping of atoms, that is, to 

t So1ovine, p. 75. 
2 Ibid., p. 107 . 
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tlte movement of indestructible, immutable particles. When 
the tran-smutation of ele~nents was first discovered it was 
explained by a regrouping of the component parts of ato1ns 
and atomic nuclei: electrons, protons and neutrons. In the 
case of transmutation of elementary particles, however, no 
regrouping or motion of smaller sub-particles is involved. 
In the contemporary world picture transmutation is regarded 
as an elementary ptOCess not reducible to other procetses. 

Elementary transmutations apparently stand outside the 
pale of processes described by relativity theory. Here motion 
does not exist in the classical sense of displacement and 
change of spatial config-LI.l'ation with time. Thus at first glance 
the idea of velocity of a particle and other mechanical con
cepts see1n to be meaningless. There is no sense in speaking 
of the relativity of motion, in the sense of displacement, if 
thete is no motion. On the other hand,. the transmutation of 
elementary particles is a process which is predictable by 
relativity theory. When electrons and positrons tum into 
photons their rest mass disappears. Photons have no rest 
mass. Transmutation of photons into electrons and positrons 
involves a transformation of mass in motion into rest mass. 
This is a very general and fundamental law. When bodies 
travel at velocities comparable with the speed of light the 
increase in mass due to the motion becomes substantial. In 
the case of the transmutation of (;lectrons and positrons into 
photons the rest mass turns completely into mass in motion. 
Such effects could be called ultra-relativistic. 

Here we come to an exllemely important point which is 
essential for a correct analysis of Einstein's work in the latter 
part of his life; the 1930s-1950s. From Einstein's autobiograph
ical notes, letters and discussion. with friends one can see 
that the years devoted to the unified field concept and oppo
sition to orthodox quantum mechanics constituted a signif~ 
icant period in his life work. It was a period in which he 
approached a unified conception embracing the whole of the 
universe, a theory more comprehensive than general relativ
ity. The ideas that occupied him almost completely from the 
1930s on were a consummation of his life work, a generali
sation of all the things that had occupied his mind since 
boyhood. 

Most ·biographies and analyses, however~ treat the Prin·ce· 
ton period ~~ one of futile search. The only positive result 
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they see of this period is in the derivation of the equations 
of motion from the field equations. This approach has given 
rise to grave misinterpretations conceming the evolution of 
Einstein's scientific career. His aloofness, which ~t the time 
when relativity was in the making was regarded as the atti
tude of a thinker far ahead of his time, was later interpreted 
as the aloneness of a scientist who had lost his way and was 
unable to keep up with the general advance of science. 

Now the latest gains in the investigation of ultra-relativ
istic effects offer a new basis for an evaluation of Einstein's 
work during the 1930s-1950s. This means a reappraisal of 
his life and work as a whole. As concerns Einstein, the only 
appraisal that matters consists in an answer to the question 
as to what part of his "merely personal" experiences, thoughts 
and findings contributed to the "extra-personal" content of 
scientific progress. To answer this question it is necessary to 
assess the real progress of science, and this can usually be 
done only in retrospect, from the positions of a more general 
and exact theory. 

·Einstein took practically no part in the specific investiga
tions which contributed to the accumulation of knowledge 
about elementary particles and their transmutations. The road 
of progress for the theory of elementary particles was a long 
one and in effect it did not concern a man devoted to the 
elaboration of a theory having "internal perfection". During 
that period the "external confiriuation" of physical theories 
seemed impressive indeed. Theoretical predictions were con
firmed by experiments to the ninth decimal. Yet this did not 
prevent theoretical constructions from rapidly giving way 
to new ones, which were equally short-lived. The reason for 
this was that most of them were advanced ad hoc. The most 
important upshot of this abundance of hasty, short-lived 
ad hoc hypotheses was to revive the interest of physicists in 
a natural general theory of elementary particles possessing 
l'inner perfection". The evolution can be !llustrated on the 
following example. 

Photons represent particles of electromagnetic radiation 
which can be emitted or absorbed by systelns of chuged par
ticles. Now in vacuum, where there are no other particles, 
a charged particle emits and absorbs so-called virtual 
photons. 'I1ley contribute to the energy, and consequently the 
mass, of an electron. The smaller the intervals con· 
"' ' 
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secutive emissions and absorptions of virtual photons, the 
greater their contribution to the electron's energy. The time 
between the emission of a virtual photon and its absorption 
can be infinitely small and, correspondingly, the path trav· 
elled (which equals the photon's lifetime times the velocity 
of light) can be equally small. 

Hence, the contribution of virtual photons to an elecb.~n's 
energy can be infinitely large. Computations taking account 
of an electron's interaction with its own emission yield infi
nite values for the energy and mass of the electron. 

This is an absurd situation which contradicts all existing 
knowledge of physical phenomena. Accordingly, the infinite 
energy and mass valu~s are removed from the computations. 
This is achieved by various ingenious methods and 
approaches. The gap between the "external confirmation" and 
~~inner perfection" of the physical theory has acquired some 
peculiar forms. There are many ways of getting rid of infinite 
energy and mass values. They consist in ignoring very high
energy virtual photons which contribute substantially to the 
particle's energy. This is done 11

0n credit"" in the hope that 
a future theory of elementary particles will provide the neces
sary grounds to explain the arbitrary cutting out of high 
energies. Such a theory may be based on concepts of mini
mum distances and minimum time intervals derived from 
more general principles. We shall shortly examine this idea. 
The important thing is that today physicists do not sit back 
in expectation of unambiguously framed theories. They devise 
methods of removing infinite energy values in expectation 
of some future theory. 

In this situation the ideas of "pure desc1iption'' and the 
conceptual or a priori nature of physical notions seem 
archaic indeed. By themselves phenomenological theories are 
unable to offer unambiguous descriptions of processes lying 
at the foundations of contemporary physics. Physics seeks a 
non-phenomenological, but not a priori, picture of such proc
esses; confident in the .possibility of such a theory it calcu· 
lates the energy of electrons, removing infinite values "on 
credit". All the more valid today is Einstein's scheme of 
''external confirmation'' and ''inner perfection''. 

It should be noted ·that this scheme bodied forth in the 
1930s-1950s during .Einstein's attempts to develop a unified 
field theory and in his criticism of quantum mechanics, ·on 
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the one hand, and in the elaboration of the theory of elemen· 
tary particles by other phycisists, on the other hand. The lat· 
ter led to some remarkably beautiful and harmonious con· 
ceptions which, however, did not fit into the overall picture. 
Moreover, the schemes they presented contradicted one 
another even within one and the same conception. Relativis
tic quantum theories of the second third of our century are 
like the picture of the creation of the world drawn by Empe
docles, in which separate organs of animals first appeared 
on earth and joined together at random. 

An indication of the absence of "inner perfection" in the 
theory of elementary particles was the abundance of empiri
cal quantities. Each empirical constant indicates a point at 
which the causal explanation breaks down, requiring the 
introduction of a quantity which cannot be explained. Ein
stein's ideal was a world picture devoid of empirical con
stants. The theory of ele1nentary particles retained the fun
damental eJnpirical quantities of mass and charge of different 
kinds of particles. They remain today in spite of the impor
tant conclusions of principle derived by Heisenberg when he 
computed the masses of some particles. 

On the whole, the theory of elementary particles was 
characterised by an absence of "1nner perfection". 

On the other hand, Einstein's construction·s during the 
1930s-1950s lacked .,external confirmation". They did not 
contradict the known facts, but neither could they boast the 
experimentum crucis which is essential for a revision of the 
world picture. The theories of elementary particles which 
rapidly succeeded one another (and sometimes coexisted) on 
the pages of physical journals were not "mad" enough in 
respect of their logical paradoxicality, they did not break 
drastically enough with classical concepts. Einstein's con
structions were not "mad" enough in respect of paradoxical 
experimental confirn1ation. Paradoxical observables abounded 
in the "orthodox" theory of elementary particles. There even 
appeared the concept of "strangeness" to denote a very defi
nite quantity. 

Can we expect the diverging paths of scientific progress 
to intersect? Will a theory be developed which would marry 
new and even more para:loxical and llmad" general ideas 
with an unambiguous explanation of the t()tality of paradox· 
ical facts discovered in the physics of elementary particles? 



~ The road to such a theory is a long one. Theoretical physi· 
cists will have occasion to recall Einstein's words, written in 
February 1955, shortly before his death~ in a letter ~ Ma1C 
von Laue. It was in reply to an invitation to ·attend a con
ference in Berlin devoted to the fiftieth anniversary of rela-
tivity. , 

110ld age and poor health," Einstein wrote, "make such a 
trip impossible, and I must say that I am not SOITy, for 
anything resembling a personality cult has always been 
extremely distasteful to me. In the present case, moreover~ 
many people have contributed to the advance of this theory, 
and it is far from completed. . . . If many years of search 
have taught me anything, it is that we are much farther 
from an understanding of elementary particles than most men 
realise (yourself excluded), and a festive pageant would 
hardly befit the present state of affairs."! 

This letter is a good illustration of the basis of Einstein's 
stand. He was not the man either to rest content with old, 
once discovered truths (including the classical concepts of 
subatomic processes) or to accept new ideas as conclusive. 
His criticism came actually not from classical but from 
quantum-relativistic positions. In the quoted letter he speaks 
of the incompleteness of relativity theory. An elaboration of 
relativity must substantiate the laws of quantum. 

Recognition of the incomplete nature of contemporary ideas 
makes sense only, of course .. if the principle is accepted that 
a consistent unified theory of elementary processes can be 
developed. 

If the emergence of such a theory derives from apparent 
tendencies, and the prediction that it is bound to appear 
is well-groun<fe4, then it is necessary to undertake a prin· 
cipled reappraisal of Einstein's great effort in the last thirty 
years of his life. Following the example of physics, we may 
undertake some rettospective evaluations 11

0D credit''. In fact, 
in a biography of Einstein this is necessary, for Einstein's 
work was consonant not only, and frequently not so much. 
with contemporary research as with the !Ltture of science. 
Let us analyse the question of Einstein~ s so-called aloofness 
from this point of view. 

t C. Seelig, op. cit., S. 396. 



lnfeld considers it to be a characteristic feature of Ein
stein's work, probably the most characteris·tic. It explains his 
personality, his immersion in himself even amidst association 
with othe1s, his failure to respond to many ~lled urgent 
problems which happened to agitate most physicists at a 
given moment, and the mere ripple of attention to his work 
in later years. · 

"For him,,. rlnfeld writes, "the isolation was a blessing 
since it prevented his thought from wandering into conven
tional channels. This aloofness, this independent thought on 
problems which Einstein for1nulated for himself, not march
ing with the crowd but looking for his own lonely pathways, 
is the most essential feature pf his creation. It is not only 
originality, it is not only imagination, it is something more, 
which can be understood by a glimpse at the problems and 
methods of Einstein,s work."i 

Let us take a look at the special theory of relativity from 
this aspect. Here we can speak of Einstein" s isolation only 
in a purely environmental sense, in the sense that he had 
no contacts with physicists in Bern, and that, in his own 
word!;, he had never seen a real theoretical physicist until be 
was almost thirty e'except in the mirror," Infeld comments). 
The pape1· "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies", 
however, dealt with a problem which lay close to the hearts 
of many physicists. 'ntis is seen in the almost simultaneous 
appearance of two other fundamental works-by Lorentz and 
Poincare desiqned to explain Michelson's experiment. The 
Russian mathematician N. N. Luzin once remarked that a 
young scientist advancing revolutionary conceptions canno-t 
hope to make himself heard if his ideas do not free the scien
tific community from difficult and often futile searches and 
if they are of no help in its troubles. "In order to pull scient
ists out of their beds they must be given answers to the 
questions that worry thent." -

Special relativity answered the extremely urgent question 
concezning the reason for the negative result of Michelson's 
and similar experiments. That is why it aroused at least as 
much interest as other outstanding physical works did just 
after the tum of the century. Wuy the interest displayed 
towards Einstein's theory was out of all proportion with other 

1 L. Infe)d, op. cit., p. 275. 



physical theories has been discussed in the foregoing. The 
problem posed before classical physics by Michelson's expe
riment proved fatal; it differed from the Sphinx's riddle 
which Oedipus had to answer in that death was the reward 
for the coiTect answer. Nor need we reiterate that this ''death" 
of classical physics is no more than a figure of speech: one 
could with equal justification speak of its resurrection. What 
really died was belief in the validity and immutability of the 
classical rule of velocity addition and the classical concept of 
absolute time. 

In the 1890s two trends of theoretical thinking, conespond
ing to two heuristic criteria, converged. One consisted in the 
search for a theory to explain new experimental data. It 
sought the "external confirmation" of theories. The other 
trend was to develop theories which would be rid of arbit
rary, ad hoc assumptions explaining a comparatively small 
sphere of phenomena. It sought the l'ipner perfection" of a 
theory. Lorentz's ad hoc theory was superseded by Einstein's, 
which explained the results of Michelson's experiment on 
the basis of a general principle (i.e., one which, in the final 
analysis, rests on a great number of different facts). 

An answer was supplied to a question which troubled many 
physicjsts. The experiments had been made, but their results 
failed to fit into the pattern of exi~sting theories and it was 
necessary to develop one which would agree with the new 
observations. Einstein's theory was the only one of several 
which possessed both "external confirmation" and "inner per
fection". 

General relativity did not resolve any problems or apo
rias threatening physics. It explained the results of Galileo' s 
experiments which, of course, hardly troubled 20th-century 
physicists. At the time when Einstein was battling against 
tren1endous odds to elaborate a new theory of gravitation 
ha~ly anyone was interested in it. The eight years of work 
on general relativity culminating in its enunciation in 1916 
and the three more years that passed before its verification 
by observation were years of great- isolation for Einstein. If 
not for Einstein's remarkable scientific tenacity general rela
tivity would not have been discovered within the first quarter 
of the 20th century, and maybe even ·much later on. .As 
Einstein once remarked t& Infeld: 
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''The special relativity theory would have been discovered 
by now whether I had done it or not. The problem was ripe. 
But I do not believe that this is true in the case of general 
relativity theory." • 

The "external confirn1ation" of general relativity was 
actually available 300 years prior to its final enunciation. 
Elaboration of the thecry was based on the known "con.fir
mation"-the equality of gravitational and inertial mass; it 
sought the second confinnation-the ·bending of light rays in 
a gravitational .field. The intersection of this line of "exter
nal confirmation" with the search for inner harmony passed, 
however, far away from the bustling cross-roads of science. 

Einstein's isolation and aloofness during the whole of his 
Princeton period was more pronounced than ever. In his work 
on the unified field theory he remained completely outside 
the pale of all more or less influential or comprehensive 
schools of theoretical physics. There was nothing in the theory 
to attract broad sections of the scientific community in the 
way of explaining the results of an experiment. There was 
no point of intersection between the theory's "inner perfec
tion" and its "external confirmation". This time the "inner 
perfection" was the most comprehensive imaginable. It 
involved initial assumptions capable of explaining the totality 
of physical processes, irrespective of the fields responsible 
for them, without introducing any supplementary hypotheses. 
These initial assumptions, however, were in no way connected 
with experiments capable of supporting their trustworthi
ness. 

The fate and historic meaning of the unified field theory, 
which occupied Einstein for thirty years, resembles the fate 
and meaning of his criticism of quantum mechanics. Ein
stein's attitude towards quantum mechanics was not purely 
negative. He did not oppose it with new conceptions of his 
own, nor did he seek to develop some non-statistical theory 
of the microcosm. On the contrary, the unified field theory 
was enunciated in positive forn1. Yet it is the positive and 
specific features of the theory which will probably not enter 
into the final unified theory. We may define Ein·stein's unified 
theory as "erroneoutt'' (in inverted commas), for there is 
nothing wrong in its general premises, viz., that tltere exist 
certain laws which determine the structure of all fields and 
that all known fields are modifications~ of a single, unified 
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field. In his paper "Comments on Einstein's Outline of a 
Unified Field Theory", published in 1959, Werner Heisen· 
berg speaks of the rapid increase in the body of knowledge 
about elementary particles and fields as the primary reason 
for Einstein's failure. During the p~iod 1930-1950 there was 
ample evidence of this and hardly an issue of any leading 
physical journal appeared without an announcement of the 
discovery of some new elementary particle or other. Eaclt 
particle was associated with a field, the particle being 
regarded as an agent for transmitting the interactions of 
other particles, just as the photon transmits the electromag
netic interactions of electrons and other electrically charged 
particles. In this avalanche of new facts it was difficult to 
find firrn ground for a unified field theory. 

II At first this truly remarkable attempt seemed to fail," 
Heisenberg writes. "At the very time when Einstein was en
gaged in the proble~n of a unified field theory, new eletnen
tary particles and new fields correlated with the1n were being 
continuously discovered. As a result, the firm empirical basis 
which was essential for the fulfilment of Einstein's programme 
was still lacking, and his attempts yielded no convincing 
resulta." 

But this difficulty in developing the unified field theory 
resulted in a gradual accumulation of arguments in favour 
of Einsteln's programme. The discoveries during the 1930s-
1950s brought into the world picture particles which change 
into other particles, and consequently, fields which change 
into other fields. The unified field theory can now be based 
on quantum notions: the transformation of one field into 
another represents a transmutation of a quantum of one field 
into a quantum of another, into an elementary particle of 
another type. We find that the idea of the "transquantar' 
world of ultra-relativistic effects and the unified field theory 
may come together in the general concept of transmutations 
of elementary particles as the fundamental processes 
of- the universe. This has not yet been achieved. We can qnly 
speak of the possibility in principle of going over from a 
world picture in which the fundamental concept is the 
motion of immutable particles in gravitational, electromagne
tic, etc., fields, to a world picture in which the fundamental 
physical image is the transmutation of particles. That such 
transmutations are possible, and, as a result, such a new world 



picture is in principle possible, must make us change our 
attitude towards Einstein's "fruitless" conceptions. 

The unified field theory will represent a consummation of 
the theory of relativity. As Einstein saw it, the "consumma
tion" of a theory means that one discovers certain· more 
general initial concepts and laws which enable one to elabo
rate a more comprehensive theory from which earlier theo
ries can be derived. Such was the consummation of special 
relativity. It led to the development of general relativity, from 
which it can be derived as a special case. A similar consum
mation of general relativity (.the theory of gravitation, that 
is) can be envisaged: the unified field theory must give the 
conditions in which the unified field becomes a gravitational 
field and obeys the relationships of general relativity. In 
each theory we find limiting concepts and quantities which 
do not display their nature within the boundaries of the given 
theory and must be taken as fundamental; they can be sub
stantiated and derived from other concepts and quantities 
only in the framework of a more general theory. In celestial 
mechanics, which is a theory of the motions of stars, planets 
and other heavenly bodies, the initial, given, unexplained 
quantities are the masses of celestial bodies and the initial 
distances between them. These quantities can be explained by 
a cosmogony which deals with the motions and transforma .. 
tions of molecules, atoms and elementary particles. In ato· 
mic physics, given are the masses and charges of elementary 
particles which await explanation and derivation from the 
more general laws of a unified theory of elen1entary particles. 

Why are the initial distances between celestial bodies what 
they are, and not something else? When we express them 
in miles or kilometres or other arbitrary units the problent 
is obscured: the number denoting the distance between two 
celestial bodies is an arbitrary convention which depends 
on the accepted unit: centimetres, miles, kilometres or light
years. The conventionalism of distance is overcome if we use 
some natural measuring rod, the radius of the solar system, 
for example. Expressed in tenns of this measuring rod, the 
ratio of, say, the radius of Neptune's orbit to the radius of 
Mars's orbit should lend itself to causal explanation, it should 
derive from the theory of the fo1 1111ation of the solar system. 
Similarly, if the masses of particles are ex-pressed not in 
grams but as ratios o£ the mass of an electron, then these 
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masses-the constants of atomic and nuclear physics-must be 
explicitly derivable from more general laws, that is, from a 
unified theory of elementary particles ~md from a picture of 
particle fonnation which , gives the relationships between the 
masses of different types of particles. 

To Einstein the exclusion of arbitrary constants from 
physics, their explanation and the derivation of the limiting 
values of a given theory out of a more general theory. rep
resented the pivotal tendency of scientific creation. The 
exclusion o~ such arbitrary constants ls an expression of the 
unity and knowability of the universe. In his Autobiographi
cal Notes Einstein advanced as an intuitive assumption the 
postulate that in an ideal world picture there are no arbitrary 
constants. The speed of light expressed in centimetres per 
second is tied up with 3rbitrary units. But, Einstein says, we 
can introduce instead of the second the time it makes light 
to travel a unit length, this unit being not the centimetre 
but, say, the radius of the electron. The gram as a unit of 
:nass can be replaced by the mass of the electron or some 
other particle. In general, it is possible completely to exclude 
from physics constants expressed in terms of centimeLies, 
grams or seconds and to take ~~natural" units in their stead. 

"If one considers this done, then only 'dimensionless' con
stants could occur in the basic equations of physics. Concer· 
ning this I would like to state a theorem which at present 
cannot be based upon anything more than upon a faith in the 
simplicity, i.e., intelligibility, of nature: there are no arbitrary 
constants of this kind; that is to say, nature is so constituted 
that it is possible logically to lay down such strongly deter
mined laws that within these laws only rationally completely 
deterrnined constants occur (not constants, therefore, whose 
numerical value could be changed without destroying the 
theory)."1 

Thus, according to Einstein, every dimensionless constant
the ratio of a speed to another speed, a mass to another mass 
(say, the mass of some particle to that of the electron), a 
length (a wavelength, or the radius of a particle, <ir the 
radius of the universe) to another length (say, the radius of 
the electron)-can always be explained within a theory; in the 
ideal it is always possible to answer question& · g 
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the whys and wherefores of such a constant, a different 
theory giving a different magnitude for the constant. This 
stems from "a faith in the simplicity, e.g., intelligibility, of 
nature". We are by now sufficiently familiar with Einstein's 
general ideas to comprehend the meani·ng of these words. 
Knowledge of the external world means knowledge of the 
laws it obeys .. of the causal ties embracing and uniting the 
world. 

Ernst Strauss, Einstein's assistant in Princeton in 1944-
1948 .. quotes in his reminiscences a very important remark 
made by his teacher: "What interests me is: could God have 
made the world different, does the requirement of logical 
simplicity leave any latitude?"i 

We already know that Einstein's "God" is a pseudonym 
for the rational causality of natural processes~ We also know 
that this cattsality finds expression in logical simplicity, in a 
minimttm number of independent postulates, in a natural 
theory most truly reflecting the world picture. The question 
is whether the criterion of logical simplicity leads to an 
unambiguous world pichtre. Are two physically different, 
but logically equally simple, schemes possible? Einstein, it 
seems., ~as inclined to believe that "God could not have 
made the world differently"~ that the requirement of logical 
simplicity uniquely deter1nines the physical world picture. 
In its progress towards objective truth science increasingly 
gains in logical simplicity (thanks to the exclusion of empi
rical constants which are not logically derivable and con .. 
sequently lack causal links with other constants) and offers 
an increasingly faithful description of reality. The world 
pictures succeeding one another form a converging series. 

Thus, when Einstein speaks of logical requirements he 
has in mind the real objective connections between the laws 
of nature. Each law is linked with other.J and a ·single chain 
of cause and effect embraces the macrocosm and the micro
cosm. This makes it possible logically to derive one law from 
another, the single chain including both q•~antitative laws 
and constants. Phenomenological constants-the radii of pla
netary orbits, the masses of particles~ etc.-do not satisfy Ein .. 
stein's criteria of the w.orth of a scientific theory. There 
is nothing purely phenomenological in the world picture, just 

1 H el1e Zeit, S. 72. 
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as there is nothing purely a priori. A causal explanation may 
be stalled at the boundaries of a given theory; it cannot be 
halted, and sooner or later it will overstep those boundaries. 

Johannes Kepler, one of the greatest prophets of moden1 
causal thinking, asked of the quantitative relationships of 
the universe-the distances between the planets of the solar. 
system-"Why are they what they are and not otherwise~" 
Unable to get an answer, he immersed into a mysticism of 
numbers. The causal thinking characteristic of modem science 
reached its zenith in the work of Einstein. Yet he too was 
unable to offer a concrete causal explanation of all physical 
constants, he was unable to evolve a theory in which all con
stants would derive from phys~cal conditions. The initial 
relationships of relativity will remain of a phenomenological • 
nature as long as they are not derived from more general 
properties of moving matter. To such properties may belong 
its discontinuous nature, its microscopic structure, and the 
quantitative relationships of the microcosm, i.e., the data 
with which quantum physics operates. Relativity treats as 
basic relationships the contraction of moving measuring rods 
and the dilation of time in moving systems. From the point 
of view of quantum theory, measuring rods and clocks are 
compound bodies. 

"Generally speaking, they are made up of many elelnen
tary particles," Heisenberg writes. "They are subject to com ... 
plex actions of various fields of force. It is therefore hatd 
to understand why their behaviour should be described by 
an especially simple law." 

Einstein fully realised that the initial relationships of rela
tivity theory which define the behaviour of measuring rods 
and clocks could be derived from more general relationships 
written down as equations. He writes in his Autobiographical 
Notes: 

" •.. a remark concerning the theory as it is characterised 
above. One is struck (by the fact) that the theoxy (except for 
the four-dimensional space) introduces two kinds of physical 
things, i.e., (1) measuring rods and clocks, (2) all other things, 
e.g., the electrQmagnetic field, the material point, etc. This, 
in a certain sense, is inconsistent; strictly speaking, measur
ing rods and clocks would have to be represented as solu
tions of the basic equations (objects consisting of moving 
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atomic configurations), not, as it were, as theoretically self
sufficient entities." 1 

Of course, when we speak of the "behaviour tOf measuring 
rods and clocks" we understand this figuratively. There was 
once a time, to be sure, when such expressions were under
stood literally. In the 2nd century B.C. Syracusans might have 
seriously thought that the lever with which Archimedes 
would move the world lay in some back yard ready to be 
produced as s:>On as he was provided with a suitable fulcrum. 
Others, disbelieving the existence of such a lever, might be 
prone to accuse Archimedes of falsehood. It would be just 
about as naive to imagine that 11the behaviour of measuring 
rods and clocks" makes ~sense only ir1 the presence of rulers, 
measuring tape~ chronometers and observers to use them. 
Our concern is with things which existed billions of years 
before observers with their measuring gadgets ever came 
into being. We have noted that Einstein described objective 
processe~ wit~ the aid of "measuring rods" and "clocks", 
viz., rigid rods and periodically recurring motions, and "ob· 
servers" I which may be instruments recording clock readings 
(the number of revolutions or line segments covered 
by a body from an initial instant) and the number of rigid 
rod·s laid off between two points. It is very easy to reJ!lovc 
the subjective understanding of the fonnula "the behaviour 
of measuring rods and clocks". The real difficulty (which 
Einstein did not and could rzot overcome) is to reveal the 
microscopic processes explaining the relationships between 
spatial and temporal measurements (the "behaviour of meas· 
uring rods and clocks'') in systems moving relative to each 
other. Even today we are unable to demonstrate unambi
guously and for certain how the microscopic structure of 
matter (and possibly the discontinuity of &pace and time) 
lead to the relationships ~£ Einstein's relativity theory. They 
govern all processes in the world of galaxies, planets, mole· 
cutes and atoms. Do they govern the behaviour of elemen
tary particles in infinitely small domains of space-time? This 
we do not know. If they do, then it is impossible to explain 
the behaviour of measuring rods and clocks in ter1ns of their 
atomic structure: we cannot explain the nature of relativity 
relationships in terms of processes subject to them.. We can 

l Plzi1osophu-5ciaJUst, p. 59. · 
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expect. however, that in very small, submicroscopic doma1os 
relationships are to be found from which the relationships of 
relativity develop in going over to la~ger spatial domains 
and larger time intervals. 

We find a transition to relationships and concepts based 
on new principles in Einstein~ s works on the1 modynamics 
and in 19th-century classical thermodynamics. It is a transi
tion from microscopic motions of individual molecules to 
states of macroscopic bodies. Now we have motions subject 
to Einsteinian relationships. The problem may consist of 
going over to these motions from submicroscopic states. In 
some respects this point of view ascends to Einstein's ideas. 
Recall that out of relativity sprang the new relativistic elec
tron theory based on the transmutation of electron-posilt-on 
pairs into photons and the breeding of electron-positron 
pairs out of photons. Recall also what has been said in 
connection with quantum mechanics and Einstein's position: 
in the thirty years that passed since the initial discoveries, 
transmutations of elementary particles, transformations of 
particles of one kind into particles of another kind, provided 
explanations for a wide range of facts. In this period there 
appeared and developed the notion of particles of one kind 
emitting particles of another kind and their subsequent 
absorption. We know that a particle which macroscopically 
exists continually, actually (in the submicroscopic domain) 
changes into other particles and then back again. 

It seems therefore natural to view transmutations as the 
basis of the discontinuous structure of space-time. A particle 
of a specific type jumps from one ele1nentary, indivisible spa· 
tial cell into another ·in the course of an elementary, indivi
sible time interval, turning into another kind of particle 
in the process. Such an assumption concerning the indivisi
bility of elementary transmutations and elementary transi
tions enables one to visualise the discontinuity of space-time. 
If . a particle disappears from one cell and reappears in a 
neighbouring one no signal can be sent over a distance small
er than the elementary one or in a time interval less than 
the ele1nentary one. Two events-the occurrence of a particle 
at point x at time t, and its occurrence at point x' at time t'~ 
cannot be separated by a distance smaller than the element
ary distance or by a time interval less than the elementary 
interval. 
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The assumption concerning the discrete nature of -space
time seems justified if only because it has b~en voiced at 
every stage in de\lelopment of science. Already Epicurus 
spoke of llkinemas"-microscopic displace1nents of atoms "in 
instants that can be perceived by the imagination alone'', and 
always with the same speed. Bodies consisting of atoms may 
move with smaller speeds; they can even remain motionless 
if the number of "kinetnas" moving one way is approxima
tely the same as the number directed the other way. 

The world of contemporary analogues of Epicurus's "kine
mas" -the world of elementary transmutation-displacements 
-can serve as a conceptual illustration of the laws which 
Ein·stein sought behind the rules for quantum-mechanical 
relationships. We cannot get beyond these relationships by 
considering the result of a large number of transmutation
displacements, ignoring individual displacements and ta~king 
into account the macroscopic motions of particles: knowing 
a particle's position at a given time, we can detern1ine only 
the probability of its velocity. A particle moves in a certain 
direction, and its macroscopic trajectory has a definite direc· 
tion if the probability of elementary displacements in that 
direction is greater than the probability of elementary ois
placements in the opposite direction. In this case, after a 
great number of transitions, the particle will have traversed 
its macroscopic path along which a sharp position is incompat
ible with a sharp velocity. Here everything is subject to the 
statistical laws of quantum mechanics, and there is nothing 
to suggest the laws that are behind the rules of quantum 
mechanics. ,Jt is not a question of "hidden parameters", of 
unknown processes making possible an exact detei·tnination, 
within one experiment, of the position and velocity of a mov
ing particle, a deter1nination of the law of motion of that 
particle which would define for certain its occurrence at a 
given point and not merely the probability of such an occur
rence. There are no such '11idden parameters", and the mo
tion of a particle (an tmmutable particle which travels without 
disappearing and reappearing) is determined by the 'Statisti
cal laws of quantum mechanics. But such motion may repre
sent merely the statistical result of a large number of ele· 
mentary processes to which the concept of determinate or 
indetern1inate dynamic variables is not applicable. 
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Such schemes a~e nothing more than conceptual i\\ustia· 
tions of a consideration which is of special importance for 
an un.derstanding and historical appraisal of Einstein's "fruit
less" ideas .. In no ways did these ideas tend to pull physics 
back from quantum·statistical causality to classical causality. 
Th~ suggested scheme illustrates the possibility in principle 
of a development of the microcosmic theory which goes 
further from classical notions than quantum mechanics, to 
ideas which, from the point of view of classical physics, 
would be even more paradoxical and "mad". As Einstein 
saw it, the process of cognition can never encounter absolute 
limits in the shape of ultimately conclusiv~ theories, and it 
never turns back. It may repeat past cycles, but always on 
a new basis. 

In the early ~forties Einstein had already approached ideas 
that are maturing in relativistic quantum physics only today, 
in the 'sixties, in connection with the properties of elementary 
particles and field interactions. At the beginning of this 
chapter we quoted a passage from a letter to Miihsam writ
ten in 1944, in which Einstein speaks of "an agony of mathe .. 
rna tical torment". This passage is preceded by a paragraph 
outlining the general concept of the unified theory: 

"The goal is a relativistic characteristic of physical space, 
but without introducing differential equations. The latter do 
not ,,ffer a reasonable understanding of quanta and matter. 
In a sense this is a rejection of the principle of near action 
in which we have been so confident since Hertz's time. In 
principle this is possible without resorting to the statistical 
method, which I have always thought to be a poor way out."1 

"A relativistic characteristic of physical space" means a 
conception of space in which the nature of the physical proc· 
esses taking place in it is derived from its properties. Such 
a conception must, in Einstein's view, employ a mathematical 
apparatus of a different kind than the conventional differen
tial equations of physics. 

We have spoken Lefore of the physical meaning of diffe
rential equations. Given in them are the ratios of infinitesi
mal increments of particle velocities and the forces acting on 
the particles to infinitesimal space and time increments. the 
physical meaning of these equations is that events are always 

s Hene Zeit, s. 51. • 
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occurring, no matter how small the spatial domain and 
time interval, in which they are investigated and these 
~~events" are subject to the laws of physics as spressed by 
the equations. In other words, their meaning consists in the 
oontinuity of physical space and time, in the possibility of 
infinitely dividing space and time so that they remain physi
cal in the sense that their structure detennines the nature 
of physical processes. Does this assumption agree with the 
atomistic structure of matter and the discrete structure of 
fields, i.e., with the existence of field quanta as indivisible 
portions of energy? No, Einstein replies, it does not. It may 
therefore be necessary to give up the principle of close-quar
ter action, i.e., the notion of the continuity of physical proc· 
esses, the notion that every process develops from instant 
to instant and from point to point. 

'It is more difficult to get to the root of Einstein's comments 
concerning the statistical method. It is highly improbable that 
he considered statistical ideas to be a ''poor way out" in all 
cases. Einstein is the author of fundamental works on statis
tics in classical and quantum physics in which he solves 
important problems by applying and developing statistical 
methods. The comment, therefore, probably refers to the 
notion that the statistical laws of quantum mechanics are ulti
mate laws of physical reality. Ein·stein's idea was that there 
exist deeper laws of a non-statistical nature. 

Strangely enough, this expectation does not in essence con
tradict Max Born's ideas of the statistical nature of both quan
tum and classical mechanics. It is apparent from the letter 
to Miihsam (and from many other statetnents) that Einstein 
was far from regarding "transquantal" processes as being 
classical or, even more so, mechanical. · These proces·ses do 
not consist in "classical" motion with a sharp position and 
velocity for every instant of time-otherwise differential equa· 
tions could be applied and they could be traced with infinite 
accuracy down to the smallest domains. But neitlter do they 
con-sist in "quantijed" motion with a sharp position or a 
sharp velocity. They simply do not consist in mechanical 
motion, in displacen1ents of physical objects. Beyond the rela
tive boundaries embracing a given fotm of causality which 
once see1ned paradoxical lie other forms of causality,. also 
paradoxical: beyond Laplace's classical determinism there 
is quantum-mechanical deter1ninism, and beyond the latter is 



the determinism of -Sub-microscopic processes which departs 
still more drastically from classical processes. Eternal is only 
the general principle of causality; it is etemal as knowledge 
itself, for knowledge is a continuous process in which our 
causal conceptions of the suiTOUnding world are modified, 
characterised, clarified, and generally grow more complex. 

Sub-microscopic laws may possibly make for a generalisa
tion of the basic laws of relativity. The behaviour of measur
ing rods and clocks may well be dependent on relationships 
between elementary distances and elementary time intervals. 
The following can be offered as a conceptual illustration. The 
minimum length lies in the neighbourhood of l0-13 etJl. This, 
evidently, is the minimum distance over which a signal can 
be ·sent, the minimal possible displacement of a particle. Now 
suppose that time consists of minimal intervals of the order 
of 3xl0-24 sec. This, evidently, is the minimum propi'.gatio11 
time of a signal, the minimum time itt the course of which 
a particle can suffer a displacement in space. Our final as
sumption is that a particle undergoes the minimum diplace
ment of 10-13 em in the minimum time of 3xlo-2t sec. In 
other words, a particle's motion comprises jumps of 10-13 em 
lasting 3xl0-2' sec each. The velocity of these jumps equals 
the quotient of the distance divided by the time, i.e., 
1Q-13f3x1Q-24~3xl010 em/sec, or 300,000 km/sec, which is 
the velocity of light. The partit::le cannot travel any faster, 
and neither can a body consisting of particles. If we track 
all the microscopic elementary displacements (of 1Q-t3 em 
in 3xto·-21 sec) we will have a microscopic path, which in 
the general case will represent a broken line: the displace· 
ments take place with the same speed but in various direc
tions.Jf we neglect the individual microscopic displacements 
and lake account only of the result of a great number of 
them, we have a countinuous macroscopic path. It can be 
much shorter than the microscopic path consisting of elemen
tary displacements. For example, if a particle, suffered an 
approXimately equal number of displacem'ents .in oppO,Site 
directions it will re1nain at approximately the same point, 
and its macroscopic path will be negligible. Cottespondingly, 
the macroscopic velocity (the velocity on the macroscopic 
path) will also be negligible. If the number of displacements 
is ~uch greater in one direction the r macros~opic path will 
be longer. J~inally, in the event of all the elementary displace-
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ments being in the same direction the macroscopic path 
will coincide with the microscopic one, and the macroscopic 
speed will be the speed of light. This will be the maximum 
possible speed for any body~ and from this ca~ be derived 
certain laws governing the behaviour of measuring rods and 
clock-the relationshi-ps of Einstein's relativity theory.· 

We assumed the ele1nentary spatial displacements and the 
elementary time intervals as such that the velocity of the 
displacements from one spatial cell to another be equal to the 
speed of light. If there were no other reasons for the choice 
of these constants~ i.e.~ if they were chosen ad hoc, the as
sumpti~ as a whole would be typical of an arbitrary con
struction agreeing with observations yet lacking in authen
ticity. The general assumption concerning the existence of 
atoms of space and ti:ne-the smallest elementary, further 
indivisible distances and time intervals-was not introduced 
ad hoc. rrhe same is true of the order of the quantities pre4 

sented above: to-13 em and 3xto-24 sec. These numbers appear 
fairly naturally in a number of physical problems. It is there
fore possible to assume that physics will some day arrive 
at a quan·tum-atomistic substantiation of relativity theory as 
a macroscopic theory and that in this substantiation there 
will figure natural constants: the minimum distances and time 
intervals. 

Thus only now~ in the light of the apparent prospects of 
the theory of elementary particles and in connection with 
more or less definite forecasts in this sphere, can we revise 
the traditionally purely negative evaluation of Einstein's lat
ter thirty years. Even before this it seemed unnatural to drop 
!rom the history of sdence such a long period of intense 
work by one of the greatest minds it can boast. One might 
suspect that Einstein had in mind some vague contours of 
a new world picture. These contours have not yet been unam
biguously defined, but we are already in a position to offer a 
more concrete illustration of theJn. The objecUve meaning of 
Einstein's "grumbling"', to use Born's remark concerning his 
attitude towards quantum ·mechanics, never consisted-and 
this is quite clear today-in attempts to get back to classical 
conceptions, Einstein had no sympathy for explanatiohs of 
quantum mechanics made from the classical position of ''hid· 
4en parameters''. Today we are in a position more specifi
cally to illustrate a different line of revition of quantum 
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mechanics which involve~ a more radical rejection of the 
classical concept of an immutable moving particle as the 
basic image of the world picture. 

Such a rejection, it would seem, is implicitly present in 
Einstein's rejection of Mach's principle. Mach's principle 
reduces the universe to the motions and force interactions 
of bodies. It is most apparently at variance with the breeding 
and absorption of particles, which violates the principle of 
the immutability of objects underlying the world picture. Such 
processes do not fit into the "classical ideal", into a world 
picture "of the type of Newton's mechanics". In its synthesis 
with quantum mechanics, relativity has approached the line 
beyond which this world picture ends. Einstein, too, found 
himself at the outposts of the initial conception, in spite of 
the tremen,dous appeal of the "classical ideal". 

This is a sign of scientific genius. Einstein's interests were 
centred on the fundaments of science, on the general prin
ciples detern1ining all world events. As he wrote to Solovine 
in 1924: 

"For me interest in science is restricted to the study of 
principles, and this offers the best explanation of my work. 
That I have published so few papers derives from the same 
circum·stance: a consequence of my ardent desire to under
stand the principles is that much of my time has been spent 
on fruitless efforts."l 

This was written in 1924, just when the relativity theory 
was being brilliantly confirmed. Already then Einstein was 
engaged in the search for more general fundaments of the 
universal world harmony. He did not find them, and at times 
he was prone to regard his quest as being quite futile. Neither 
were they found subsequently. Fwthermore, interest in the 
primary fundaments of the world picture did not agree with 
the mode of scientific cieativity which prevailed in physics 
in the 'thirties and 'forties. The situation changed in the 
'fifties and 'sixties. In order to substitute an unambiguous 
unified conception possessing 11inner perfection" for the purely 
conceptual methods of quantum electrodynamics and the 
general theory of eleiJlentary particles it was necessary to 
get back to thoughts concerning the general fundaments 
of physics. And here it was found that Einstein's ideas, to 

t Solouine, p. 49. 
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which he had devoted thirty years of worJ~, were not fruitless. 
The latter half of Einstein's l1fe has left an indelible imprint 
on the ways of science in the second half of the 20th century, 
not so much in the results achieved as in the probfems posed. 

We have said before that quantum-relativistic conceptions 
did not represent a tragedy for Einstein. This, however, does 
not mean that the evolution of his ideas was smooth and did 
not include some difficult, frequently agonising and futile, 
search. 

Einstein's letters reveal the deep marks left in his mind 
by this search. To future generations it is the problems raised 
by a scholar that are of greatest interest; to himself it is the 
answers that matter, and a lack of answers is a source of 
dissatisfaction and doubt concerning the correctness of the 
chosen road. 

Why have Einstein's answers to the questions he posed 
failed to enter modern science? 

First of all, no positive and unambiguous solution of the 
unified field problem has yet been found.. This, however, 
does not explain why Einstein was reluctant to depart from 
the "classical ideal" in pursuance of which he developed 
the relativity theory. 

Einstein's ideas were a consummation of the three-century 
rule of the '~classical ideal" which found embodiment in 
the rationalism of Descartes and Spinoza, Newtonian 
ntechanics, and 19th-century physics. Today science is on 
th~ threshold of a new period. Einstein, however, did not 
become the herald of its positive tendencie~. His genius 
displayed itself in a realisation of the limitations of the 
l'classical ideal", in his search for a new causal harJnony 
which, as we now know, transcended this ideal. He went 
no further. 

Leaving aside other considerations, the new causal har
mony did not body forth in the same shapely bronze-cast 
forms in which the ''classical ideal" appeared to Einstein. 
The new ideal of science will attain a har1nonious struc
ture. The search for a consistent, unifi~d, general theory is 
already for1ning the content of physical thought and science 
is coming closer to Einstein's mode of thinking. The posi
tive solutions, however, will,be different. 

Einstein's mode of thinking is characterised, among other 
things, by an affinity, and in some cases a merger, of physical 
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and philosophical problems. This derives from his quest 
for "inner perfection", from the t.ask of building up 
physical theories which would derive naturally from the 
general pattern of reality. 

This idea is finding growing confirmation in the current 
development of theoretical physics. In the early 'forties 
Einstein pointed out that the difficulties of physical thinking 
could be overcome only through a deeper and closer union 
of physical analysis with philosophical analysis. He wrote 
in 1944: "The present difficulties of his science force the 
physicist to come to grips with philosophical problems to a 
greater degree than was the case with earlier generations."1 

Einstein speaks of the fundamental problem of concern 
to the physicist: the relationship between "pure thought" 
and the empirical foundations of knowledge. He finds that 
through the chaos of different opinions there is visible a 
systematic trend, "an increasing skepticism concerning every 
attempt by means of pure thought to learn something about 
the 'objective world', about the world of 'things' .... " 

Einstein takes the words "objective world'' and "things" 
in quotation marks in order, as he writes, to introduce 
concepts which are "suspect in the eyes of the philosophical 
police". He writes that since Galileo the conviction gradu
ally gained recognition that all knowledge about things is 
exclusively a working-over of the raw material furnished by 
the senses. Einstein agrees with this conception, but he 
cannot accept phenomenalism as its conclusion. 

We are already familiar with this train of thought, 
which Einstein repeats in all his epistemological excursions. 
The empirical origin of knowledge does not prevent 11pure 
thought" from constructing hypothetical conclusions deriv
ing from the general scheme of the universe and not from 
a given series of experiments. In principle these conclusions 
should be subject to experimental verification, but they must 
also possess .,inner perfection" in the sense that they derive 
most naturally from the general conceptions of physical 
reality. 

Approaching this idea-the most general in Einstein's 
epistemological statements-are the demands, which have 
become the vogue of the sixties, for a consistent theory 

1 Ideas and Opinions, p. 19. 
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deriving from the totality of world knowledge which would 
substantiate the conceptual ad hoc methods. They were 
accepted "on credit", in the expectation of a ~eory pos
sessing ''inner perfection". The time has now come to pay 
the bill, and this necessity urges physical thinking in the 
direction of general problems embracing the whole of the 
universe, and correspondingly, to a new synthesis of 
integral philosophical analysis of the universe with concrete 
physical conceptions. 

Recalling the excellent characteristic of the current situa
tion in theoretical physics given by Niels Bohr, today we 
can be satisfied only by the very "maddest" physical theory. 
This essentially is Einstein's ~~wonder", which invites para
doxical theories. With Einstein the "flight from wonder'' 
consisted in the advancement of a new and paradoxical theo~ 
ry which made paradoxical phenomena seem quite natural. 
Today it is no longer a question of individual phenomena 
but of paradoxical conceptions. Science is at the threshold 
of a unified theory embracing the whole of the universe; its 
fundamental premises differ radically from the "classical 
ideal", since it is the ''maddest" of all. It removes the 
''madness" from individual physical conceptions, just as 
relativity thevry removed the "wonder" from Michelson's 
findings. Einstein's "flight from wonder", his explanation 
of a wonderful fact by means of a wonderful theory is a 
prototype of the contemporary "flight from madness", of the 
transition from a wonderful special theory to a wonderful 
general picture of physical reality. The degree of "madness" 
is deter1nined by the scope and historical stability of the 
revised conceptions. Bohr's requirement for a higher degree 
of "madness'' means that today physics is in need of a re
vision of very general and stable principles. 

It would be natural to assume that the revision must 
affect the "classical ideal" which had guided Einstein in his 
search and to the restriction of which he came towards the 
end of his life. 



-chIp t 8 r 28 

••THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICS" 

With out the belief that it u possible to fTtJRJ 

the reality with our theoretical comtructimu 
and withollt the belief in the inner harmony 
of ou,r world, there cortld be no science. This 
belief is and always will remain the fun.dG· 
mental motive for all scientific crea&ion. 
Throushout all our efforts, in every dramatic 
struggle between old and new views, we 
recognue the eternal longing for understandinB, 
the 2Ver·firm belief in the harmony o/ our 
world .... 

A. E i n s t e i n, 
L. I nf e l d 

"The Evolution of PhytJia'' ( 1938) 

In 1936 reactionary forces were gaining ground in the 
universities of Poland, and Leopold Infeld, the Polish student 
who had visited Einstein in 1920, now a lecturer at the 
University of Lvov, felt that he would probably soon be 
forced to leave the university. He wrote to Einstein, who 
invited him to Princeton. Infeld received a small fellowship 
which enabled him to engage in theoretical research under 
Einstein. In due time he arrived in Princeton and was 
knocking on the door of room No. 209 in Fine Hall, where 
the institute of mathematics and theoretical physics was 
located. Sixteen years had passed since Infeld had seen Ein
stein, and he found that Einstein had aged more than 
warranted by the time lapse. Einstein's eyes, however, were 
deep and radiant as ever. 

Infeld expected a brief private conversation, questions 
about his crossing from Europe, etc. Instead, Einstein began at 
once to speak of the problems on which he was working. 
This was not the indifference of a superior, and InfeJd knew 
it, for he had had adequate proof of Einstein's good will 
and friendly concern. Once again he felt the charn1 of Ein-
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stein's personality. Einstein was completely immersed in the 
uextra-personal", and the readiness and open-mindedness 
with which he shared his problems with others was part of 
his charm. At their first meeting Einstein outlined to Infeld 
the results to date of his work on the unified field theory. 
At that moment Levi-Civita, one of the authC\rs of the ma
thematical methods employed by Einstein in developing 
general relativity, entered the room. Levi-Civitd was about 
sixty at the time. He was a small, thin man, and had left 
Italy because he had refused to swear the fascist oath 
designed for university professors. Seeing that Einstein was 
engaged Levi-civita turned to leave. He indicated his inten
tion by gestures rather than by words (feeling that his Italian 
gesticulation was more understandable than his English). 
Einstein asked him to remain and take part in the discus
sion. He briefly described the preceding conversation. Levi
Civita's Anglo-Italian could be comprehended only because 
it consisted mainly of mathematical formulas. Einstein's 
command of English was not much better, but as he spoke 
in unhurried, expressive tones and formulated his ideas 
with utmost clarity and precision one had no difficulty in 
understanding him. 

"I watched the calm, impressive Einstein and the small, 
thin, broadly gesticulating Levi-civita as they rointed out 
formulae on the blackboard and talked a language which 
they thought to be English," Infeld writes. "The picture they 
made, and the sight of Einstein pulling up his baggy trousers 
every few seconds, was a scene, impressive and at the same 
time comic, which I shall never forget. I tried to restrain 
myself from laughing by saying to myself: 

" 'Here you are talking and discussing physics with the 
most famous scientist in the world and you want to laugh 
because he does not wear suspenders I' The persuasion worked 
and I managed to control myself just as Einstein began to 
talk about his latest, still unpublished, paper concerning the 
work done during the preceding year with his assistant 
Rosen."1 

This amusing scene is of definite interest for Einstein's 
biography. At the beginning of this book it was noted that 
the story of Einstein's life could not be restricted to a 

f L. Infeld, op. cit., p. 260. 
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chronicle of commonplace events and personal details. 
Purely personal details serve to stress the characteristic 
tendency of Einstein's life, his flight from the daily com
monplace. His refusal to wear suspenders might be amus
ing, but it is not ridiculous. It might cause a smile, but it 
was an expression of the intense intellectual life which was 
not concerned with the superficial manifestations of respect
ability. Once an acquaintance of Infeld's asked him why 
Einstein wore long hair, a funny leather jacket, no socks, 
no suspenders, no collars. 

"The answer," Infeld says, "is simple and can easily be 
deduced from his aloofness and desire to loosen his ties 
with the outside world. The idea is to restrict his needs and, 
by this restriction, increase his freedom. We are slaves of 
millions of things, and our slavery progresses steadily .... 
We are slaves of bathrooms, IFrigidaires, cars, radios and 
millions of other things. Einstein tried to reduce them to 
the absolute minimum. Long hair minimises the need for 
the barber. Socks can ·be done without. One leather jacket 
solves the coat problem for many years. Suspenders are 
superfluous, as are night-shirts and pyjamas. It is a minimum 
problem which Einstein has solved, and shoes, trousers, shirt, 
jacket are the very necessary things; it would ·be difficult 
to reduce-them further."i 

In one of his stories Maxim Gorky describes a man strua
gling unsuccessfully against a brisk wind to keep the flap 
of his coat down. "I looked at him and thought of the 
amount of energy which people spend in fighting petty 
annoyances. If we were not so worried by the nasty little 
wonns of petty daily evils we could easily crush the terrible 
serpents of our misfortunes." 

An important aspect in Einstein's desire to simplify and 
restrict his requirements was his sharpened sense of social 
justice. He writes in "The !World as I See It": 

"A hundred times every day I remind myself that my 
inner and outer life are based on the labours of other men. 
living and dead, and that I must exert myself in order to 
give in the same measure as I have received and am stili 
receiving. I am strongly drawn to a frugal life and am often 

t L. Infeld, op. cit., p. 293. 
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oppressively aware that I am engrossing an undue amount 
of the labour of my fellow-men."1 

Thus Einstein's more than modest dress was in some 
logical and emotional way linked with the basic traits of 
his inner life. In general this is very characteristic of 
Einstein: every detail of his life, habits, inclinations is in 
the final analysis linked (usually quite simply and appa
rently) with his basic ideals. This contributes to the impression 
of remarkable integrity which his image carries. 

When Levi-Civita ]eft, Einstein asked Infeld to accompany 
him home. They discussed quantum mechanics and Einstein 
explained why he did not find it aesthetically satisfactory. 
"He took me to his study," Infeld writes, "with its great 
window overlooking the bright autumn colours of his lovell~ 
garden, and his first and only remark which did not concern 
physics was: 

"'There is a beautiful view from this window.' "2 

The remark did not concern physics, but neither was it 
quite unrelated. To Einstein the ·beauty of a scientific theory 
was a reflection of the beauty of nature. Einstein had just 
been speaking of the aesthetic shortcomings of quantum 
mechanics. We know that his criticism of quantum mechanics 
was largely intuitive ("I can only call on my little finger as 
a witness"); we also know how closely he linked scientific 
intuition with aesthetic criteria in the choice of a scientific 
theory. This gives us an insight into the meaning of his re
mark about the aesthetic shortcomings of quantum mechanics. 

Einstein worked with Infeld on the equations of motion. 
In classical physics there exist field equations with which, 
knowing the sources of the field, one can determine its 
intensity at any point, that is, the force with which the field 
would act on a unit charge at that point. For example, 
knowing the configuration of electrically charged bodies one 
can calculate with the aid of the electromagnetic field 
equations the force with which a charge will be attracted 
or repulsed at a given point. Similarly, the classical 
gravitational field equations enable one to determine the 
force of gravity at any point if the configuration of the 
gravitating masses is known. In classical physics, alongside 

I I de as and Opinions, p. 8. 
2 L. Infcld, op. cit.jl p. 262. 
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the field equations there extst the equations of motion in 
which field intensity enters as a given quantity. Knowing 
it one can use the equations of motion to deterrnine a body's 
position at any instant. In classical physics the field 
equations and the equations of motion are mutually indepen
dent. In Einstein's theory of gravitation, on the other hand, 
the equations of field and motion cannot be considered 
independently. The equations of motion can be derived from 
the field equations. This very difficult task was solved in 
the late 'thirties by Einstein in co-operation with Infeld, and 
independently by V. A. Fock in the Soviet Union. 

The derivation of the equations of motion from the field 
equations was a difficult mathentatical problem. Essential 
in overcoming the mathematical difficulties was a certain 
physical intuition, a vague, glimmering idea of the problem 
important to the primary concepts of the physical world 
picture. 

General relativity treats gravitational field, or space-time 
curvature, as being subject to the spatio-temporal existence 
of material bodies responsible for the field or curvature. The 
field equations give the space-time curvature or (what is 
the same thing) the field intensity when the sources respon
sible for it are supplied. Consider a particle moving in a 
gravitational field. If its law (equation) of motion is inde
pendent of the field equations, we have two realities: 1) the 
field, an·d 2) bodies moving in the field and responsible for 
it. If the equations are not independent and are contained 
in the given field equations, then the only reality in hand is 
the field. If particle motions are in the final analysis 
determined by, and only by, the field equations, then we can 
treat the particles as field foci. 

This mode of thinking is not immediately connected with 
the problem of deriving the equations of motion from the 
field equations, though with Einstein this derivation probably 
carried some such meaning. It was connected with the 
evolution of Einstein's ideas in the ~~fruitless" period. 

As Hei'tnann Weyl once wrote, classical science treated 
space as a kind of tenement which is not affected by the 
events taking place in it. Non-Euclidean geometry demon
strated that space could possess a variety of properties, and 
general relativity ~bowed their dependence on the presence 
of bodies-centres of gravitation-in space. The "tenement" 
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was being continuously reconstructed by its tenants. Weyl"s 
analogy is no longer suitable to illustrate the new approach 
to space and bodies: it is hard to picture the tenants of a 
building as being part of its architectural embellishments. 

During 1936 and 1931, Infeld met with Einstein almost 
daily and they walked a lot in and around Princeton. 
Infeld's memoirs of the period add new traits and colours 
to the portrait of Einstein familiar to us from reminiscences 
of the 1920s. To Infeld belongs one very unusual comparison 
designed to characterise the tremendous intensity of 
Einstein's continuous mental effort. 

"In America," Infeld writes, "I saw for the first time in 
my life Negro dances and plays which were full of fire and 
vital force. The Savoy dance hall in Harlem changes into 
an African jungle with burning sun and richly growing 
vegetation. The air is full of vibration. Vital force emanates 
from the loud music and the passionate dancing until the 
whole atmosphere becomes unreal. In contrast the white 
people look half alive, ridiculous and humiliated. They help 
to form the background against which the primitive, 
unbounded vitality of the Negroes shines more brightly. One 
feels that any pause, any interval is unnecessary, that ~his 
intensive motion could go on forever. 

"I often had this picture in mind while watching Einstein 
work. There is a most vital mechaniom which constantly 
turns his brain. It is the sublimated vital force. Sometimes 
it is even painful to watch. Einstein may speak about 
politics, listen kindly to requests and answer questions 
properly, b~t one feels behind this external activity the 
calm, watchful contemplation of scientific problems, that 
the mechanism of his brain works without interruption. It 
is a constant motion which nothing can stop."1 

Einstein's contemplation of the universe was a stream 
which could be halted or diverted neither by comparatively 
insignificant episodes nor by the most tragic personal or 
social events. This ia not an indication of personal or social 
indifference. Einstein was acutely aware of the experiences 
of his next of kin. With him social upheavals took on the 
dimensions of personal tragedies, yet he always pursued his 
work with undivided devotion. lnfeld recalls Einstein's life 

1 L. Jnfeld, op. cit., 271-12. 
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and work at the time when Elsa was in her death-bed. The 
ground floor of their Princeton home had become a hospital. 
Einstein worked in his study above. He was deeply afflicted 
by the imminent parting with the dearest person in his life, 
but he continued to work with the same intensity as before. 
A few days after Elsa's death Einstein resumed his work at 
Fine Hall. He looked tired and his complexion was more 
sallow than ever. He immediately began to discuss the diffi
culties in developing the equations of motion. Thinking was 
as essential to Einstein as breathing. 

Infeld in his memoirs deals with the very important 
question of the intellectual, "mental" sources of Einstein's 
human kindness. We have already had occasion to observe 
that Einstein's moral qualities were in profound, though not 
immediately apparent, harmony with the traits of his 
intellect. Rarely can a scientist be found whose mind would 
be so pertneated with feeling, so emotionally coloured and 
devoted to serving the "extra-personal" and to aesthetic 
admiration of nature. And on the other hand, rarely can a 
person be found in whom kindness, love, and a sense of 
responsibility towards people would derive so directly from 
his mode of thinking. 

Infeld offers a very accurate characteristic of this trait 
of Einstein's. 

"I learned much from Einstein in the realm of physics. 
But what I value most is what I was taught by my contact 
with him in the human rather than the scientific domain. 
Einstein is the kindest, most understanding and helpful man 
in the world. But again this somewhat commonplace state
ment must not be taken literally. 

"The feeling of pity is one of the sources of human 
kindness. Pity for the fate of our fellow-men, for the misery 
around us, for the suffering of human beings, stirs our 
emotions by the resonance of sympathy. Our own attach
ments to life and people, the ties which bind us to the 
outside world, awaken our emotional response to the struggle 
and suffering outside ourselves. But there is also another 
entirely different source of human kindness. It is the detached • 
feeling of duty based on aloof, clear reasoning. Good, clear 
thinking leads to kindness and loyalty because this is what 
makes life simpler, fuller, richer, diminishes friction and 
unhappiness in our environment and therefore also in our 
\ \ 
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lives. A sound social attitude, helpfulness, friendliness, 
kindness, may come from both these different sources; to 
express it anatomically, from heart and brain. ~s the years 
passed I learned to value more and more the second kind 
of decency that arises from clear thinking. Too often I have 
seen how emotions unsupported by clear thought are 
useless lf not destructive."! 

Many people who knew Einstein would ask, what is 
greater in him: his brain, with its capacity of probing the 
structure of the universe, or his heart, with its ready response 
to human grief and every manifestation of social injustice. 
This question is embodied in many of the memoirs pertaining 
to Einstein's life in Princeton. Gustav Bucky, his physician, 
writes that, irrespective of the impression created by the 
depth and unconformity of Einstein's ideas, llhis human 
kindness remained the greatest and most moving wonder."2 
Bucky relates that, although Einstein hated sitting for 
portraits, there was one argument which could be relied 
upon to persuade him. All an artist had to do was to say 
that the portrait would help to improve his financial affairs, 
and Einstein would forthwith submit to hours of sitting for 
the poor artist. Bucky writes that the very sight of Einstein 
in the street was enough to bring a good-natured smile to 
the faces of passers-by. 

"Even in Princeton everyone looks with hungry, asto
nished eyes on Einstein," Infeld writes. "During our walks 
we avoided the more crowded streets to walk through fields 
and long forgotten byways. Once a car stopped us and a 
middle-aged woman got out with a camera and said, blushing 
and excited: 

" 'Professor Einstein, will you allow me to take a picture 
of you?' 

II 'Y I es, sure. 
"He stood quiet for a second, then continued his argument. 

The scene did not exist for him, and I am sure after a few 
minutes he forgot that it had ever happened. 

"Once we went to a movie in Princeton to see the Life of 
£mile Zola. After we had bought our tickets we went to a 
crowded waiting room and found that we should have to 

1 L. Infeld, op. cit., pp. 286·81. 
2 HeUe Zeit, s. 61. 
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wait fifteen minutes longer. Einstein suggested that we go 
for a walk. When we went out I said to the doorntan: 
"~we shall return in a few minutes.' 
"But Einstein became seriously concerned and added in 

all innocence: 
"'We haven't our tickets any more. Will you recognise 

us?' 
'7he doorttlan thought we were joking and said, laughing: 
" 'Yes, Professor Einstein, I will.' "1 
In the beginning of 1937 Infeld was faced with the dilemma 

of how to continue his work with Einstein. His Princeton 
fellowship was for only one year, and even though Einstein 
intervened urgently on his behalf it was not prolonged. 
Infeld finally thought of a way out of his predicament, 
which was to write a popular science book together with 
Einstein. A prospective publisher would be only too glad to 
be offered a book with Einstein's name on it as author. Half 
of an advance on royalties would suffice for Infeld to spend 
another year in Princeton. After a good deal of hesitation 
Infeld finally put the proposition to Einstein. The latter 
listened calmly and then said: " 'This is not at all a stupid 
idea. Not stupid at all.' f'Then he got up, stretched out his 
hand to (Infeld] and said: 'We shall do it.' "2 

Einstein did not want to write a popular book on relativ
ity. ~His idea was to present the principal ideas of physics 
in their logical development. Physical ideas alone, without 
the mathematical apparatus. An historical exposition would 
help to show how physical pictures are born and evolve 
before they are clothed in the mathematical forntalism. An 
historical presentation brings out the adventure of search 
and the battle of ideas. 

''It is a drama, a drama of ideas," Einstein said of the 
future book. '1t ought to be absorbing and highly interesting 
for everyone who likes science."3 

Einstein's interest in the intuitive and semi-intuitive 
pictures which precede a rigid exposition, his treatment of 
physical picture& as a "drama of ideas" derives directly 
front his epistemological principles. If a picture can be 

t L. Infeld, op. cit., p. 290. 
2 Ibid., p. 311. 
3 Ibid, p. 313. 
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visualised then it should be possible in principle to verify 
a theory experimentally, making a priori statements unneces
sary. If science were the outcome of an unambig•ous logical 
development of a priori assumptions inherent in knowledge 
(Kant), or of free conventions (Poincare), it would be 
anything out a drama. If it were a collection of phenomeno
logical statements, "pure description", the result of subjec
tive "exper1ence" (Mach), it would not be a "flight from 
self-evidence"', it would contain no paradoxes, no conflict 
of ideas, nothing of that which makes science a drama and 
leaves a trace in history. 

Einstein's ideas of the book were embodied in its presen
tation. The idea was to remove all effects and embellishments 
superficial to the subject matter. They did not seek to 
stagger the imagination by comparing the gigantic dimen· 
sions of the universe and intergallactic distances of millions 
of light years with sub-atomic din1ensions. Furthermore, 
Einstein and Infeld did not want their book to create the 
impression that science has departed in any way from plain 
common sense. If science represents the unfolding of a priori 
conceptual schemes it can have nothing in common ¥lith 
conceptions arising from daily experience. Einstein's 
epistemological positions were based on the assumption that 
scientific thinking follows the same road as daily common 
sense: only it delves much farther into domains governed 
by new laws which (at least initially) seem paradoxical to 
dail~ comnton sense. 

The Evolution of Physics was first published in 1938. The 
authors write in the preface: 

"Whilst writing the ·book we had long discussions as to 
the characteristics of our idealised reader and worried a 
good deal about him. We had him making up for a complete 
lack of any concrete knowledge of physics and mathematics 
by quite a great number of virtues. Vl"' found him interested 
in physical and philosophical ideas and we were forced to 
admire th~ patience with which he struggled through the 
less interesting and more difficult passages" 1• 

This reader, it must be said, was not so much idealised 
as to be non·existent. The Evolution of Physics does not 

1 A. Einstein, L. Infeld, The Evolution of Physics, Simon and 
Schuster, New York, 1954, p. x. 
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require special knowledge, though it does impose rigid 
demands on intelligence, an ability for abstract reasoning 
and consistency. Primarily, however, it requires a deep 
interest in the ideological evolution of mankind.. It is 
significant of our time that there exist so many real people 
in the world of whom this idealised reader is a prototype. 
A great many people are today seeking the answers to 
contemporary problems in the history of science. The fun
damental answer-the harn1ony and knowability of the world 
-is expressed in the epigraph to this chapter. This passage 
is preceded in The Evolution of Physics by a brief character
istic of the development of the scientific world picture from 
which follows the idea of its harmony and knowability. 

The primary concepts are mass, force and motion under 
no forces, which does not affect the course of events in a 
moving system. These concepts are used in formulating the 
mechanical world picture: between particles there act forces 
depending only on the distance. "A courageous scientific 
imagination was needed to realise fully that not the beha
viour of bodies, but the ·behaviour of something between 
them, that is, the field, may be essential for ordering and 
understanding events." 1 Later absolute time was abandoned, 
and then the restriction of relative motion to intertial systems 
was overcome. Events in all systems are reduced to the rela
tive displacements of bodies. The background for events is 
no longer the one-dimensional time and three-dimensional 
space continuums but the four-dimensional space-time 
continuum. Finally, "the quantum theory again created new 
and essential features of our reality. Discontinuity replaced 
continuity.'' The goal of physics remained the same at every 
stag·~. discovery of the objective harmony in the maze of 
observed facts. The results of scientific history lie in the 
existence and the un·derstanding of this harmony. "We want 
the observed facts to follow logically from our concept of 
reality. ''2 

This was the goal on which were centred the scientific, 
and hence the life interests of Einstein. Rationalism linked 
by a continuity of succession with the philosophy of Spinoza 

1 A. Einstein, L. .nfeld, The Evolution of Physics, Simon and 
Schuster, New York, 1954, p. 312.. 

1 Ibid., p. 312. 
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and enriched by three centuries of progress in science and 
practice acquires its most general form: in the ideal the 
logic of scientific thinking leads to the totality of empirically 
observable physical relationships. The fact that'in its advance 
science is steadily approaching this ideal is testimony to 
the reign of deter1ninism in the v1orld: the logic of scientific 
thinking reflects the real causal links embracing the universe. 

The greatest concentration of interests and mental powers 
on this pivotal idea constitutes the main feature of Einstein's 
life and work. 

Einstein's attitude towards the book was characteristic 
enough. He took active part in all the preparatory work, 
but as soon as the manuscript was ready he lost all interest 
in it; he never even looked at the proofs of the book. 
Not wanting to upset the publishers, Infeld told them that 
Einstein had liked the finished copy very much. Actually 
he hadn't even opened the bnok. 
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THE A.-80 B TRAIEDY 

Tlae atom M ia a riela muer do, durin, hit 
li/e, p"a CIIDII1 no money ( er&erlf). Buc iR A it 
.m 1ae 6equ«U~u lau 1,.,.,.. 10 lau IOfU M' 
and Jl'', on eondidora aha they Jive &o llae 
COII'muni&y a small amount, leu lluua oM· 
Maptendlll o/ the U7hole amt• ( merrt or 
mau). , TIN 1oru 1o1edln hat.Je aonaeaa'tal lus 
~lara rle !GIAer 1alld (d&e rruw aum M' +M• il 
JOmeaiud arnaUer titan dae m~• M o/ tlte 
radioacrive GlOm). BuJ lhe par& BitJen ao . &he 

llH¥1. daou,la relatively amaU. u adiJ .o 
enonnoualy lar1e ( eoruidned · as kiMiic 
me·nJ dafll il brinfJ willa ia a ,_, dar_, 
of e~~U. A11er1in1 IJ&at darea hu become the 
moa& ur1ena p;·oblem o/ our time. 

Ein•&•in 

Since the beginning of civilisation~ and up ~til the mid-
20th century industrial' power production has been based on 
processes involving tht! regrouping of atoms-the chemical 
reactions of burning in ,which the released energy is infini
tesimal in comparison. with the inter11el energy of bodies. 
The use of atomic piles bro"ght in procesces in which the 
liberated energy is compatible with the mass of the bodies 
involved multiplied by the velocity of light. These were 
peaceful installations. When a theintal engine was devised 
in which the pilton was ejected from the cylinder. aft.r the 
very first cycle (fireanus., in other words), this did. not 
11\ark a new era in . power produ\.1ion. The new era began 
with th~ first thetJnal bgines in which the expansion of; gas 
or . steam was util~ to tum th~. shafts of WOJ;king ma· 
cbines. Similarly~ the ato~c era was ushered ~ not by the 
first A~&b but by ~e. ~t atom electric: 

The Uberatiou of atolldC;t~ is on laws .......... 
tbrougb the application of relativity to the Physics of 
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the atomic nucleus. It was found experimenbjlly ~at the 
mass of an atomic nucleus is less than the sum of the masses 
of its component particles, protons and neutrons. This so
called mass defect is explained on the basis of the mass
energy equivalence discovered by Einstein. The particles of 
different nuclei are either closely or lcosely packed together, 
and accordingly different energies are needed to pull 
them apart. The binding energy of particles in the nucleus 
varies from element to element along the series of Men
deJeyev's Periodic Table. According to Einst2in's equivaleuce 
principle, the differences in energy correspond to diffel'ences 
• tn mass. 

The transformation of nuclei of one type into nuclei of 
another type-whether through the fission of heavy o:.· the 
fusion of light nuclei-results in a change in the packi11g 
density. In such reactions the ntass of the resultant nuclei 
may be less than that o£ the initial ones. This reduction in 
mass corresponds to a release of energy, the liberated energy 
being equal to the reduction in mass times the square of 
the velocity of light. 

carculations based on these corollaries of relativity theory 
indicate that the energy rclease is greatest in nuclear reac
tions involving the heaviest and lightest atomic nuclei. 

11le nuclei of the h~vicr elements (those with higher 
atomic weights) at the end of th~ Periodic Table, are looser 
than th~ nuclei of Elements in the middle of the table. Hence, 
in transformations from heavy into medium nuclei, or in 
other words, in the disintegration of heavy nuclei consisting 
of a great number of protons and neutrons into smaller ones, 
energy is liberated. The principle is expresseci in Einstein's 
parable of the rich miser sharing his estate between his sons 
presented in the epigraph. 

At the other extrerne, with the light nuclei at the beginning 
of rhe Periodic Table, fusion into larger nuclei results in an 
increase in packing density. The fusion of hydrogen nuclei 
into ~elium is accompanied by the liberatjon of enorn1ous 
quantities of energy. . 

Thus, rPlativity applied to nuclear physics predicted two 
types of reaction, fission and fusion. 'In bOth reactions energy 
it liberated, and the 11et mass of the resultant nuclei is less 

I 

than that of the initial ones. The energy liberated in these 
reaction~, which equals the reduction in mass .multiplied by 
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the square of the velocity of light~ is tremendous, hundreds 
of thousands tJf tintes more than in the combustion of the 
same amount of matter. 

1~he r~action of fission of uraniun1 nuclei was discovered 
in the late 1930s. When bombarded with neutrons these 
heavy nuclei split into two nuclei of elements occupying the 
middle of the Periodic Table. Soon it was found that in the 
precess of uraniutn fission neutrons are emitted which are 
thernselves capable of splitting neighbouring nu,Iei. The 
process thus develops into a chain reaction which, once jt 
has been trigg\!red, involves the whole mass of the uranium 
in which it takes place. These were the results obtained by 
Frederic Joliot-curie in France and by Enrico Fermi, who 
had begun his work on uranium fission in Italy. Later 
he escaped from the Mussolini regime to the United 
States, where Leo Szilard and others were working on the 
ptoblem. 

The dawn of the atomic age began .to break at a time 
when the political horizon was overcast with clouds. Germany 
undt!r the nazis was rapidly building up its \\'ar potential. 
Einstein was more than ever apprehensive of the poss1ble 
applications of physical resea1·ch. He realised that a world 
\\'ar was not far off. Infeld writes that Einstein was weil 
aware of the importance of events in Spain: the attack 
3gainsl the Republic was :t dress reh~arsal for all-out fascist 
aggression. He hoped for the success of the Republic. 

''I remember the gleam that came into his eyes when I 
told him that the afternoon papers carried news of a 
Loyalist victory,'' Infeld writes. 

" ~That sounds like an angel's song,· he said with an 
excitem~nt which I had hardly ever noticed before."i 

Less than two years later the war had begun. In the 
summer of 1939, Einstein was confronted with a problem of 
tremendous importance and urgency. 

In July of that year the physicists Wigner and .Szilard 
went to visit J:instein at a place on the north coast ol Long 
I1land 'vhere he usually spent the hot time of the year. 
Robert Jungk \\"rites of the two men's mission in his book 
BrigJ,ter Than a Thousand Suns.2 

l L. Infeld~ op. cit., p. 292. 
2 R. Jungk, Btlght« Than a Thoustmd Suns, New York. 1958, p. 18. 

1701' Szilard's Me!noira see also H1U. Zdt, S. 98-tot · 



They drove around for a long time in search of Einstein's 
house. ~~suddenly Szilard exclaimed: -Let's give it up and go 
home. Perhaps fate never intended it. We should probably 
be making a (rightful mista~e by enlisting Einstein's h~lp in 
applying to any public authority in a matter like this. Once 
a government gets hold of something it r~ever lets go.' 

"'But it's our duty to take this step,' Wigner objected·. 'It 
must be our contribution to the prevention of a terrible 
calamity.'" 

The ''terrible calamity" which the two men hoped to pre
vent waf the manufacture of a uranium ·bomb by nazi Ger
many. Information had leaked out which suggested to 
Szilard and other physicists that nuclear wt:.apons might 
soon be placed in the hands of the nazi annies. Szilard 
knocked at every door iu an attempt to rouse the United 
States governtnent to the danger. But he was an unknown 
person with no conuections among the tJOWers that be. 
Besides, words like "r,uclear binc.l.ing energy'' or ~~nuclear 
fission" seemed hardly related to practical tasks. Szilard 
finally decided that the best course would l: e to enlist Ein
steln's heip and appeal to Oueen Elizabeth of Belgiun1. 
Belgium possessed large reserves of.~uraniclm and Szilard 
hoped to keep thetn out of Ger1nan hands. He had also 
hoped that Einstein would be more successful in dr.aw1ng the 
attention of U.S. government authorities to the problem of 
the uranium bomb. The responsibility which Szi:ard was 
undertaking was tremendous. He viewed all minor obstacles 
to his purpose as something of a finger of tate. Every detail 
of the fated trip remained impressed in his mind. 

Finally, a seven .. year boy sho\ved Szilard and Wigner 
where Einstein lived, he said he knew him well. 

"The possjbility of a chain reaction in uraniu.:n had !Jot 
occurred to Einstein," Szilard relates. "But almost as soon 
as I began to tell him about it be realised what the conse
quences might be and immediately signified his readiness 
lo help u:;. . . . But it ~eemed desirable~ before approaching 
the Belgian government, to infonn the State Department at 
Washington of the step contemplated .... St'ch was the posi
tion when Wigner and I left Einstein's place on Long 
lsland."1 · 

1 
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1 R. ]uugk, op. cit .. p. &L 



After consulting several friends, Szilard finally met with 
Alexander Sachs, financier, friend and unofficial adviser to 
President Roosevelt. Sac!-ts readily appreciated the importance 
of the informatioi.l. It was decided that Einstein should for
waro a letter directly to the President, and a draft was duly 
prepared. 

On August 2, Szilard, accompanied this time by Edward 
Teller, again visited Einstein. Later, when the participants 
in the undertaking realised the burden of their responsibility, 
they tried tn reconstruct all the details and, in particular, 
to detern1ine who had drafted the final wording of the letter. 

Szilard observes: "So far as I remember, Einstein dictated 
a letter to Teller in Ger1nan and I used the text of that 
letter as a ·'lasis for two more drafts, one totnparatively 
short and one ritther long, both addressed to the President. 
I left it to Einstein to decide vrhich h~ prefeiTed. He chose 
the longer draft. ~ a!so prepared a n1emorandum as an en
closure to Einstein's letter."1 

Teller, on the other hand, claintc; that Einstein merely 
signed the letter they had brotaght him. This is also Einstein's 

• version. 
Here is the letter the consequences of wltich were so great: 

F. D. Roosevelt 
President of the United States 
White House 
Wdshington, D.C. 

Sir: 

Albert Einstein 
Old Grove Road 

Nassau Point 
Peconic-, LonJ Island 

Aus~~t 2, 1939 

Some recent work by E. Fen1ti and .L. Szilard, which 
has been communicated to me in m~nuscript, leads n1e 
to expect that the element ttranium may be turned into 

s R. Jungk, op. cit., p. so. 
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a ne'v and important source of energy in the immediate 
future. CeJ·tain aspects of the situation seem to call for 
watchfulness and, if nece$sary, quick acp\ln on the 
part of the Administration. I believe, therefore, that it 
is my duty to bring to your attention the following 
facts and recommendations. 

In the course of the last four months it has been 
made pJ:obable-through the work of Joliot in France 
and Fer1ni and Szilard in America-tha-t it may bc:acome 
possible to set up nuclenr chain reactions in a large 
mass of uranium by which vast amounts of power and 
large quantities of new radium-like elements would be 
generated. Now it appears almost certain that this 
could be achieved in ·the immediate future. 

This new phenomenon would also lead to the. con
structjon of bombs, and it is conceivable-though much 
less certain-that extremely powerful bombs of a neYt" 
type may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this 
type, carried by boat or exploded in a port, might very 
well destroy the whole port together with some of 
the surrounding territory. However, such bombs might 
very well prove to be too heavy for transportation 
by air. 

The United States has only very poor ore~ of uranium 
in moderate quantities. There is some good ore in 
Canada and the fon11er Czechoslovakia, while the most 
important source of uranium is the Belgian Congo. 

In view of this situation you may think it desirable 
to have some permanent contact maincained beh\'een the 
Administration and the group of physicists working 
on chain reactions in America. One possible way of 
achieving this might be for you to entrust with this 
task a person who has your confidence and who could 
perhaps serve in an unofficial capacity. His task might 
comprise the following: 

a) To approach Government Departments, keep them 
informed of the further developments, and pt1t forward 
recommendations for Government action, giving part
icular attention to the problem of securing a supply "f 
uranium ore for the United States. _ 

b) To speed up the experimental work which is at 
present being carried on within the limlts of the budgets 



of University labomtories, by providing funds if such 
funds be required, through his contacts with private 
persons who are willing to make contributions for this 
cause, and perhaps also by obtaining the co-operatJon of 
indust.rial laboratories which have the necessary equip
ment. 

I understand that Germany has actually stopped the 
sale of uranium from the Czechoslovakian mines which 
she has taken over. That she should have taken such 
early acti•Jn might perhaps be understood on the 
ground that the son of the German Under-Secretary of 
State, von \\ieizsacker, is attached to the Kaiser Wilhelm 
Instttute jn Berlin, where some of the American work 
on uranium is now being repeated. 

Yours very truly, 
A. E'INSTEINJ 

Einstein's interference was the sequel to a long evoJu .. 
tion in his attitude towards the outside world. At the same 
time, his action is characteristic of the beginning of the 
atomic era. 

'fo what type of scholar does Einstein belong, the one 
in the 1vory tower or the active participant in the march of 
history? Ernst Kuno Fischer once compared two great philos
ophers. Spinoza never turned to the powers that be, was 
independent of them and chose to grind diamonds so as to 
be free to meditate in seclusion. Leibnitz was an adviser to 
kings, author of innumerable political and administrative 
projects, a man whose epistolary heritage numbers some 
15,000 letters. The difference between them lies not only 
in their personal likes and dislikes but also in the 
difference of the requirements imposed on the schola1• at 
various periods~ and the difference in general conceptions 
which lead, in the one case, to escape from the dally 
turmoil of life and, in the other, to active participation in 
public affairs. 

· 1 Einstei;1 on Peace, edit~ by Otto Nathan aDd Heblz Nordell. 
Simon and Schuster, New Y~k, 196p. pp. 294-96, 



Einstein's attitude was closer to that of Spinoza. He fre
quently remarked that the 1deal social position for a scholar 
would have been that of a labourer. artisan or lighthouse 
keeper. For a long time he stubbornly refused 'to be drawn 
into the affairs of others, take part in public meetings or 
attempt in any way to actively influence e\·ents in his 
university, city, country, or in the world. His calling, dream 
and devotio:t was science, pure-in all senses of the word-

• saence. 
And yet ha.IVJly any o~er natural scientist has ever 

participated so actively and effectively in ~undane affairs 
as Einstein. This began IJot in 1939, but almost twenty-five 
years earlier, during the First World War. With the mounting 
cf his fame, in his trav~ls, in the fight against nazism-all 
thrcugh his life he increasingly identified him~elf with world 
affairs. And now tlte time had come when he was destined • 

to pave the way !or the interference of science in the 
affairs of man to a degree with\)ul precedent in world his
tory. 

Ot co·~se, no one, and least of all Einstein himself, can 
be blamed for the events that followed. His signature on 
the letter to Roosevelt was not a ke)· to Pandora's box. But 
his participation, to whatever extent, in the launching of the 
experimental work on urani11111 fission and his subsequl!nt 
Bl.'tive struggle against the military applications of atomic 
energy were a sign of the time. ·Not only because the credit 
goes to Einstein for the fozntula, connecting energy with 
mass. There was a time when relatiYity, though in the fu]l 
glare of the public limelight, was a symbol of something 
extremely remote from hu'lla.n affairs and interests. 

Now the intuiti,,e feeling that there was something more 
than pure theory in Einstein's work was befog justified. 
Mankind had approached the historic landmark beyo1ld 
which science became the source of man's greate&t hopes 
and wc,rst fears. Refusal to lend one's weight to the struggle 
at this j11ncture would be tantamo~t to a. betrayal of science. 
Fllr the very being, objectivity, ratiOnal nature and truth of 
science dernanded that the hopes ·of pt,ople be justified end 
their fears be dispelled. · 

E1nstein bad before him the s~ of Hitler with the 
atom bomb in its h8lld. 'But neither was 1M! , whollr 'con
,fident in American ruling circles. · 

'" 



.-. '!)is lack of confidence was so great that already in 
September 1940 Einstein spoke of his letter to Rooc;evelt 
as the most unfortunate thing in his life.. His only JUstifies

. tion was the fear that Germany might bu1ld the bomb. 
As a matter of fact, l-Iitler would never have been able 

to get atomic weapons into his hands before the end of th.~ 
war. For one, the time leased to him by history was too 
short. Starting with the autumn of 1942 the advance of the 
Soviet Army and massive air raids made the construction of 
installations like an atomic pile in Germany a practical im
possibility. Furtltetlnore, the purge of the scientific com
munity in Germany and the escape of many leading 
scientists sharply lowered the level of research work in the 
country. Besides, many of the physicists who remained in 
Germany were concerned not so much with making dis
coveries as with preventing them ftom falling into nazi 
hands. Fritz Houtermans, who was working on nuclear 
chain recsction in uranium fission, kept his results secret: 
when he was ala~·med by news that Heisenberg and Weiz
siker were engaged in similar studies Max von Laue 
reassured ltim: '"My dear colleague, no one ever invents 
anything he doesn't really want to invent." To this it should 
be added that HitlP,r and his circle were highly suspicious 
of theoretical physics a~ a source of practically applicable 
discoveries: its rationalist, objective nat.ue was much too 
alien to the Fuhrer's mystical inspirations. 

Sucfh considerations, however, could not absolr~tell=- rule 
out the possibility of the atom bomb appearing in Germany. 
At best they served to delay the necessary research work. 
The real obstacle was the turn in the war in 1942. This 
question was settled along with others on the banks of the 
Volga. The defeat of nazi Germany rid the globe of the 
tenible mena<:e of the atom bomb in Hitler's hands. 

In 1939 Einstein could neither know ncr foresee a11 this, 
and the spectre of a nazi atom bomb continued to loom over 
him much later. 

ltnstein's lett~r was delivered to Alexander Sachs, , who 
handed it ~o Roosev-elt only on October 11. It did noL im· 
prets the President. But on the following day~ at breakfast, 
Sacha t,ld Roosevelt the story acCOiding to which Napoleon 
had sent Robert Fulton away when lte came to the French 
Emperor with an offer to build a fleet 'lf steamships 
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for landing in England. "Had Napoleon shown more 
imagination and humility at that time," Sachs added, ''the 
histor; of the 19th century would have taken a very different 
course.'' • 

After listening to tt,e story Roose\'elt wrote a note and 
handed it to the footman serving breakfast, who returned 
sho1 tly with a boctle of French brandy of Napoleonic vintage 
and filled their :Jlasses. Roosevelt summoned his military 
aide General Watson, and the gears of the machine for 
creating the atom bomb started tunting. They were slow in 
gathering momentum, and in March of the following year 
(1940) Einstein sent another letter to the President in which 
he again spoke of the heightened interest which nazi 
Ger1nany seemed to be displaying towards uranium. In spite 
of Roosevelt's SL1pport, however, the works were continually 
bogged down in government authorities anc! business circles. 
Judging from the reminiscences of Szilard and other partic
ipants in the project, these circles did not place great stock 
in theoretical thinking. The project O\ved its success !Il3inly 
to the enthusiasm of the physicists and engineers assigaed 
to it, for they shared with the original sponsors their confi
dence in the theoretical calculations and their fear of a nazi 
bomb. 

The defeat of Germany removed that fear, but a new and 
much trore tangible danger appeared. 

"In 1945, when we ceased worrying about what the 
Germa'ls might do to us, we began to worry about what the 
government cf the United States might do to other countries~'' 
Szilard wrote later.1 

Once again he goes to Einstein-this time to enlist his 
support in passing on to Roosevelt a memorandum aimed at 
preventing the atom bomb from being dropped on Japanese 
cities. Einstein dispatched the letter, but it never reached 
its addressee. On April 12, 1945.. the day of Roosevelt's 
sudden death, it lay unopened on his desk. 

The traged~, of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was a grave trial 
for Einstein. Antonina Vallentin writes of her conversation 
with Einstein in which he discussed the subject: 

"'.1\iy actual role wa3 that of a mailbox,' Einstein remarked. 
'The letter was wrl~ten and brought to me; all I bad to do 

1 R. Jungk, op. cit., p. 118. 
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was· sign it.' We wet·e sittir.g in his study at his Princeton 
home. A greyish light streamed through the bi~T window 
and fell on his wrinkled . cheeks and on his eyes, which 
seemed to burn in his head. A silence laden with mute 
questions ensued. His eyes, sparkling as always, were 
turned to me. I said: 'And yet you pressed tLe button.' He 
turned away quickly and Joolted out of the windo¥: at the 
deserted valley and the bright-green lawn with a clump of 
old trees that ~hid the horizon. Then, as it answering the 
tree Lop where his glance lin9ered.. Einstein s;.dd, quietly, 
thoughtfully, punctuating each word: 'Yes, I pressed the 
button.' " 1 

This "Yes, I pressed the button"', could he interp!'eted to 
n1ean that Einstein regarded hi!j letter to Roo~evelt as t-.av!n~ 
been the cause of the catastrophe which struck liiroshima 
and Nagasaki in 1945. and l\'ihich continues to hover over 
the world. At least, that seems to be Antonina Vallentin's 
impression. Hellen Dukas, however, who for many years 
was party to Einstein's inner thoughts, says that the 
\vords, ··yes. J pressed the button", do !lOt accord with 
his idea of the role of personalities and thei~ actions in the 
destinies of mankind. Einstein completely rejected the idea 
that major historic upheavals are in any way subject to th~ 
will and whim of outstanding personalities or "mak~rs of 
history". And in any case he did not rank himself among 
such !llakers-lhe very idea of ranking himself as such, and 
his role in science and history, could never have occurred 
to him. Tolstoi's "green wa11d" was his for the askin~, 
for "'ith him disengage1nent frorn the momentary and 
''mereJy personal'· was an intrin~ic quality of his inner 
\\'orld. 

To this it should be added that in the eyes of anyone 
familiar with the history of nuclear research, the letter to 
Roosevelt could in no way be equated to the idea "I pressed 
the button". It was nc,t this episode that was responsible for 
Einstein's deep tragedy, which oppressed him from 1945 to 
the end of J,~is days. · · 

The tragedy of the atom ~omb ·Nas but an extreme 
exptession of a thing which had troubled him for many 
years. With his characteristic feeling of personal responsi-

• 

1 A II . · ' . Va cntln, op. c1t., p. 215. 



bility for all the evil in the wor]d, he felt very deeply the 
great, age-old tragedy of irrational, destrur'-ive exploitation 
of the achievements of the human mind. ·J.ne mind seeks 
harmony in nature and by its inner trend'£ g11ides society 
to har1nony, to a rational crganisation of the community. In 
antagonistic societies, however, the fruits of reason tr.ay tum 
poisonous and every scientific idea, every discov~ty of the 
inner ratio of the world may become a weapon in the hande 
of irrational forc~s. 'These were sentimeni:s which Einstein 
had frequently voiced before. The present occasion, to be 
sure, involved the application of one of the fundamental 
corollaries of relativity. Einstein, how~ver, felt his respon
sibility for the nature of this application net as the creator 
of relativity theory-he never thought of hiinself in that 
capacity and his very mode of ~inking precluded such kind 
of self-appraisal. Einstein identified himself with the collec
tive rPason of mankind, he had an acute sense of responsi
bility for science as a whole-and this \\·as what served to 
aggrevate so greatly the last act in the le.'lgthy tragedy of 
scientific creation in an antagoJJistic society. This burden did 
not under1nine his confidence in mankind's ability to r~move 
the threat of atomic warfare and utilise the fruits of science 
for creative purposes. Atomic energy as such carries no inh~
rent threat to humanity; the threat lies in the misuse of the 
new forces of ttature. "The discovery of atomic chain Teac· 
tion," Einstein wrote, 11in itself presents no greater danger 
of the annihilation of humanity than the invention of 
matches; the thing to do is to remove the possibilities of 
abusing the power it presents." 

Einstein pointed out that atomic energy led to a quanti
tative increase in the urgency and importance of an old 
problem. ~'The release of aton1ic energy has not created a 
n\!w problem. It has merely made more urgent the necessity 
of solvinp an existing one," he wrote in November 1945. The 
problem lies in the possibility of applying scientific discov .. 
erie& for aggressive and destructive purposes. Einstein 
believed that the time would come when the old problere 
would be resoJ·ted, society would be remodelled on -a rational 
basis and scientific discoveries would be utilised only for the 
benefit of people. 

This belief, however, did not remove the tragedy; it could 
not make Einstein forget the fate of Hiroshima nor to 



underestimate the possibility of it being repeated in some 
ott&et city. It did not relieve Einstein of the sense of moral 
responsibility for the ways in which science , .. •a1 being 
exploited. All his life he refused to be reconciled with social 
cont:·adictions, he could never forget them and relapse into 
social and ethical indifference or compro111ise. 

Uncompromising social and 1noral int~grity is charac
teristic of most genuine scientists. The servic.ing of scie:tce 
demands such independence, . consistency, integrity and 
courage which are incompatible with moral compromise. 
Personal or public opportunism are frequently a prologue 
to ideological opportunism in science and a complete or. 
pai.'tial renunciatic.n of genuinely scientific invcstigatiou. 
Scientific and ethical criteria are intertwined in all scientists. 
In Einstein they were fused. 

He was deeply aware, more than any other scientist of 
his generation, of the tragedy of aggres.~ive military appli
cations of science. ~~Deeply" is the WC'rd, for the immediate 
participants in the manufacturing of the atomic bomb may 
have felt the tragedy of Hiroshima more poignantly and 
pC'infulty. For Einstein, however, the qnestion was not one 
of a series of nuclear investigations, in whic.h he actually 
topk no part, but of science as a whole. On the other hand, 
the work of atomic authorities in the Un1ted States presented 
a most graphic testimony to the dependence of science on 
irrational forces. The selfsame demon of irrationality could 
be seen peering out of reports of .1ll kinds of meetings and 
conferences, whether they took place in the War Depart
ment, in industrial corporatiC'ns or in universities and 
institutes dependent on them. This demo11 no longer 
anathematised science; it made a servant of it. From the 
heights of speculative thinking Einstein could see that science 
as a whole had fallen iTtto a terrible depP.ndence on circles 
alien and hostile to the idea of unselfish servh:e to truth. 
To Einstein science was synonymic with freedom of thought 
serving an ~~extra-personal", rational ce~usP.. Science serves 
vractical interests without betraying its rational 9Ss~n<:e; 
this essence bodies forth most fully v1hen practical intere4Jts 
are aimed at the reshaping of society and nature along 
rational lines based on reason and science, and hence en truth 
and justice. A rational, h·armonious social syste111 provides 
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the basjs for f"~ee and hannonious development and rational 
thinking. 'fhe interests of an antagonisti~ ·social system arc 
opposed to truth and ~re ~xtraneous, compulsory conditions 
for science. • 

The militarisation of science and aggressive foreign poli
cies induced Einstei11 to ~me out in February 1950 and 
appear in a television programme -with the following evalua
!ion of the postw~r situation in the United States: 

,..Every single act in [American] foreign policy is governed 
exclusively by one vie\vpoint: how do YTe have to act in 
order to achieve utmost superiority over tlae opponent ·in 
case of war? Establishing military bases at all poss;blc 
strategically important points on the globe. A~nling and 
economic str\!ngthening of potential allies. Within the 
country: concentration of tremendous financial power in the 
hands of the military; militarisation of the youth; clt)se 
s·&.~pervision of the loyalty of citizens, in particular of the civil 
servants, l,y a police force growing more conspicuous every 
day. Intireidation oi people of independent thinking Subtle 
indoctrination of the public by radio, press, and schools."1 

Einstein Tepcatedly vojced his c.~pposition to '~loyalty 
te~ts" of all kinds .. In May 1953, William Frauengl~ss, a 
teaci1er in Brooklyn, N. Y., wrote to Einstein. He ha·d been 
sUJTJmoned before a Congressional Committee for coming out 
in support of international cult11ral contacts. Frauenglass had 
refu§ed to testify concerning his political views, an act 
fraught with all kinds of trouble. Einstein's reply, dated May 
16, \\'as published in the New York Times on June 12, 1953. 
Stripped of the pre!iminaries, it reads: 

"·The problem with which the intellectuals of this country 
are confronted is very serious. The reactionary politicians 
have managed to instil suspicion of all intellectual eff.;,rts 
into the public by dangling before their eyes a danger from 
without. Having succeeded so far, they arc now proceeding 
to suppress the freedom of teachina and to deprive of their 
pcsitions all those who do not prove submissive, i.e., to 
starie them. 

"What ought the minority of intellectuals to do against 
tbis evil? Frankly~ I can only see the rev<'lutionary way of 
non-co-operation in the sense of Gandhi's. Every intellectual 

J. l~s and Opinions, p. 159. 



who is called before one of the committees ought to refuse 
to testify, i.e., he must be prepared for jail and ec(\IJOmic 
ruin, in short, for the sacrifice of l1is personal welfare in the 
interest of the cultural welfare of his country. 

,,~However, this refusal to testify must not be based on the 
well-known subt~rfuge of invoking the Fif!h An1end1nent 
against possible self-incrimination, but on the assertion th~t 
it is shan1eful for a blameless citizen to submit to such an 
inquisition and that this kind of inquisition violates the spirit 
ef the Constitution. 

"If enough peoplP. are ready to take this grave step they 
will be successful. If not, then the intellectual!» of thi5 ccuntry 
deserve nothing better than the slL'very which js intended for 
them."! 

1 1 deas and Opinious, pp. 33-34. 



Chapter 28 

DEATH 

The aearch for truth i• morP, precious tlatm iu 

Lessin1 

A recurring theme in letters written by Einsteir in the 
1950s is that of tiredness, a general tiredness with life. These 
remarks, whether expressed in a joc11lar or serious vein, 
are an expression of a tranquil, reconciled sadnes!.. like the 
mood that sometimes grips a person on a quiet evening. In 
no wa.y did this mood affect Einstein's humour, optimism 
or passion for work. It had n.Jthing to do with summing up 
the results of a lifetime. Einstein's thoughts remained con
centrated on the varying fortunes of the unified field theory. 
It would be hard to find in Einstein's writings a summing 
up of his life work. 

One piece, which could be regarded as a sumn1ing up, is 
his AutQbiograpbical Sketch, a few pages written in Marcil 
1955, his last spring, for an anniversary publication devoted 
to the centenary of the Zurich Polytechnic.t In it Einstein 
writes of his first ati:empt to enter the Polytechnic~ his )ear at 
the cantonal school in Aarau, and the atmosphere of freedom 
at the school. He also recalls the "thought experiment" which 
occupied him there: what will happen if a man tries to catch 
a light ray? For such a man the waves of light would seem 
to stand still. nle incompatibility of this pic~e with the 
principle of rela'"ivity marked the beginning of !his medita
tions, which led to the ideas set fo.tth in 1905 in the famous 
paper, On the Electrodynumics of Mouing Bodies. 

Einstein then goes on ta describe his student days and his 
attitude towards mathematical knowledge. He pay~ warm 
tribute to the memory of Marcel Grossmann. Einstein recalls 
his vtork at the Bern Patent Office, where ~onditions were 
so favourable for his scientific investigations. 

t Hells Zeit, S. 9-17. 
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After a very cursory mention of special relativity, Einstein 

dwells in comparative detail-three pages-on the general 
theory of relativity. He offers an extremely vivid and original 
characteristic of the search which culminated in 1916 in the 
formulation of the general theory. It is probably the most 
monumental exposition of the theory ever made. 

The autobiogMphy ends with the following words on the 
unified field theory: 

"Forty years have passed since the theory of gravitation 
. was completed. They were devoted entirely to the single 

purpose of generalising the gravitational theory and develop
ing a field theory capable of becoming the basis for the 
whole of physics. Many men have sought the same goal. 
Many ideas which had first seemed hopeful had to be rejected. 
Yet the la5t ten years have led to a theory which seem·s to 
me natural and promising, although I am still unable to say 
whether- it will prove of value to physics or not. This uncer
tainty is due to insurmountable mathematical difficulties, 
which, however, are inevitable in any non-linear field theory. 
Further1nore it remains doubtful whether it will be possible 
to derive the atomistic structure of matter and radiation, as 
well as quantum phenomena, from the field theory. Most 
physicists unhesitatingly respond with a decisive 'No', for 
they think that in principle quantum problems must be solved 
in some other way."1 This passage is followed by Lessing's 
wot:ds quoted in the epigraph: "The search for truth is more 
precious than its possession." 

We are by now sufficiently well acquainted with Einstein's 
life and world outlook to perceive the sense in which he uses 
the words "the search for· truth'' and "the possession of 
truth", and why they conclude his ideas on the unified field 
theory, as well as the autobiography as a whole. 

To Einstein ~~truth" is the truth of the real world, the 
world picture. This picture infinitely approaches the 
original, gradually ridding itself of arbitrary assumptions 
and coinciding to an ever greater degree with the ideal of 
science-a picture in which there would be no empirical 
physical constants lacking causal explanation. In its eternal 
approach to the ideal, science possesses at every stage of its 
development a certain relative truth, a relative, approximate 

t Helle Zeit, S. 16-17. 
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conception of physical reality which is subject to further 
modification. "Possession of the truth" means possession of 
a certain determinate world picture. • 

But science not only possesses the truth in the sense that 
it presents a specific scheme of the universe (within the limits 
of the current state of knowledge). Every such scheme, even 
though it is superseded by new ones and perishes, still 
retains for the newly developing conception of reality an 
historically invariant content which is not subject to revision. 
More so, at every stage of development scien·ce carries certain 
inner forces of development, the problems which it bequeaths 
to the following epoch. This inner energy of science is not 
usually embodied in firm, positive forms. The contradictions 
which may have passed unobserved in one age and emerge 
in another, hypotheses which await their confirmation-are 
the links connecting the scientific theories of a given age 
with the further development of scietlce. The speed of 
scientific progress is dependent on them to a large degree. 
These potentialities of science become apparent when a 
specific theory is replaced by another, having bequeathed to 
the latter its unsolved problems. To regard science from this 
aspect-as an infinite series of more and more exact and 
comprehensive conceptions-we must accept as the truth of 
science its continuous, ever developing and expanding prob
lems, problems for which new and more and more exact 
and general solutions are found, sC'lutions which serve as 
the basis for the immutability of science, as the basis for the 
immortality of science. The "search for truth" means that 
new theories must come to replace the old ones which have 
prepared the ground for them. This is the fate of theories 
and their makers. 

Einstein did not consider that the unified field theory 
presented an unambiguous explanation of the world structures. 
He was well aware of the tentative nature of his theory, 
and he said as much in the cited passage (not for the first 
time, either). He was not in possession of the truth. But the 
unified field theory brought a powerful trend into science. It 
pushed theoretical physics to a synthesis of relativistic and 
quantum ideas, to a synthesis of different, and as yet unrelated 
and even contradictory, conceptions pertaining to different 
kinds of fields of force. In this sense the unified field theory 
was in the mainstream of science. Its specific for1n, as enun-



elated by Einstein in the 1940s-1950s, might go with its 
maker. But its underlying tendency will always remain a 
legacy-and we can see this today with special clarity thanks 
to the development of quantum-relativistic conceptions of 
particle transmutations as expressions of the interactions of 
different kinds of fields. To imbue science with such a 
tendency is a manifestation of the "search for the truth", if 
not ''its possession". 

The uphill search for the unified field theory which failed 
to yield unambiguous positive results was the calvary of a 
genius who (and this is especially apparent in the 1960s) 
opened the road to the new truth, to new links in the eternal 
approach to objective reality. 

Einstein sensed very deeply the living ties between the 
eternal, continuous content of science and its passing values. 
This co~ception of the development of science forms the 
underlying text of his interview with Bernard Cohen, author 
of books on Franklin and Newton. Cohen visited Einstein 
two weeks before Einstein died.l 

Cohen arrived at the small framed house with green shut· 
ters on Sunday morning in April 1955. He was greeted by 
Helen Dukas, who conducted him to Einstein's study on the 
second floor. We have already seen this room before. Cohen 
writes of the large ta:ble at the window laden with pads of 
paper, pencils, trinkets, books and a collection of well-worn 

• p1pes. 
Einstein entered the room and Miss Dukas introduced 

Cohen. Einstein left the room for a moment and returned with 
his pipe. He sat in his easy-chair with a blanket tucked around 
his feet. He wore an open shirt, a blue sweat shirt, gray 
flannel trousers and leather slippers. 

"His face," Cohen writes, "was contemplatively tragic and 
deeply lined, and yet his sparkling eyes made him seem 
ageless. His eyes watered almost continually, even in 
moments of laughter he would wipe away a tear with the 
back of his hand." 

Cohen found Einstein's command of English remarkable
he had lived in America for twenty years by then-and was 
struck by the contrast between his soft speech and his ringing 
laughter. 

t B. Cohen, op. cit., p. 73. 
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Much of the interview was devoted to the history and 
philosophy of science. Einstein spoke of the essential diffe
rence between his positions and those of Mach ~d described 
in c.onsiderable detail his meeting with Mach in Vienna and 
their discussion concerning the existence of molecules and 
atoms-. Einstein commented on the fact thet "today physicists 
are almost all philosophers, although 'they are apt to be bad 
philosophers' ". As an example he cited "logical positivism", 
supported by a group of Mach's pupils, especially the ''Vienna 
circle'' (Philipp Frank, Moritz Schlick, R. Carnap, 0. Neu
rath, and others). Unlike Mach, they allowed for logical 
constructions in science that were not directly related to 
sense-impressions, but in the basic epistemological question 
they followed Mach and denied the objective reality behind 
sense-impressions and observations. Einstein seems to have 
been well aware that there was not much difference between 
"logical positivism" and orthodox I#Machism" or between 
other schools of positivism. 

A large part of the interview: was devoted to Newton and 
his work. Cohen notes a peculiar aspect in Einstein's 
approach to the history of science, which can be related to 
the basic features of his attitude towards science. "As Einstein 
saw it," he writes, "there is an inner or intuitional history 
and an external or documentary history. The latter is more 
objective, but the fortner is more interesting." 

Einstein sought to illustrate the importance of historical 
intuition by an·alysing the ch·ain of logical, subconscious, 
purely psychological motives which led Newton to the ether 
concept from the idea of action at a distance- tlirough empty 
space. Newton's process of thought could be visualised, but, 
as Einstein declared, "the question arises as to whether-or 
perhaps, to what extent-one can document such intuition." 
Einstein believed that the historian is likely to have a better 
insight into the thought processes of a scientist than the 
scientist himself. 

Physical intuition, as we have mentioned in connection 
with The Evolution of Physics, leads to conceptions which 
anticipate, and sometimes interpret, strict mathematical 
relationships. The clash of such conceptions gives rise to the 
"drama of ideas~~, 

In Einstein's view, the important thing is to preserve such 
ideas and their struggle in science. Even when the historical 
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episodes of the "'drama of -idet.s'' do uot produee epicaJ 
results o~ develop into .. indubitable. histOrically invariant 
f~~·s .~nd ... r~~~ln ~ithout a eeq~el, even so they continue to 
ltve on in Science. "' ··- ' "'" " r • ' ' .. 

"Einstein discussed· -'Witil :cOhen the · problem of how often 
in the history of science great questions seem to be resolved. 
only to reappear in new ~orm. He expressed the view that 
perhap·s thi$ was a characteristic of physics, and suggested 
that some of the fundamental problems might always be 
with us. , 

Einstein speaks not of solutions, but of problems, collisions. 
c_onflicts, contradictions-of all that makes history a drama of 
ideas. When a problem remains even though it has been 
solved in a giuen epoch, it is an indication of the approximate, 
temporal, relative nature of the solution. It introduces a 
positive, historically invariant content into the world picture, 
but it does not remove the problem; it expands and moder
nises the problem and prepares it for its reappearance in 
science. -

One is reminded of Lenin's remarks on Aristotle, of the 
contradictions, searchings, approaches~ the living that could 
not be destroyed by the desiccating genius of medieval 
Aristotelianism. 

In order to judge a particle's state of motion one must 
know not only its position at a given instant but also the 
derivative of its coordinates with respect to time, its velocity. 
In order to judge the advance of scientific thinking one must 
know not only the point which it has reached and the 
answers it has supplied to the problems confronting it but 
also its speed, its gradient. And this includes, together with 
answers, new questions, the modification and expansion of 
old questions, everything~ projected into the future, which 
lives on after science has found a eertain answer and attained 
a Certain point.. True, the analogy with the moving particle 
is inadequate~ as science advances not only under the action 
of an external force but to a -considerable degree sponta!ie
ously, as a result of internal coll~ons .. But then, for a~l ·we 
know. particles may be moving in the same way.. · -· ·-

U the history of science~even its most stable, apparently 
self~vident and basically· unshakable conceptions-is viewed 
as a process of- accumulation, expansion and variation of 
questions recurrently addrz'essed. to ~e future, historic retroti-



pection becqmes a discussion with scholars of the past, each 
of whom as it were, addresseS us over the ages. 

However restricted by primitiv• knowledge, was the outlook 
of Aristotle, Democritus or Epicurus, Aristotle'l problem of 
cp6fJPti (annihilation) and Tav11cnC (production) in co~ection 
with motion, nevertheless, remains alive to this day; Democri
tus's problem of ~~real non-being"-vacuum-cannot become 
obsolete; the problem of the transformation of Epicurus"s 
"kinemas" into continuous motion remains a problem to this 
day. These living collisions of the past, addressed to us and 
conjugate with the direction, speed and gradient of scientific 
development, are found to be immortal. 

Thus did Einstein approach the old scholars, and especially 
Newton. This point of view does not obviate historical 
interest in things which tended to restrict the positive answers 
of science. As Einstein wrote, addressing himself to Newton: 
"You found the only way which, in your age, was just about 
possible .... '' But these words follow several pages of quite 
contemporary discussion with Newton on quite contemporary 
problems, and it begins with the personal address: ''Newton, 
forgive me." 

Einstein saw Newton as a scholar of the 11th century. His 
positive solutions belonged to him, as well as to the next 
two centuries. The unsolved questions, the contradictions and 
problems of the 11th century belong also to the future. These 
problems contribute to Newton's immortality and make it 
possible for one to discuss with him problems of the universe 
as if he were alive. 

One capa·ble of conversing with an immortal achieves 
immortality himself. Einstein's sense of living collaboration 
with the past and future generations of explorePs of the world 
was responsible for his peculiar indifference towa.rds the 
specific form which the scheme of the basic laws of reality 
might take under his pen. ·He knew that as a specific solu
tion the unified field theory could disappear without achiev
ing the status of an unambiguous physical theory. ·Despite 
the unparalleled intensity .()f his search, Einstein took a 
tranquil view of the probleJnatical nature of his finds. He 
knew that the problem would be solved, only to gain 
in complexity and reappear in science. A specific solution 
might disappem:, but the truth -~ould remain and expand 
forever. 

HI 
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Science was so much part and parcel of Einstein's life 

that his attitude towards his own fate, his life and· dealih, 
was inseparable from his attitude· towards science. His 1955 
Autobiographical Sutch' at the end of his· life and his 1949 
"obituary" were not so much a summing-up as prophesies 
for the future. Einstein, as has been said before, never cared 
for a summing-up of his life. Once an intrusive visitor-of 
whom he had so many-asked him: '"How, on your death
bed, would you answer the question whether your life was 
successful or in vain?'' As usual Einstein paid no attention 
to the tactlessness of the question and replied with character
istic simple sincerity: "I would not be interested in such a 
question either on my death-bed or at any other time. After 
all I am only a tiny particle of nature."1 

Einstein's attitude towards death can be found in many 
memoirs. In 1916 Einstein fell seriously ill and his life was 
in real danger. If not for the care of Elsa, who kept constant 
watch over his sick-bed, he might never have pulled through. 
Hedwig Bom (Max Born's wife), who called on Einstein 
during his illness, found him discussing the possibility of his 
own death. He spoke in such a detached, tranquil manner 
that Mrs. Born decided to ask him whether he feared death. 
"No," he replied, '1 feel myself so much a part of everything 
living, that I am not in the least ·concerned with the beginning 
or termination of the concrete existence of any person in this 
eternal flow .''2 

These, of course, were not just words. Mrs. Born, who wa$ 
so familiar with Einstein's hu~our and practical jokes, 
realised their utter seriousness. She adds several profound 
remarks of her own. Einstein's words, she says, express his 
identification with humanity, towards which he aspired all 
his life in his quest for the laws of nature. 

Hedwig Born demonstrates a wonderful keenness of 
observation in her approach to the very essence of Einstein's 
scientific exploit and his' attitude towards people. Emergence 
into the "extra-personal·', interest in the objective laws of 
the universe gave ·rise to a sense of identity with the coSmos, 
with life in all its manifestations, with mankind, with people 
who in the succession of generations expand their knowledge 

1 H1Ue Z~t, S. 81. 
2 Jbi4., s. 36. 
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of nature, their powe~; over ~ature~. and approach a rational 
organisation of the human community. What in his attitude 
towards people seemed to emanate from his brain· instead of 
his heart repres~ted an expression of the abs~lute, hafsnony 
of his heart and his brain. He once said in a chat with Infeld: 

'"Life is an exciting show. I enjoy it. It is wonderful. But if 
I knew that I should have to die in three hours it would 
impress me very little. I should think how ·best to use the 
last three hours, then quietly order my papers and lie peace
fully down.''t Two thousand years before Einstein, a philos
opher whose fate it has been to be regarded as an advocate of 
personal pleasures also spoke. of his attitude towards death .. 
In his famous letter to Menekius, Epicurus advanced his 
argument against fear of death, which was to be repeated so 
many times: when we are, death is not; when death is, we 
are no more. Men whose life is imbued with extra-personal 
content understand, and to one degree or another accept, the 
convincing force of this argument. Epicurus himself, when he 
was dying ordered a hot bath and undiluted wine; in his last 
letter he calls the day of his death the happiest in his life 
because it was filled with memories of philosophical discourses. 
It would be hard to find a person more remote from Epicurean
ism or farther removed from thoughts of Epicurus's bath and 
wine than Ein·stein. But it would be hard to find a person 
closer to the Hellenic harmony of outlook and life. 

At the time of Cohen's visit in April 1955, Einstein felt 
quite well. Several days later a Princeton friend (Cohen 
doesn't mention his name) went with Einstein to the hospital 
to see Einstein's stepdaughter Margot, who was ill with 
sciatica. After they left the hospital they had a long waJ.k 
during which they talked about death. ~stein's companion 
commented that to him death was both a fact and a mystery. 
"And also a relief," Einstein added. - -~ 

This was nothing new. Einstein loved life, yet many years 
before, he had ended a letter to Solovine with the words: 
''death is not so bad1 eithet'~2 l'bis; w,.. not indiffereQce to 

, :or ., \ ... ~ ' 

life. On the con~. i~.-w~ the ~teat, love o( life and the 
"extra-personal", it. was CQ!,. attitq~ towards Ufe atuned to 
the Hellenic harmo~y.)?ut ~onP.tit.to the gtUt age in which 

.. I ~ I 

1 L. Infeld, op. cit, p. 294. 
2 SolwiiN, p. 71. 
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the human race is confronted with the most important 
"extra-personal·' problems in history. 

A week later, on April 13, Einstein came down wltb a 
sharp pain in the right-hand side of the abdomen. The doctors 
diagnosed inflammation of the gallbladder. At the hospital 
they suggested an operation, which Einstein refused. It was 
the same hospital where M·argot was staying. In the evening 
of April 17 Margot was brought to ·Einstein·s bedside in her 
wheel-chair. He felt well, chatted with Margot and bid her 
good night. Helen Dukas had left the hospital earlier. 
Shortly after midnight Nurse Alberta Rozsel, noticed that 
Einstein was breathing ·heavily in his sleep. She hurried to 
the door to summon a doctor. Suddenly Einstein muttered 
several words in German. Nurse Rozsel did not understand 
them and hurried to the bed. It was 1.25 a.m., and Einstein 
was no more. '!he post mortem revealed an aortic haemor
rhage of the abdomen. 

Einstein's will was read in the morning. His request was 
that his funeral be held without religious rites or official 
ceremony. The time and place of the funeral was to be kept 
secret from all except a few close friends. who saw his body 
to the crematorium. 

Einstein·s death was deeply felt by ordinary people all 
over the world. As Leonid Andreyev wrote in his parable 
Gulliver's Debth (on the occasion of the death of Leo 
Tolstoi). while Gulliver was alive the Lilliputians could 
always hear the b~ating of his he~rt at night. This can be 
truly said of Einstein. The knowledge that such a man lived 
among them imbued people with confidence in the power 
and immortality of reason. Now the giant's heart had ceased 
to beat. Such a sense of irrebievable loss afflicting all men 
had forQlerly been felt only with the passing away of out
standing statesmen or great writers. Now for the first time 
people had this feeling with the death of a natural scientist. 



Chapter 21 

Death. ia that you /ear? Would you rather be 
immortal? Live in aomlity 1 Tlaou1h you nuq 
die, life wiU coratinue forever. 

Schiller 

To live mean~ to claGRse, and dae po&ehumoua 
life o/ our idea recorded on paper obeya the 
same law: they live on, clatmlilll continuowly. 
growing lesa and leas like wlud they were when 
they issued from our laearh and saw li1ht. 

Anatole France 

The fundamental unsolved problem which Einstein be
queathed to 20th-century physics is the unified field theory 
and associated "transquantum" laws governing ultra
relativistic effects in the interactions of different fields. 
Science will not part with this inheritance; the searches, 
approaches and difficulties of Einstein's conception will 
recur in science again and again, just as the searches and 
difficulties of the old scholars of bygone ages :have recurred. 
But along with unsolved problems Einstein's heritage in
cludes the tangible assets of unambiguous physical theories, 
relativity in the first place. 

In respect of every scholar who has sought to present a 
unified world picture it is possible to delineate in retrospect 
the boundaries of that picture, and thus the boundaries of his 
creative exploit. For Newton these boundaries were deter
mined by the transition from motions incompatible in speed 
with the propagation of light to motions compatible with it. 
In the world of these motione Newton's laws, the classical 
rule of velocity addition in the first place, cease to be suf
ficiently accurate. Here we pass the boundary of Newtonian 
mechanics. Einsteinian mechanics also has its boundaries. 
But it would be wrong to reduce the historical exploits of 



~Einstein and Newton to the development of positive physical 
systems which, like everything in the world, appear, mature, 
a~ ~. The geniuses of science create immortal values. To 
these belong, 1irst of all. the generalitations which always 
retain their validity for a specific domain of phenomena, can 
be further generalised~ specified and elaborated in going over 
to other phenomena, but can never be cast aside. Newton's 
theory will always be valid in the world of bodies moving 
slowly in comparison with the velocity of light. Special 
relativity will always be a true reflection of the world of 
moving bodies in negligible gravitational fields. General 
relativity will always present a true picture of the world of 
immutable bodies in continuous motion in a gravitational 
field. 

In going over from one world picture to another some 
specific variants of the overall content of science are left 
behind, but as such it is immutable and undying. The process 
of innovation nevef dies. In nature it consists in the eternal 
evolution of matter from one fonn to another. In science it 
consists in the eternal evolution of positive views around a 
certain pivotal idea. The most general of such ideas is that 
of the causality of natural processes, and it is a reflection of 
the eternal evolution of matter. It never disappears and yet 
never acquires exhaustive, final form, but takes on new 
aspect-s and shades in every new world picture. The enrich
ment and elaboration of the unified, immutable idea of 
causality is the eternal contribution of natural scientists to 

• sc1ence. 
Such a contribution may be made without a clear idea of 

the specific domain to which it belongs. Many scientists 
develop, specify and enrich the principle of casuality with
out a clear realisation of the impact of their discoveries. 
Einstein did not belong to this category. He knew that -the 
apotheosis of the causal explanation of nature as a whole 
consisted in the contribution of each scientific theory to the 
basic, historically invariant, immutable foundation of science. 

Not th•t every new experimentally verified and applied 
theory automatically joins the ranks of previously established 
theories. Nor are the "tangible assets" of science isolated 
from the unsolved problen1s. Every new positive theory, 
every positive solution breeds a vast number of new, ques
tions, in fact more than the number of questions it has 



solved. It takes a dogmatic -interpretation of ·a new theory 
to prevent new questions, difficulties and contradiCtions 
from arising. It is these newly arising problerns.which con
tribute to the inevitable further evolution· of· the theoty, to 
the living immortality inherent in eve11' living organism, 
which is so different from the immortality ofca marble statue. 

Relativity belongs to the "tangible assets" of science: 
special relativity is as complete and unambiguous as clas
sical thermodynamics, for example. General relativity, al
though it has not as yet attained similar completeness, re
presents a logical sequel to the theory of gravitation,. But 
relativity has posed to science the problem of particle trans
mutations, the problem of field .interactions, the problem of 
deriving the postulates of relativity (the statements concern
ing variations in the behaviour of measuring rods and 
clocks) from the atomistic structure of matter and radiation 
(and possibly also from the atomistic structure of space
time). These problems are more numerous, difficult and 
acute than the problems once raised by Michelson's experi
ment (recall but the infinite energies obtained in the con
tinual description of quantum processes taking into account 
..-elativistic laws). 

The following is characteristic of these quantum .. relativistic 
problems. 

In the 1960s one can no longer question· the need for a 
radical revision of the world pictu~:e in order to overcome 
the current predicaments of theoretical physics. In fact, in 
our time the very meaning of the words ''a radical revision 
of the world picture" i·s changing. 

For three centuries or so the heliocentric revolution was 
regarded as the most sweeping revision of the universal 
scheme. Actually it was a prologue to a more general .chattge 
in ·the world picture-a revision of its primary image. In the 
17th century scholars began to regard the Aristotelian cate
gories of "being", 1/not 'being" and uquali~tive motion" as 
capable of a purely mechanistic explanationi as secoudary 
effects of a simple displacement of immutable bodies. There 
is nothing in the world which could not, in th~ final aualysis, 
be· explained by ·the configurations and reciprocal displace-
menta of analogous bodies. - · 

. · Electrodynamics brought about a crisis in this '~classical 
, ideal., and it ·w•s saved only by the paradoxical concept· of 

• 
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the constancy of the velocity of light in systems moving 
relative to one another. .. 

In the 19th century an idea was advanced which seemed 
to ·break even more drastically with its precursors. Non· 
Euclidean geometry encroached on relationships which had 
seemed self-evident not only in the eletnentary empirical 
sense in which people once spoke of the "self-evident" fixed
ness of the earth. The theorems of Euclidean geometry had 
seemed intrinsic to reason and logically self-evident. As the 
Russian mdthematician V. F. Kagan put it at a session of the 
University of Kazan celebrating the centenary of Lobachev
sky's non-Euclidean geometry, "it seemed easier to move 
the earth than to reduce the sum of the angles in a triangle, 
make parallel lines converge or perpendiculars to the :Same 
line diverge". 

Lobachevsky and Riem·ann spoke of the real nature of 
non-Euclidean relation·ships; before Einstein .. however, there 
existed no logically close·d theory which would treat these 
relationships as specific and indubitable physical statements. 
When Einstein discovered an unambiguous physical equiv
alent for non-Euclidean relationships he changed the very 
meaning lying behind the words "a new world picture". 
Today such change means not just going over to a new 
kinematic scheme of bodies moving in space, but going over 
to a new geometrical interpretation of space itself. 

Relativity also carried the germ of an even more radical 
interpretation of the words "a new world picture''. In order 
to develop a world picture in which the fundamental concept 
is that of the tran·smutation of elementary particles within 
the cells of a discrete space-time, one must develop a new 
logic, new norms of logical speculative reasoning. Today a 
revision of the world picture means more than just a new 
kinematics of moving bodies, more than just a new geometry; 
it means a new logic. This is an even greater ,.,,madness" .. an 
even more sweeping rejection of traditional norn1s and a 
new principle. 

The progress of science is not limited to the development 
of more precise conceptions of the world, it is not reduced 
to such developments, nor to ~the greater thoroughness or 
comprehensiveness of such developments. The progress of 
science is not fully measured by the level of knowledge. 
nor even by the first or second derivative .of that level with 
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respect to time. What changes is the "qualitative" degree to 
which a transition to new conceptions is more drastic, gen
eral, paradoxical, "mad" -the very meaning of !hese epithets 
changes. From the kinetic "madness" of a moving earth to 
the physico-geometrical "madness" of a non-Euclidean 
universe, and on to the logical paradoxes of contemporary 
quantum-relativistic field theory. However habitual and 
"self-evident" any new link in the chain of scientific progress 
might become, it leaves its indelible imprint of courage and 
freedom. When science departed from the anthropomorphic 
self-evidence of the Ptolemaic system it also learned the 
lesson of relinquishing other "self-evident" absolutes. It 
could never turn back. Once science had begun to operate 
with different geometries in describiag the universe it could no 
longer go back to the idea of an absolute, a priori geometry. 
Now that various systems of logical reasoning are applied 
to different physical conditions in quantum field theory, 
science will never revert to an absolute logic. In the drive 
for truth science acquires both new trophies and new types 
of weapons. 

In this respect Einstein's works gave impetus to a sweep
ing rean11ament of science. After Einstein, not only did peo
ple get to know more about the universe but the very mode 
of scientific cognition changed. Einstein's ideas represented 
a great synthesis of experimental and mathematical para
doxes, a rejection, within the framework of a single theory, 
of empirical self-evidence (in continuance of the Copernican 
tradition) and habitual, seemingly a priori mathematical (in 
relativity theory) and logical (in quantum theory) norms. 
This impact on the mode of scientific thinking is irreversible 
and its imprint will remain for ever. Einstein's ideas are 
immortal as links in the irreversible approximation of science 
to the truth because they have led to an irreversible change 
in the methods of scientific thinking. 

The immortality of a scientific theory derives not only 
from the answers it provides, the new problems it poses, and 
its influence on the mode of scientific cognition. Science 
develops in the living intertwining of internal motive forces 
and public thinking, on which it in turn exerts a profound 
influence. A scientific theory acquires historical impor
tance by its impact on historical circumstances, on the life# 
work and self-consciousness of people. ~ 

Hi 



Recall once again Engels's remarkably exact and com
prehensive formula in which he c·haracterises the social im
pact of natural science in the 11th and 18th centuries. In the 
final analysis, the upshot of the merger of natural science 
and philosophy was the Great French Revolution. What is 
the upshot of philosophical generalisations of Einstein's 
theory? An answer to a similar question with regard to the 
\ovhole of the new physics was given in 1908 by Lenin: modern 
physics is giving birth to dialectical materialism.! Relativity, 
with its deliberate and consistent penetration into the ma
terial causality of physical phenomena, with its universal 
understanding of causality and its explicit and sharp anti· 
dogmatic tendency, fits into this formula. 

Before taking over from the old traditional conceptions, 
the new physical theories appearing in the past had to be 
spearheaded against specific physical notions: against the 
absolute nature of "up" and "down", against the fixedness 
of the earth, against the possibility of peEpetuum mobile, 
etc. In order to overthrow the classical concepts of absolute 
~pace and time, relatiyi•i had to be spearheaded not only 
against specific phy·sical concepts (the stationary ether, etc.), 
but also against the dogmatic spirit in science, against 
dogmatism as such. The principle of the constancy of the 
velocity of light, the new theory of mass and energy, the 
principle or the,{equivalence of acceleration and gravitation, 
the concept of space-time curvature-this road could not be 
traversed spontaneously, as a series of consecutive anti
dogmatic, essentially scientific generalisations. This road is 
so revolutionary, it included s·uch a paradoxical destruction 
of "self-evident" concepts that it could not be passed without 
a deli·berate and consistent refutation of dogmatism. That is 
why Einstein's anti-dogmatic ideas are inseparable from the 
positive content of relativity. This is seen in any systematic 
exposition of the theory; it is even more apparent in its 
historical exposition, and it is there for all to see in Ein
stein's life history. Einstein's anti-dogmatism was directed 
against both phenomenological "self-evidence'', which pro
vides the basis for positivistic "pure description", and the a 
priori logical "self-evidence" of concepts. Such a position, 
cannot, of cour.se, become "obsolete'', for it is an expressioD 

1 v. I. Lenin, Collea.-d Woru. Moscow, t962, VoL 14, p. 313. 



of the continuous renovation of science. Rel·ativity enters 
naturally into the ideological arsenal of those social forces 
whose purpose it is to remove all barriers from the road of 
the ceaseless, infinite expansion of human know1edge and 
power over nature. 

What do we mean by giving practical value to relativity 
theory? 

The practical applications of 17th- and 18th-century physics 
resulted in the development of machine production and in 
.the new social conditions engendered by it Practical applica
tion of relativity has ushered in the atomic age. A·tomic 
energy and all that accompanies it, from nuclear alchemy to 
cybernetics, is not just an application of science-it is science 
itself. Applications of science and scientific experiment merge 
in such fields as space research, the construction and utilisa
tion of atomic reactors, the construction and utilisation 
of cybernetic systems. Industry's task lies no longer in the 
manufacture of certain established types of instruments but 
in the rapid transition to new instruments. Production is 
measured not by its level but by the rate of scientific and 
industrial progress. Shops and even instruments (space
research instruments, for example) become laboratories, and 
reciprocally, laboratories become shops. 

Looking ahead and envisaging the broader applications 
of modern p·hysical ideas. one finds that the atomic age is 
based on applications of ·relativity theory to problems of 
the microscopic and submicroscopic world governing 
processes inside the atomic nucleus and interactions of ele
mentary particles. This is the ~aspect of relativity which is 
turned to the future, to a unified theory of elementary par
ticles and fields and a more consistent unification and gen
eralisation of quantum and relativistic laws. 

Facing the furore are the most abstract trends in contem
porary physics, trends remote from any practical applica
tions, and even from the status of unambiguous physical 
theory. Trends coinciding in spirit with the aspirations 
which led Einstein on in his work since the 1930s until the 
very end. 

The embodiment of these tendencies in unambiguous, 
verified and practically applicable theories will probably 
correspond to the broadest industrial applications of proc
esses involving the liberation of energies compatible with 



l:he internal energy of particles. U·tilisation of such concen
trated energy sources and energies will require completely 
automated production to a degree currently achieved in 
cybernetic systems. Such automation, which in principle in
cludes automatic transition to better systems, has so far 
been realised in computer systems for processing and trans
mitting information. When .the atomic age emerges from its 
primary stage such automation will spread to all the basic 
industries and to transport. 

The restriction of cybernetics to the processing and trans
mission of information which is characteristic of the present 
transitional stage of technological progress, corresponds to 
specific features in the development of physics. Up to a cer
tain time quantum physics dealt with comparatively small 
energies of radi·ation and could therefore remain non-rela
tivistic. Then higher energies came to be studied, and rela
tivistic concepts of the microcosm were required, resulting 
in a deeper generalisation of quantum mechanics and general 
relativity. Cybernetic systems for the production, transmis
sion, distribution and utilisation of energies of tremendous 
intensity will represent the embodi·ment of quantum-rela
tivistic conceptions. 

How will such technologies affect the nature of human 
labour? An answer to this question enables us to appreciate 
the impact of Einstein's ideas on human destinies. Arranging 
the components of labour in an ascending scale of reconstruc
tional effect on technology, we obtain a series: utilisation 
of available equipment, the search for new, more effective 
structural and technological schemes wi~thin the framework 
of the same physical principles, the search for new physical 
principles. We can already perceive the extent to which 
automatic mechanisms have enhanced the reconstructive 
component of labour by replacing the labourer in the first 
link of the series. At the next stage, cybernetic systems 
capable of altering their own design will enable people to 
concentrate on more ambitious problems. Cybernetics docs 
not replace man, it changes the na~ture of his creative work. 
On the example of the most advanced branches of modern 
engineering we see how labour merges with research-not 
in special problems but in the basic problems of physical 
reality, problems of the structure of outer space, elementary 
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particles and fields. Such labour is incompatible with social 
exploitation. 

Thus Einstein's work is linked with the spiDitual and 
material emancipation of the human race. Therein lies .the 
immortality of his scientific expl1)it. Immortal also is ·the 
image of Einstein, who renounced the ''merely personal" and 
the daily commonplace, in the name of cognition of the 
world as an orderly whole united by causal relationships. 

The time will come when the man in the street will know 
more abou.t nature than Einstein did. But he will draw from 
Einstein's work his aloofness from the "merely personal", 
he will hear the beating of the giant heart. People reading 
Einstein's works will always be struck by the loftiness and 
athletic musculature of his mind (as the intellectual might 
of Karl Marx's Capital was once characterised). 

This is Einstein: a man among men, and a man with his 
thoughts. This is his life: the Luitpold Gymnasium; Italy 
with its blue Mediterranean coastline, fine old cities and 
museums; student days in Switzerland; the Bern Patent 
Office; Professorship; Berlin; the First World War; world 
fame; travels; a refugee from the nazis; work in the United 
States; the A-bomb tragedy. This is his work: Brownian 
movement, photons, special relativity, general relativity, at
tempts to develop the unified field theory. 

Remember the verses about God creating Newton and 
illuminating the universe, and the Devil who sent Einstein 
to plunge it back into d·arkness. To illumine once and for 
all the absolute laws of reality is truly beyond the possibil
ities-and the intentions-of man. It might be the Devil's 
work to reject Newton's illumination of the universe-and 
with it any light at all. But it takes human inspiration and 
human genius to replace the light kindled by Newton with 
a much brighter light, never to regard the picture of the 
universe in any given light as final, and never to fear that 
the removal of an old ·light will result in darkness. This was 
the achievement of one of the greatest physicists of all times, 
a man, take him for all in all. 
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